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kl
: INTRODUCTION'

3 I.

1. Batkround

. On December 18, 1975, the Southwest'Educational eveiopment tahoratory

(SEM.), under contractito the National Institute of Education (NIE Coritract

. .40D-76-0051), commenced a project aimed at facilitating implementation of

the "Lau Remedies." The Lau Remedies are the guidelines issued.by the U. S.

Office for Civil Rights to school districts fou d to be in noncompliance

with the U. S. Supreme CoUrt decision in au v. ichols (414 U.S. 561,,1974).

+
.

The Lau Remedi encompass a number o procedures which school disttigts
.

must follow in order to comply with the Lau decision. Those procedures cow.:
.

cern the diagnosis. of 'Instructional needs and the selectioniof appropriate

educational programs for mi rit-language school children of.limit4dEnglisiV-

speaking ability.

40k

The capacity 'of school districts implement the Lau Remedies .was foUnd

,to be limited by insufficient knowledge of earth .data potentially useful

to such an effort. 'Accordingly, NIE contracted w SEDL to conducta nat oral

conference of researchers and practitioners involved ih. e'issues raised by

1the Lau Remedies., .This document is both a Final Report of S s activities
-

pursuant to the management of that conference and a publication of t on-
:-. .

b. . \-,
, .

Terence proceedingatt.
.

IP '..
.

1. The contract actually specified two scopes of work of which the
'management drthe conference wag` the first. The,second, which Wilt be"

, reported pn separatelylinvolved the design Of a research agenda to
address certain specific needs emirging from sections II and V of the
Lau Remedies.

*
/ .
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2; Pro Mara ement '

Dr. Domin Dominguez, Director of EDL's Bilingual and Migrant Division,

was the Project Dir tor. He was assist dby M4. Rachel Orti2 41.gProject;.:

Coordinator, by other s at 'S , and by a National Advisory Board con-

sisting of the -following meal: : 4 -
4

11.0

Ms. Lucilli Echoh
Special Assistant fo an Education
Utahttate'Board of Ed ion
Salt Lake City, Utah

.

Dr. Salom6n Flores
.

Director, Programs for Sp isil- eaki
Chicago'State Univ4rsity.
Chicago, Illinois

Dr. Norma Hernandez
Dean, College of Educgtion

Assisting: Dr-. Frank Trujillo

Assistant Professor
University of Texas at El Paso
EL/Paso, Texas

Mrs..Emma Jimenex,RodrigUez
.Principal
Ford Boulevard Elementary School,
Los Angeles, California

Ms. Miria Ramirez
Director, Bilingual Educa ion Ofikce
State Educati9n'Deiartmen
Albany, New York

'Mr. Billy Reagan
Superintendent

Assisting: .Ms. Viet ria Bergin
Direct° Bilingual Programs

Houston Independent SchoO District-

Hoilstod, Texas 0

Dri Albert Yee
Dean of Graduatgudies & Research,
.Univetsity of California
Long Begch, California'

The Advisory Bogrd was closely involved, n'the specification of conference

'sr the seleCtion of'onference participants-and, as Panel Moderating,

nagement of the conference itself: &

\\1.--

J
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3. Subject of the Conference
./

In their initial Request- for - Proposal (12 Sentember 1975) NIE specified

from,the Lau Remedies four sections (I, II, III, V) which were iwparticular
,.

need of claiification and support. These sections respectively addressed

.the following subjects:

Identifica\ion of students' priMary language
for determining whether bilingual-programs
are needed. /

. Diagnosis of student learning behaviors and
prescription of responsive instructional
procedures.

. Specificatioh of rilingual program models
appropriate to the'languageolneeds and
educational level o students. .

Development of personnel staffing and training
procedures appropriate to the prescribed'programs.

+is

Project staff at SEDL used these subjects a$ the basis for the generation

of specific questions to be addressed by th4onferencle. After passing
if

thrOugh.several drafts, eight paper topics were 'eirentually approved Ey thel

Advidory Board. Great care was given to,the way in which

defined, in order that they be neither too superficial to

guidance, ilo"datailed as to prejudice the objectivity of the inv

the opics were

prow. sufficient

tigato/rs.

It was decided that the investigators for the varioustopfcs should e spe-

cialists in the partfcular fields pertinent to each topic -- e.g., a B

- I

Curriculum'and Instruction speci list on the subject of alternative prog am

models. The following repres nts the find draft of the topic definitions

4

lingual w'
A

keyed to appropriate specialists.
.

'

1) ,Sociolinguist(s): Analysis o "performance".variablis affecting
use of dominant language,in bilingual sittings; reviiw_of _alterna-
tive proceduresjou idehtifyang dominant language; assessment of

-smultilingual,,proficienoiei^(OCRREPORT,SECTION I) ._

.. k'

?Is

7 .

I
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2) Psychologist(s)/Anthropologist(s): Review of ethnographic research
on culturally-based leatning behaviors; identification of culturally-
based variables in learning -- e.g motivational styles, cognitive
...styles; if differences in cognitive style exist, how. can(such

'differences be explained in terms-Of a learning theory -- e.g.,,
Associationist as opposed to Developmental? What.is a satisfactory

.

typology for classifying those differences e.g.,-field dependence/
independence vs'. differentially ordered cognitiv.e functions?
(OCR REPORT SECTION v'

3) Child Development Specialist(s).4 Analysis
tance of'cult- urally responsive ptograms ....-

development of students' self concept/self
succeed in educational programs, and other
(OCR REPORT SECTION II).'

of the nature and impor-
e.g., -in terms of
esteem, motivation to
pertinent variables

. 4) Psycholinguist(s): Analysis of the dynamics of first and-second
language acquisition in the context of general cognitive develop-
ment; comparative analysis of'alternative program methodologies in

-terms of pertinent psycholingnistic variables -- e.g., the .,

appropriate language (first br other) fot particular content areas
(OCR REPORT SECTION III) - , i

5) Bilingual Curriculum & Instructional Speciaist(s): RevieW of

current bilingual/multicultukal programs and models in terms of
their validated success in achieving specified objectiles; analysis
of alternative diagnostic procedures for program prescription,(OCR

. REPORT SECTION III).

6) Teacher Training Specialist(s): Analysis of culturally-based
process variables; review of alternative Preseryipe and,linservice
strategies for training cultural responsiveness; review of

. appropriate teacher selection models (OCR RflORT SECTION V)."

7) Educational Administration Specialis ): Discussion.of potential

administrative problems/solutions n pl enting bilingual/Multi-
cultural programs -- e.g., curriculum integration, staffing patterns,
community, outreach.

Educational Law /Policy Specialist(44. Review of statutory and
judicial bases for btilingnal'progiam implementation impli7

cations of the Federal.DistricttCourt ruling inptero v6,14esa County.
Valley.SchooI district (Colorado, 1976); review ofpresent federal
requirements and funding/information resources for program implemen;..

tation.
°,

4.' Organization and pate of the Conference
., ,

The prl.ntipal purpose of 'the confetence was to bring practitidners
.

together with`researchers and specialists for, Wwas hoped, a fruitful
_

exchange of informatIon. Emerging from such an exchange Won d be not only



N./

,,,,,_.
,

)th&wider diasemftation of knowledge and techniques to fay.litate the

"'
,implementatiOn-of the Lau Remedies, but also the identific ation of R&D needs

,,,

pertinent to,that implementatipnj' Ac7dingly, the Participant' roles for

)the conference were defined ea follows. .

. 1

1.) Principal Investigators -- These!individuals were to' conduct
the researchand ptesent their findinge on the topics, specified

,above. Within 'the professional constraints required by the,'
topics, an attempt was` made to have strong minority represents- /
tion among this group.

2) Paper Discussants ---. These individuals were toevaluat the
Investigators',papers and to present their critiques at the
conference. Two DiscUssents were assigned to eaChtopic..

04.

An attempt was made to have at least eight of'the Discussants
be Lau GAC-B Direcfdrs.

)

3) Conference Gdedts -- This was to be the most numerous group' t

of individuals attending the conference. An attempt was made
tQ include among this group representatives of OE and NIE,.

TeaCher Training, Institutions, R&p:Institutionsi

-and-Special Interest/Advocacy Groups: Arcomplete, list of
Conferepce Guest's is available from SEDL'upon request.

In order to ensure that the investigators' pipers would respond to the

* diverseinterests of all the conference particilients, the following"Guide
.,

lines for Papers were distributed toInvestigatorsand,Discussants.

).;.GUIDELINES FOR PAPERS

EACHTAPER SHOULD FOLLOW, AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE, THE FORMA% DgSCRIBELBEL9W.

o Pertinent review of .current. and jpf significant past literature bearing
on the topic. Where appropriates, the review.ghould.include analysis
of alternative instruments, procedures; programs or materials Tele- .

. '''vent to the topic in question: .. , '.

.
1

. .,,,A 2 4414

Synthesis of research findings with respect to, the topic. The '-`--` `
4 synti4sis should include an identification of, strengths and weak-

. , messes in our current knowledge babe, and an analysis of the
4,

empirical and theoretical:bases
tube,

which-currentperceptions of i.
-------- the topic rest:

-, -

Utilization of the research syn hesis for illuminating thatsection
of the OCR Report to which the imger if keyed: Rdsearch findings

.

.

of practidal application (e.g,, alternative instruments, procedures,
program or materials)`should be-discussed in terms of-variables

1,relevant tothe practitioner -- e.g.; cost effectiveness, feasibil
. ity, diagnostic validity; .

1

A
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Identification of tesearch and/or development eeas.,''should any

exisf, 14.th respect to 'the implementation of pisf oietion of the
OCR Repot to- the paper is keyed: ., Discussion should extend
to any educational issues raised by the 'Report 'which may be

C

problematic because of insufficient knowledge'. A syntheiip.of
research and policy recommendations for direct lAilementaeion in
schools and,classrooms should conclude 'the piper. . .

4
.

. ....

FOr various reasons it;beCame desirable to assign a team of two

') investigators 'to each of the topics nullibered 3 5, , ,5 6 7 and .8 (see pp. 3-''
... 1 .

. , e
14

and. 4) This means that twelve_ papers in all were presented, even though

the scop 'of the conference was' not expanded beyond the original eight

topics.

74, J.

. . .t

t. The ht,topics were addressed py eight panels meeting, sometimes

concurrently, over a two-day period. The Conference was'held at'SEDL on
4, .

.

June, 17,18, 1976.. E. ,

Since 'the numbering of the panels (i.e., the order iti which they were
A

e

does not correspond tq the nuMbeFing of the topics presented, the :
0 t

\

gonven )

,followiAg concordance panels to topics is supplied.

PANEL

I 11

TOPIC

3

"iii 5

IV, 0

V 6,7

VI - Ail .."

, VII 4

VIII , 8
t-

\S., Thei?rinci al Investigators
.

-

` PANEL . -
,

S. . ' . ,e,

I. Dr.Courtney B. Cagden,-Professor of Iducation,'Harvard.
,.7 cUniversity, Cambridge, Mass. -

. *
0, .

1.2` °

A



PANEL I

II. TT. Luis Laosa, Division of Educational Studies,
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.

Dr. Theresa Escobedo, Assistant Professor, Dept. of
Curriculum and Instruction, University of Texas, Austin.

III. Dr. John Young, Chairman of Asian Studies, Seton Hall
University, South'Orani;e,

Ms. Helen Parker,'Director, Bilingual Program, Rocky Boy
Reservat-ioniVistrict No. 87, Rocky Boy, MT.

IV. Dr. Robert Cervantes, Development Associates, Inc.,
.San,Antonio, TX. .

.

Ms. Carmen Anna Perez, Director of Office of Bilingual ,

-Education, University of New York, Albeni, N.Y..

V. ,Dr. John B. Lum, Lau Bilingual Pro(ect Head; San,Francisco
, Unified School District, San Francisco, CA.

.
.

. .

k ,
Ms: Maria E. Torres, Administrative Assi4antto t

.
e , , ,

, A . President, Southmost College, Brownsville,-.TX. -.. .
A ,.

I. Dr. Edward de Director, Research Educational. Planning,
Bilingual Children's Teievision, ()Aland, CA.

,-0-' .

.t77,_--1. VII. Dr. Gustavo Gonzalez, ASSistant Professor, Graduate SchoolofEducatipn,,University slf.California, Santa Barbara, CA.
. .

VIII: Mr. Herberk'Teitelbaum, Legal Director and Mr. Richard J. Hiller, L
Staff Attorney, Puerto Rican Legal beferlie and., duchtional'Fund, . .

New -York, N.Y. . -,'

-.0.14,

,e.
4,

O n

v
MINIM

,FOrmat for the Report of 'they Conference Proceedings

Section It of this document'cOntaina a report of the Lau Conference
.

4c-..

pr6ceedings. It is subdivided by panel. Each panel report is introduCed

with a brief note identifying the panel Participants. There .then follows
, .. %

in three apparate sections the text(s) of the investigatcr(01 papet(E,.
,., ..

. ,
.

excerpts from the sDisdussants'-remarks, and. a brief.synopsis of the floor
..

, .
(

4
i ,

,
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PANEL' I: Introductory Statement

Panel I addressed topic,,"2" (see page 4). The Principal

Investigator wasDr. Courtney Cazden. Her paper was.entitled "Culturally

Responsive EducatiOn: a Response to the LairGuideli4es, Section II."

Serving as-Discussants were Dr. Manuel Remirez, Professor of Edlication at
4 . ,

the Universityof California, Santa Cruz, andDr. Robert Chln, Professor

of Psychology at Bostbil University. The. panel was prtsi4ed'over by Dr.

?
Albert Yee, member of the Lau Project Advisory Board. ,Dr. Cazden's paper

r-'
is,reproduced on the following pages.

er

1

9

1

}"'"
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CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE EDUCATION: A RESPONSE TO Lit GUIDELINES
SECTION II*:

1

Courtney B.'Cazdenand Ellen L. Leggett

Harvard University

4

Yr
°

> 0

*We a grateful_ td the following people who responded generously to urgent
requests for dotumenti fdi this review: Carter Collins of NIE; Stever:
Diaz of tKe Harvard Griduate School of EdUcation; Roger Ric of,the Center
for LwekurEducations Harvard University; Rudolph-,Troike theTent r
for Applied Linguistics; apd Herman" Witkin.of the Educational Tibting
Service. Responsibility for the views expiessed here, hbwever, is ours

,

10

/
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CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE UCgTION: A DISCUSS N-OF LAU GUIDELINES
SECTION II 4800k,

CoUrtne B. Cazd en and Ellen, L.,.-Leggett
. .

Hari rd University

.

O

q)).
r*. .

,. *Section II of the LAU -Guidelines says in part:

The second part of a plan ust describe the diagnostic/
prescriptive measures to it used to.identify the nature. It

and.extent:of each stud ttaeducational needs and then
prescribe an,educatiq program utilizing the most
effectiveteaching sty e to satisfy the diagnosed educe-
tional needs. The de ermination of which teaching
style(s)4are to be'u ed should be based on a careful

,

review of, both the cognitive and affectiv ins
and should include n 'assessment of the respons eness
of students to dif erent types of cognitive learning
styles and incent've motivational styles - E,g., com-
petitive vs. coo erative learning patterns...

- Complying with this
4 I

what, in addition'to la =cage, bUst be chinged in eating Bilingual/Bicul-
.

/ 4

tural Education (BBE). The-goal is education
.-

tiltfin..1 be more responsive
4

,
7

. s

to culturai\differences ong children. Specifically, school systems, are .

ection of the-Guidelines requires a,decision about

,.: , . . - -.9

asked to consider cognitive and affective. aspects of how different children
"`

.

Y"' .

learn so that appropriate teaching styles and learning environmentslcanin,
1.'4 "I ,/

.,.,,,

.
y,

provided that w'll maxiiize their educational achievemeni.:
. / . , . ,!f, 4e-,

' The assertion in the Guidelines that how we teach should be adapted to 4..

hok children earn is supported by fundamental concepts in anthropology, and' ..

$, .

psychology.y' In anthropology, the concept of culture includes not only lea-

guage and a catalogue of visible objects and events but-also the tacit ,
/ e ,

--..-111`
t , i. / . .

7,
knowledgeithat the members,of 456CommuniiyShaidii
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.

Schools' have long been aware of cultual differences, and in.

re nt years have attempted- -to address them, rates r than
ni them. Too often the-differences of which the school

eor which even.the community is awarela e only the
ible, 'high' culture symbols and the most st eotyped
ons., What may be slighted is thg , culture
Phil4s' 1974 title), the 'culture of everyday'etiquette

ineraction, and iEkexpression of rights and dutieS14
Classr may be, respect ra of religious belief and fiat onal
custom, t profane an implicit ceremonial order having tC\dO; °

with relat ons among persons. One can honor cultural.pride, , \

on the wall's of a room yet' inhibit learning within them
(Hymes, 1976, pg. 43) .

I

,

In psychology, the conc pt 9f intelligence "postulates diverse'mental
c .

-abilities and proposes that intelligent behavior can be maftifested'in a wide,

variety of forms, with each individual displaying certain areas of-intellec-
.

tual 'strength and oiherforms.of.intellectUal.weakness" (Stodolsky & Lesser,

1967,. p. 562). In their widely cited article, Stodolsky and Lesser (1967)

report research on ethnic differences,in patterns of mental abilities among

first grade children and hold out a vision of eventually being able to
) $.

f

maximize educational achievementby matching instructional practice to such

differences along children:

How far'have we come toward a realization of that vision? Expansion of

.Guiielines II into more detailed prescriptions should ideally rest on the

following knowledge:

1. That we knowow to describe. accurately how different individual

children le4m, because

a. There is,valid research data that childien from identifiable
cultural groups overwhelmingly exhibit certain-learning
-styles, or I

b. Weknow how to ,make valid individual diagnoses of individual
chilciren'in)each clasifoom. 1

,r .
2. Having that information on children, by group or by indiVidui

,

we know how to Vary how we teach in relevant ways. Thtlii,
.

),
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a. We have a repertoire of teaching styles, d

b. We have research'evidtnce that a match-between
characteristics of children and charadteristics of teaching

environments will'significantly increase their achievement.

Educational, research on these issues is called "aptitude-treatment

.interaction" Durng the pastvilecade, considerable reseaidh has been

done in this area, and reviewi,of.the field are available (Berliner & Cahen,

1973; Tobias, 1976). Inigeneral, Tobias speaks for,the field: "The bulk

of the work remains to be 'done, and the viabilityofthe ATI construct ,for

the illumination of our undrstanding of instructional events, as well as
i

for advancing practice to tle,point where instruction]. prescriptions' can
,

,

be made, is'still to be demonstrated" (1976, p. 63).

. lbis paper

\ first in cognitive.style

reviews selected topics in this research in

and then in what I have.termed "Interactional

sty14.. In both domains dit3cussionis limited to, dimensions of individual

differences where:

1. Evidence exists that individual.
with membership in partitular

and
t 1

ifferences are correlated,
ltural groups;

-

2.- Suggegtidns have been made for how instruction might be
adapted to these differences.

Where evaluation data are available on-the effects of adaptations on educ4i-
, .

.. - .

tional achievement, they are prese ted. Because

implications for formal,vschool-based education,

the paper is focused .on

environmental anteceden s-Of

the cultural differences, are not discussed. The'papet makes suggestions for

how school systems may comply with1 the Guidelines, and Criate more culturally

responsive education in the-present state of our knowledge.

At the outset it is important to.keep in mind a ditinition between.

universal and-particular goali of ducation. ,Universal ,goals are thOse ate

).



,

expect all children to achieVe and we demand that all schools teach.

Literacy and mathematical competence are certainly such universal goals,

k

whatever else one might want to include. Particulay goals, by econtradt, are
- , ,

. . I
,

bopmmore optional add more varied - skilled performance in sports or the

arts; ,for example. This discussion of LAU Guidelines be limited to

!

g hitst-aplication to universaltoals were_lethe ,isipli i of recognizingdaton
.1

s

- , ._,

individual.[and cultural] differences is thatdifferent instructional stra-

. tegies must hefound which will optimally promote each child's achievement

of basic uniVersal,skills'"fLesser, 19-71,.p. 33). Any complete educational

earn ahOald_also provide rich options fit instruction toward more partic-

ulargoals, but,the illnot*be considered further here.

'Thepaper.d9es not dis ss diagnostic/prescriptive measures themselves
,

But 'it shouldbe.notedthat certai aspects of some of,the managemen#syste
5

ibr diagnosing and.prescribihg utational needs, for instance in

reading and/mathematics, may make culturally r esponsive education more
_

difficult. In particular,' thoughtful attention shodld be given to these
.

aspects. of whatever systesi,-.16,14sed:
V

-
The amount-of frequency of teiting.required;

. The extent to which instruction is totally diyidualized,
in the literal sense of each'child working alopei.

Cultural bias, Or at best cultural meaninglessness, in the
materials themselires, especiallyilthey-have been produced
for a large-scale use over a wideleographic area.

Cultural Differences in Cognitive Style

The tetw cognitive style" is used by psychologists to refer_ to ,;',A.,
t

\\
"individual V tion in modes* of perceiving, remembering, and thinking, or

as distinctive,: s of apprehending, storing, transforming,'and utiliiing_
t,-.

r
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tit . i n 1

informatlan (Kogan,, p, 244). There

k I .

._

ways of describing such variations. There

variations that psychologists have studied.

°

1

trast in sensory modalities' between visual and auditorr:strength thgt may

underlie the, findings reported by.Stodolsky' and

lists, nine.other cognitiVe style dimensions:

is no. theoretically based 84t of
=

is only a list 4wXabels for

One such variation is the con-

LesseK above. Kogan 0971)

'field independence vs. field dependence
scanning -4 a.measure of how attention is focused..
4oreadth of-cAtegorizing.

1 1
conceptualising styles - e.g., analytic Vs. thematic

categories
cognitive complexity vs. simplicity
ref lectivenesa vs.'impulsivity
leveling vs: sharpening - a measure of assimilation in

memory
11A

A
constricted vs. flexii4e control - susceptibility to

,distraction
.

,tolerance for incongruous or. unrealistic.e/xperiences

i.... -,

Of'thesiNnine dimensions, field dependence/Independence Is the'most

thoroughly researched. To my .knowledge, differences in sensory modality

strength and in field dependence are the only two dimensions cif cognitive

style on which any evidence of cultural diffyences have been found. In
NN

.
1 . .

these two'areaP, individualodifferences in cognitive styles 4 seem to be
e

.

._

correlated with membership in particular culturargrouls. ra,addition,-
r , .,:i ,,

suggestions have been made for?low instruction might be adapted to thgie

.

differences, and in a few cases evaluation dateon attempted'adaptations
z.

1

available. The two dimensioni will be discussed further in turn.

' 0

/01

Visual vs. Auditory Sensory Modality Strength

. :,

Many teachers obierve informally that some childt n'seem tO
- .

,,- ..- ..
, ..

through their eyes while other children,learn,more thr ugh their

are

learn more-
t At

ears* My ,

'experience is probably typical. In1974-75 apglit alcombined first-second-
,

-,.;,1,* .k.,
. v, ,

third grade in tanifiego -(Cazden, 1975).i Two 91, the silt- firli graaers Were*.

,
.

3
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'

Mexican boys who bdth did vep'y'villin beginning reading but seemed to learn
v

_, . . ,, 4
4,.,

2 2,'
in strikingly different ways. Rafael settled to learn more,throughlis ey4s,

,./ i

remembering with remarkably` accuracy how la wortlooked and -Where he had seen c.

/ 4, t

, r l i, ,: ..___ e t
it. in the game of Concentration - where,pairs Of word cards. are. placed

1

,,,
0 .

.. .

2---- face down orithe'table arid playeis take turns trying to fihethe pairs.-
_.

.

F

D

Rafae l could beat-'anyone in the class, child or adult. :Alberto; en-the--

other hand, was not particulatly good at Concentration: But he lied a much
. . ,. ..,,

thateasier time attending to'thesounds thaf Words area* of, and, wrote daily

, ' .
. ,

--stories with invented spellini-to match h's SpaniSh accent - e.g.,
0
tis

,

coner is,drragn (In this corner is dragon.). (See Ca.zden, 19/5 and the

which it appears for two of Albertos:pictuies andcover 9f the magazine in

0accompanying captions.) .r , ,
o

Beyond Such informal obdervatiorisithere is.considerable research
. ,

4PiP % ' , .

evidence, both-experimental'ind ethnographic, fOr cultural,- differences in,.

4,
'X

°

sensory modality strength. i"Strength" refers to,soie combination of.cability *.

and preference which are often hard to separate: godoisky, and Lesser 41967)

"1
..gave four "menta ability tests" to middle- and loUtt-class ,chiidren from

(Chinese, Jewish, Negio,end P;Ieito

Rican) and-three groups in a reprcation study in Boston .(Chinese, Irish an

*four cultural groups in New Ybrk Cit-

,.
Negro). On space conceptusliz tion, a visual. strength, the Chinese ranked

first, Jews second; Puerto,

and Negro groups, the c, ture-specific patterns'of strength and weaknesses

icans third and Negroes fourth., Poi.th Chinese.
.

-. ..

found firit in Niw Yo k were replicated almost eaac
it

ly in licaston." Social . -

. .
, ,

.

s
. 1

class differences' 'thin each group affected absolute cores but not the
.,-

overall pattern and differences aSiong.the groupswire gieateramong lowIr
, ,

.

''. class childr n than among middle class children. I . .t,
.

. ".
i

zd and John (1971) report-extensive observations on the visual
o

. .o... -.z.

streng s of Nytive American children from -many,tiies. Xietal61d.(1973)
VW ,

l . ,

. '

1

2
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.

reviews comparable evidence for the, same sensory- modilitysirength, which,
.

. ,
she'calle 'figural', in Alaskan Eskimos. .,

,
.

..

-Most recently, John-Steiner andOsterreich'(1975) report visual

strengths in a studs' of learning among Pueblo children. They told a

story to Pueblo and non-Pueblo primary grade childAn and the asked tbe
.

. . ..

.

children to both retell the story anddraw a picture of it. The amount of
..-

information from the. story retained-in the children's retelling and drawings

was o:then, compared. The pueblb children conveyed more information in their
r/ :

. i ., '1

drawings, while the non- Pueblo children conveyed more information in their
ls

verbal retelling. (Some of the children were tested ih English, othersin

Kereear Tano, others in both. Presumably, though 'unfortunately not clearly

stated, the relative strength of the Pueblo children's visual expression

holds in comparison' with retelling whatever is the child's dominant lan-

guage.) John - Steiner and Osterreich also save ariimagery"..test to Indian
.

and non-Indian adults. NaVajo, Crow and non-Indian men and women enrolled.-
..

in teacher training. programs were asked to write down,the.inages that 8 words-
.-

such as house brought to mind. Images were clastalid as visual ("beige-
,

covered house, post fence surrounding it...") or verbal house se is e
,

, - \,
shelter full of love") or both. Crow Indians gave the most visual responses.

(70X), Navajos next (50%) and non-Indians leist(33%).
, i\

,.
.

\ -

It,is easy to imagine how relative visual

An'reading or mathematics instruction, but the

experiments so far p sents a mixed pictdre.

ptiength could 10 exploited

evaluation of controlled
-

Bissell; Aite.and Zivin

.

(1971) review two studies in which individual children'S modality
1

strength

was matched with types of reading instruction. Modality strength was assess-

ed by tests of visual discrimination of letter eoibinations,a auditpry

discrimination

A

of letter. Jeounds. The relationship between the hildren's

fr

ti



refatiVe scores and sight vs. phonic method of 'instruction was then analyzed.
. ,

The results are ipconclusive:, one study report* that matching helped and

the othei'reports it did not. Whether-the weakness is in the assessment of

'individual differences or in instructionardesign is unclear.
:.%

Lesacr reports. similar attempts to match instruction in mathematics to

modality strength. Certain matheinatical concepts .can be portrayed either by

visual means such as graphs or Venx\ diagrams, or by equivalent words or,

numerical symbols.
.

Lesser concludes from the few studies to date that "This
.

research is clearer about the destmittive effects, of mismatching than it ,

about the constructiv effects of matching. . .The inhibiting effects of mis-
4,1

\44.

matching seem well doc ented; the rational bases for arranging uniformly

successful matches remal \to be clarified" (1971, p. 541-2). I

It is likely'that th= educational effects of differences in sensory.

modality. strengths are most\Agnificant in the early school years. ''Wlfereas

adults usually can readily.t nsmit informatibn learned in one modal ty tb\

the other modalities, children's sensory modalities

\

ordinates (Bissell, White & Ziv

s ve restilts from attempts at an
,

'ells Itching, our best strategy at
_

\
multi sensory curriculum. A detail

are not as highly

.1.

1971, p. 149). Because ofthe inco

structional match, and the dangers of

present time seems to be a deliberat

example multi-sensory teaching of

the con ept of a `eat (Bissell, White an

As -seen., White and Zivin point

ivin,. X1.9 1) is given.in Appendix I."

teaching the coriceptt of's ;
°\

-spin'%soh, oft is not only more-.set or any thlpr coAcept with amultise

likely to r = h all the children it a alas

each child's
.

recommendation a

to the c ildren

ruing experience a richer

, .

ueal o more ikely to make

(1971, p. 150).50). Thei;

,v . 1

ppli, s-Ifith,greatest force
.

general rely 'too ',
. ,

..,,

s to all children, but i

LAU Guideli4es spay.

24
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.
. .

, . \

heOtly on'verbalpresentations by tefcherd and on demands to children. for
.

.. ..,

verbal expression of what they have learned. But this overreliance on'words

for the representation and cohmunication of information is especiallyun-,
-.,V . y

fortunate in classrooms'where'the ability of children to compreheneor
-

. \ ---
, .

. 4.produce the language\of instruction is in ,question: Enforcement of LAU

Guidelines should include Attention to. rich and Serse,,multi-sensorY. mode
.=

'okinstruction.-

FieldDependence vd. Field Independence
. ,

.

\ .

_
,

I

,.Because "the field independence-dependence dimension id unquestionably
---,

tob the most widely knoWn'and thoroughly researched" (KOOn,./971,, p. 247), and
.

because there is:some evidence that field dependence_ia characterisgc of
. ,

,
.

1

atleast some Mexican.4merican children, the largest single group to whom

LAU Guidelines apply, it is important tb- consider this r rch in some.

detail.

,
Research on the dimension of cognitive style called field dependence-

.

-Eield independence began in the late.1950'S when Witkin conducted a series

. ,

of studies investigating individUals' ability to locate their bodies '' i.

vertically in space whenseated in an experimental, room that was tilted at
. / . .. .

. ...-

..,. .

.

an angle (Body Adjustment Test or BAT)., Some people were more influenced

by the position of the room-and located-Ithemselves 'vertically' along the
.

axis ofzthe room's inclination. Witkin termed this greater reliance on the
P

surrounding context,as field dependefiCy (FD), Other people who relied on 1

bodily cues more than visual cues to determine'vertically' andwere thus
. .,--- ---_-_

less influenced by the position lailihe roorewere.libeled,field independent D. ,...

.
(FT). Thisidork prompted further studies investigating asiebts of perception

othei than bodily awareness. Tests include the, now well -known Embedded
.

25
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'Figures Test IEFT) which requires subjects,to find a simple design Within a

'.... ,..

-.
-..

more complex one, and the Rod Ad. Prame Test (AFTwhich requires subjects
It .

to adjUst a.rod to a position perceived as vertical within a square frame
...

.
..t,

, that ia'tilted, muchl.ke the tilted roam task. From these three tests. it

is possible to obtain qua tt Live nieasilreri of'the extent to which in in-.

t
dividual's perceptionis influenced by, or more sensitive,o the surrounding

field. -

From the first decadelaresearch, Witkin, et. al. (1962) report that

individuaii ate reliably self-consistent in their performance on'the three

tests; females are found to more field,dependent than malfts; and a person's.

tendency to be either field depqndent or independent remains stable over a

period of years, although there is also a developmental trend toward field-
,.

independence. That is an individual's score becomes more field independent
4

wilt age, but the position relative to others on the FD-FI continuum-remains

substantially the same. ,;4÷.,y

Around this core of scores on these three perceptual tests, researchers
rif

r , ,\,.,

a,

d, .

..,.

have attempted to describe broader personality characteristics of individuals

with more
,---".

FD or FI cognitive styles. In 1954, Witkin'hiiself do-authored a

.

ook entitled Personalitl Perception, describing research indicating

thaALFD individuals make more use of social frames'oE reference thando,FI

individuals. Other research on peisonaIity correlates (reviewed by Witkin'
...* . . .

more& Goodenough, 1975) finds that FD individuals tend to reach agreeme e mote
A

.
,

easily in a dilemmawhere the information girn them is ambiguous; =re more
, ,. r

attentive to Social cues '.(e.g.,'in a puizre task, FD children glen
--P .

.,

often at the
i
experimenter's face while FI children ilance more 'ofte at the

.; viAlli + . I, , . 7
. .experimenters puzzle); prefei topics with social content and aitua . kions .

e more

*volVing-social interaction tore, than FI people%
.

(',I.. .6'

\

r C.'
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This research has been welcomed by Witkin as showing that tha.FD-Fi

fh
dimension of cognitive Style pervades many aspects of behavior. In his

1975 review, Witkin says that "cognitive styles cut across the boundaries
is

tradi4ionally used in compartmentalizing the human psyche and help restore-

it to its proper status as a wholistic entity" (p. 21). In evaluating this

claim, it is important to remember that data relating personality rand social
/

,behavior to perceptual andointellectual functioningre correlational data.-

Even when the correlation is statistically significant, it is nev.V. perfect, ,

or even close'to perfect. Any sample of people will include.FI individuals

who score high on social characteristics ineasured in the particular study as

1 as FD individuals who score low.

'Besides the-dangers of invalidly stereotyping perceptual and social

behavior under one FD or FI label, application ofthe labels themselves

represents a misconptrual of what the test scores signify. Throughout the

......)their tendency to

eseardi literature, people are classified into.two groups on the basis' of

use one mode of functioning more than the other on the

perceptual tests. It must be remembered that the scores form a continuum
ti #

Prom very low to very high, Althoughwe might well agree that the scores at
. .

J .

the far ends of the continuum/may be clear examples of one or the other cog-

-nitive style, we mustquestion the accuracy of these labels for individual

(or, more accurately, -for scores) in the middle ranges of the continuum. In
' 0 4

studies where two groups of subjects are contrasted on sex, social Oa s or

ethnicity, the tenOncy to label one'group as field dependent and the other .

asfield independent:is/even more'suspect. The scores for ode group can

- only be considered more field dependent or more field indepe ent in rela-

tion to the scores dt!the other group; there is no absolute m sure of field
, .

deprency-or_independency.

f
21
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Witkin has himself warned against the danger of stereotyping. ,In his

1964 book, he stressed the importance of. considering individualsas unique,

saying that!

4 ..:although to characterize a person as more or
. less differentiated is to say a great dealtabont

him, it is fare from usufficient account...
It'is necessary to add i whole series of uniquely
individual qualifications to the statement
(Witkin, 1964, p. 382).

.

Even more strongly; in 1975 he stated:

Because scores from any test of field dependence-
independence form a continuous distribution, these
labels reflect g tendency in varying degrees of
strength, toward one mode of perception or the-
other....There is no implication that there exist
two distinct types of human beings,(Witkin,_1957,
p. 9).

4

(

-Despite these cautions, the danger continues to exist that each new study

.

will strengthen Efiesteieotypes with the addition of another distinction

.

between "two types of people.",
c,

The dangers of stereotyping become compounded

cognitive style inherently better. Ramirez

c iticize Witkin for placing a higher value on FI

riticism applies to Witkin's 1962 book in which
*

.4

11 tendencies to consider

Castafieda (1974, p. 73)

n on FD style. This

-

didAtres1 the positive

aspects of field independence', but those views have since be n.schanged
lig

in his 1975 review). The original higher 4aluation of gn FI style probably
"4,1*

resulted from-data which show*ea develOpmental trend toward field-indepen-

dence and thus provided justification for the wid spread viewzthat FI is a

more mature and adaptive mode of functioning. Th hanged valuation comes

from the realization that the perceptual testi score indittiduals on their
=

4

degree of articulation and differentiation in. apprehending the physical

4
world, while subsequent research on personality Correlates ca be'- interpreted

.

,2 8'
:22,
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. as showing finer- articulatiog and differentiation, by FD individuals in-the4

social world. 'Witkin's 1975 review concludes:

These characteristics add up to a set of social skills
\yhich lire. less evident in field- independent. people.
On the driller hand, field independent people give evidence
of greater skill in cognitive analyses and -structuring
than field dependent peOple. The cluster of characteristics'
found in field-dependent people and the cluster found
in field-independent people each has components which
are helpful in desling withitarticuIar.situations. The
field- dependent and field0.independent cognitive styles
are/thus not inherently good or bad. Their value can `-
only be'judged with reference to their adaptiveneSs in
paFticular.life circumstances (1975, p. 45). L

.

The characterization.of Mexican-American children as more field-dependent

,than Anglo children depends on two studies. Ramirez and Price-Williams (1974),

compared the scores on a portable llod and Frame test of fourth grade chil-

dren in Houston,.Texas, from three cultural groups: Me\xican-American chil-

dren who were Spanish- English childfen in bilingual French-
.

English families from Louisiana, and Anglo children. Score6,,of both the

Mexican-American and Black childOen were more field dependent than the Anglo

'children. More specifically, degrees of error in their-estimation,of

verticality were about twice as great. There were smaller but still st tis-

tically significant sex differences (girls more field deperident than boys),

and.no differences in'social &lass within each cultural group.. In a. larger

'comparison in Riversid2,,, California by Caravan (reported by Ramirez and

Castafieda, 1974, p. 78), Mexican-American children in grades K-6 were

significptly more field dependent in the Men-in-the-Box test (0

similar"to the portable Rod,afid Frame Test)..

strument

O

9.

00

Ramirezi Casbafieda and Herold (1974) report considerable variability ,...

)A14%.

4ir an,the FD-FI dimension aMong Mixican-American chila n ens:Prelate that .
,

.

variability to different socialization practices in traditional, dualistic

9

0
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1

and atraditional communities. Although scores for children in even the \

atraditional community are more FDothan Anglo children, the authors wisely

suggest that "implemeritation of'experimental model programs for Mexican;'

r

Americans in settings different from thosein whiCh they were originally
,,

developed mist be carried out with great citution" (p. 431).

°Research on the educational implications of the FD-FI dimensi n is
1f . i

'summarized by Kogan as of 1971: , ,
,..

.

t.
. .

.,
i

.. Witkin's analytical- global dimension would appear to b . 1

ideally suited for research:on the interaction between

. variables of cognitive style and instructional tteatmen .
,

Both ends,of Witkin's dimension have adaptive properties
.

'

though?of a distinctly diffirent kind, and it is feasibl
.

that education programs could.be devised to'profit each
of the polar types. Unfortunately, no work of this sort

. has as yet begn carried out.(p. 253).

In his review of more recent studies 1:14 the educational implications
6

4-%

the FD-FI dimension, Witkin (1975) categorizes them according to three lues

,

tions: how students learn, how teachers teach, and how students and teachelas
z`- .-: 1

interact. Although these studies deal with education, few take placeln

regular classrooms.

Studies on student'learning have looked at both the cognitive and social

aspects of cognitive style. For example, FD studentg are better 'able to

iearn and remember social content an are more affected by social,rdinforce

ment and verbal criticism.. In concept - attainment tasks, FI students are.
. A

I ,

gore apt.to use a hypothesis-testing strategy while FD students use a more
1 4

1

spettatbr approach, trying to remember the relevant attributes until the

irrelevant become olivious.

. ., .

Investigationa'of the.
.

styles used by teachers have focused mainly onA
,

Ye

social aspects of the FD-FI dimen ion. They suggest that tschersof dif- ,

, .,

tgrent cognitiveistylea-c ate fietent learning environment by pieferring
. .

.

.

o.

fvv
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contrasting teaching techniques. For i stance,,FD teachers seem to prefer

clas room discussions to lecturing ce it 'allows more interpersonal in-,-

teraction; they share "more responsibility for learning with theiI,students;

and they tend to emphasize the social aspects ocuiriculum content. FI

L.-
teacheiS, by contrast, tend to prefer lecturi ng, assume more the respon-

sibility for the teaching- learning sit tion,. and ;emphasize the more cognitive

aspects of curriculum content. 'Because these studies have been conducted in

simulated teaching situations in the laboratory, it cannot be assumed that.

these differences are representative of actual.clasaroom pirformance. In

fact, two studies conducted'in actual classrooms found no relation between

-teaching variables and the teacher's cognitive style.

Twbstudies of Ascher-student relationships found that student; and

teachers matched o cognitive style tend to regard each other more positively

(in. answers to questionnaires) than did students and teachers who were not

alike, andift and FD teachers assigned higher grades (prior tothe final

exam) to their RI and FD students respectively. 4,

While these ,findings are .of interest,-they do not address the most

,important question: does matching cognitive styleof teachers and'students

result nit-only in greater interpersonal attraction but also:in improved

student academic achievement, especially in relation to some universal goal
. .

of edu aiion? There is no evidence in answer,tq this question.. Witkin in-

eludes a brief desCription of a study of his own in which students of FD and . .

.
Fl teachers did not differ sIgnificAntly in their test scores.rit...the end of.,.

. -

an experimental "minicourse ".- Although tliis result does not address the ,

i.central questidn, .t does suggest that when students are grouped heteroge-%

..-

neously by cognitive style, the cognitive styli'of the,teacher does not
. -

. ..

'.- . .

Affect eve ge group achievement. The data as presented do not give infor-,

1

,.

,

\
t4
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'mation on the studehts' cognitive styles, and it would be of interest to , t
.

know whether the achieveilient of _individual staenti who matched their teacher

iti cognitive style was significantly ,higher than the achievement of students
(

'd not.

Some suggestions for educational practices that should enhance learning

for \FD chigren are simply sugges ns for better education in general --
.

. . .

$ I .

i4.1. -------'
.

e.g., providing more structure in curriClum tasks, and creating more learning
.

. 1-
All-

,isituations which allow for interpersonai interaction. They would be generally
/ .

.
.

considered aspects of -good teaching, More specific and prescriptive recom-
,-

mendations go beyond the present state of our knowledge. Witkin himself

concludes his review of available information with extreme caution:

The first and foremost question is' whether matching for
cognitive style makes for better student learning, and
not alone for the greater interpersonal attraction'that
haseen demonstrated tb this point. On-the one hand,
it is possible to see ways in which teacher-student
matchylay have a positive learning outcome. For example,
it may well be that t reater interpersonal'attraction
-between teachers and stu engs matched in cognitive style
creates a.Classroomratmosphere conducive to learning...
On'the other hand, it is equally possible to conceive of
negative consequences of matching. As one example, it
may be that for some kinds of learning content a contrast
in styles between teacher and student may be more stimulating
than similarity. ,In general, because heterogeneity makes
for divpfsity in viewpoints and responses, it may serve to
make'the classroOm more lively; if_so, homogeneous classes
may be ill-advised. As another example, while the inter-

..personal efects of the discussion approach used Wrela-
-ohely field-dependerig teachers may be helpfu; to learning
by field-dependent students, that very approach at the

. ! same time minimizes strlicture,from-the teacher which field-
dependent students seem to need for most effective learning.
As,still,another example, we have seen that relatively'field-

,--

independent teachers are likely to use negative reinforcement'
in the Classroom, but it is the more field-dependent stupeht
what-is particularly responsive to this.technique, although,
depending on circumstances, its effects,on learning may be
positive or negative. There is a similar."disparityn'in the
more field- independent teacher's,gendency to,prbvide'feed-'
hack and the field-dependent,chil's benefit from feedback
aS-a edurCe of structuring. The possibilities that have

4

r.

. .
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Not in

proposal.f

been listed refl dt the complexity of,the relation be- .

twei cognitive style match-Mismatch and student 'achieve."'
Me and they provide wstrong note of caution against
de hiding about the desirability5-of-matching before, a
g eat deal more is known about the consequences Of

tching for stuaent learning. An added note oficaution.,
s suggested by the obvious practicalproblems likely
to-be'encounterea in attemptingto'create classes of
students homogeneous in cognitive style.and matched in
style with their teacher (in press).

uded in Witkin's review is Rar'airez and Castafieda's impor

r "bicognitive development and 'educational policy ":

Our research on bicultural children led us to the disc very'
that children who could cope effectively with the- dema ds
of two cultures Mere those children who exhibited some .

capability to be able to perform within both field -senaitive
and field-independent cognitive styles. This finding led
us to posit a concept of bicognition or bicognitive
development....The goal that children become-more ver-,
satile and adaptable to the increasingly complex demands
of life in a postindustrial society-may be reached by
helping them develop the ability to switch cognitive
styles - to be1"cognitive switch-hitters" - or to draw
upon both styles at any given time (1974,,p. 153 -4).

T,s implement his proposal, the cognitive style of,each'child it assessed

\.1

d
hrough several Child Behavior Observation Instruments designed by th

,

authors. Students are grouped within

cognitive profile:, into either an ex
----

-

extreme F-S ens it ive ( , FD) group.

each classroom according to their

treme FI-,gtoup,',a middle 'group, at
In addition, the preferred tteacihing

.

style of each teacher is aaaeseed,by means of 2 Teaching Strategies 0 ser

vation Instruments. Teachers then are trained in the unfamiliar teaCIting.
, ;...-...4

style so that they will be proficient

They also learn to recognize 4haracteristics of each cognitive style

"..e.

4

in using both styles in -the /cla sroom.

,

Chilafen begin in matched tai their-cognitivesty
.

. ,

move to another group-when.the.teacher decides' they, featly, mo4itig
0

one' extreme group; to the middle group, 'and finally to theepPosite:

group. Ramirez and Caatifieda,sUggest that as both, teachers and etude
.

e



,
become more llexible in their use of4oth styles, gro4ingd mjbecOMOmsi e

rigidly defined. leis not clear what kOportion of ea016o4'ia;;41 '7''

-..

Spend in these groups. "*. . , -,

0 \.., \ ,
\k:

.-
- The authors sar their approach is..."mosteOective inimPlementing the

\
,. .

. -,.s !

. N - 4. ,

cognitive styles compoSnent ot.culturally democratic educational efn'cironments

,
Iv? ....`: .

development bicognitionia.c.o(aid for encouraging hildree''(p. 146) bat.no

actual evaluation data.areplesented. Certainly both it, and the many other

researchideas in Ramirez (1975) should be tried. But, until we have more
A

c s .

,. . .

research evidence, it does not seem advisable to make speCific reCommenda-.

tions for..educational policy on this'dimension of cognitive style.
. .

. ,

Cultutal Differences in Interactional Style
-*.

,'

Cultural differences exist not only in cognitive inforMatidn processing

habits, but also in the interactional contexts in which people prefer to
. ,-

. . i .. ,.

learn and to demonstrate What they have learned in some kind of.perfortance.

These latter differences I have called "interalpionalstyle.7 ,label can

include Some of the social correlates of the FD style discussed above. It

includes different reactions to cooperative vs. competitive situations men-

tioned in the Guidelines. 'And-ii includes considerable ethnographic evidence
r

on.childrens' responses to different interaction. Situations

in their home community.
fl

in School and

:One -experimental study-(Kagan & Madsen, 1971) has supplemented
0

,ethnographic observations' that ruralltlexic*wand Mexican4mericanchildren

are more cooperative'erld 'esti competitive than:Anglo,children. Angloand
. J

Mexican-American childre 5 and 7-9 years old in Los Angeles and. Mexican..

children 7-9 years .o

Which only cooper tive

d'in Baja, California,:waretaught to playa game 'in'"
play allowed pairs of pfeyert to win a toy reward.

34
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,

All, the younger children were overw helmingly cooperatIme. But among the

older children,. Mexican children w ere by fax the most effective cooperators,,,

Anglo children least cooperative, and the Mexica0=Abarican children in the

midge. Fdrexample, in frequencies of trials labe ed "completely coopera-
.

ve", Mexican children had 63%, Mexftan-American chiidren had 29% and Anglo

ldren only 10%.

The most detailed ethnographic research on the discontinuiti s that

children from minority cultures face in public school classrooms has been

;doee by Philips (1972, 1975) on the Warm Springs_Reseryation in Oregon. In

the public school classrooms on the Warm Springs Resdivation, teachers use' -
a

four participant'structures:

/

In the first type of participant structure the acher
interacts with all of t e students....And it is lways
the teacher who determines whethereshe talks 'to one or
to all, receives responses 'individually or in chorus,,
and voluntarily or without choice. in a Second type of
participant structure, the teacher interacts with only
some of the students in the clasp At- oficekas in reading -..

groups. In such, contexts; participation is \usually man-
datory ratherthan voluntary, individual rather thari
chorus, and each student i8 expected to participate or
perform verbally, for main purpose ofsuch smaller.
,groups is to provide the teacher with tAe opportdnity
to assess the knowledge acquired. by each individual
qtsIdent.... ° i 8

c
. r

A third participant_ structure consists of all students
working independently at-their desks, bin with the ..4:-

teacher explicitly available for student-initiated lier-,
bal,interaction,'in which the child indicates he wants

cto opmunicate with the teacher by raising his hand, or.,
ty approaching the teacher at her desk. In either case,
the interaction between student and teac er is lot
witnessed by the other` students in that they do not heat
what is said.

, ,
1 . , , i

. .
.

.

A fourth participant structure, and one which occurs
.

infrequently in the upper primary grades, Snd'rarely,
if ever,i -in the lower grades,,Iconsists of the students
beingodiiped into 'small groups, which they :run them -'a --
selves tough always with the distant superiision:oe
the'teacheri and usually for the purpose of so-called
"group projects." (Philips, 1974, pp. 377-378) '

/

ve
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By contrast with non-Indian children, Philips found the Indian children

,
1 ii,

reluctant to participate in the first two structures, which .are. the met ,

14.°

frequent in most classrooms, but more talkative than now-Indian children in
. . .- . ,.

,

4 .4the last two contexts.

Philips explains these cultural differences as caused by.socioliffguistic
.-e.

.
, .

interference between partidipant structures in tha school and in the chi's
%. . ,.

,

dren's home and.community. In their homes, Indian children learn by a com-c .

. .
. ....

bination of "observation, which of course iicludei listening;'superlased
. pk

participation; and private self-initiated self-testing."

In summary, ..theandian',:social activities to which children
are early exp 'de the homegenerally have the

A fo3,lowing operties: 1) They are-dommtulity-owide,'in
the sense hat-they are open to all Ward Springs Indians;
2) there s no single individuai..directing and control- ,

ling all ctivity, and to the extent that there are. .

"leaders,' heir leaderehip is based on the choice,to
follow which is made by each person; 3) particiiitiOn in
some form is accessible to everyone who attends. No one -;'t.1

need be exclusively an-observeroor,iudience, and there
is consequently no sharp dist*Uction"between,iudience,and
performer. And each individual chooses for himseff the ,

degree of his participation during the activity...,

This process of Indian acq sition- fdompetence may' help
to explain, in part, India hildren's reluctance to
ape:* in their c tee. In the'classroome-
the process Of

f

cquisitio to knowledge and demonetra-:
tion of knowledge.are'co pa into the simple act of
answering .questions or r citi': wheUt called upon to do
so by_the teacher, party ultrl in the lower grades
(Philips, 1972, pp. 387 8 and 31)

Other ethnographic reports Bugg t that they ifficulties feltly the

Warm Springs chlyren in large\irou are elt'by other minority

group children_as well. 'Boggs ( 72) reports thatRawaiien childreskparti..

t

cipate volubly inchoral resie es, and individually volunteer infcmmation

to teaches* when they' sense her\receptivity, but bedome silent tif called=on
,ss

byname. Dumont (1972)"contrasts two Cherokee classrooms- -.one which
. .



children are silent and one in which children talk excitedly and productively

about all their learning taskst In the silent classroom, teachseedominated.

recitations fail. In the classroom where children are engaged,. they have
s

choices of when and how to participate, and small group 'projects apart -from

teacher domination are encouraged.

Combined, these observations suggest that children from varied minority

Ok
groups are less apt to perform on demand hen asked a question individually

in a large group, and more apt to partic pate activelyand-verbally in smaller

groups and in-situations where they can yCiiteer. Verbal participation in
0.014.

classrooms is important for all children 'as an indicator of engagement'as

well as a demonstration to the teacher of what has been learned. For bilin-

gual children, verbal participation in either language aespecially

important as a learning activity in.itself. Classrookenvironments shoad

be designed to maximize that participation on educationally relevant topics.
9

These generalizations, suggestive and unproven as they may bet also'underlie

the concern expressed in the introduction16;Ut the excessive amount* of

testing and degree of individualization in omesmanagement systems for

diagnosing and prescribing children's educati nal needs.

Considefation of such cultural differences in interactional styles

requires that the concept of diagnosis and,prescription be applied not'only
./

to individual children but to classroom learning environments themselves.

Unfortunately, in addition to descriptions such as the above ofnaturall
. -

occurring contrasts between unsuccessful and successful classrooms, we do

not yet have evaluation reports of deliberate attempts to change particiPant

,. .

structures_to maximize children's engagement and thereby their learning. 7

Coburn (1975) pr______s s an Important attempt to incorporate ideas on the

**loci*. context of speech from Philips' research into the Teachers Manual
- 4 .

.



which will accompay reading and e arts materiala crea e

Ca den (1974) continscommunities in the-Paci4 Northwest.

tions for further researc in this area.

ultural diffeienees n interactional sty

blighted by Report V the Mexican Amen. a

EducatiOn Study of the U.S Commission on Civil-Pig ts,(1972) which i

Alkservatiohs of teacher -st ent interaction n 494 el

.1Whoolclaesrooms in Califo pia, New Mexico and Texas.'

differendessin interaction

Both thelmoblem of

a potential solution are h

,

\

in Indian\

sugges-

.

entary,and secon

e report expos

tterns betren 'teachers and th r Mexican
4- -

American students on the one hand, and teachers and their Angl tudents on

\ .
4

V

the other:' teacher-s respond significantly more often to Anglo st dents with

.acceptance and praie of the

\
turn, speak more often in clas

N
Clearly this situation,. which

tudents' ideas, and. the Anglo student

thin. do the Mexican American'student

probably represent tive of schools

\ .

children figm many mino ty grou

view of .the above resear\ that a simple chanpoin tea4hers t rinf orceme

patterns will su i-e. -
k t

0 (

r 0

gre\

e of part cipationis.so Aio

has t

must be changed,_ nd it.is unlikely

At
Since children

Ao0,

observer alike, no one
4

-

Temptir4change. Moni cultural

in children's participation \shu ld be

evaluation component of any B E\rogr

in

t teacher and

formallre earch res lts\\'fore

as we11 ai individua diff rences

a oniiiiitous\part of th 'forma ive '

am. ere pat itipation low,

.t. \ '

h pro essional land communl y)' must
\ ' -

raiment t the
\

cilildren), t alteina\
, .

1;

,

teachers and supporting ,personne bot

diagriose the ClessrOom'learning en

'tive participant structures ih'the
. \

elon cooperation vs. competition

the results. This Is part of what li

\

ght of t general r search re iewed'
,... . i

interactional styles, and oh trve

\\(1976) ns binethno phih

.,
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monitoring," and.thexe is piobably no more powe'ful way to create cult ally

responsive education.
Al

'Ilya eimple and gen4a1 way, such monitor°ing can and should be don in

any school system right now. A more complex version, in which a trained '

ethnographer studies interaction patterns in a particular- community and then0

forks with ale school staff and advisory community group in planning change,

should be support as field research prdjects in a feq sites. There are to.

date7no examples of situations in %Mich information

(t.

on cooperation, lir Philips' on partiCipant structur
. '1,

i

' .t ,

fed back t to the design of school learning enviro
.

community.

Staff Selection and Zraitiing
, .

The most impo tnnt factor in achieving culturally responsive education

like Kagan andNadsen's

is collected and then

ents in that particular

is the scho staff. 'They create the learning environments in which-ehil-

dren succeed or fail. Because "culture largely a matter of implicit
,

knowledge, it is not suff \cient for Anglo teachers to take formal courses on

non-Anglo language and cultUre The "Proposed Approach to Implement Bilin-
I

goal Programs"'prepared by t4 National Puerto Rice Development'and Training /
.t

ute (n.d.1 is, very clearon this point. Ikea ting the importance ofIns

ethnic foods
\

estivals and-couirs on cultural his
/ , %

But t is a limited interpretation
culture. at.4'seem3 to.be forgotten

' ', acquired,by ectv frequent, varied,
experience 'in al spects of the'lif
people. ,o,A very large art of this a
outside of the learners areness.
culture in this deep seise c of be
classes. \ ,

ught
orpo

Culture' '?can only be "ta or tra
efforts are made to inc rate into

120
' 33 4"47

ory, they insist: .

of the concept of
is that culture is
paiticipation and, '

of,a group of
quisition occurs
It follows that
taught iii culture

mi
the se

if special
1, its

-
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curriculum, its'staff andactivities as many aspects as
possible of the life of-the cultuyal grAp to which the
lehrner belongp (p. 30,. quoted in part in Aspire of New
York, Inc. et al vs. Board of Education of the City of
New York, et al, p, 15). -f

45, ,

eachers as wt,11 as children can only learn in this.wAy..

Three changes in staffing patterns can each contribute to bringing the

minority children's culture into the school. First; parents and other

community members can participate in all aspects of the school program,

including direct work with children. IP. Cardenas gives, ankexample from the

Edgewood School District in San Antonio:

A cultuial responsiveness permeates the Edgewood project.
N- Yog, may not set the Aztec signjn every classYoom, but

you do see the relationship between child and teacher as
a very culturally relevant thing. You do see a culturally
oriented%learning style being-respected. 4u do see .

parents in the classroom, and parents are4transmitters
.,...

of culture (1972, p. 21).' .

.

)
,

, . .

Second,theretbeaplall,for hiring and promoting..pchool persOftel

1
.,

.

who are members of th, chi group. As,the Cardenas Oen for

Denver says, at least e portion of this staff must\be refledtive of the
ito

characteristi4 of the minority child. ;Teachers who are members of minority
.

groups have the highest propensity for understanding and responding to the

characteristics ofelinority children" (1974, p. 25). Note that here we are er,

arguing for ihe iring"of minority group staff oh grounds of ucational

relevance. uch arguments are separate from, and in additi n to, other°

.

arguments on grounds o? affirmative'action.

,d there must be inserviceion, and it must include firsthand

expe lencein the children's community and with the childrepts'home culture.

&

The nature of that °experience must be designed and implemented by some joint

group of professional and-<community people:, More than ten years ago, Landes

(1965) described an "anthropolOgy and education progiam for.training'teachers"
&.

40
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at Claremont Graduate School whith As, lased on "Knowing" as well af----cioC's".7ing

about": *N.

In the American schools, emphasis is laid pvimarily on
words to represent all the reality comprehended by men:
ideas, values skills, creations, details of, knowledge,
teachers, and the beneficiaries of teaching - that is,
the pupils and the community. But heavy use of this
prime tool can fail educators, in their goal of attuning
instruction to actual processes of learning. This
happens when educators talk mote about pupils than with
them and their. families. Separateness from theobjects
of dismission forfeits the experiences words should
mirror (1974, p. 64).

This is not to say. that "knowing about" is of no value; rather9t it must

be integrated with more direct, experiential forms of "knowing" as well.
$

6Such a requirement,of direCt experience is included in the* Recommenda-

1
tionsar the Implementation of the Guidelines for the Preparation and

...'Certification of Teachers of BBE Throtigh Inservice Training (Center for

Applied Linguistics, 1974). Theysay, in part:

-

That various 4tultural' activities or experiences be
included as sessions in any inservice course.,

That teachers be involved in community affairs where
they interact with persons of the 'other' cultures....

° 4

Thatduring inservice training teachers be provided with
genuine experiences within the community, especially
with minority groups of the same origin as the students.
Opportunities for voluntary natural interaction in com-

: munity.activities are to be provided'on an ongoing
basiOwith-followup sessiona;forWiscussion of obser
,vations and. questions....

The most detailed plan to date for whaf,a school system must do to

conform to the LAU decision is the Master Plan for BBE in San Francisco

developed by the Cen r Applied Linguistics and the Citizen's Task Force
. °

onBilidgual Education (1 5). Part Four of that plan is on Training Pro-

gram Development. The mod s of training described ino/nde "Action Trainin

such aS.observation and co"' nity visitation, and plans for "Formal Training
A

35
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types" such. as workshops and seminars include explicit requirements for'the

participation of community members. One sample module of training session

'development is given in detail (pp. 23 -38). The overall goal of the module

is "To increase the competency of fifth grade classroom staff to teach the

interdisciplinary curriculum unit on 'Politeness in language and society in

the Phillipines andthe U.S.' and tointegrate the unit into the total

development of the child" (p.- 32). Because this training is rated
se
to general cultural differences in interactional styles as,well aer to spe-

fic curriculum content, it is included as an Appendix to this paper. Note

particularly the participation of community, members (e.g., 1 for every 15

participants for certain workshops) who provide for the'teacher participants

both information and opportunities to practice the appropriate verbal and

nonverbal behavior.

ft- If reminder is needed about what happens when a well-intentioned school

administrator tries to do some inservice education on hisn, Picket at the

'1'))

Gatt (Fuchs, 1966) reports a true story. A principal of a sChool largely

Black and Puerto Rican, who_"had been reading a great deal concerning the

charaFteristics of childrenlin depressed areas" (pg. .6), fbund out that he
pt

would have fifteen new white teachers in the f11. Roping to help them, he

N

r,

wrote a letter to the faculty, with a copy to the PTA president, sharing his

4 , .17
"facts" abouk the children and their families. As we would now expect,yihe

parents reacted strongly, demanding his removal., Thus, symbolically at

least, the "pickets at the gates."

This is a story from the. mid-1960's, and we may feel sure we have grown

in cultural sensitivity in the intervening ten years. But we still sorely

r

_ ,

need case studies of successful models of inservice bicultural educatibn.
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Summary

,

The concept of culturally responsive education rests on 'fundamental

concepts of the nature of culture and the nature Of intelligence and is a

very important part of the LAU Guidelines.
Four recommendations for re-

,
,.
search and educational policy'to achieve culturally responsive` education

have been made:

1) Because children differ in, sensory modality strength, and the

learning A all children in BBE schools may be depressed in overly

verbal environments, all such schools should'teliberately plan

more multisensory instruction.

,)
2) Because the educational implicationa_of differences in field

dependence - independence have not yet-t4en evaluated, this is an

important topic for research o; the kind outlined in Ramirez'

(1975) Panel,report to NIE.

4

3) Because classroom participation is an indicator ofchildien's

J4)

engagement and thereby-of their learning, and also a valuable

learning activity in
s
itself in BBE programs, monitoring of that

.partictpation and subsequent planning for change where needed

should be a part of formative evaluation procedures,in all BBE

schools. In a few communities, field research projects should be

supported in

diagnosis 'of

which an ethnographer does a community-specific

incompatibilities between the' interactional styles

.14

of community and school, suggests change then helps to, monitpr

, . .the results. More detailed research suggesilons are found in the

panel report chaired by Cazden (1974) for NIE, and'in Hymes (1976).

Al school syAems.shoult bring the invisible culture of the

community_ into the school through parent participation, hiring and

, 37 4 3
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promotionof minority group person , and inservice training for

0
the school sta \f. That inservice training should include both

eKperiential and formal education components along the lines

described in the Master Plan for San Francisco. Case study de-

, scriptions of successful inservice:programs shoad be accumulated

and distributed widely.

as

0

-a
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Appendix f

C

PresentatiOn of the concept of a set in three sensory modalities . -

(from Bissell, White & Zivin, 1971; pp. 149-150).

For example, let. us suppose that a teacher wants to teach the mathema,.
tical notion of asset. A verbal description of a. set as a well-defined,
collection of objects might include a discussion of the idia of a set in
its common, everyday usage, where it implies a recbgnition of some common
property possessed by a group of objects. We.speak of a set of dishes,
set of stamps,.a set of books, and the like.' Eliciting similar examples
frok studjents would be part of a verbal presentation of .the notion of a set.

- A sualdescriptionof.the-concept might include theldllowing diagram-
matic resentation:

U

r .

1

Here U is a geometric representation of the set of all children's-books, A
is the set of Mary's books, and B is the set ofOooks belonging to Mary's .

brother,Tom. The area AB'represents all the boOks shared by Mary and Tom,
and is referred to as the intersection of sets'A and B.

,

The kinesthetic modality might be more effective than the verbal orthe
;isual modality for teaching.the concept of a.set-to some children.Jyhus,
each child might be given three shoelaces and.asedto make a circle out of
each one. He might also be given nine plane geometric shapes; of Which
three are triangles, three circles, and three squares. Each of the same -
shaped figures is a 'different color, so that, for example, there is red
triangle, a green triangle, and a blVe triangle. The children might then'
be askld to categorize the figures and place the different categories within
the shoelace outlines. Let us assume that one c
to three categories, according to shape, having
a set of all circles, and a set ofall squares.
the objects into categories on the-basis of co
shapes, one of all blue shapes, and one of al
ting of objects in discovering mathematical c

bles children to represent these col
By teaching the concept of a set o

sory approach, one is not only more
ss but also more likely to make eac
hing.

, a set e
actions
multise
in a cl
richer

39 45

ild
.114
groups the objects.in-

created a set of all triangles,'
Another child might group

or,,creating a set of all red
green shapes. This inanipula-
ncepts suchas the dotiOn of

cepts to themselves through
any other concept with a

likely to reach all, the children
child's learning experience a
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Appendix 2

Sample Module of Training Session Development-
(From A Master Plan for Bilingual-Bicultural Education in the San Francisco
Unified School strict prepared by the Center for Applied Linguistics and
Citizen& Task"F yce on Bilingual Education, 1975.)

2.

r

.

rt

Sample Module of Training S on development follbwing system.

°Refer to numbered flow chart, pages 24 to 26.

Input 1.

Objective Addressed: All instructional stamembers will evidence

Input 2.

particUlar awareness of the curriculum section

specific to the level of their students and the

curriculum section their students will enter' at

'the next level-.

(Objective C of Goal 5 of Unit 3 of Installment 1/4.

Implementat.on plan indicates that all fifth grade BBE classroom staff,

members dealing With Filipino students will be aware that an inter-
,

disciplinary unit of the language arts and the social studies arricula

involves learning about and using the methods that Filipino languages

and Enklish use for polite requests-among peers, and between status

different conversdtionalpartners.

3
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;

Input 3..

All fifth grade classroom staff members must know'

a. the function of politeness in both cultures,.

b. the language atructues used for requesting in various

styles in both Cultures,'

c. the,relevance of language usage lessons to BBE program

students in terms of language-development, cognitive
4

development relative to social studiei and affective

development relative to acceptance in bicultural settings,

d. the relevance of the language structures and the functional.

,

cultural patterns to elements in 'the 6th grade curriculum,

es.) methods for teaching language arts andsecial studies to

fifth grade students,

f. learning patterns of the Pilipinn and" other children in the

class alh function of culture and personality,

g._ methods to develop specific.periormance objectives fok

individua students relevant to this element in thp'curriculum,

h. meth tb develop unified lesson plans to accomplish these

activities,

i. methods to locate mater,la/for assessing riliallY student

t.
...

qt,

performance-and for re -exposing4these students in need,
.

method to locate materials and 'personnel needed to accomplish
_ ..t '4,

instruction.

41
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Procedure 8 - 11

The sequencing decisions reveal thpt
.

a. although all fifth, grade classroA staff should have some

competency in all ten area eventually, at present the ,tasks can

be divided among, the' personnel in each given fifth grade classroom

b. 'specific training sessions here should build on and review prior

more general training sessions that involve competencies c, e, 3,,

g; j, as listed above.

Procedure 13

The specific content for this training session should dinclude:

a. An ethndgraphic presentation of the range of politeness snA'its
.

relevance to other cultural aspects in both societies.

b. An overview of the special politeness partiO.es, intonation

contours and sentence structures used in the relevant Filipino

languages for (polite) requesting.
0

c. An overview of the special words, whimperative structures, modal

verbs and sentence structures used in English for (polife)

requesting.

d. An overview of the place of (b) and (c) in the language arts

curriculum for both languages in grade 6.
. 4

- .

e. Instruction in devising appropriate lesson plans, activities and_-__,
using available materials.

f. Review of training sessions relevant to competencies.c,e, f, g, j

above, in application to this element in the'curriculum.

42 4 8
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Procedure 14 - 21

°Participants shall be member's of fifth grade instructional teams
-1-

. a. who bave not before taught this element in the curriculum.

b. and/or who, have encountered difficulty with it.

%
c. 4nd/ r who show a need for more exposure to linguistic and

- 0
ethnographic information about the Filipino or American English

.syste

d. and/of who evidence lack of understanding of the relation of

language arts and social study curriculum parts to the sequential

development of, the students.

R. and/or who evidence difficulty in planning and implementing lessons

and assessment of students.

f. and who are competent in the language of instruction used for
0
the

g.

training session.

and/or for whom language support can be provided.

h. and who have attained criterion level at competencies c, e, f, g, j
,

as listed in Input 3, above.

°Arrangements are made to provide the participant teachers with compensatory

time and/or crediti and/or other motivational incentives for participating.

Procedure 22 - 24

°The mode of training:

a.. Lecture and discussions on ethnographic and lingUistic material.

b. Workshop,I with community participation to consider Elpecific

instances of use of polite requests in both cultures.
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c. Workshop II for dev sing lesson glans, activities,- and materials:

d. Lecture and discuss on relating this material to-rest of curriculum

and to other corps ncies of instructional staff.

e. Follow-up superviso, support foi implementation.of plans in

classroom and for tension to other elements in curriculum.

°Time span: 1 month, ekcepti long-tprm assessment a, support.

e. :

°Participant time required: 1 hours.
.

Procedure Al - 10

A

°Trining session'resources

°BBE program staff and out

pre - training activities an for implementing and evaluating, including:

lde consultants, to training staff for

`a) oan ethnOgrapher

b) a linguitt

0, to
: , ,

H." ,* 4K4,,,,membe s q from each community for every 15
t

,

ii

4iktr tiCailial:1113)
1P ,

-.4'. ..

**An institution who canii p.psdly

members, and the capability to .train in'ee6,areas noted negotiates a
:0

rk with the BBE training stgfOo be:fully responsible fortee .
*

r.

1.. 4
developing d implementing a and b: in Procedure, 2 and to be

0 . . e
Y

1 .: .

participants in developing c, d, e thertin. .

an ethnograOhervr-a linguist, and community
Ar 1
t

contract to w

Procedure A - 11 to End:

°The training team will .

a. devise 'specific goals, and objectives.

44 50
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0

b. develop the necessary.specific (including those based

b
--i.)

on site observations), and 0 2

\\.
.

c. engag re-training activitiea'aridstraining activities.

°The work of the outside resource will include: A
, .

a. , Preparing the ethnographic and linguistic materials including 0~

sufficient attention to the varieties of the Pilipino and American ''

culturt nd language in San Francisco;
k

b. Preparing the, consultants who will be on site at the training

session (the'ethnographer, the lingUist, the community embers)

to communicate successfully with the staff member part ipants.

c. Assisting the BBE program staff to develop the applica n work-

shop (II) and' the final lectilre-discussion (c and d in Prc;cedure

22 - 24, above).

d. Developing a system for la4uage arts arid -social studie r-

visory personnel to use for follow-up support.

e. Developing the systems'for assessment and evaluation.

°Sample of the goals, objectives, implemeniationplan, and,evIaluation o the

session.

6 \ ,

°Overall goal: To increase the competency of ifth grade. OM

staff to teach the interdibci li ClIr. 1 . it
//

.1 A tor'
ilippineson "Politeness in language and society' ,-

.46 '?.7

a

and the MS." and to integr#te the u

development of the child.

°Objectives: Activity (a) and (c) P cedure 22 - 24 abovq.
P

a. The participants will underst eiCOlitenes as-a-par of

cultural system of the ilippines.

.total

b. The participant= ^ill understand poliOness as a part of th

cultural = stem of the United States.

45 51
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c.

\

The participants will understand the similarities nd differences

4
regarding politeness between the two cultural syst

d. The particip nts will understand how an action is eve uated as

polite or impolite in each cultural system"

e. The participants will understand what situations call fo what,

degrees of politeness in each cultural systems.

f. The participants will understand the short and long term eff
/

of polite and impolite actions in each culture.

g. The participants will understand the enculturating process rele

to politeness that operates on hew,Members of etch culturplayst

h. The participants will understand thrsurface behavior of politeness

in classroom sittings in each culture.

i. The participants will understand the potential points of conflict

due to culture]: differences in politeness systems between the two

cultures,

°Ob'ectives:' Activity b and c of Procedure 22 - 24 abovt:

a. The participants will understand the speech act of requesting and

its relation to questions and loinmander.

b The participants will understand the strUcture.Of sentences, used

for making requests in the relevant Filipino languages.

c. The participants will understand the function words and particles

/ > related to requesting, and those:which serve to mitigate the force
--)

of a sentence, in the relevant Filipino nguages.'

11d. The participants will understand the use of differing vocative
. . .

\ .
expressions in requests in the relevant 'lipino languages.

e. .The participants will understand the us ffering intonation

1

contours in makingirequests in the relev

46
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f. The partic pants

and po lite response to

The par icipants willg.

will unddrstand

requests

derstand

in relation to the,dowe

th dis
\I

ut' of allowable

N

in the r4 event Filipino languages.

the distri ution of requesting

content of the pro osition in. the request
,

in the relevant Filipino lan ages.

h. The-particiants.will understan the distribution of the variety
.

. \ \___----
. in,tequest forms in terms of the participants and'setting-of tYle

\ .
. \

speech occasi n in the cultural setting of I the relevant FilipinoN

languages.

i - o. Similar

use of the Amerman Englibh forms used in.requgsting, including

modal verbs, question - imperative forms, the politeness particle,

and the-varying intonation contours. 1

°Ob' ctives: Activity c

objetives regarding the structure, distribution and-

f Procedure, 22 - 24 = above.

°

of each culture toa. e participants will interact with members

practice'pOlite. requeit forms and responses in English and in the

relevant Filipino lang agAs.

b. The participants will nterait with members each culture to

'identify appropriate an

involving. requests and re

inappropriate element

ponses.

in. situations

'c. The participants will inte act with members of each culture to

identify and' practice the no -verbal behavior Vppropriate to
* `

request and response forms.'

*Implementing: , Activity a of Pro

Staff: 1 lecturer, 2'other di
4

40.

educes 22 X24_ above.'(
A

cussion leaders, all being

in cultural-systems in theethnographers who specialize

Philippines.
4

-1
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44,

Participants: 30 ifth grade classrobm staff members, per
A .

,meeting. ( pervisory personnel from langyage-arts, and
.1

social studie may al's° be included.)

Intiuding:
.

( a) ' Master Tea ers cr-

(b)c_Experienced ilinpal teachers .

---..,......s (c) Interns . ' ., ,

(d) Aides

(e) Tutors

Events: (1) Lecture 11 Presen ation of ethnographic study results k.

conce ng politeness in the Philippine and

America cultural systems; covering the
4

points i the objectives above. Audio

(-47'
ilo '

visual al s w rbe utilized.
/

.
,....____

(',27)- Discussion groups f r questioning and-.explanittion in

_

9

,

411P /* th'ree small gr . 'I

4

0
o

1 . '..0
, I

..

Time: 3 hours - l'released Mon .y afternoon

_ , ; ,

11/2 hour leCtute 7--N1 )\
,.

1 1/2 hour discussion

'' \
\

*Implementing:. Activity b of Proceddre 22\
)

- 24 above. ,:

\ \r.
,

Staff: 1 lectuxer,.2 OT NEE discussio/n all applied

1 \,,

linguists specializing in lanpage\.systelip of
(

the'Philippines

O

and the U.S. \
a

Participants: Same

Events:'(1) Lecture - Presentation of re farms and resimosee.

4

In the relevant ilipino la guages and in

American English.
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r

/

'Time: 3 hours - 1 released Wednesday afternoon

1 -1,hour lecture

(2) Small groups of 10:discussing data in both languages'

and recognizing appropriate and inappropriate usage.

.4

2 bours small g oup

°Implementing: Activity -'c'of Procedures 22 - 24 above.

Staffl,. .2 community members highly aware of American English

language and culture. 4

-

2 communiSwembers highly aware of Filipino languagediand

cultures.

Participants: same, divided into: two groups.

Event: Fifteen participants and two consultants, one from each .4,

...i,

backgrOund, will /.
,,

a. view video tape clips

b.- identify polite and-.impolite actions

.c. predict, conflict situations
5

d. suggest avoidance and repair strategies,

e. practice polite requestb and responses in both languages

f. focus on politeness in classroom setting\and request

`forms common in teacher-student interactions.

Event**2: Test on. facts and on aPplying. facts-to 'situations.

Time 3hiUrs Saturday .A.g.

2 1/2-hours group'

1/2 hour.paper,and pencil test
4e..7;

°Evaluatibn: Activity a, b, c, of Procedures 42 - 24 above.,

1. Short term: The trainiOg session will be considered successful
1

if

e

fp,

J
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a. 80% of the participants will be assessed as competent

on check list of objectives by di's ssion leaders in

Activity a.

b. 80x of the participants will be asse ed aecompetent

on check, list of objectives by' discuss on leaders in

Activity b,

c. 80% of the participants will be assessed as competent

on check list of obiaptivea'by discussion leaders in

Activity ct

-d. 80% of the participant\s.will score over 70% correct

on the tactual information quiz administered at the

end of Acti4ty c.

e. 80% of the participan

- on the situation assessm

re over'85% correct

end of Activity C.

2. Long Term: The training session will be' considered successful.

quiz administered at the

if

a. 80% of the participants will produce adequate lesson

plans on this sublectluatter during Activity d, below.

b.. 70% of the participants will effectively request

community assistance in planning and devising matgrials.'

for the lesson, as determined by'supervisor

c. 70% of 'the participantswill be rated as effectively
k

teaching the unit during the school yeah by their

r supervisors..

d. 80% of the students of the participants will display

competency of 80.% of the performance objectives for

students relative to this material.

50
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e. 70% of participants will get-'65% correct on 6 mo.

posttest.

3. Survey evaluations:

a. Training staff members will report self-assessment

of success and failures of training prbgram activities.

b. Participants will report-evaluation-of training on

a questionnaire at termination oftraining.

c. Participants will rank activities a, b, and c, of

this training session} in relation to others offered

by BBE, SFUSD and others they have participated /6,

along 20 dimensions specified by the BBE training

staff on a questionnaire administered six months after

the termination of the training session.

Activity d. will be a methods and materials workshop which will

be'-held for participants of the above actinitie as

well as participants of four similar training_sessibns

related to implementing the curriculum. The pirticipant
4

total will be 150 divided i4to 10 small work groups,.

two of which will deal specifically with this material.

4
Activity e. will be a lecture - discussion session for the same

c 0

150 participants reviewing and integrating the material

into the overall curriculum objective,

Activity d and will have specific goald and, objectives and

mentation, and evaluation plans similar to those developed for

Activities a, b, c, above. The BBE program planning and development

activities will utilize the assessment and evaluation materials from

all of the above activities to evaluate the program and revise
4--

51
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devtlopment plans where necessary. The BBE program staff will

evaluate the outside and inside training resource effectiveness

and use the evaluation in future decisions about training sessioRs.

*
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PANEL I: Excerpts from Discussants' Remarks

DR. RAMIREZ: I'd like.to start by co4iending Dr.'Cazden for her paper...

The comments that'/ have...are not really so much related to the paper ads to

some of the recent thinking that Al Castafieda and I. have'been

I think that in our research now wet have to be careful (to avoid)

stereotypes and to emphasize the diversity, the heterogeneity that exists in

society...I get concerned about the theories of Piaget, the theories of

Bruner, because... I think the (idea of) universal stages of development
,

should be very seriously questibned. When we start deciding that there are

universal stages of development, then immediately people start deciding that

there are some ethnic groups that are more backward in these stages of

development than others, instead of looking at the world-views and at the

particular kinds of learning styles, teaching styles, motivational styles

and human relational styles that are really more characterigtic of these

gfotps... a

I don't watt to categorize. levelopment as cognitive and affective

heciuse I think even that is a misinterpretation of what is happening in

personality development. How can anyone develop effectively and not cog-

ively at the same time?... I think our research should focus more on

cultu al values,'on socialization and on teaching styles (to see) the.'effects

which those have on personality styles...

Al stafieda and I sincerely believe that most people are bicognitive

to'some egree, and that the whole business of cognitive styles has just

-been lig ly scratched on the surface. We need to do a lot more research in

this area.
.
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DR. GRIN: There are so many good things to applaud in Dr. Cazden's

paper that I will just acknowledge that and go on...

The Lau decision (does not present) a new adventure t6-those of use who

have been working toward's bilingual/bicultural education. But it provides'

us with a legal force (where before we often had to.rely on persuasion)...

We need to open up the (conceptual) frameworks of analysis qin our

ethnographic research) without trying to deny what we've been doing in

psychology, (to let ethnographic data enrich)'our theories of learning and
.

instruction.

PANEL I: Synopsis of Floor Discussion
-

It was generally agreed that contemporary theoretical modelsin cognitive

psychology are. coo limit . A particular, area of need was in "transforms-

.-

tion research" meaning ,. esearch into the processes whereby desirable learner.

behaviors could be achieved. There was re-emphasis, however,'bn thelWa'`\

that we already have at least some knoWledge of potentially effective class-
.

, room management strategies.., Successful schools, such as those identified in

a recent report of the Council on Basic Education, Should be studied and

emulated.

63
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PANEL II: Introductory Statement

the second panel addressed topic (3) (see page 4). Th'e Principal

Investigators were Dr. Luis Laosaliand Dr. Theresa Escobedo. oOr. Laosa's.

paper was entitled "The Sociocultural Context in Educat4 scob

paper was entitled "Culturally Responsiv hildhood Programs A

EnglishSpeaking Children." Serving as Discussants were Mr. Ll. d Elm,

Program Specialist With the Office of Indian Education (USO , and Dr. Alvin

'Taylor., Acting Associate Director of the Stride General ssistance nter,

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and De lopmefit. The panel was

presided over by Dr. Eileen Lufidy of !fie Univer- ty of Texas at San Antonio.

6

Dr. Laosa's and Dr. Escobedo's papers are re roduced on*the following pages.

p

0

0

r-
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It has been sufficiently well documented 'at children from families
ti

of certain minority groupp in the United States -- groups that,typically

bear a disproportionately high representation in the lower soci economic'

status categories -- tend to do poorly acadeMica fY. For examp e, by now

many are familiar with the large-scale study pub ished in 1971 b the'U. S,

Commission on Civil Rights which showed_ami/ful y 40% of the M- ica American]:

and fully 33% of the Black American children in s e five southwes ern states

of the United States who enter first grade never omple e high sc ool; in

contrast, only 14% of the Anglo American2 student inwt e region pail to

.

'graduate. Statistics with regard.to several othe ethnic minorit groups

kare, oftcourse, just as depressing. I am not awa e of a y evident

to a significant improvement in this situation du

-
The early attempts to remedy this depressing

began in the 1950's, were based principally'on th1
some deficiency in these minority children and in

that Aad to be4cor ected. More reI ently, however

empi ical and theoretical evidence there is an

anot er view of the existing prokle*. This vie

differences between minority and nonmi
\

ority chi
4 , N\

anion: and within the various subcultuf 1 communi

schooling is generally geared towa d th4 middle

lug th past fiv

state f affairs

premi e, that th

their espective

tbasis of

ng accepta

that ther

nd also dif

on t

creas

posit

and that si

nminority

thes: differences result in,themi orit child ble to

* ____-----'/

..

from t ose sc oo experiences, gradually tuning out and eventually

/
'

'

chool coMtiietely (Cf. Carden1s & Ca dens, 1973; ,Cole &Brun
-4 -..

off

Klei

view

and

feld, 1973; Laosa, 1974a; 1 4b; Tulkin, 912 . Following t

educatfOnal practices should be mocified and corrected to a

apitalize upon the characsteristics of the child.
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Research such as that reported i Lesser, Fifer, and Clark (1965) tends

to bear out the view tha children from different ethnic groups may possess

different psyterns of abi ity, different 1 rntng styles, and different ways

of approaching problemFsol ing. Probably the ost,important finding of that
o 2

. study was that, while goci omic status affect the level of performance

2.
ross various menta abil es, etch ethnic grOup a 'deuces a unique pattern

4

ntal abilities.' That i each ethnic group has its wn areas of,§treugth

in relation to her groups, tut that regardl1

Perferm leas well tha middle class c

ethnic dup, lower-class

As yet, only a few of the 'e educationally relevant characteri ics
)

I

associated with ethnic group m beiship have been identified, since research

in this
1
area is only just beginn ng. The few findifigs whic are beginnin

to emerge lend support to a hypothesis of -serious discontigit

early environments of minority ch ldren and the. environments they ncounter

in school -- discontinuities or:i compatibilities which appear to exp

their early academic failtire. But the nurqber'of these studies is still
6

A
rather limited, and thereits much e still do not know abbui the specific ,

learning styles; motivational Chars teristics, interpersonalStyles, and

between the

problem=solving strategies which yo ng children, particularly those from
. .

ethnicminority backgrounds? develo early in life. We also as yet know (111-.1
L

. .--A-- %
- _

very little aboutl the fa-otdrs-affect ng the transition that-childrerocust
. .- .

makJ- between the familyYs'sociocultu al contemt and the°often quite different

soCibiTirEaFirirdnima-of_the-school.

4

An Observational study of maternal teaching strategies

In one of the studi+ I "a---ni,.serttly conducting, I set out to investigate

1 -0whether th3re are ethnie,group differences in the way.young children are,

0

\,
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taught by their own mothers.' I was interested in finding out whether there

are ethnic group differences in young children's first experiences with

-activities involving teaching and learning in relation to adults. _To. do

\ .

-this, I had trained observers observe how mothers from different ethnic ,.

1

''..'1'

backgrounds (but from the samesocial class) taught their b
.

Wn children how
...,,:.}

0

. \ ...1.,

to solve pr--. oblems.

,
.

Out of a larger initial sample, I selected a total of 40,mothersand
. 0

their respective five-year-old children, all from intact families. Twenty

of, the mother-child dyads ere Mexican American and 20 were Anglo American.
_

c . .

The MexicanAmerican and the glo American mothers were-el:a-di1y matched by

. .

pairs on the husband's occupation in order to control for socioeconomic,

status. The occupational status of the fathers in thesefamilieS ranged

front semiskilled workers to technical and professional. These fathilies were

individually visited in their own homes by trained observers who were bilinr

gual- bicultural Mexican Americans. During these visits, the mothers were

asked to teach their-.own children bow to solve a problem involving perceptual-

cognitive and motor,abill.ty. Each mother's behaviors while she taught her .\,
-

child were fecordati by the trained observers.

What hive the results shown? Comparisons of:thelMexican American and
0 fp

Inglo American mothers' revealed that in the number of tbtal teaehing inter-

actiona directed toothy children there were no ethnic group differences..

B h tie Mexican Amefican and Aneo American mothers directed to their chil-'
.

&ken approximately the same number:of teaching interactions. Examining

ratio of.verbal and nonverbal interactions for each ethnic gropp,'however,

41,z
. .

indicates that the interactions which the Mexican American children received

from their mothers' were more freQuently of a nonverbal than a verbal nature.

Oil the other -hand, the Anglo American children received moire verbal than



4

41.

nonverbal types of interactilhs from their mothers. When.I analyzed these
r

interactions by thespecific types of verbal and nonverbal behaNriors.they

involve, additional.ethnic group differences in maternal instructional
A41

strategies emerged: while teaching their own children, the Anglo mothers

asked them more questions than the Mexican American mothers. On the other

hand, the Mexican American mothers gave their own c "ldren more commands.

Also, the Mexican American mothers were much more sicall intrusive on

the task; that is, the Mexican Americans -- much more than the Anglo

mothers -- tended to.actua1ly perforM the tasks for their own children.

These findings provide clear evidence,the, that Mexican American and

Anglo children of the same social background (as measured by father's occu-

pation) are exposed to quite different adult-child interaction styles and

instructional strategies in the home. From these 'findings we are able to

understand better, for example, the dynamics underlying a child's behaVior, .

in tihe typical testing or assessment situation: Modes or "rules" for inter-
:,

16 acting with adults which a young child has learned in the home,will determine

his expectations and his own behaviors vis a vis adults such as, an examiner

in a test situation, and this, of course, will dictate how he performs.

Often, performance (i.e., Npat the child actual* does or fails to do) in a
)

particular situation is taken as a measure of competencies (i.e.,'what he is

actually able to do under a get of circumstances that maximally elicit the
'1

required performance). Performance and competence,, however, are not synony-

.

mous, since performance in an given situation is determined by a number of
A

factors, incluoIng the "rules of interaction" (Getzels, 1974) which young

children have learned in the sociocultural context of their homes.- Soi-for,

example, the typical test situation in whiph an adult examiner asks the.child

questions will be,a more familiar, culturally appropriate or "culture=

63



syntonic" situation for an Anglo than for a Mexican American child. More-

over, ny tests for young children involve asking the child to put together

, a puzzle, or blocks into.a design, orother similar tasks. As indicated

above,the data show that the, Mexican American child -- significantly more

so than the Anglo child -- is socialized to expect the adult to actively

help him perform the task and to actually complete at least portions o

for the child.

Another important finding of the study is that the pattern of

correlations between specific maternal betaiiors and the chili en's cognitive '...

development varies by 'ethnic group. In other words, a particular maternal

behavior which haa one kind of influence on child development for one ethnic

group does not necessarily have the same effect or "meaning" for another

ethnic group. This finding has important impliCations. In the absence of

empirical evidence obtainedin context, it is unwarranted to describe certain

adult-child interaction styles as being more or less appropriate or deficient

for child development.

By better understanding the specific aspects of the early home

environments of children frdm different ethnic groups, we also are in a

stronger position to detielopdesigns for intervention'programs and curricula

that take'int; account and capitalize upon the problem7Solving, relatiorial

and instructional styles and.other characteristics and "rules of interaction"

that are unique to each group and thus provide an articulated continuity

between the home and ?tiler institutions. There is an urgent need to take a

`yery close look at the experience5 that children from various ethnic minorities

encounter in school, and at the transitions they are forced td make between

the sociocultural context of the home and that of the school, in order'to

identify the specific areas in Which schools,could be made more responsive

the unique needs,and-characteristics of children and theft families.

'64
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A study of contextual use of language

Linguistic characteristics'represent one of the most visible areas. of

child functioning in which there may, be an abrupt discontinuity between theo

context of the home'and that of other settings in which a child may find

himself, such as the preschool and the school. 4

When different cultural or linguistic groups-tome into contact with

one another, varying degrees of bilingualism usually ensue. Bilingual

situations may range from instances in which a speaker seldom uses anything

but his/her na tive language through speakers whomake use of a second Ian-
4

guage in varying degrees, to the rarely encountefed ambilingual who'achieves

complete mastery of both languages (Halliay, 19.68). In fact, in situations

where languages come in contact, languages or language variants sometimes

replace each other among some speakers in certain domains of language be-

havior. One way to determine a particular community's sociolinguistic

characteristics is by identifying social domains (Fishman, 1968) in a group

(i.e., major spheres of activity in a culture such as family, education,

etc.) and obtaining information as to the languages used in the various

domains.

I recently conducted an empirical study examining the use of language

patterns in specific Social contexts among childen and'adults in their

families from three different 'Hispanic urban groups in the United Status:

Central Texas Mexican Americans., New York Puerto Ricans, and MiamiCuban

..
Americans., Al/total of T95 children in the first, second, anpi third grades

/

and their families participated in the study. The general patternof SocioT

economic and educational status of the faAilies in the three ethnic samples
4 , *

.1
in

.

.

was similar to thaf'of average figures found n USA national statistics for
4

.

each group. The mothers and the teachers of each child were individually
# ) .

65 71 . *
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I

interviewed by trained irate. iewers who were indigenous to the ethnic,
ir%

linguistic, and geographical group of each interviewee. Information was

obtained regarding the language pattern used most often in the home by the

child and` also by the adults (parents, etc.) in the home (familial language

. .

use). In addition, information was obtained regarding the use of language

at school in the child's classroom as the principal medium of instruction

-for the child'for classroom subject matters. Because sometimes-research

using reports as a method of collecting. language data may be subject to

response bias resulting from normative attitudes'which may affect informants'

judgments, great care was taken to eliminate this potential source of bias

in this study by employing and carefully training only interviewers who were,

* _

indigenous to each of the ethnic, language, and geographic communities

studied.
3

-

0

Results showed that in the overwhelming majority of both .the New York

4P
Puerto Rican and the Miami Cuban Amertan families, the adults living with

-

the children (parents, etc.)-used Spanish as the most-frequent means of

verbal communication in the home. Alhang he Central Texas Mexican Mrican

families, Spartith-English "mixture" was t e single most frequently used ..

language by adults in 50%_of the homes, ,Spanish in one-fourth of the families,

and English in the remaining'icine-fourth. Th6inguistic pture/of-language
st

"mixing" has been studied by others. Previttua research evidente suggests

that the mixture of Englightand Spanish among'Mexican Akericana follows a
O

very systematic pattern, and that there is a high degree of "grammaticalnatie"'

in the structural and; lexical blending an Mixture present in the language of

Mexican American children. op
*

These findings i icate alat There are2crifferences in-the language

environments to whichltspa ic American"children are exposed in their homes,f
C"71,
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depending on the particular ethnic and geographical group to which they 1

belong. Even within a single community there maNcbe significant differences,

so as to question the assumption often made implicitly in research and educa-

tiOnal policy involving persons from non-English speaking backgrounds that

such groups are homogeneous.
.

In both the New York Puerto Rican and.Cuban American groups, the

majority of the children used Spanish as the most frequent means of verbal

a
communication in the home. Only about lO% of the Children in the Cuban

Americarand the Puerto Rican families, respectively, used English, and

almost none mixture, as single most frequent familial anguage. Among the.

Central Texas Mexican American children, 30% used mixt
.

the familial

context, 23% used both English and Spanish with equal frequency without

-mixing, and 45% used English. 4

What about the language used in these children's classrooms as the

medium of instruction' for content subjects?' With over 90% of the Mexican)
%

'American and with over 40% of the Cuban American children, the language

primarily used as the medium of instruction was English: With-about.26%.
t.

of the Puerto Rican children, the language primarily used as'the Medium of

classroom instruction was English, with 21% it was both'nglish and 'Spanish

.

with approximately equal frequency, and with 52% Spanish.

sampl

Thus'We see that in general, except,,to some extent by the Puirt'd Rican

ere were abrupt discontinuities for many of the children between

the linguistic environment'experienced at home and that found at schodl as
q

::.
. - -, . .

0 , .

.

the medium of instruction for subject matter convent. It should be pointed

out that the Puerto Rican children in the sample employed in this study were

in a rather unique school situation which is found infrequent1)5 These

Puerto Rican children were exceptional in that they all atten ed a school

67
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which had = principal who was himself Puerto Rican and fully committed to

bilingual b cultural education and to providing an educational-context-in

school, highly mpatible with the children's sociocultural home environment.

This situation seems to ha e had a positive impact con the dren's in-
,

tellectual development, sine their performance on a test of general non-,

verbal intelligence (Raven Col red Progrestpe Matrices) was much higher

than that of the other grbups, even sough the Puerto Rican children came

from homes with the lowest average socio conomic level.

It should be noted that classroom instruction through a second language

is probably, by itself, not the only or even the principal reason

that so many children from non-English or limited -En glish-speaking families

perform poorly academically. In fact, Anglo. English-monolingual children .

,
1 I

who have been immersed in a Spanish-only program. (cf. Coh n Si'Laosa, in press)
9.6

di

in which teachers *pretended not to know English and only used Spanish from
.

....,

the eginning of kindergarten, havp been found to do as well academically

by the end of the third grade as children who go through a regular' English

program. But for the Anglo children in the Spanish immersion program, lan-
.

guage was the only factor phich differed significantly and abruptly from the
. .

sociocutltural bontext of their homes. It appears that it is the rather

. . ,

* abrupt d continuity in the total sociocultural context -- of which language
.

.-

J i

may only tie a part -- which compounded with issues related to attitudes and
1 0 .

.

behat a from individuals representing the two sooiocultural contexts
*. .

. toward each other, that may be at the root of the problems affecting minirity-
. . . . i

group children's academic development.

Conclusions

My intent in, this article has been to stress the importance of taking
.

,

into account the sociocultural cOnfexts whic 4epreeent the filal life space

4. 1
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or "ecology" (Bronf4nbrenner, 1974) in which each.child's development takes

place, I have presented research evidence which shows clearly that the early.
3-r

environments of children show quite unique characteristics depending on their

membership in particular sociocultural groups -- and that even within

particular-subcultural communities sometimes one may find considerable
A

variability. At times, the same observed behavior, such as a' particular

teaching strategy, for examplemay have quite ,a different "meaning" in

iterms of its influence on children's development depending on the socio-

cultural:context in which it Occurs. The findings I have' presented raise

serious questions concerning whether institutions and other environments

which we impose on childreware so designed as o provide sufficient

articulated continuity with the early and op-going sociocultural environment

of the home. There is still much we do not know about the total ecologies

of childre* in the various cultural groups.liwing side by%side in our plural-

istic taiety. We are just beginning to catch a glimpse of the rich and
f

\

acImpleVariabill4y present in our changing nation as it begins its third

century.

O

a

J

O

a

.
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Content Footnotes

1. '4 The term Mexican American as employed here refers to persons who were

born in Mexico and now hold United States citizenship or otherwise

live in the United States, or whose parents or more remote ancestors

imtigrated v),.,the United States from Mexico. It also refers to

persons who trace their lineage to Hispanic or Indo-Hispanic forebears'

who resided within Spanish or Mexican territory that is now part of
446,

1

southwestern United States. A recent US Bureau of the Census report

(1974) shows the. total number of persons of Spanish origin in the

United States in 1973 to be over 10-.5 million. Of these, 6.3 million

are Mkxican American, 1.5 million Puerto Rican, and .7 million Cuban

American.- The remainder are of Central, South American, or other Spanish

origin.

2. The term Anglo American as used here refers to white native tinited'States

'English- speaking persons who are not Mexican American or members of other

Hispanic groups.

3. For a more detailed description''of the study, see Laosa, 1975a.
4

4. The relatively greater use of English among the Mexican American than

among,the Puerto'Rican or Cuban American families can be ex ained by

two princip 1 factors. As a group, Mexican Ametcans in southwestern

'United States have expeLenced contact with the English lahguage more

intensely and'tor a much longer period than either of the other two

groups. Moreover, Mexican Ameri.cans have experienced great preSsures

to give up their native fanguage for English. In. fact, the southwest

has a long history of prohibiting the speaking of in Schools
o

(Carter, 1970) and of using various.forMs of punishment to enforpe'the

70 76 ;



1 "No 'Spanish Rule." Only recently has this situation begun to "Inge
0

with the lafge-scale implementation of bilingual education prog ans.

'Caution should be exercised when generalizing the la guage use findings

of this study to different geographical 'regions. Thus, for mple,

the traveler across the southwestern United States will note differe

in language use among Mexican American communities depending on suc

factors as relative pfoximity to the USA-Mexico border. Therefor

data should be collected for each community of interest.

f

O
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;,/ CULTURALLY RESPON IVE EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR N -ENGLISH SPEAKING CHILDREN

0

'INTRODUCTION

The identification and analysis of culpirally.resppnsive programs for

young children necess ates that a basic definitiOn of "culturally respon-
16,

sociologicalsive" be;-established: This def:i ion is based on the sociological term

",culture" which is taken to mean " ociarheritage, that is, all the_knowl-

edge,'Nbeliefs, customs, and skills that are available to the members of a'

society" (I)room and Selznick, 1970, p. 50). This connotation then includes

all that is familiar and has varying degrees of value: food, music, lat-

. guage, etc. This cultural knowledge affects `the way achild behaves, believes

and assesses himselfas a satisfa tory,or unsatisfactory individUal (Margolin,

1974). That critical part of perSonality, the self concept, is Vitally

influenced by culture. Viewed from this perspectiveoculturally responsive

Early Childhood Education programs are those which incorporate the child's

native language -and cultural, knowledge as part of the curriculuM. In

addition, consideration is g v n\to the child's deVelopment in terms of

relationships between selfconceik, Culture, and achievement.

. The importance of an educational syst9m that responds to students/
1

need's is given much credence by the wkitings of such humanistic psychol-

ogists as Combs (1959) and Maslow (1954). When viewed in terns of-MSsloW's
.

hierarchy; the needs'of non-gig-le-speaking students wipio face a new

culture upon entering school are related much more to security and accep-
a

tance than to fulfillment or grades. Security is an urgent need.for all

/
children at this.stage but, the .task becomes more difficult when the len-

(

,guag is'not understood and the surroundings are stiange. There is liitle in-

clime ion to achieve uniil'sOme sense of belonging has been, established. The

75
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f becominga part of a second culture, or of acculturation, have

'.caused students to express confusion, fear, or a sense of frustration

-
.

(Litsinger, 1973). Leaving the faminarity'and support of the home environ-
..,

went for' the strangeftlassroom in which he mist learn to make his own /way
A )

an immense task fOr,any child. For the culturally different child who in

C

some cases faces ;a completely alien environment at school, the task may seem

insurmountable. This stress felt by children may allow little energy fo

academic endeavor. There is a'limit to the amount of stress that can be

assimilated before the debilitating effects of excessive anxiety set in

(Brophy, 1975)., The young child needs an environment that does not make

inordinate demands in order to develop a healthy. self concept and a sense of
.

. .

being able to do. It is during tihafirst six yearsof life that-Na child

..10C.- ,

-develops a basic sense of trust, autonomy, and initiative (5rikson, 1963).

It As during the latter part of tHleage period that children enter early
,

childhood programs and are in need of supportive; culturally respOnsiue

environments to foster 04ktqze attitudes towards school and self.
, .

The lack of culturally responsive programs iA the past has caused some
*

"I

educators-to criticize the educational system.for not Implementing such

1
nrograms. The failurlt of 'Minority students to achieve in sohools was

'1

attributed to this lack Cf relevant programs (Carter, 1970; Ulibarfi, 1970;

1963Y. The early childhood pregrams developed in the 60!s war

4'implemented as* intervention programs to compensate for certain cognitive

and motiovational'deficits.viewed as characteristics of these 'disadvantaged"..

.* .

°children% The children who attended these programs were aldlost exclusively

'poor and frequently they were from racial minorities. Thusthe,deficit idea
"

Included culture and cultural differences were-equated with cultural defi-

ciencips. A change do thinking haa occurred and ethnic, racial or Social
) I

76 82
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clAs differences are now seen less as deficiencies and more as differences

to be accommodated toin the schools (Evans, 11975).

4
Legislation providing for Bilingual /Bicultural educttion is' indicative

of the trend toward cultural pluralism and reflects the, acceptance of cultural

differences as valued basis for development of programs. However in the area
o

of early childhood there are few distinct model programs esiabliShed as part =

of Bilingual Programs that aredescribed in the literature. It is,the Head

Start and Follow Through projects that have developed distinct curriculum'

models consistent with various philosophies of child growth and that employ

pecificeducational strategies that Can be identified'and discussed in terms

sed in the nextof cultural responsiveness. These programs will be

section.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

, 4

The relevant literatUre for this paper included some of the research

. related to the elf 'concept4and children's ability to, perform in school

since development of,positive self concept was defined as part of a

culturally responsive program. Early' childhood modefirograms were reviewed .

r.
in tertsof the degree of cultural responsiveness. Final evaluation reports

of some Bilingual ptOgrams that included data for kindergartens and primary

gradei were also reviewed.

Self Concept and Achievement'

There were' numerous Studies .indicating a direct relationship between

the self coAcept and. academic achievement (Campbell, 1965; Bledsoe, 1967).

,

One of the most extensive studies.of the self concept of ability and schpol.
..

. : ---* .
,

Success was conducted by Broolcover.(1967)and his associates over a six-year
.

4. -
4,
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4.period. This was a longitudinal study of the relation between the self,

I

.

concept of academid.ability and school achievement among students in one'

school class while ii the seventh trough twelfth grades. The researchers

concluded there was a
%

significant re ationship between self Concept and
.

4i
academic achievement.- Another concldsion vas that hum an ability may notbe

the study indicated that stw-
I°the most important factor in achievenr

dents' attitudes were a limiting fact A
SI .

Lamy (1965) found. that the rceptions children developed about

theMselves'in kindergarten wer= related to subsequent reading achieveMent'

in first grade. Studies also indicated that self. concept influenced sOcial-

learnings. Barnett '(1957) repOrted,that feelings of inadequacy among bright

underachieversjcted as depressors which caused them to withdraw and refuse

to compete. The conclusions were not only that attitudes about himself

. affect how,a child performs at school but also that performance has a heavy

e.

impact on the self concept as verified by the fpllowing research. Gibby -and

.

Gibby (1967) explored, the effects of strejs resulting from failure upon the
.

. , , .

self concept and intellectual productivity' of sixty students in two-seventh

grade asses..eitablished for bright, academically superior- white.children.

One cl ss was used as a control group and the other as the experimental
1

group. Academically oriented tests were administere& to bott. classes on two

different occasions three days apart. Immediately before the last testing,

members of the experimental group were giVen slips of paper indicating they

ir -
had failed the first test.' CoMpari;on.of the scores,of the experimental

group and the convol group indiEated that under the stress of failure the

l
experimental group' performed less effectively. The, experimental group also

.

'tended.to regard themselves less highly and showed a decre1ase in intellectual
,/,

productivity, ;

r ;

. (4 i,
.; 13, .

, . ,-c;

9 : 0 1
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The relationship between ethnicity and self concept has been-investigated

,

by several researchers (Carter, 1968;G. Palomares,,1970; Zirke/'and Greene, n
,

1971). In a preliminary study it was established that. self concept was

6 related, to ethnic group membership and that Puerto Rican children exhibited

'significantly lower elf concept than Black or White children. These results-
....

were negated wh n a teacher-rating instrument was employed in conjunction

with a self- = ting instrument .(Zirke10971).

other study cotparine.552 :ion- Mexican American and'Me>iican American

#,

:students in grades three and six in five urban California schools; Gustafson

(1971) using the Coopersmith's self Esteem Inventory. lound no'difference in
*41

tblethlid grade between Mexican Americans and non-Mexican Americans. 'How-

ever, tfie--ram---Meu__Americans had significantly higher scores at the sixth,

grade level suggesting that the trend of difference becomAs cumulative.

eeDifferences retwn e etthhnic-categories in self esteem and acadethic per-

mance.that are, inconsistent at the third grade level become dominant At.

the sixth- gtade level.

Geraldine Palomares (1970), in her examipation of existing literature
.

.

leo< regarding the self Concept of Mexican` Americans, found that, studies in this
........

,

-area.-were not in.agreethent. While.one study showed Mexican Americaas as
. 4 0 i ,

-. .°
f

44 o

having lower self concepts,- others failed to show any Significant difference.
A0

The major theme emerging from the above discuision is that self concept

,and, ability toaehieve are interactinI and_one influences the other. The im
,

4
.

p4dt shown of attitudes toward self at.an ,early age upbn subsequent achieve-
-;

- -
, .ment is of vital concern to those interested isi early childhood education.

7 N

a

How there two theoretical ideas are incorporated into practical applicaion
- . . . ".. -,. ,

by program planners ,is determined by, notions of 'learning
.

theory and will beprogram

discussed with spedifit, model programs. pangual/Bicultural/progtams

R.
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approach the educatiOn of youhg children fpin'the premise that by utilizing

the language the Child already knows, the chil4 will more likely aetieve

this success in turrwill enhance the self comet . How

Bilingual/Bicultural programs affect thg cultural knowledge and self concept-

- of children is an area that is yet be revealed by studies of such programs

, e)
being curre4ly implemented. .

*.

'Model Early Childhood Education PtOgrans

A

) A review of some, of the' outstanding Head start and FoUoW Through

a

curriculum models and the degreeto which they'can be Considered culturally

responsive is undertaken in this paper to present a general view of alterna-

tive approaches in early childhood education- These curriculum models are

distinguished by different guiding concepts of child development and principles

of education. The models arc divided int .three categories that reflect

' distinct philosophies or assumptione'abour child development and learning.
. 0,040'

(A. brief descriptiod of maturationist, cognitive developmentalist and experi-

mentalist philosophies is included in the review of the models below. The

models are discussed in terms of'cultural responsiveness in relationship to

target population, cultural knowledge, the language progral implemented, and

development of self esteem.

Maturationisephiloso y expounds the belief that childrefl develop. as

a whole person at differed rates and pass through stages or' periods during

which certain skills or attributes Are developed. Thechild_possesshe

-genetic potential for this development and given die Per environment this

'development will occur when the child arrives.at a given perlp(O7 maturation.

.Childret are intrinsically motivated fo
t

Learn and need an envonment that

provides many experi nces and the freedoi to choose the experiencesthat are

O

.er

---12;

.

in congruence with their-interest and period of readitess. Lea ning objectives.

r 6

---

' V

*A".:. .

,A

t -
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I
are the outcome of the transactions between a teacher; and children w rking

as joint decision makers. Children are trusted andOtaspected.for their

individual differenCes and highly individualized activities are provided to

meet these differences (Evens, 195). The term open education is associated

with the educationalsideas of maturationist philosophy.
t

Two Head Start and'Follow Through curriculum models, the Bank Street
.

.

model and the Tucson Early Education Model (TEEM), are usua associated C

with'the open elation concept and utilize the interest center concept an

individualized instruction:" The Tucson Early Education Model wad selected

for discussion. because it originated as a program for Mexican Americar stu-

dents in first through third grades in TuCson, Arizona. It was later

8

.expanded to include preschool thrbugh,tbird grade fot Head Start and Follow

Through classet with-children of all ethnic and cultural, backgrounds and

0
implemented in-twenty school systemsscrOt the country (Chow? 1973).-

Thee Classroom 4Ctivities are directed toward development of the

L. program's major objectives; language competence, intellectual base, motiva-
:

C

tionalJbgse,'anSi6cietal art; andlbkills. The variety of skills which
*

V

rdflaiethese..objtctives are,never exercised separately but are taught in

combination* and defined as orchestration. Most-lessons are conducted in
.,. . -

salt groups of about fiv ren allowing for close teacher- -student .

log &-
- interaction. Children are en` uraged to'iyerba e, handle dbfeCts and to

t.

participate in demonstrations as it is believed that in order to learn
.

students my t have the,oppirtunity to! activelyoengaie ina variety.of be-

\

',--

haviors. Students often wolt in small groups called Committees but have
..,

.
%

4
Ai '

the option of leaving the group ana,going to the free choice centers.

'
. .. .

4 Opportunities are provided for the development of a widtyariety of skills

through modelling (Spodek, 1913) Individualization of instittion hone

A

,

( ,

.

I' 44
8 I;

o
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of the most important variables ,and provision is made for development of'

individual skills at individual-rates. Cultural background, attitudes, and

values of the children are incorporated into self selected and structured

activities to further instructional objectives (Evans, 1975). This adapta

tion to local populations is recognition that i,pildr\en deVelop skills and

attitudes that are appropriate to their tan home and neighborhoods though
-0i ,)

they may differ from those of the main society. A continuation of these

'values and'attitudes Is tncouraged in the lassroom..

"Langua4 competence is one of the major technical skills of the

cultutt to Which the child must ad4t" (Spodek,1973, p. 232). This adapta
,

tion refers to children learning the official,language of this country and

no reference was found that indiCated that any of the model's classrooms use
,

401

a bilingual approach ,to,latguage instruction.. "Language lift" is often used,

to describe the language development method'for early education employed by

TEEN. This method is based on the utilization of children -'s "natural

language learning" (Evans, 1 75). This approach-adheres to the assumptions

that rich ,experiences in language stimulation, opportunities for language,

a

expression, and exposure to appropriate, syntactic structures will better

,-._

_ .,_

activate children's normal biological capacity fot language. For.exposure

to ocCur,language communications must be d cted toward children to which,A
'.,'" _

they can'regpond%. Teachers Ludt model a vari of basic s6ntenoe structures
. .... ,

'.."`,..:4(-
in appropriate situations to raise children's language produ'tion. Children 6

derive language rules from hearing and producing,languaga, andthe child's

, .

spontaneous language is used to develop'literacy skills. The program has n
-

A
language mat alg and lestons are not basedn objectives; tequence, dr"'

timing. The s4cess of the program depends on the- 'teacher who must be

conscious Rf beingea modeler` of language and possess a firm knowledge of the

.,

IL

9,

.
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J

syntactic structure being modeled (Evans, 1975).

Data about specific academic skill development to evaluate the TEEM

' language model are' not available at this time. Co arison of TEEMchildren

with local classes has,. shown strong evidence in fa of TEEM children on

socialaffective behaviors. Children in TEEM classro maintain, task-

orienFiabn better than those in the Comparison classes
1

TEEM ch4dren
; 1

generally had better cogniti/e gains based on word lidge, visual and
\

verbal memory, Conceptual grouping, number questions, And reason byanalogy

(Evans, 19/5) .

V

Cognitive developmentalist philosophy adheres closelyto Piaget's

theories of the stages of child development and much 'emphasis is placed on
. .

the development of mental structures. The evolution of a child's cognitive

structures progressefthrough a'distinct sequence beginning with sensory-

motot coordination and ending' with formal reasoning ability, logical thought

in objective,tabstract;,hypothetical terms: Alobng factors which influence

this progression are neurologicaPmaturation, in harmony with physical and
I

social ekp7xiences, and equilibration, the process by which a child seeks

,greater cognitive balance at higher levels as new learnings occur. This

N. _ seeking for balance or.meaning,makes a ch lei an active learner, who profits

-.
.Ifrom active discovery, concretek,sensoir erience, interpersonal.inter-

.- '4 .

1 .
.

,
.

..

..J

actions with other children, and a variety of liodels 'for ,imitative learning

o .

0 (Evans, /975). American;cognitive developmentalists. who have also.contri--

l'uted tothis approach are J. McVIHune, Benjamin Bloom,Aand William Fowler.'
=

The Responsive Environment Model Erastam developed by E'er West labora- .
1 I

' . 4

.. Tory was choien/as repr entative of. this particular approach bece:ii-§ it is

.

... A,
.

4 'ImostWinfluenced by the work' of cognitive developmentalists, a4though,it,
. 0

is considered tb be b'a'sically eclectic (Chow, 1973): This model is 'based 4

V I
/

4110. -89 -
^

/.:....
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4

on the assurtiontilat pub is schools are not responding to children as
. .

,
:

i and'individuals with different ultural backgrounds nd that if "culturally
)

different childrenate to thrive either they must be helped'to pperate in a

system designed for others, or the system itself must be shanged to serve

all children equally" (Nimnicht, .1973). The program was initiated at

Colorado State College in 1964.as the New Nursery School to meet the needs_

of ethnically different children, mainly Mexican'American and Black. It

was later started as:the Responsive Environm t Ifdel at Far" WeseLaboratory13

0
by Glen Niinnicht, the original founder of the /)program, and presently the

developers are sponsoring ,He4d Start, and Follow Through classes around the

country (Chow,1973).' The target population in addition to Black and

Mexican American children has included 'ather Spanish-speaking children,

rle

)KAmbric Indian, Oriental acid Anglo middle-class children (Nimnicht, 1913)

The acqaisition of specific skills is not stressed, rather a learning

to learn approach encouraged. Classroom activities are organized around a 4

designed ,environment that responds to the needs of children and provides.

immediate fee back.back. -This-is accomplished by the use of self-correctilig

4

%

toys and by the'actions of 41, teacher who waits fbr the child to express

an interest, d then works with an individUal child or a'smallgroup on the

chosen task .-Thetability to solvaroblems is stated as bang the major
. .

goal. of intellectual development. This goal is partly accomplished by the

.

autotelic giames and toys that allow children to-work independently oT in

small groups. A 'wide variety 'educational toys and games as-wel se
0000

%

prdgrammed material and. simple machines are considered necessary to provide
',..,'.

0,

a wide range of educational experiences'. ere.are two short. periods during

the'day for total group activities such as-music or story time, but for the

r

ritt 'i)att the work is done on estn indilpualized basis between teacher and

i
,,

%

0-

child Chow, 1973)..
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V

A major objectiv of the program is ti help children dtvelop a pOsitive'

self concept as4It,r lates to learning in the school and in the home. A

child is seen as having a positive self image if he likes himself ana his

people, believes n himself and his abilty to solve problems, and expresses

-feelings of pl sure and enjoyment. This view of himself will affect his
. ,

attendance and his performance at

1
schooLNiipanicht, 1972). /.

.

t

Another important objective of the Responsive Environment/kodelPis that
..

the child possesses a knowledge and understanding of his cultural background.

Culturally relevant materials are provided by therlocal pro ram and the core

material that have no cultural bias

involve ent oeparentS, even at the dec

rovided by the Laboratory. The

king level, also contributes

(Nimnicht, 1973).to th= cultural responsiveness of thdprog

There is no spedific language development materials nor method requiied

by he Laboratory. The local programs are/free to.fncorpOrate materials

t at are consistent with the philosophy of the model such:as the Lavatelli

terials end the ProjeCt LiferProgram (Language Improvement to Facilitate

0.1
Education)..employed by the Responsive Environment Project for Spanish

10!

American children, a model classrdom in Clovis, Nevi Mexico (Askins, 1974):

This project was adapted to bilingual education.

The Laboratory does not anticipate a final evaluationeof the first

phass of the total programfor,at least five years (Nimnicht, 1972).

Experimentalist Philos phy, which is also known as Environmentalist

relies onto totallyalms theoriesOf the Beliviorist psychology of

11.

4

Skinner. ,The emphasis of this science is on observable behavior and its

relationship with other observable pile omena, cperimentalist philOsOPhy

has'been greatly influenced by tensive body
*
of research with animals ,

4V;

and hpans in Tabors ties. The hild might essentilly.be./condidered a

,85



system of incerrglated responses interacting with stimuli and a major

assumption is that the behavior of a child is determined by exte al stimuli.

By carefully specifying. the goals of education in observable'behavior and by

controlling the stimuli in the environment, a .child's behavior can be odified
I

to coincide with the stated goals. Learning is.facilitated when eonc

and skills are broken up into small discrete steps and are carefully

sequenced. Associative thinking, memorization',0is relied dialon heavi and

discrimi tion and categorization are learned as a result of assoiation

,

(Spodec, 1973).

4

The classiC example of this theory is the Engelmann-Becker or Engelmann-

t

Berei`bgr Academic Preschqol which is ndw also a Follow Through model with

preschool through third grade classrooms across the country. The target
- '

population for this model arefi.isadvantaged" chilccren without regard to

c.

ethnicity.

The goal of this model is the development of skills in language,.reading,'

and math. The Distar Materials, used, to achieve these grills, provide

sequenced, structured lessons./ The-preschool language.program is built;

around three daily 2emiluite sessions of intensive.direct instruction cha-
, .*

#.,

racterized by fasAiace, heavy work demands, and'strong emphasis.ion verbal
.

iesponses. Children are taught in small, homogeneous groups of from three

td eight, seated close to the.teacher who uses much verbal'praise as

. /
reinforcement for desired responses. Verbatim directions are,provided for

. the teacher (Chow,'1973). '

mentioned

. .:.

Cultural knowledge or activities are not and a posit ye self: -

to

.

concept is seen as dependent tql success. By utilizing'dire4'.instruction,

and developing academic, skills to insure success itis'assumed that a

's. ,

,,. e,
positive self * result.age will:resul A number o£ studies cittd by Stanley

t
.

f , .

f

. o),
.

0.6 .. , t

J
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k
indicate that this proglram has had more short range impact. on I.Q. and

/
achievement scores than the traditional child-centered approach.

, \
Another model program that.is eclectic in its approach, although ,

influenced by the thelkLes of Jerome,Jagan, is the Bilingual Ely Child-

hood Program developed by Southwest Educational-

program developed lox Mexican American children stresses verbal and' reason-s .,

,
.

ingskills and healthy self concepts. (There is a counterpart for Black

ichildren.) °(ChoW, 1973). The language program is based on a three -level-.,

curriculum based upon mastery of English. equence and ratio in amount
t.

. ''.

. f English and;Spanish used is geared to program level. A variety of teach-

1

w .ing methods, instructional settings, media, and contentLare used (Evans, 1975).

Laboratory: The

e

------In-addition to includineSpanish Noir instruction, the program places, a .

strong emphasis upon, children's native heritage. Many cultutal aspects are

included, such as dances, music, relevant pictures, etc.

,Evaluation data based on 169 clasksroorns in Texas and Colbrado indicate

/that approximately 75 percent of the participating children achieve criterion
o

mastery of program goals. ,Additional gains in English and Spanish compre-

.

hension as 411 as increased cognitive'skills.are reported-

' 93
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Final Evaluation Reports of Bilingual Programs

1

The definition of culturally responsive., programs as-stated previously

rin this paper as those programs that include a child's native language add

cultural knowledge as part of the curriculum with due consideration given to

de7lopment of a'positive self concept. The Lollowi g bilingual prOgrams

, are briefly reviewed with this definition in,mind. I

An ERIC search t literature related to culturally responsive and

4 .

bilingual early childhood.programs yielded only twO.eyaluation reports for

such programs. Cox (1974) summarized the findings for the Caribou Bilingual

Project, 'Caribou, Maine, final evaluation report of 1973-1974. This was an

English-French prograt that involved two classes each of kindergarten, first

grade and second grade. A major conclusion wai-that studentstin'ihe bilingual

program performe as well as students in nonprogram classes. 'Therefore,

skill acquisition by tudents was not hindered by education in two languages
er

(Cox, 19,74).

The Yupik Bilingual Edudation Project' of theAlaska State- Operated

School, System, a program that utilizes English and 'upik Eskimov-completed

is

its second year in 1973. Thirteen classrooms in six schodls compilled the
r

experimental group. Instruction was .cdnducted in the native latguage and

English was taught as a Second Language ESL). The major focus was on

language.L.skills, although literacy and numerical skills were also

measured and results,included in the report. The statistiCal analysis

compared scores of thee students in the bilingual-classrooms with those of
-

comparison students in_traditional classrooms. The scores' for literacy

skills and- math show that bilingual program children's scores were slubstan-°

tially higher, although not statistically, than those.of non - bilingual

program children. In linguistic skillg the Yupik scores of bilingual j/

O

88
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.program studentsyere significantly higher than the comparison group score,.

The English scores for the bilingual program students were greater than the

---------
non-bilingual students but not significantly greater c- The program report

did not indicate any planned emphasis on self concept development or cultural

knowledge,(Orvik, 1973).

The Austin Independent School District evaluation reports for the

school year 1974 to 1975 provided information n data collected for the ESEA

Title VII Bilingual Project and the ESAA Bilingu 1/Bicultural PrOject (Holley,

1475). The evaluation design for' both piojects wa based upon the Auitin

Independent School District's C.I.P.O. (Col ext, Inputs, Processes, and

Outcomes). This paper utilized only udent outcome data for the

development of language (English and Spanish), attitudes toward school, and

self concept. Only data obtained from children in iindergarten to first

gfade were used in this, paper in keeping with the emphasis obi early child-
°

hood education. The data for the process objective, cultural reference,

were also utilized in relation to the cultural knowledge aspect of this paper'.
. . ,

/ The major components of both ESEA Title VII Bilingual and ESAA Bilingual/
/

4 (

Bicultural projects in addition to Instruction were Staff Development,
,.. -

Curriculum Development, Parent Involvement, and Evaluac\ion. heBilingual
a

is
\ t*Education Model utilized by both projects s based4E-t Statewide Design

.

for'134lingual Education adopted by the State. Board of Edu n and the AISD

School Board Policy on Bilingual/Multicultural Education. this model id-

described as an instructional program encompassing the total educational
. a

process in which English and Spanish'are utilized fora portion of all the

-- curriculum. The amount oftime given to each of the languages in'content

areas and language instruction is commensurate with the individual needs of 4

students. Teaching of concepts is undertaken entirely inItheTirst 1 -ge

89
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and all students were tested/for lajuage dominance by use of the James or
4

a .PAL Language Dominahce Tea.. A vital part of,,the program of bilingual

'instruction is.the teaching of the colttiral heritage of the people whose

languages are used and includes their, ,contributions ::.the community, the

state, and the country.
,

This was the second program year for ESAA Bilingual/Bicultural program

in tHe Austin school system. The number of students participating was

1,400 distributed in four elementary schools, grades kindergarten through

fifth' grade, andcthe sixth grade at two junior high schools. These schools_
. 400

had the highest'concentratim*of Spanish ddminant Mexican American students

in the district. The ethnic composition of students participating in this

project was 83 percen
it

Mexican Amerid-an, 15 percent lack, and 4 percent

Anglo:

The ESAA Bilingual /Bicultural 19,g-1975 final evaluation reported

jl

. . .

significant gain at tie .05 level of confidence in Languag&Proficiency for

both English and Spanish by kindergarten and first grade project students.

This information was based on pre-test post-test scores obtained by use of

the James or PAL Language Do&iance Test. .

.
110;

Kindergarten children teed on the Priary Selftporicept Inventory

I
demonstrated a significant gain at the :05 'level of confidence, on pretes0

posttest evaluation of data. (Third and fourth grade etudent scores showed

The School Sentiment Index was used to measure attitudes toward s ol.

of third.and fourth grade students. No significant change was mea,diled in

no significant change.)

these students and kindergavteVand first grade students were not included
,..

-#: in this area of measurement.

90
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The Cultural Reference objective was not achieved. This objective was

measured by Teacher Questiqnnaire. .Level of Attainment was contingent on

80 percent of teachers'mentioning at least two methods used to incorporate

culture and home backgro of students into classroom activities.---/

Title VII Bilingual Program, in its first year of operations, was

established in sixteen sqhoOls. The Title VII Project was built into the
.

4

locality sponsored bilingual program starred in 1970 at the kindeigarten_

level. One grade level had been added eachsear swthat Title VII encompassed

the five grades planned for bilingual inS'ruction through the natural pro-

gression of the lOcal program. Therefore:some Students in the Title VII

project had been receLng Spanish instruction since kindergarten. The

number of students participating in the Title VII Bilinguarproject, grades

kindergarten through. sixth grade, waa- 2,406. The ethnic composition of these

students was 59 percent Mexican American, 10 percent Black, and 31 percent.

Anglo.'

Title VII Bilingdal Project final evaluation report' for.1974-1975

reported significant,gain at the .05 level of confidence for kindergarten

and first grade project students on Language Proficiency test, icoresas

measured by the James or PAL Language dominance test. Both English and

Spanish pretest posttest differences *eie significant (p.<.05).

concept scores on the Primary Self- Concept Ir&entory demonstrated

o significant gain for kindergart students. (Third and fourth grade

student scores were significant.)

Attitude-toward school was not measured for kindergarten- and first grade.

Third and fourth grade student scores'showed no significant differences on

attitude toward school.

9.

j
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Cultural References were measured by Teachers uestionnaire and classroom

observations. -The desired level of clatural.references was reached (Holley,

1975).

The Education Service Center,Region XIII, has operated the Bilingual

Classlm Project since 1969. There are classrooms on three different school

campuses from first through fifth grade. The 1975 final evaluation report

included test measures on self concept, cultural knowledge, and cultural

.attitudes,for 'first grade students (Saenz; 1975).

The Cultural Attitude and Knowledge test scores were obtained by the

Cultural Attitude Scale. Reading is not required as this instrument is

based upon pictbrial stimuli and response options. It can be administered

in English and Spanish. StUdent pre and post scores were significantly
,

different on attitude toward the MeXican American culture but no 'significant

difference was noted for gain in knowledge of Mekidan American culture.

Self concept was measured by Your-School-ind Claismates instrument.
. ,

The results indicated \that first grade students scored significantly higher
\

on the posttest than on the pretest (SaenZ, 1975).

. ,

A library search *of final bilingual reports turned in to the Bili

Department of the Texas Education Agency by school districts in the

.

revealedthat few school districts named development of positive qn t as

an objective. The few'that did seldom used test instruments in pre,

posttest data. The Dallas Independent Schbol District did plo, an 'evalua-1
E

^2V,

aion design that measured attitudes toward self.
.

The School Perception Scale was used to obtain sc

and first grade students randomly selected in, the Da

of kindergarten data revealed that English dominan

dren displayed more favorable attitudes towards Self

98
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than other childr in the Bilingual Educat on Program. The differences

between Engl. and Spanish dominant Mexican American children ere large

enough to .e statistically significant..4 This finding was viewed as support-,
'

. ing t contention of'bilingual program supporters who maintain that

guisticali3+1limited children suffer from low attitudes toward self and

school (Murray, 1975).,

Grade one data showed nonsignificant differences between any of the

,groups. The improvement in the Spanish dominant Mexican American chiidren's
D

fi

attitude-from kindergarten to first, grade cannot be interpreted as being a

It ofBilingual instruction since this was not'a longitudinal study.

However, the report indicated that student involvement in the Bilingual pro-
,.

gram should not beuled out eve possible explanation for the improvement.

The English has a Second Language \(ESL) test was given to °a random.eample

of; Spanish dominant Mexican kmerican bilingual students. The Spanish as a

Second Language (SSL) test was given to a random sample oEEnglish dominant

Bilingual Program students. Statistically significant pre to posttest gains

were made at all grade levels for both groups on ESL and SSL tests (Murray,

1975).

4 SYNTHESISOF LItERARY 'RESEARCH;

Findings of the literature cited included the theories of psychologists

that demonstrate the importance of helping children to devel positive .

°I5iattitudes elated to theiselves (Maslow,' 1954; Combs, 1959; Ei'ckson, 1963;

- ,
....

Brophy, 1+5). .Empirical research indicated that these, titudes did in %

1

fact affect student ability to prform in school (Lamy, 1965; Gibby, 1967;
.

'
e

,

Brookover, 1967). HOWever, research findingiOf the relationship between
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self concept and ethnicity.were inconsigtent and conflicting (G. Palomares,

197; Gustafson, 1971; Zi4ilE 1971)..

The renewed interest early childhood has been characterized by an

emphasis on perceptual, cognitive, and intellectual functions as well as
1p

social and emotional'. This was demonstrated by the altenative curriculum

, models discudsed representative of the three different philosophical theories

maturationist, nitive developmentalist, nd experimentalist.

The philosophical theory behind the models discussed. seemed to correlat

with'the degree of cultural responsiveness evidenced. The experimentalist

model, Engelman. Becker, with its emphasis oh acadeMic skilN acquisition'

seemed tO''give little considerations to native language, cultural knowledge,

ethnicity, or self concept development. The maturationist model, Tucsop,

Early Educatiofi Model, originated as a program for Mexidan American childre

and regard was given .to deVelopment of self esteem and cultural knowledge

These features seem to indicate that this model was perhapsmore responsive,

although utilization of the students' native language was not included. Two

. programs seemed to meet the criteria set tor culturally responsive prbgrams:

utilization of the native language, regard for development of self esteem, /

0

and cultural knowledge. 'These were the cognitive developmentalist Redponsive

Environment Model and the eclectic Bilingual Early Childhood Program. .

Six bilingual programs currN3.y being implemented Were reviewed. Two

reviews are based on information found in a literary search and four ontinal

, ,

evaluation reports obtained directly from. the school districts or from other

\
.

gencies. The Caribou Bilingual Project and the Yupik Bilingual Educition

2.
Project utilized the native language in the instruction but made no provision

o

for developMent of self esteem or cultural knowledge. fih= evaluation reports

of the projects implemented by the Austin and Dallas Independent School
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DiStricAkand the Education Service,Center, Region XIII, included development
. .

of native as well as secondary language, cultural.knowledge;'and positive self

concept evaluation results. All six projects utilized formative lnedsures of

the program progress s ell as summative measured in the evaludtionAesign.

The great number Of early childhood programs based. on curriculummodels

adhering to different theories and utilizing different educational methods
4

was regarded as a strength to the educational.system. The fact that two such

models could be considered c3ilturally responsiVe was heartening. However,

1

s
concrete ata indicating that these programs are best suited to the learning

styles of any group of non-English speaking students are now available at the

4preent.
.

Castafieda and Raratz (1975) have formulated a theory that Mexican

American Children prefer a "field sensitive" cognitive' style as opposed to

a."fi ld.independent." Field sensitive children learn best when there is

close interaction with,a warm supportive teacher who models problem solvi

strategies and then stresses application of general rules.. These student

g

attenti is first focused on the global characteristics of a situation and

work wel in small, cooperative groups. One can infer that these character-. .

istibs ca. be applied to the Tucson Early Education Model or the Responsive

Eniironment Model.

Present research on comparison of different programs relative to =

effectiveness with the general preschool population indicates that no single

program is gener41; superior across a variety of measures ( Beller, 1971;

'Weikart, 1970). Somy studies demonstrate that' carefully: designed and imple-

-mented programs have no immediate or short range benefits,, but Produce long

range'benefits for the experimental students. Others show short range but

not long range benefits for the experimental group (Brophy, 197'5). Beller
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a1,

(1971) iLicates that long rang effects for the less structured Weikart
D

program cognitive development larefmore evident than for the highly struc-

.' i
tured istar language.Oogram. The results were based .on sCor on the:

.
41

Stanford-Binet Testand the ClWornia Achievement Test. programs that in-,
-'i,

clude01 systematig parent in ,olvementcomponent seemed moretaffective in

producing and maintaining gait (Evans, 1935): '

Information on early ch ldhood bilingual education programs is difficult

to locate, as evidenced by *le small.numbv of findingi prdauced ty the ERIC ,

search. Somebilingual programs are part of oter early childhoodttnodels,

)

,

such as the Resgonsive Environment. Project for Spanish American Children 1 '

(Askirts, 1974) and many Bilingual Programs include early childhdod class-

rooms (four to six year old' children). But early childhood bilingual educe-
,.

tion is not reported as such in the literature nor areculturally respotp.sive

programs. -
,

-The results of longit inal studies of the nature of the St. Lambert
4

experiment involving children who attended biingual preschool classes, that

could be considered culturally responsive, are not available in the atera-
.

ture. Short range resultsjsuch as those,reported'by-the.eurrent_Bilingdal
1 ,

,''.

Programs reviewed seem to indicate hat students more Spanish and just

as much English as those, students in non-bilingual% asses. The Bilingual .

Early Childhood. Program reported a-substantial gain ,in language, both English
\

and Spanish. The, final eValaation report reviewed a so seemed to indicate an ,

increase instudent self esteem, for many of the class s although it was not

consistent with all claisea.

Research studies comparing early childhood bilingd 1 projects that h

similar objectives but distiqct theories and methods wer
.

6 ,

, /
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the literary search no were projects with distinct methods oriented toward
A

determinihg cognitive styles pf culturally different children.
.

¶LICATIONS

The effect of positive-attitudes toward self upon ability to perform

academically has been clearly 'demonstrated. That these attitudes are

established early in life and are affected by a child's total experience

indicate the need for culturally responsive early childhood programs. Silice

a child's language is a vital part of his heritagr and instruction in that

* language will give greater assurance of ini ial school success,' thus not

--oply-taiding development of academic skills but a positive self, image as

a child's native language should be utilized in a,culturally responsivehearly

childhood program for non-English speaking children. These programs should

nor beviewed as compensating for deficiencies in the child, but as means of

meeting unique needs and should bedtime part of the standard educational pro -

gram.

Research'has shown thatMexican American students prefer a cognitive ,
. .

-style that seems\to coincide with the methods employed by the,less structured'

curriculum models. Incorporation of these methods into an early childhood,
, ,

culturally responsive, experimental model would give information as to the

, 1

practicality of the theoryand further'insight into the influence df culture

upon cognitive sty

Recent reports of longitudinal studies indicate that some early
`IFi

dhildhood programs. hat showed no short range benefits did produce long'

.

range benefits fort e'experimental group. These findings as well as the-
. ,,r

Weikart study, tepar ed by Beller (1971), concerning "range effects

point to the importa ce of compiling long range data for culturally

.
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responsive programs for non-English speaking children.' Thesaliefit.influence

of parents on'the effectiveness of programs should alsp be given serious

.

consideration.

. NEED a

4

V is the:eonsensus of investigators lit: the field of early childhood

_educationIthat much needs to be further. explored by mans of empirical re-

search. The area of early childhood bilingual educati n is perhaps in

greater need of research ,to determine what effects su culturally respon-respon-

sive prOgrams have on non-English speaking Children. Lo\ng range and short

range effects of these programs on a child development:of cultural knowl-

edge and s if esteem as well as academic achievement need to be addressed:

Evans .0.975 -indicates that the 'response to critical meas4.ement needs
\

produced by e recent research emphasis on early childhoo education has
. .

,
\

,

-created a number of new measurement instruments. Many of hese instruments

are inadequatel field tested. The area. of ear* childhood bilingual educa-\

\.
'..

tion is in a similar'gituation. Further studies in'this ar a would provide
* -

\ . _
,

3I . .

opportunities for urther field testing qC these measureMent instruments.
. .

Comparison stu ies of experimental early childhood bill gual projects

utilizing distindt hods are needed to determine not only t e effectiveness

of different approach butalso to detAmine to what-extent culturally r '

- /'

bound cognitive styles, xist in non-English speaking children. How these

styles affect the ehiid ability to perform inr1ifferent educ tional settings,

in thetacquisition oftaca mie skills as well as social and em tional skills,
. ,

wourcTiprovIde data that co ld be utilized to develop more effec ive culturally

responsive programs:

a
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PANEL Excerpts from Discussants' Remarks

vMR. ELM: We're just beginning td design (culturally sponsie)
. .

,

%

programs and what we've ddue is to recognize, 'on a:nati nal level, that

0

th'ere is no general philosophy Of. education that, fits all of tfie,people.

4
It, is up to local people to determine'the:pflilosop of education for them-

, . P
selves and in turn define those valises and atti des and beliefs that governed

,4 ,

the behaviorsok (their) grandfatherb and use that as the basis of the edu-',

°

"cational program...I think that if comm nity can do that, they're even-
.

44.
4 1

tually.going tb ...b-epable to meet the v- y basic emotional; psychological

needs that are now practically void in he system.....

There xas one thing IAit li. e abbut both preS'entations...I don't

understand how WR can begin-to design ulturally responsive progrms and yet .

' - 7 I- ,

. .
.

. . .

go tostandardized testsito_ evaluate those'prOgrams...We (are trying) to /

measure something that a standardized test dan't measure,
A

.

. ., .

, DR. TAYLOR: Dr. Laosa notes quite accurately in his paper that classroonv
0 ,,t. /

.
r,*.

instruction through a second fang ge is probably by itself'not the only or..
. . .

,

i
' 4 ,

.
perhaps even,the principal reason0thatso many children...of limited. English-

- ".., ,

. - ... ) r

speaking families perTorm poorly academically%,.The root. of the protlem, he,

states, is that rather,abrUpt discontinuity in ttie total sociocultural con-
. .

textof which 1.nguage is only a part. (The difficulty) i44c'ompounded by the.-

issues related to attitudes and lehaviors from two sociocultural contexts
. . .

toward -each other. This analysis is apropri -not only for Chicano kids,
,

but for flacks, Reds and Yellows...

;

The impact of our culturalization on self-concept has been aptly
. .q

O'
I

-documented by Dr. Escobedo. We'concortthat the young chilA needs'an enliiron
.

ment which does not make inordinate demands'in'or!der to develop a healthy
. .

'self.- concept. ,

.
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Frequently we as minorities state that the tests or instruments are A

inappropriate. (Yet) we continue to use them to justify the concepts, we

support...

While it is mandatory that appropriate research and field testing

preced04holesale adoption of an educational theory, the fact is also too.

0

4
clear that too few minority youngsters are completing school...We'can't"

afford the luxury of time. Time is not on our side...Standards, you say?

Well, as Someone has said earlier today, "Don't talk to us about atihdards;
.

0 ,

. - k
',/

if youre not succeeding now with the standards you have-(4hy talk about

standards?"...
.

We must encourage more bilingual teachers ?from every walk of life, ig

they're Anglos or if they're Blacks...

We must build bridges between the schools and the

We must involve the parents as Vell as the students in

cess: We must do away Frith the current thinking at so

I

ethnic-hblidays....constitute multicultural education.

PANEL II: ynopsis of Floor Discussion
..

'
.

:,?. ,

4 A . Discussion centered on' some potential methodoogical , iailings in

cross-cultural studies -- e.g., controlling for relevant variabcles desisn-

.

.

communities we serve.

the educational pro-,

many schools that

o
I

11%

ing sensitive observational procedures.

.
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PANEL III: Introductory Statement

Panel III addressed topic
!IV (see page 4). The Principal Inve$tigators

were Dr. John_young and Ms. Helen Parker. Dr. Youngl4 paper was entitled

"Analysid of Ellihgual/Biculturii/Biliterate Curriculum Development in

Connection with 'Ecital Educational 'Opportunity in Title VI." Ms. Parker's

paper was entitled "Who Benefits from Bilingual Education On the Rocky Boy

Reservation?" Serving as Discussants were'Dr. . Reyes Mazon, Director of

the Institute for Cultural Pluralism, San Diego ate Univirrsity, and Ms.

Maria A. Chavez, Advisor to the Los Angeles Unified Sc of District, Area G.

The panel was presided over by Ms. Lucille Echohawk, member of the Lau Pro-
A

;ject Advisory Board. Dr. Young's and Ms. Parker's papers -are,. reproduced on

the following paps. '.1

c
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ANALYSIS OF BILINGW/BICUITURAL/BILITERATE CURRICULUM
DEVELOFMENT,IN CONNECTION WITH EQUAL'EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

;IN TITLE VI.f
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ANALYSIS OF BILINGUAL/BIC TURAL BILITERATE CURRICULUM"
DEVELOPMENT IN CONNECTION WI H EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

IN ITLE VI

I. TITLE VI AND BILINGUAL EDUCATI N o.

In December 1973 the Supreme Court of the U. S. was asked in the case of Lau

versus Nicho sto decide whether Lau was entitled to have equal educational

opportunity in terms of the foliowing questions:

Are those minority children who do not spgak English or who have

limited English ability entitled to appropriate eduCation services

which are"meaningful to them or to the same and identical services

/.1

.

hich English speaking Anglo ch'ildren receive, although they may
,

..

t not understand the classroom instructions?
t

On Jnuary 21, 1974, the Supreme Court unanimously de'cided in favor of Lau.

The Court also ruled that the May 25., 1970 Memorandum issued b:y the Department of

Health, Education-, and Welfare which has the responsibility to enfor"ce=Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a reasonable exercise of the authority granted by

Congress pursuant to Title VI.

The m orandum interprets Title VI to prohibit the use of English for

instruction f non-English speaking minority children which is unintelligible to

NO= while the use of a language which is the dominant language of the minority
, .

children is available. Identical treatment is not necessarily equal treatment.

Although the memor/ndum does not require a school district to provide a specific
1 (

type of language instruction, it gtipulatea that the school districts must take

appropriate actiohsto guarantee that. "meaningful access tdeducational services

_is,afforded to children who would otherwise be denied such access due to their

racetor nafional origin." Therefore, the question is whether alequAl, not

necessarily an identical, opportunity for education has been provided fors

minority chira.

"6 112
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/Equal educational,opportunity is not offered due, to many social, psychological

-

anil educational barriers. According to Mary M. Lappef whd delivered her talk for

tb National Education Task,Fdrce de la Raza in July I the s cial barriers could

b structural, which includeZ the racial and Ethnic structure of America. Psycbd-

ogicalbarriers arise fr.= negative aspects of the life style of the minority.

community either maintained volvtarilY* ttie community or cierced by others.

They might result in low self- esteem, low edudational achieyement, and negative

stereotypes.
..-

Educational barriers "encompass those attitudes, policies, and praOtice4' f

institutions and indiyiduals

t

hat have adverse impacts on minority, groups.' ?..,Wme

of the commonly cited ties of educatrbnal barriers are the uses of standardized
m .

tests for admissions or scholarships; thanneling the children through one-sided

coup ng and guidance profess; biased distribution of financial` aids.

. According to HEW and Civil Rights and Policies on Elementary and Secondary ,
'`

School Compliance with Title VIof the Civil Rights Act of 1964 issued by the Depart-

ment of HEW, the following practices of discrimination are prohibited when based on

race, color, or national origin:

'"Applying different standards, in deteimining eligibility for

services; denying services;

locating facilities so as to exclude certain persons;
g\

providing services in a different manner;

segregation in the provision of services;

administering services in ways which impair human dignity;

restricting an individual in the enjoyment of any privilege shared

.
by others;

refusingto grant equal staff privileges in a facility;

failing to account for skills in a language other tban.English;

using English ,language proficiency asa criterion in assigning

10
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national-origin children to classes for the mentally retarded;

denying minority children access to college preparatiry courses;

grouping minority children by language in such a way that they .

will be 1e o educational dead-end:"

School districts and private schools receiving federal asafstance must assure

that their programs are free of discrimination. The law forbids segregating, pupils

or denying them equal educational-ropportuni ies on the grounds of race, color, or

national origin. Local schools must be respodklsible for:,

1

"eliminating and preventinediscrimination.ip;a11 services, facilities

activities, and programs;

eliminating student assignment procedures, school attendance and

school feeder patterns which,seg e ate pupils;

hiring andassigning teachers and ther professional staff on a non-
,

cgscriminatory'basis;

developing English language skills without demeaning the language of

a pupil's home environme4t."

Bich sc ool system also must assure that no minority pupil is denied an,

opportunit to obtain the education that other pupils get because of:

46 I I
A
rcrowded classes and actii..vities in schooli attended by minority

children;

les qualified,teachers being assigned to such schools;

poorev facilitie-and instructional equipment and supplies at such

schools along with higher pupil- teacher ratios or lower per pupil

expenditures;

less adequate studerc services, including gUkance and counseling,
. .

job placement, vocational training, medicaleervices, remedial work;

gerrymandered schoofattendarice,boundaries designed-to perpetuate

racial segregation;

1,4
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inability to speak and understand the English language."

Throughout the history of the enfigcement of Title VI, the Office of'Civil

Rights has initilted hearing procedures against about 600 school districts. Only

about 200 districts' federal funds were terminated, and most of them have had their

funds restored because "they came into compliance voluntarily br under court order."

II. LAU REMEDIES

From Section 3 of the Task Force Findidis Specifying Remedies Available for

Eliminating Past Educational Practices Ruled Unlawful Under Lau vs. Nichols issued
A"$

by-the Office for Civil Rights in 1975, summer, the following summary can be made:

1. For OUpils who are monolingual speakers of languages other than English

(NE)

A. 'Elementary and Intermediate Level

(1) TransUional BilinguAl Education Program (TBE).

(2) Bilingual /Bicultural Program (BL/BC)

(3) Multilingual /Multicultural Program (ML/MC)

B. Secondary Level

(1) Subject matters in NE plus ESL

(2) Subject matters in NE, theri in E/NE and finally in E (E means

. English)

(3)' ESL or.HILT.(High Inteng'ive Language Training) leading to E
)1

(4) TBE

(5) BL/BC

(6) ML/MC

2. For pupils who speak mainly NE andsome E

A. Elementary Level

Same as (1) (A)

Intermediate and High School Level-

109115
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Those minority pupils, who are underachieving should be given

educational programs which include any oneor combination of

the forialing:

(2) TBE

(3) BL/BC Programs

.(4) Multilingual/Multicultural Program

Compensatory education in NE is necessary if prerequisite

skills in NE have not been taught.

3. For pupils who can speak Englishiand NE or speak E and some NE;,or

Jp

,
speak E only

A. For pupil's who are underachieving,treatment corresponds to the/
,

regular' program requirements for all racially/ethnically identifiable

classes pr tra4p composed of students who are underachieVing, regard-
I

less of their language background.
,',.

B. For those who are achieving at grade level or better, there is no

,

need of any additional educational program.

Since their publication, Lau Remedies hSve been misunderstood 'regarding the

application and implementation of them. A memorandum from the Elementary and Second--

arx; Education Division of Office -for Civil Rights dated April 8,.1976, stated that:

"The Lau Remedies are,guidelines only to be used by OCR investigators

in order to determine the acceptability of a district's plan which is

submitted pursuant-to receipt of a letthrofnoncompliince.",

"Moreover, the Lau Remedies are not exclusive;.vhowe4P,k"

-district varies from the suggested OCR Remedies, a burden is placed
6

upon that district to show that the Remedies submitted in the plan

will be effective'to cure the violations."
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From the aforementioned memorandum 'it is quite clear that'bilirigUal education' and
.

other remedies suggested id Lau Remedies are not mandatory for school districts to". :/
414/provide, as long as Concrete measures are taken to offer equal educational opportu-1

nities to non-English simaking minority children, although the burden of proof is

on the shoulders of school districts.

III. SCOPE'OR THIS PAPER

Since the Task Force recommendations or Lau Remedies deal 'mainly with bilingual(
1--,.

,

and bicultural eduoation, and since the task given to this writer deals with

curriculum and indtructional aspects of the bilingual, and bicultural programs, it4

is the intention of this writer to confine_himself only to this aspect of the issue.

Since Ms. Anita Pfieffer has proposed to take up "review of current bilingual-

bicultural programs,and models in terms of their validated success in achieving

specified objectives," this writer will take up "analysis" portion of the assign-,

ment.

.Generally speaking, the following aspects of bilingual-bicatimal programs

should be considered in our analysis: 1F''

"3,. Background such as history and identification of the program;

2. Objectives such as philosophy, rational goals, and expected,outcomes;

3. Participants such as age, language dominance, qualifications, demographic

and culturld factors;

4. Initial plan such as support enlisting, resources identifidations, needs
0 ..

assessments, fund raising, designation orPdevelopment of curriculum
.

.

materials,. staff identification 'and, training, and selection of participants;

5. Staffing such as job descriptions, qualifications, recruitment, stabil4.
/

,

ization of personnel, preservice and inservice training; , '

. "
6. Management such as authority, division of labor, and-chain of command;

6
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)

1

..,... . ,

7. Par ent; involvement inceiluding community involvement, and feedbaqk to
.

. .

parents;
4

8; Costs such as source of'funds, cost analysis, per-pupil costa; and bu&et

-
.

.

Options; t, 0 . 0
. . r ,

, t
. .

9. Evaluations such as evaluation design, measurement, program evaluation

and interpretation;

10. Instruction and curriculum such As languages of instruction, language

acceptance, extent.df use of language in instruction ,grouping and re-
.

grouping of pupils by subject language and activities, diagnostic and
4

progress tests, phydical layout of instructional facilities, ins uctional

strategies and instructional materials."

This writer regards curriculum and instruction as pone of the most critical as

in our bilingual-b-idultpral education today. Althottih the.major isstles found in All
.

a ,

,4w the other components ultimately will affect curriculnm- and instruction, they will.
,,;:

be dealt with by other'Writers of the conference. I l
o

While issues from .the
,
various components overlap and intersect one at%other,

.ite

/° l''''
t.

the most pressing issues of the.bilingual-bictiltural curridulum and instruction
1.

-.

are tE6de pertinent to.the effects of lack of resources, eepecially lack of staff. .

and curriculum materials. The lack of staff, however, will be dealt with by otyer
" .

participants. This writer then, can confine himself tol,the curriculum materials
.s.,

develspinent aspect of these issues. Therefore, the task will-be narrowed to only

-
4-

the analysis of variables and contents as well as methods in,curriFulum'and

instructional materials development for the purpose of offering equal educational_

J
opportunities to minority children.

IV. SOME THEORETICAL VARIABLES

In thii section, this writer
.

which affect.bilingual programs:

0

would like to discuss some thdbretical variables

theories on culture; theories of development;

IC'

/
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theories on learning;.. and_ theories on language, acquisition. In view of the nature

of this paper, passages are quoted without specific citation. ."

Scholars, particularly anthropologists,-talk about enculturation, acculturation

and biculturation. Encultutation means transmission of the culture of a community

to; descendents. Culture includes skills, knowledge, valuedrand attitudes. Accul-

turation means acquiring a different cultu e which replaces theoriginal cultUre

one possesses: BiCulturationmeans acquisi ion of two cultures simultaneously! --

\
.

.

'--
Enculturationt

r

.

I

Acculturation tiCTO---->

Biculturationill )

/"*
There are two groups of scholars whose views of culture differ. The relativistic

group of scholars regards two cultures to beldifferent from each other and each one

has its own raison d' 4tre. The normativistic.gtow of scholars regards one culture

ageither dep.cierq or deviant from another culture. The normativistic group tends
I r

to be'more ethnoce tric0and advocates the cultural deprivation theory.

For a child growing up in a minority culture (such as NA) and'studying at a

0 public school which follows the majority culture (A), the encultireatiomprocess
. .

. , d t. '

--,,
-,

dr becomes non-sequenced and disjunctive. Eventually he may ble-acculturated but at

..t.-1
\

the expense of a proper educational- process.
,

The normativistic ignores, the difference between the minority children's

culture and the Majority culture; fails to recognize the minority children's

"humeri' interaction behavior" developed under the minority culture; and regards

English to be the standard language as the only means for communication and the

\ only norm.

\ I

.

culture -and
.

,The relativistic, however, respects the Minority children's

behavior; recognizes their human interaction behavior to be appropriate and regards

thelr dominant language as a propet topl for education.

113 :119
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"The differences in these two views will certainly influence the outcome of

schpoling. Even though normativists may recognize the need for bilingual education,
t

usually theyare satisfied with ESL.programs alone, or ostmost follow the transitional

model of bilingual schooling. It i4 generally compensatory, therefore, that any

evaluation of the success or failure of Such programs will tend to .show how minority

-ill,
.;

children have been acculturated. Transitional bilingual models tend to Accentuate

the asadmulation-as ct while maintenance bilingual models tend to emphasize

accommodation. N mativists are generally universalists while the-relArivigts_are

9
usually particnlarists.

Theories of development certainly are equally important factors in creating

important variables for bilingual education programs. Piaget's conceptual develop-

ment theor'y recognizes the importan f,,children's intellectual and moral develop-
-

ment and recognizes the patterns in development. He sees that children develop

sensory-motor first to be followed by reflex and deliberation. Manipulationof

concrete precedes abstraction. Therefore, the process involved in understanding,,

and conceptualization arelviewed as,more important than that involved, in rote

memorization.
. 4. 4

Willard Olson places eMphaki s on childre n's organismic age consapt and their,

readiness level. Thus, tha,physical growth of a c4ld'is related to the child's

achievements in school.

Erickson, following Freud's theory, talks about children's development of s-71

personality traits such 'as trust, autonomy,_ initiative, industry, ego identity, "
fa,

intimacy, generativity, and ego integrity. .He recognizes, the various psychoanalytic

''

developmental stages by identifyingentifying the Various psychological inner patterns in
\\

\-
fgcing crisis at various stages.

\

,s6 'Harvitig Lurst sets up individual taskstpriaach developmental stage of "each.
1

..... t

4
child. Mental and physical maturityile each child, cultural tpvironments surrounding

,\
him aydhis own personal values, aspirations, and motives will be considered. -These

,.

''
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,;

different Vipories necessarily create different objectives, strategies and curricular

arrangements.

There are many theories on learning. However, we may take up two theories for

the purpose of bilingual education by grouping some of the available theories into

one or the other roup. (1) Association theorists or behaviorists such as Thorndike,

Watson, Hull,Guthurie,andSkiriner, etc.;and (2).Field theories or cognitive advocates,

like Lewis, Coombs, Snygg, Bruner, and Dewey, etc..

Thorndike established the law of exercise thus strengthening,the motion of

stimulus and're4onse relationship through repetition; law of effect through reward;"

and the law of readiness. Watson stresses conditioning. Neo-behaviorists such as

RUA), Guthuri

reinforceme

and Skinner emphasize driVe, reward, repetition, and contiguity of

.
V.

Advocates of field theorier'hCever, recognize the value of cognitive develop-
-

,

...

merit in learning and view man as an adaptive, purposeful organism whose behaviors are -
,., .

not determined by environments but affected by thei. Stimuli are structured or

patterned. They do not occur separately. A cognitive process intercedes between

stimulus and response. Thus, Lewis stresses.t.he motivation; Coombs and Snygg

advocate.discoverrnOfpersonal-meaning; Xxuner talks'about the discovery by the i

child and Dewey advocates prohlem solving.

Theories on languags acquisition have especially strong influence on bilingual

education. Let us confine ourIllves to,just two divergent camps, namely behaviorists

or environmentalists and cognitive psychologists or innate competence advocates.

The beavioristdo hat believe that the internal mechanism of a child can pro-.

vide explanations of his behavior. As Sapon said in 1972,

- .nou lY concerns are description, analysis, prediction and

spntrol of. Seivable human behaviof."
. \

'4,

.

. .
.

.
. .

Therefore,' language rs defined by them
//
as articulatory-movements produced within

particular settings and is h habit. -However, according to cognitive advocates, ,

121
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''', acquisition of language grammar and production of creative utterances by a child.
.

..
. . -.

I.."
cannot be explained

.
in terms of imitation and repetition. Thus, ChomskrtdIks abOut

child's innate capacity and MCNeill.talks about children's innate knowledge of
;tt,

language universals. Cognitive theorists say that observable language per ormatite

is nothing'but an external n'f = ation of underlying compptence which, is not

acquired through enculidration but is inherited. The rules of lang- uage, and the
4I

structure of the linguistic system are automatically produced. They recognize,

however, that all human cultures are gradually.developed throughout history and

are shared socially in human beings' respopse`to different needs-, inclinations' and

situations. Cultural' differences of children are not viewed as essential factors'

in educating culturally aistinct minority children.

Different theories create differenemethods and approaches in language learning.

Behaidoiists would consider structured cliPsroomprogrammed curriculum, teaching

'oriented strategy, behavioral objectives, pattern practice and drill, teacher-led

actiyities, teacher-led responses, and limited peer interaction as well as minimum

'reward and reinforcement, etc., as basic techniques in teaching.

0

Those who advocateWdiscovery mociel.on the other hand, encourage'flexible

\)-

scheduling, 1:'.1ildren-initiated activities, non- structured class and curriculum,

communication and situation oriented practicedi and problem solving emphasis.

In conclusion, theories on leaning, deVelopment, language acquisitibn and
.

sociolinguistics contribute numerous' variables which in turn affect the-operations

of bilingual programs. This'writer does not; however, mean to,im037 that the. above

mentioned thenret4cal variables,are4exhaustive. There are many more. Only a few

obvious ones have been examined so far to show,theirAtelevancy in-any bilingual

prOgram or any program with the purpose of offering.equ$1.educatiogal opportunities
..-I ,

1.
', /I'

to minority children. N ,,:.,
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V." SOME OPERATIONAL VARIABLES
0 y

When a school district operates bilingual pros the following factors

affect their operations:

1. Environmental factors such as power structure and community resources,

etc.;

2. teachers;

-
3. learners' factors such ,as home, school., bplogital featuret, aptitude

.4";21111
./

language, intelligence, ability, learning style, self-conceptand.

history df previous' education;

4. classroom organization including grouping of pupils, teacher-pupil

ratio and classification of pupils;

5. teaching strategies such as- expasitory, heuristic, inductive, deductive,

pupil- oriented or teacher-oriented approadhe, etc.;

6, instructional factors such as goals and objectives,linsctionar

equipments and materials, software and har&are, etc.;

7. program implementations;

8: program evaluations;

91. ,curriculum development choice; and

'10. cost factors.
ilk 414C

`Snce there are too many variables at the operational level, this writer

would like to focus c4 a few items only. s,

Let us take up the question of language usage and language instruction.

The fdllowing abbreviations will be used:

E gm English NE non-English

A Anglo culture NA ag'non-Anglocultnre

I C
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lk NEn

NEP

NE 1.

Villages"

/

national language, standard language,or Commou language of a

4

nation such as Peking Aialectv
7 .

= provincial or regional dialect such as,,Cantonese used in
/

:
Canton or "Three Towns".

) 1.

= local dialect or varieties. such as Cantonese used in "Four

. ,

NEs,= monoliterate; namely illiterate in NE but literate in ,E.
6

= 'partial biliterate, namely partial kiterate in.NE but fully
,

NESr

literate in E its

isNESR = biliterate,namely fully literate in both NE and E. It

s =

therefore assumed that E SR is fully literate in E. This
.

writer would also like,to arbitrarily determine that =
0

home use with some social co tact in spoken area say Sl -S2 level
.

of the FSI scale;

S"= all domain of knowledge in spoken area say ,93-§5;
...._.,t,

r = partial literate say R1-R2; and

R = fully literate say R3 -R5 of\the FSI scale.

{,..

T = Transitional bilingual model.,

.

M = Maintenance bilingual model, thetefore,
3.

' Ms = Monoliterate maintenance

M
Sr

= Partial biliterate maintenance

4tak.

MSR.= Biliterate mainte?ance, by assuming that Zsit will be always

there.

English for speakers of English

ne
= Engl* for non-speakers of English or English as a second .

lang

,

NE
ne

= non-En iih for speakers of non-English

`fie = non-English for s

language

kers of English or non-English as a second-
-.
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As Mackey, has analysed fully, home language a d school -language Use:affeet

,the operation-of bilingual schools. When we ,onsider language usages at,claimutatY;

provincial or regional, and national level; the prbblem becomes more complicated.

English langu4ge extends s.beyond the national boundarie The usefulness, prestige's

and conveniences go beyond even ;the geographical areas where that language
N
is used.

Soci \inguistic study of these factors will be necessary.' They affect the psychology

of the,users and learners, and they affect languagg loyalty and languagexcptact

studies. I

Mackey considered/language instruction at school by designating:

1. the development of the language in terms of transfer and maintenance

(this writer would like-to-change this to transfer, maintenance and

developent);

2. the direction of language usage in terms of acculturation and irredentism;

3. the distribution of languages anetEange of languages in terms of complete

and gradual.

A
Atilano Valencia's eight models for bilingual education in'terms of language

,of instruction, subjects taught and the time, are very useful. (Bilingual-Bidfiltural

Educat ionlor the Spanish-English Bilingual -- LasVegas, New Mexico, Highlands

,2Univeriity Press, 1972).

'Fishman and Lovas in their "Bilingual Education in Sociolinguistic Perspective,"

TESOL Quarterly, Vol. 4, NoL3September.1970, considered the literacy problem in

their stud of language usage and language acceptance. Thus, they grouped bilingual-
,

ism into. the following
categoriesl'namely xransitional,bilingualismCMonoliterate.

bilingualism; partial bilingualism and full bilingu alism.
.

This writer, based on,pishman and Lovas model, would like to consider t1 whole4
1

issue by three titles, namely "bicultural," "bilingual," and 'biliterate." Assuming

that English, both spoken and written, must be fully'learned'by pupils in America,

__bilingual schools'could follow:

a5
lig,:
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)

r

1.
/,"

Transitionamodel (T = ESR);

2. ' Bilingual and bicultural but thonoliterate'maintenance model (ME ESR
);

3. Bilingual and.bicultural but, partial biliterate maintenance model

(M
Sr

= E
SR

NESr );

4. Bilingual, bicurtiltal and biliterate maintenance model (MSR ESR MESR).-

Thus,. this writer's "Typology of Pupils by Language and Culture" chait appeared

in theJournal of the Classroom Language Teachers'Association, February 1976 issue

and will be'modified as follows:

Type (1)

Type` (2)

Type (3)

' Typology offPupils by B culturar, Bilingual, Biliterate

Type (5).

Type (6)
- 1

(5.1)

=
SR =QBiliterate

0 Sr = Partial Biliterate

S =Mondliterate

NE.

120

$1, - ',NEsR

(4.2) a.(4.3)

(512)

2f

(5.3)

a ..
.i.'

.I. .7
It,

(6*

,r



Type (7).

Type (8)

Type '(9)

(71

,
(7.2)

14741

1. Monolingpal

r- 0
2. Tranditional

TtMod.el-

. 3. Maintenance
M Model.

M Sr Model
a

M
SR Model

(8.3)
E

Tap
(9.2)' (9.3)

ink

Typology of Bilingual Schools

a

E
SR

NE
SR

. ,

(Nt
SR
Ws

. (NE
S Sit

E NESR S

Es sR
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In actuality, the matter is far more complicated than the diagrams. Suppose

there is a speaker of Cantonese from Four Villages. Maintenance or sustenance

means that the pupil's "Four Villages" variety of Cantonese is used and taught as

.

their dominant language. They do not have to study the provincial variety of

"Three Towns" Carkohese or Pelting diale-ct (Mandarin) which is the national language

of China. 'Even without adding the "pro. ind con" factor in existence or
w..

.

absence of orthography, we could still consider cases such as:

,)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. :

NE
s
only ,0-

NE but only in terms of NE
S 1

NE in terms of NE

NES in terms of NE
n

NEs terms of any combination of,NE1, NE

NE
Sr

("r" may be "1", "P" or "n")
.

NE ("R" may be "1", lip" or "n")

NE

,Let us modify the "Typology of Schools by Bilingual and Bicultural Curriculum"

I

appeated in the same issue of the Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers Associa-
.

tion.and change it to "Typology of Schools by Bilingual! Bicultural, and Biliterate

Curriculum," The MBLS or Maintenance Bilingual School model will be as follows:

128'",
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Typology of Schools by Bilingual, Bicultural and
Biliterate Curriculum

MBLS Model
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Another area which needs to be considered is the classification Of pupils

who tan either be considered by language, cultureor both.

Language

NE dominant majority

(b) E dominant majo;ity

Culture

(a) NA dominant'majority

) A dominant majority

4

only, no E
plus some E

ENE

1

E only, no NE
E plus some NE
ENE

fAlA

-only

NA plus some A
NA

A
A plus some NA
ANA'

The grouping of pupilsby language of instruction affects clagsroom'arrangement

and instructional organization.

(

i

Language of Instruction

(a) Mini School

Separate but equal vs. integration

(b) Same school but pupils are either grouped together or

1,

separated according to subjects.

(c) When grouped together, both languages will be used far'

instruction. The ratio may be different however.

(c1) Both are used equal4
consecutive or
alternating

124 130
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(c2) Mainly E

a

(c3). Mainly NE

Teachers are anothe important variable'in operating a bilingual school. The

following items should b includedin the analysis of operation variables:
. .

1. leachers' attitrde toward bilingual eddcation;

2. teacher's teaching technique and strategies;

3. 'teachers' awareness of pupils' culture;

4. teachers' conviction that his/her role is to give a Culture to-their

pupils, to replace their pupils',culture by another cdltute, or tor
maintain, expand or develop pupils' own culture;

5. teachers' interaction with their pupils;

6. teachers' belief that their pupils' behavior is appropriate from the

point of view of pupils' repertoire of behavior;

7. /teachers' interaction style with their pupils; and

8. teachers' expectation that their pup4.1s either be assimilated with"

Anglo culture or their pupils' culture be given accommodation.

'Together with many other variables, the operation of a bilingual school, will

be affected and those.operational variables will in turn affect the compilation

s.

work of curriculum.

VI. CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

As stated before,, this writer intends to'mainly confine his analysis to the
47.

, -problems of curriculum and instruetionaI materials development'. The following

o

4 ...
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t/

related problems will be discussed here:

1. Philosophy and goals;

2. Availability of materials; r

3. Typology of bilingual eucationinaterials development process;'

4. Approach models in materials development;

5. Subjects treatment;

6. Language 'problems.

1. Philosophy and goals

As indicated in the previousChapters, bilingual materials developmpt

will be totally affected by the theories and objectives of the developers.

Should a developer follow the normativistic view, he would either insist

on the adoption or adaption model of materials developnlnt, or ignore the

importance of relevancy to local community needs even if he develops bilingual,

materials anew. He may include the minority children's culture'onrY as content

variables, not as procesp variabl . -He would)vieuLthe minority child n s

culture as deviation, derivativ s or less significant one asTetnpfir d with

the norm for culture which has in mind. b

On the other hand, if he follows the relativistic view, then he would

0'
respect the child's own d language whether it is a social.or geographical

the Minority's culture As:an equally rejevant and

d as that of the Anglq.cultue. He 4.19uldpa low the

variety. He would regard

important one for the chi

4

child's distinct cultural learning styleto be followed and respected. He

_

, 4 S io
would treat cultural diff rences.such as family-life institutions, role of

...

community, interaction be :viors, anticipations, perceptions, and_asRiratinns

as different and compare t without evaluating then on the basis of Anglo
r .

t.-

-,...

culture. _
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For instances, in considering ethnic contents, the following criteria in

+.1

making a fair representation of Asian-American minorities, their diverse

,spectrum of culture, life styles, values, and philosophies should be taken

into account when compiling the materials or checking the contents.

(1) Materials should contain information about the Cultural heritage of

Asian American groups, including their contributions:, traditions,

values, philosophies, life styles, and religions.

(2) When portraying the.culture of ati ethnic minority group.,'materials

. \ ,

- should include a clear distinction between the "root culture",namely

the culture from which the ethnic culture originated, and the siethnic
Oa

culture," as

Japan is.not

represented in America. For example, the culture in

necessarily the same as the culture which Japanese-
.

Americans pbssess in America:
. .

(3) In portraying Asian-American groups, a balance between the traditional
9

and the non-traditional, between active roles and passive roles, be-

tween past ands' resent socioeconomic settings, must..be maintained.

((4) Success or failure of an Asian-Ameri an minority should not be judged

solely by Anglo standards. The people's view of that particular

minority group involved must be careful ry considered.

Generally speaking, however, the followirig objectives and gOals have been

viewed by materials development centers and compilers as fair and attainable,

although empipcal evidence Is still lacking.

(1) Bilingual materials must be developed to proyide minority's children

,with meaningful educationaloXpriences in terms of their own lanL

guage and cultural varieties;

(2) Bilingual materials must be developed to provide minority children

with materials tpik would enable them to develop a positive self-

127 '133.
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concept, and to appreciate andtp maintain ties with their o
\\

11"cultural heritage,

(3) Bilingual materials mist be del/dinged to provide children with t e

necessary skills and cognitive ability to function meaningfully in

an EnglishApeaking 'society with Anglo cultu e as its dominant

force, although this last point has not been accepted by some of the

bili9gual education aupporqrs;

N.4) Bilingual'materials must be 'developed to proVid children with a

broader outlook and a deeper understandirig of huma experiences

4.
through comparative approaches i4Itich monolin uals or t pcultural

1.#
children may not have. The intprcultural rel tionship is, an important

4

4 that

.

, r....

factor in education e pecially if Tciet is anpluralistic d is

affected by internasional engagements.

2. Availability of Materials- ,14

One major<iesue in this area is the lack of iater'als. Materials. developers

,

cannot be produced overnight. Many of them have npt bee pr erly trained.-;
\. ,

the p7blem of lack of materials extends botOhorizontall and vertically.

Not only that all subj.4cts were not covered entirely but also se' entielly

'4\
trranged ins nictional *erials are lacking. Uppergrades Materia are totally

leeking for lapenese, Korean and meg -other minority groups.

. -

Furthermore, no one writes bout of a'Vecuum. His perception, hiloso hy

sand knowildge affect his output. Almost with-out exception, 'material deVel e

.

.

c
by one 'center are not suitable fok

.
other areas or communities with var ous

.
.

-,;-

lingu?tic and cultural'aifferences. Some of those developed materials must be
* .

1
\. .

extensively modified before they can become suitable for the needs of children
.

\,..

in other school districts.

.

I

For some-Smaller minority groups, rommercially produced materia*do not
. ,

seem tio be feasible sourcesof material' since no commercial 'concern woald be

128
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willing to,Tiroduce materials that cannot guarantee profit. So far, the greater

part of materials development has been accomplidhed by the various local pro-i
..-

k
jech, of course with some exceptions, in order to insure appropriate and

relevant content for each locality . But those develop ers usually do not ha/e

4
-easy access to institutions of higher learning or resource centers. There is

a great need to not only train developers but also to facilitate exchange of

ideas and experienCes. A constiint flow of 'informatio about new materials, new

techniques andnew resources is equally important as our efforts in constantly

training bilingudlimaterial developers: Unique language varieties, unique
4

cultural varieties and unique needs Of each community must be considered. It
4

is, therefore, suggestedthii a "model set" be compiled in such a manner as to

reveal and show basic philosophy method and technique as well as content items

to be incorporated in the material development. Many other localitieS might

a dapt the model by injecting local needs into their own materials.

As to the - foreign -made materials, some projects have already adopted or

adapted them. Ho*ever, thfse materials ecessarily conform, in content,

objectives and progress level to curricula here in America and usually lack,

hyphenated-American's past history, their endeavors and/their cultural heritage

as affected by Afferica's environment. Some technical difficulties such as each°

school district's approved list and other difficult,iqs such as availability of

new math techniques, etc., are other factors making adoption of foreign-made

materials difficult.

3. Typology-of Materials Development Process
;

/

Furthermore, this w4ter has identified five majdr types in text compila-

tion processes. They shOw model changes, ranging from A model to C model (see ,

Chart ,.6 and Table 1). he first and second types are based exclusively on

Model A. The first type is a,direct adoption either' of fireign materials

without any consideration given to the American environment add An glo culture
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or Of materials developed for Anglo atudgnts without giving-any consideration
0

tdCilinese, Japanese, or' Korean.

The second type is a indirect adoption of materials either of a foreign
4

origin or delusively compi ed for Anglo pupils by translating them 'into a

pupil's
\

dominant_ language. 0bviously neither the first nor the second typeis

bicultural..

'Types three and four are adaptation types and are combinations of A and

C models.' According to type thr'e, materials are repritteliin the pupil's

)ominant language and.some suppleMeAntary materials including vocabulary lists

and annotations to cover ethnic specifics are'added. According to type four,

texts are modifiWand adjusted to incorporate different ethnic considerations.

Type five is the true bicultural text compilation model. Materials are

newly created with ethnic emphasis pr fous-. Type threeAlight be proper for

math and science
)
as_w 1 as music and art, and type five might be proper for

social science and language arts.. A

Materials Development -- Process

(1) Direst Adoption Model A) //

P. Anglo- ,approach -- Adopt materials based on Anglo culture and

written in English 4 Ae
,/

b. Non-Anglo approach -- Adopt materials eased on NA culture and "-

written in Non-English NAne

4e;

(2) Indirect Adoption (Model,A)

a. Anglo approaCh TraUslate into Non-English those materials

developed on the bapis.of Anglo culture and written in English.
.. . ,.

..,

Ae...i...),Ane-
;

Non-Anglo approach -- Translate into English those materials

developed on the basis' of Non-Anglo culture and written in
., > ,

Non-English - NAne--4NAe
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Adaptation through Supplementation (Model A+C)

')4..
,

a. Anglo approach -- Use materials' developed on the basis of Anglo

culture and written in English as the blue print, rewrite it in

Non-English, and write supplements based on Non-Anglo culture

in Non-English Ae),Ane + NAne supplements

.b. Non -Anglo approach -- Use materials developed on the basis of

Non-Anglo culture and written in Non-English as the blue print,

rewtite it in English, and write supplements based on Anglo

culture in English NAne---.+NAe + Ae supplements

(supplements - -- vocabulary lists, annotations-in the pupil's

dominant language, and supplementary materials to cover ethnic
411x

vecifics, eta.)

ow'
(4) Adaptation through Modification (Model A+C)

a. Anglo approach -- Use Materials developed on the basis. of Anglo

' AcUlture and Written Eh English as the,blue print, rewrite it in

\Non-English with some modifications and adjustments to incorporate
\

. . .,

some NA data, viewpoints, values, etc. Ae---) U+some NA) ne
\,. .

-
.

No
\

-Anglo approach -- use materials developed on the basis'of Non-
,

An o culture and written in Non-English as the blue print, rewrite

it-is English with some.modifications and adjustments to incorpo-

xate\Somq:A-data,~v4wpoints, values,' etc.
- -,,

v , ..--.,

/ . NAne--.-NZNA + some

(5) Cre'ation (Model C) -1

a: Ethnic approach -- Materials developed speaifically for ethnic

needs with due;attention paid to comparative considerations
. _

given to both Anglci and Non-Anglo cultures written in English
/

(English pproach) or in Non-English or in languages-.

' ANAe, ANAne, or ANAe + ANAne
:
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, 4

4. Approach Models in Materials Development

In order to develop bicultural and bilingual materials for instructional

purpose, language to be used (monolingual or bilingual)-and cultural/tontent

such as data, interpretation,viewpoints, etc., to be taught, should be con-,,
sidered. Assuming that the materials are written in English, in non-English

(Chinese, Japanese, orKorean), or in two languages in each case with a

bicultural approach (types 3, 6, 9), three compilation approach models can be

identified: Holistic, Comparative and Atomistic. Suppose a social studies

text is compiled on the basis of A model or Atomistic model, then data, contents,

interpretation,and viewpoints for Anglo culture are treated-as if Chinese,

Japanese,'or 1(orean cultures do not exist. No attempt is to be, made to relate

the two cultures and to coffipaxsthem. The AnglO culture is not treated as a

part of global human experience. It is treated as if it exists in isolation.

Similarly, a social studies text with Chinese, Japanese, or Korean Culture

based on the A model is Atomistic, therefore isolated, dogmatic, and'fragmented.

C model or Comparative model is different. While the relationship between

the specific and the whole is not clear; at least the relationship between Anglo

culture and a non-Anglo culture is established through contrastive and compara-

. tive-studies. In this way,similarities and differences between two cultures

. are identified, and in turn either one of the two cultures will get clearer

expositions.

The H model or Holistic model is an ideal one but is not attainable at

priseni. In this model, comparison of two cultures and their relationshirp'

must be established fist, and then'their respective relbtionships with the

whole of human experieime must also be established. Since we do not know the

various components of the, whole withre qual clarity; we have not yet reached

the stage where the relationships -among. various componerits and the relationship

. 133
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between one component and the whole can be e blished. Therefore, we have

to be satisfied with the C,model at present (see Chart 3).

As one example of the C modekthe.Confaian-Buddhist legion involving
4

comparative tudies of Chinese,' Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese cultures is

presentellhere see,Chart 4). They shared some elements but also had their

own specifics. Any attempt at materials development that proposes to cover

Chinese, Japanese, and Korean cultures without investigating into universal,

semi-vniversal,.semi-specific, and specific eleme ts will result in atomistic,

fragmented, and isolated production. Similarily, C model must.be used in

'comparing the Judeo- Christian culture and Confucian-Buddhist culture as well

as their sub - cultures (see Chaft 5). Thus, biculture texts in America must

have as broad comparison and as itemized contrast as possible. Compilers must,

study comparative and cross-cultural as well as interdisciplinary interpreta-

,
t

tions, accumulate data anddeverop rather rich reservoirs of knowledge, under-

standing, and resources. Thus, no text can cilim something to be an exclusively

Japanese feature when in reality it is shared' by Chinese; no text can clam

something which actually is shared by most people and yet claim it to be specific

to Korea. Only through this thorough understanding of similarities and dis-
,e

similarities is it possible for a text to 'bEi 'Able to avoid bias and for the, pupil.

to develop a balanced, penetrating, and propdrtioned'pnderstanding of himself

and human experiences. _Clear and systematic planning in materials development

of this nature has been discouragingly lacking in most of previous endeavors.

Some corrective measures must be taken.

b

: (1

t9 ca
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Materials Development Approach Models

Type

EANA(3)

ENE-ANA(9)

Model

a

Model H=Holisti

Model C=Comparative

Model A=Atomistic

T--

T T

7

_ J

DA or NA cultural group

135

141
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= Global or total human
culturil)experience
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4

Model C

COnfuc n-Buddhist (Big Vehicle) Region,

N

4- 41): Universal (4)

SemiuniVersal (3)

Semispecific (2)

Specific (1)'
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0

Model C

East and West or Confucian - Buddhist and Judaeo-Christian Contrast
A

;

J

Universal elemeAs

Specific elements

r

/

I 4
4

o ,
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5. Subject Treatment

In treating the various subjects, the most important f ctor is the

compiler's understanding of subject matters in providing minority. children

with meaningful educational.experiOnces relevantito thir language and culture,

in addition to skills and intelligence developments. We have already discussed

these Rroblems elsewhere.

In this section, this writer would like to touch upon the problems of

cuciculum organization. First of all, the sequencing of contents of each

subject must be considered. Should they be sequenced logically according to

the inner structure of the subject matter or should they be sequenxd completely

...-i ,
.

.

on the basis of learner's experience? Between the logical orientation and the

''-..0*
...

.

experience a orientation, considerations might be given to the Combinations of

the two with the various kinds of ratios.
1-.

Furthermore, the inter-subject relationship must Also be considered. This
I ,r

might lead possibly to the integrated approach of subjects. For instance,'we

may consider separate subjects, core-subjects by, identifying clusters of related

subjects,.or the integrated subjects bP either placing common problems facing

chil its focus.or by placing children's immediate experiences at its

-nter.

Not only the indepth study of the various-subjects is required but also

the Comparative study of contents of the various subjectslas'well as learning

styles of the two cultures involved are required.

6. Language Problems

Language study as a goal such as language-arta study or second language

study is one thing, and language as a medium of instruction is-another. Problems

of language varieties, variant English and communication are but a, few of many

involved ones;
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9,

Since each different language variety carries different sways of conceptu-

alizing our huMin experiencei and the would, the prob],em of "medium of instruc
.

tion" involves not:only the communicatiop problem, but also the problem of,

f concept development. Most projects currently supported by federal funds vary1 ,

their "medium of instruction" ratiojor intensity in the

what subjects are ,being taught and the language ability

aateachers:

4

classroom depending on

of,the children as well

0

The Lau Remedies classified minority children into five categories: .pupils

who can speak NE only; pupils who speak mainly NE as well as some English;

pupils who can speak English and NE both; pupils who Speak Englisho_and sow, NE;

and pupils who_speak English only. But pupils whb speak NE and a variant form

of English have not been included.

The "medium of instruction" question alscAaffects the use of teachert.

Some schools have in each classroom an Tig,lish-speaking teacher and a non-'

,English-speaking teacher. Some have. an teacher and an NE paraprofessional,

The E teacher teaches language arts, social studies, science and math in

English while the NE counterpart teaches language arts anl.,social studies in

'NE and reinforces the other subjects in NE. The latter also offers individual

instruction or small group instruction as needed. Some schools rotate NE

teachers by sending them to the various classrooms or by,takingout pupils by

grades for NE,.NA instructions.

I

For those pupils who use mpriant English, materials development and

classroom performance will be affected. Should they be encOuraged,to study

the so-called "standard" English? How relevant is the so-called ''.1standard"
49,

.,English to the pfipils' experierice? If they do not study the "standard" English,

would their future be hampered in functioning-within the English and Anglo

culture dominated society? Would they be burdened if they should be asked to
"...*
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study the "standard" English in addition to their va iant-form of English?

. Do, we have hdy study in support of one option or the ther? (\
t

' Similar problems-must be resolved for those chil en who for instance,

speak one variety of Cantonese and May be_asked to stu y the Peking.variety of

Chinese. This 'problem will be complicated further by the orthography problem.

Factors to be considered in selecting.one variety of language over.the.

other as the medium of44.14struction are the acceptance.of that variety by the P

local community ad,well as the familiarity of it bythe community people. 'Its

use as a written form is also considered. When different dialects exist ina

community, the one which the pupils.spesk'and the community uses more widely,

probably should be selected.

In an area where rapid growth of new immigrants exist, usually we,find

more monolinguals in4NE. Recent' immigrants usually are iaitally settled

where they find' assistanc ether, fell' inMligAntS, particularly those
0 r /

who have not been totally, as ilated., When pupile: om this type of area,
...

especially an urban area,,enter schOnl,,theyosualli"limi theiliMlves to the
.. ' .,,

.

use of NE with no dt li WI ed-;English..:,. Especially, when hey discover that -

mit :,.

.ac '. , ,, , ' ''' ' , ;', If

their limited Englis id)not,:the lAvanard" foim, they might be reluctant to
. .

.
,,,-, ..,, .

.

,

talk to their English-speakifig
,,,

or pegre.inr,,e,Englis
.

., Theirself-concept
eb

, .
q- 6

e 015:
t;I.and educational development proces will be affected aaversely.s.

.
Language study as a subject matter isl.dlqetent iffckl,anguage as a medium

of instruction. Also, English for speakers of English
*
is different from English

as a second language study. In bilingual educationLNE will be studied, by NE-

speaking children in their_ language art class, and ESL will be studied loetheir

English class. ESi. alone cannot be a substitute fora bilingual progiam. ,Normal

ESL programs developed so far do not contain,contrstic studrof culture, ,an
I,

.,

do.not consider the affective or co nitive development of putifils who are not °
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English Speakers, therefore, are not quite proper as a substitute.for bilingual

programs. 6

loublems in orthography is one importahi aspect'of the language problem.

Do we first teach orthography of NEE E to pupils before they develop English9rtho-

graphy? Can reading ability in NE be transferred into Englishreading? If ,.

0
there is no orthography for the NE, do\we develop one? In the case, of Chinese

as an example, do wg teach Cantonese-speakingmpils 0APeking variety and

its orthography?' Amdhg 20 or more majlr language varieties in Alaska, most

orthographies have teen either recently developed or yet to be developed.

Some of them were developed on weak linguistic basis., Do we teach these? In
,

.

some areas where orthography does hot exist, only development of cultural arts

and crafts plus some vocabulary buildings are included-in their curriculum

which,Ida6een built on a piecemeal baSis. Do they foster any equal educational'

- opportunity? Problems still remain.

Many problems have been considered but have yet to be resolved.. Many

measures have been taken but the results of them have yet to be verified. Many

problems have not'Yet been discovered. With -these in mind, let us give more

thought to the analysis of Lau Remedies and Title Vr`in terms of curricului and

instructionll materials development.

I

VII. CONCLUSIONS.

41) /
Our initial question was whether the Lau Remedies satisfy, the equal educational

opportunities stipulations of Title VI. This writer has limited the scope of his

,analysis tocurriculum and instructional materials development aspect of bilingual/

bicultural /biliterate educational programs in terms of Section III of Lau Readies.

There are many variab14s 'both internal, and external, influencing the outcome
40

1

of products. So.ciolinguists,- psycholinguists, psychologists
7
anthropologkists, and

"
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le

child development specialists offer various theories which in turn affect compilation

efforts of materials developers. There are also many operational variables such as

teachers! training, edUcational administration, costs and facilities which eventually

-.3

determine the fate of,,a program. ThiS writer has tried to list only some of those

variables for consideration.

Many assumptions have been made, slthough some of them have never been verified.

Is a child's self-concept a key to motivation which in turn provides-a key to learn-

4

ing? .Does discrimination affect a child's cognitive and affective development skills?

Does 'cultural pluralism work in a society like ours? Is it really true that empathy

cannot be easily attained without language? Would a child's cognitive and affectiVe

development be hampered or even disrupted if that chip Should be asked to'study a

non-dominant language alien to him? Is it really true that all languages are equally

functional even though a particular speaker of,a language'is transferred to a community.'

where an entirely different language is used? Further-researches and studies must be

made in order to ascertain more scientific and professional views. Nevertheless,_all

the-above must be"assumed in/order to pursue our analysis. Statistics avi other

studies indicate that English language and gnglo-culture-centered education resulted

in many minority children's failu;pe. I.

There are many ways to, rectify this situation. It has been suggested that one

way to solve the problem is to establish bilingual education programs. Lau Remedies
1 ,.

only suggested some options- in- form.,, From the curriculum and instructional materials
A

development) aspect alone, equal educa

by establishing programblfsted by

al opportunities.cannot be attained simply

edies without defining thelcontents of

those options- This writer only listed some of th9.items which imuld affect the

outcome of compilation efforts% It issafe to say, however, that bilingual, education

seems to be the.be4 way available fo offer an equal educational*portunity to

_ minority children if parents and community so wish, and if the program is conducted4-.

1
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in a thorough way with compete details considered and executed. Any half-baked
\.

job might even hurt the ch dren more.

Ideally, if we talleabout equal educational opportunity for all, we will have

consider the Reciprocal Bilingual school model or RBLS model mentioned in'the0 p
%

ary 1516 issue of theAlournal of Chinese Language Teachirs Asation. English-
. .

ing childre ire entitledto bilingual education if they so wish. As smatter
spea

of fac TBLS- mod \I or the Transitional Bilingual School model still leads to

assimilation idea nd it is a compensatory education. The MBLS model or the Main-

lingual School model can even be considered a partial compensatory program
tenance B

because i

tional oppor

\does not go

eeks onl accommodation.

unity)o f,1 and leads

t far.

Olity the RBLS model offers true equal educe-

to mutilal appreciation. Of course, Title VI

Indeed lat.; Remedies rill Contain,inherentdefects such as lacking in content

anleidetails; lac ing in claity as to Why treatments must be different dependiagon,
Ale

4

'pupils' grade lev s (timed Maturity variables?) and lacking in consideration

,orother variables =uch as var nt English and language variety without

°At

Nevertheless, tey a e Indeed one step forward in offering minority children equal

educ#tional opportuni

'1

A
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APPENDIX I

..' OCR MEMORANDUWOF 70-5-25

*

DEPAII TitiENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
0,0'1= OP' 'MC SLCACTARY

WAhNINOTOPi. as awes

MEMORitIOTS .

V
May 25, 1970

- i

: Schobl Districts MA- More Than Five Percent,
National Origin rity Group Children

11/

FROM : J. Stanley Po$:tinger
Director, Office for,Civil Rights

. ./
SUBJECT : Identification of Discrimination. nd Denial

. of Services on the Basis of National Origin

. %

Title VI of elp Civilghts Act of and the Depmrtmental
Regulation (45 CFR ?art SO proMulgated thereunder, require
that there be no discrimination the basis of race, color
or national origin in 'the oper- ion of any fecleraily assisted
programs. er-

Ix'
TitlVI com liance reviews con.ducted in school distr1cts with
large Spanish- surnamed student -populations by the Office for
Civil Rights have revealed a number, of,Commori.praCtices which
have the effect of denying equa1ity of cducational.opportunit4r"
to'Spanish-surnamed pupils. Similir'practices'which have the

er ieffect of disimination on basis of national origin exist
in other.: locations with respect to disadvantaged. pupils from'
other national groups for example, Chinese
torTortugese:

. The purpose of this meMOrandum is to glorify DAEt4 policy-64
iasues'concerning the responsibil.itr'of school districts to
provide equal educatiotal opliortuni,t1'to national origin-

. minority group children deficient 'in Engli0 language skills.
Tile following are some of. the major: areas o concern that

, relate tocompliatice with Title VI:
.*

(1) 'Where inability to50ak and understand the'English

Cr

.

t-
,

1.50



/
language: excludes nationalicirigin-minority group chi :en
from effective partidipation in the educationak progr,:fp!--
'fared by a, school 4strict, the. district must take affirma-
-tive stens.L.to redilzy the language deficiencyino
Open its instructional program to these students.

(21 School' districts must not assign national-origin-
.

minority -group students to :classes for the. mentally retarded
on the basis of criteria which essentially measure or evaluate
English languag4 skills; nor may school districts deny natiohil
origin-mineritygrbup children access to college preparatory.
courses on a basis, directWrelated to the -failure of the
'school system tdincuIcate English language skills.

.

(3) Any abiUt crotl4pg.or track'incsystem emoloyed
by the school system to deal.with the special language skill
nee* of rational origin-nth 6rity.gr6up'children 'must be
designed to meet such language skill needs as-soon as possible
and must notoperate es-an educatiOnal.dead-end or permanent

.

41-
track. . .- , .

t4) School districts have tha responsibility to adeitately
notify national .origin--;Minority group. parents of school activi-
iles'which are called to the attention of other. parents: -Such
notice in order'ta be adeCuate may haVe to be provided in a
*langui;";e other than English. ----- .sz..

, .
.

p

School districts-should examine current! =ractices which ixist
in their' districts in, brder:lassess compliance with the
matters 'set r+ this m and= A school.district.which
determifiei that cemplianee,problems currenily exist ili-th4t '

*districtshculd'iik:Fediately communicate in writing with the
.A3Cficefcr Civ.1 Rights and,' indicate what stepsare.being
taken ,to remedy, the sitution. Where cempliance 4uestions
arise as to the sufficietcy'of'Oregrams desiciheeTtb :.et
the 1,ngtage'skill7rmeds dif.naticnel originl-mindrity group
Childrena1r4ady operating in a particular area, full inior-
matiol re-gading sueh-prognams,should be 'provided. In the ',',

area of spacial language assiStance, the, scope of,theeProcram
and the ,process for identifying need and the extent...to which
the.. need is fulfilled should be set forth.,

v..

1
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School districts which receive this memorandum will be
pontacted''shortly regarding the .availability of technical'
assistance and will be provided with any additional infor-
mation t44t-may be needed- to assist*districts.in,achieving
'comPliand4'with the law 'and equal educational opportunity
for all children. Effective as of this date the aforementioned
,areas of concern will- be regarded by regional Office ..for
Civil Rights peronnel.as a part of their compliance re-

,
sponsibilities;

O

4

L
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APPENDIX II
CHAPTER III OF LAU REMEDIES

III. EduCational Program Selection
..

In the third step the- district must implement the 0

.appropriate typd(s) of educationnl progroM(s):listed in

this Section. (III, 1-5),,dcpendent upon the degree of
. -

linguistic proficiency of the students in question. If

none seem applicable check with your Lail coordinator. for

further action.

1. In the case of the .monolingual speaker of the langu-
f

age other than English (speaks the language other

than 'English exclusively).

A. At tie Momentary and InLexmedidte Levels:

Any one or c ination of the following programs

is acceptable.

1. Transitional Bilingual Educition programTEVY
.

2.

o

BilingUal/Bicultural Program.'

3. Multilingual/kultiultual:Progr'am° (see defi-

..aok

nitions, page 21).

H Inthe case of a TBEI"the district must provide pre-.

0.

'dictivq data which show that such student(s) are

lr-'.
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ready to make the transition into English and wil.l

sueceed edbcatiotally in content: areas and in the edu-
.

cat; opal program(s) in u::rich he/she is to bd *aced. t

This is necessary so the district will not prematurely

4nlace the linguistically/culturally diffei:ent stud6nt

who is not ready to participate effectively in an EngliA

la's, "agcy curriculum in the regular school program (con'-:

a

ducted exclusively in English) .

Because an ESL program does not consider .the affective

nor cognitive developmenV%of students in this category

and time and maturation variablOs are differnnt hcNrc,'thcsn

for students at the secondary level, an,BSL program is

not appropriate.

B. At the Secondary Level:

Option 1 - Such studen ts may receive instructi on

in subject matte; (example: math, science) in the

A native language'( s) and receive English-as-a-Second

Language (ESL) as a class component (see definitions,

page.21).

Option 2 - Such students may receive required and

elective subject matter' (examples: Math, science,

industrial arts) in the native language(s) and

'4148
4
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°

bridge into English. while ,combining English with

the native language, as appropriate (learning

English' as a first language, in-a natural getting):

Option 3.-- Suchstudents may receive, ESL or°High

Intensive Language Training (HILT), (see defini-
,

tion, page 21) in English until they are. fully 41)

functional in E h (can operate equally success-
...44;410

fully in school in English) then bridge into the

school program'fOr,all other students. '14

A district may wigh to utilize a TBE,Bilingual/

gicultural'or Multilingual/Multicultural program in

lieu of the three options presented in this section

0°
This is permissible. However, if the

necessary prerequisite skills

have not been taught to these

compensatoryeducation in tl-A,

provided.

in the native language(s)
4

1udents, some fOrm of

native language must be

In any ease, students in this category (III:1.13.)

must receive such instruction in a%manner that is
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expeditiously.corried out:_ so that the student

4

in question will be able to participate to the

_.greatest extent possible in the regular school,

progrcun as soon as possible. At no time can a

program be selected in thi category.(III.1.11.)

to place the students in si uations where the'

Mrethod of instruetionwill result in'a substan-

.

. 4

t rardelaS; in.providin6these students with -the

necessary English language skills needed by or

required of otTicr students at the time of grate --

ation.

NOTE: You will generally find that 'students in this category
are recent immigrants.

2. In the case of the predominate speaker of the language

other than English (speaks mostly the language other

than English; but speaks some English):-

A. At the Elementary Level: '

Any one or combination of the following programs is

acceptable.

4
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2. BilingUal/Bicultural Program

3. Multilingual/Mult/icultural Program

"ow

In the case of .a TBE, the distiict must provide predictive

data which show that such, student(s) are ready to make th,.,

transition into English and will educationally ruccced in

content areas and thy educational program intwhich he/she

isto be placed.

Since an ESL program. does not consider the affective:nor
op,

cognitive development of the students in this category

and the time and maturation- (ariables are different here
c

`than for students at the secondary level, an ESL program

,/

is not appropriate.

B. At the Intermediate and High. School Levels:
. .

The district must provide data relative to the

student's academic achievement and identifylhoSe

students who have been in the school system for less
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than a year. If the. :;tudent(s) who have hoer) in

the school system &)r less than a year arc achiev-
e

ing atMradc level or bettei, the district is not
'7 7.*

d to provide additional educational programs.

If, however, the students who have been in the

school system for a year or more are underachieving

(not achieving at groac level), (see definitions,

page 21) the district must submit a plan to remedy

the situation. This may inc31.1(1 rononct
0

enrichment .materials', etc. In either this,case or

tA case of students.who are uiderachieving and have

been in the school system for less than a year, t he,

remedy must include any one .or combination of the

llowing 1) an ESL, 2) a"TBE, 3) a.Bilingual/Bicul-

rai,Program 4) a Multilingual/Multicultural Program.

such students may not be placed in situations

where' all instruction is conducted in the native

language as may be prescribed fol the monolingual
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speaker of a language other than English, if the

neectisary prerequisite skills in the native langu-

age have not been taught. In this case some form
1

of compensatory education in the native language

must be provided.

. .
NOTE: You will generally find that students in this category

arcs not recent immigrantS.

3. In .the'case of the bilingual speaker'41(spepks both th.e

language other twin English hd English with equal

cw:e) the distri inst provide data relative to the

stvdent(s) atademic ochir.vmont.,

In this case the treatment is the same at the elementay,
0,

intermediate and secondary levels and differs only in

terms of underachievers and those students achieving .

at grade level or fletter.

A. For the students in this category who are undenr,

achibving, eatment corresponds to the tegular

program requirements far all.racwially/ethnically

/identifiable classes or tracks composed of student:n

who-are.underLcliieving, regardless of their language

background.

ft

,
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B. For tilt! students in this cateqory-Jv.iho are' achieving

at grade level or hostler, the dintrict is snot re-
,

quired to provide additional educational. progro;us.1.

In the case of the predominant speaker'of Engligh' (*ca.es,\

mostly Engli, some of a languag other thiln English)

treatment for these students is the same'as III, 3 above..
4

(9
In the case of theMonolingual .speaker of English (speaks

English ekelusively) treat trle same, a5 III, 3 above.
6 o

,

. '
'

poTp: i\r; a necessary cmponent of all the afortmentioned

programs. However, an ESL program ,may not he surficient

as the only program operated by a district to respond to

the educational {seeds of all the types of students describco-

in this°document.

I
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APPENDIX. OCR MEMORANDUM OF 764-8
, .

DE.PARTIENT OF*HCALT::. EDUCATION, AND
ornct or TIM SECKETARY'&11,1.10R.ANDUM**

14.0

FROM

.

I. Directors, Office for Civil Rights
Regio.-..s I X

. Elementary aril Secondary Education
Ftvitch Chiefs, ReE,ions I

4 .. .

t Lloyd R. Henderson, Director 4!--%

Eaczentery*end S-econiary Education !Div".4sion.
*Or

suott-rs fiLiolf.cation of Yau Re:nedies

-rstanding "regarding plicateioh end
Readies. herrfore, is.intended

There' has been sa-r.e rds-urd.-
iriolcAentaticn of OCR's Lau
to .1.&r.l.fy Cgre;..policY.

The 'Lau Rezedies'are euldelines only to be us.3.1. by OCR :Investigators
in order to determine t'r.e acceptabil.ity of z plari which:is
subnitted .pursue.nt to receipt or a letter of. noilc=pliance.. .

-

Moreover, the tau Re.te__:dles ere r.ot exclusive; howeve.r, %.:ber.: a district
varies from the sugE-eszed OCR Remedies, a bprden is p' aced upon that -

district to show. that the.Remdies.subtlitted in the plan will be effect:
to cure the yiaation.s. .*. . .e . .. ,- . . -,

thePlease dispertirAte this policy to your respective. staffs with t .
request. hat they clarify these issues nen deal:177s wig% tau districts,.

./ . ,y

1
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WHO BENEFITS FROM BILINGUAL EDUCATION ON THE
ROCKY BOY RESERVATIQN

Helen Parker

Rocky Boy Reservation

J
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The Rocky Boy Bilingual -Big Iultura Ed cation Prolect-is-baginning its
. ,

fifth year in full, independent nding from the Department of Education

underthe authorization of the 196 ry andSecondar37 Education Act,

Title.VII. The Program is a compon= t of and controlled by the Board of

.

.
'Education of the Rocky Bqy School Dis rict #87, and is currently operating

in Headstart through eighth graddT,
t 7------.

tip
r .

.04
,.,

. .

pt

°...

.

f Past Suppression qf'Languageand Culture
41v. ,), , . ..1 Taka-any group.of American Indians and atalogue the injustices in

regards to how the languages and cultures hay been,systematically forbidden
. / T

for long
A

periods of time. Add specific names the name of the tribe, the

names of the BIA Superintendents,.or specific to chess, etc.), and you will

have a fairly complete history of the.suppressir
4

Only the names are changed...

This. would suggest to any thinking person that here has always been

that group has gone through.

within this cpuntry.a systematic attempt to "Whiten" :11 Native American

groups, to drive a physical wedge between them and the own cultures. This

has been done, especially over the past century known Reservation Times,-

'under the noble banner of "Bringing Civilization to the /ndians.."
,

, ;
Reservation Schools were established to achieve the Noble Aim. Bq,t

they are not,eno h. For as one employee of the Bureau of Indian Affairs d.

-once plaintively .9.9mplained, "How can we teach them-to speak Englishhen

they are in our cari'but a few_ hours a day, being free for the most of the "-I

24 hOurs to live in their'wigwams and speak their own barbarian tongue?"

Hence, the-establishment of boarding facilities so tthat the children could

be physically constrained, and forced to learn-and speak English only.

What could the Indian groups do about:it? Nothing. They were enemy

aliens in their pwn coirtry, and, had absolutely n choice in the edufational

,157
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:destiny of their own children. Reactions took three main directions:

1. Some parents, full of intense pride in,their language and culture,

tried withholding their children from the White system. This

---/
proved ultimately futile: Whites had the force to compl conformity.

2. Menyparents found what we might, today call "Compensatory Education°

as the only rational solution to theproblemiThey tried instilling

the native language and culture--and pride inboth--in their chil-

dren before they went off to school, hoping that the children could .

then lgarn the things which the White culture had to offhr without

--having their basic Indign-ness destroyed. It is primarily because

of those parents that the Cree language and culture are still,aiive

today. They saw the benefits of bilingual - bicultural education.

istory now shows, in retrospect, that the third basic group of

p rents made a valiant but hasty decision, fore it was these parents

w o saw the depressing handwriting on'the wall. How were they to

ow that the United States Government would in 1968 finally develop

ocial cOhtcience toward people ,of different languages and till-

'itures? It was, these parentsao, trq:ng to make the best possiblh'
)-

ecisions for their children, bought "the measdra-rtat the schools

were selling: and that message was>to,CONF6RM. -

-.e

. 4 ,..4'
was this last group of Parents who.said.to themselves, after hearing

. '

it so much from others, "It's a white w rl out there, and in. order for my
_-it

children to succeed, they iill have %p speak Englist/Iknew how hard it
0

was for me when I was in school because I knew only the Gree'language =- and
. . ,

couldn't speak it there anyway.

to my children, to speak only in

English when they get to school.

so rough as 1 hid it."
-

Sp maybe the best way is-to no peak Cree

English so that they will be prepared for

Maybe then my children won't have it quite

158. 164
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These parents did not realize that by (a) passing along no Cree; And,

(b) passing along, that very trend of English that they were ashamed of ttiat

they were giving their children one of the worst possible handicaps -- that
A

,

of not being able to communicate in ANY language.

- Little did they know (and more's the pity!) that in 1971 work would

begin on the reservation that would allow children to speak Cree openly in

the'iaassroom -- and even be allowed to learn basic educational-concept-a

through their own native language! This was absolutely unthinkable only a

few years ago.

- t ,

Why Bilingual -Bicultural0Educationin Rocky Boy?

In 1970 the Rocky Boy School was taken oter by the community of the
f

A

Rocky Boy Reservation-after being controlled by the-Havre School Board since

4.

1960. It was at this time that the newly elected Indian school boArd With

help from-the community, began to look at the edtcatiop their children were
°.

01' rgieiving.

Coe of the first - problems to be

Rocky Boy came to school with only a

still, receiving tot instruction in

expected 'to learn the regular school

discovered was that

slight knowledge of

that language..'No

subjects as- 1-'31s

:II;

4

some children at

English but wire

only were they'

tht,English -speaki,:n

,- children, but'they were' 'also recibired to forget the cUlture.and-tradifions

they had learned at hme as soon as they entered the school doors.

Another,probleili'which disturbed many people in the community was spat;-

other .ehildren kiew nothing about the Chippewa-Cree c%Ature or language when

they entered school and certainly nothing more when they graddated. Since
. ,

moseof the parents of the Rocky Boy Elementary School children had either

been sent to boarding schools for theiredpcation or had left the

4.4
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reservation to find work on the outside, before jobsvhad become available af

Rocky Boy, for'the most part, only those who had remained on the reservation

11
for many years still knew the language or much about the culture,

.
. .

The existence of federal funds for bilingual-bicultural education at

this appeared to 'preaen t a-solution/to both problems. Children who

e : spoke mostly Cree c uld be taught some aubjects in that language, while ser

ceiving intensive instruction jrk English until they reached tiler uired
. .

.) p
level. Other Children, those who spoke no Cree,'could be tflght th language

and parts
4

of the culture which they were missing: Hopefully,'the culmina-

tion of the two solutions would be children who could apply their knowledge
r- , ,

of two cultures and two languaged to create a successful future:

The Rocky. Boy Bilingual-Bicultural Project was -thos begun in 1970 as

I ,

patt of the Crow4orthern Cheyenne -Rocky Boy bilingual project with central,

offices-at Hardin, Montana., After the first year the three reservation.iyo-
,

jects proved successful forRocky Boy and the Board of Education applied for-
_

separa4e funding which was received in duly of 1971. .

,
4,

In 1971 the newly, hired staff members of the Rocky Boy Bilingual-

`
v

.Bicultural'education Project were, faced with what appeared to b iean nsur-
,

.

,

mountable task: The creation. of teachingmaterials and devices in and about
. ,

c_

the Cree language and in and about the Chippewa -Cree culture. Needless' to

say, no ,educational materials existed in theree language and nothing'tbet

could be used in the school exidted about the Cree culture.

Luckily fox the project, the Board of Education had purchased a 'used ,

offdet printing press in the Spring of 1971 and darkroom space and photor

graphy equipment were available. Apart)from this-the Cree people had had a

written language as old as the Cree themselves, which was still used by ,many

%
of the tribal elders/. With these bonuses,, a lot of good idenc and much hard
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Work, the staff of the.Rocky Boy Bilingual-Bicultural Education Project has

been able to develop the following materials: (See Appendix A)i-

Goals

The goals of the Rocky Boy Bilingual-Bichltural Education Project, in

general terms, are the folloWing:

. Educcational success on the. part of the nor. - English speaking

students is enhanced by permitting them to learn in their first
,

.- e,

lariguage while they are learningt communicate )n English.
/ . . .1;

.

2. To imprOve the self-image of the Chippewa-Cree children to the

extent thatthat they have pride in themselves and their heritage.
4.a

3. To create bilingual-bicultural materials which may be used by the

children of the ROCky Boy School for many years.

4. To train staff members, both by actual experience and college

edlcation, to become certified bilingual-bicultural teachers.

Many staff members are currently enrolled and 15 students have

graduated with a degree in Elementary Education at Northern

Montana College, Havre, Montana.

'5. To"teach tribal government, expanded to?the county level,- state

level, and to the United States GOvernmeht.

6., To teach reservation geography expanded to worll geography.

7. To teach History of the Indians as told by the Tribal elders

befote the. coming of the Eurogeans, Tribal History since the

'reservation was established, State History, and U.S. History.

) To promote better interculturalunderstanaing between the Indian
4 -

and Whits conahnities. -This includes teaching the non-Indian
.ti

students an,appreciation of the Inguage And culture of the Indian-

-4.

/ # )
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reservation on which they live. This also includes language

instruction in Cree for non-Cree classroom teachers and members ,

of the non-Indiaw'co unity in general eo that a, more congenial

and sensitive language atmosphere can'be established- within the

I clasktroom and throughout the local area.

In short, what I am saying isthat the educators should start with the

child himself, his immediate surroundings, and his culture, ett. Too many ,

times, American Indian children are taught-about another people's ways ofi
life and many times it isn't relevant, therefore, they are not interested in

school.
.

By using all the resources of our community and using it in the regular

school curridulum, we not only get the children interested, but also their

parents and grandparents; after all, education begins at Nome:

V

What is Being Done in the Bilingual-Bicultural Project?

Forthe past five years the Bilinguel-Bicultutal Project has been

divided into two main divisions: Langudge Arts and culture. Each classj

receives 30 minuteif language arts and 30 minutes Of cultural instruction,..

each day.

In the area. of language drfa'nuch.emphasii-ia'placed upwth!_dpraL_
4

languageup to the fitst grade. In-the first iteda,chil'dren are familiarized

with the Cree Alphabet while chcepts pertieent .t,o
.

all languages are stressed

orally. In the second, through eighth grades,theylearn and write-respectivel)., '

*, . -' .

in their own language. -With. cultural stories and legends written by the

bilingual staff and tribal elders, the Inbks, tapes'ind filmstrips used in

these.gradee-ate printe4.inthe Bilinipal Materials Center atthe school.

During dulture time tbeOdildren leain more about themselves today and about

4, .0 ;'" _
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their ancestors of many years ago. They learn, for examplet how the buffalo

was important to'their people and how it was used in daily life. They also

learn many things important to modern-day life, for example, what types of

jobs exist on the reservation; how the BIA influences their lives, how the

tribal Council operates and its pplir, etc...
t

Organization of the Project

The Rocky Boy Bilingual-Biculxural Education Project is accountable to

the Fed al Programs Officer, Virginia Cassel, in the Department of Education,

HEW, in Washington, D.C.

The project is also accountable to the Board of Education of School

,District #87, Rocky Boy School and to the people of the Rocky Boy Reservation.

The staff of the Rocky Boy Bilingual-Bicultural Education Project nowNI
.

0

numbers nine, eight of which, are Indian: Helen Parker, Director; Ethel Parker, .

Curriculum Coordinator; Louise Stump, Language and Culture Teacher; Sam Windy

'Boy, Sr., Material SpecialistfMardell Dahlen, Cultural Artist; Rosetta

.Sangrey, Secretary; Hazel Raining Bird, Translator; 'Dole Belcourt, Printer;

and Kenneth Parker, AV Technician.

The pr9jecit also contracts wit,,11 many community membAs throughout, the'

year to come into classrooms dna:teach a cultural project of to tell ancient

legends which have been handed down from generation to generation.

The Bilingual'Advisory Board

0

Consisting of seven tribal members, this board aids in the development.
of cultural and rlinguisticmaterials-fOr use by the Project. The board also

review's materials developed by other-project staff and checks for cultural and

linguistic accuracy.

163 169.
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The Parent A. isor^ Board

All pare s and grandparents of children involved inthe Project are

invited to atten meetings of this group. Usually the Board meets bi-monthly

and aids the project in cr ting goals determining which aspects of the culture

should be included in the cur iculum.

Who Benefits From Bilin ualL-BiCult al Education?

Who actually 'benefits from the Rocky Boy Bilingual-Bicultural program?

The whole Rocky Roy Chippewa -Cree Tribe. We intend to raise the status of

f ,

the.Cree language in people's eyes, so thatzo Ch
;

ppewa-Cree ever will again

.

need to feel ashamed because he speaks the Cree 1 guage; bilingualism is
.fw

something to be PROUD of -- not"everyone.can dd *it. .

-

Because of this Bilingual - Bicultural Educhtion Program, A :Tribe now

draws attention from other parts of the .country and from other Indian groups;

they watch to see if the Chippewa-Cree can save their language from dying out

the way so many other tribal languages have. During the school year, We have

had many visitors to see what is being done.

The Tribe benefits economically., The salaries of this.year's'budget go

to Chippewa-Cree.Indians -- as all the Bilingual Staff are local people.

The Eldera.of the Tribe benefit, not only by the monetary assistance,

but by giving them t he respect they are due as the only true experts concern-
/

0ing the Chippewa,-Cree.

TAT-COmmunity benefits by kecOming more educated in the n44 ideas of

Indian education, and'by seeing educational goals become more indine with

how the Chippewa -Cree want their children educated. We hope to reach many .r

people through, the various feasts'and meetings that our program sponsors.

1 7 0
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The Teachers benefit, not only through the various experts in education
t .

1

, 1

who tre contracted by the Bilingual Project to-pondutt workshops, but also
.., .

by learning some of the ways of the community in which they work. All

teachers throughout the school are free to use members of the bilingual

/ ..

staff whenever they need advice about the culture and'language or to teach

anything concerning the Indian ways to the students. All teachers arere-
.

Auired to learn the Cree language which is taught on Wednesdays from 4:00

to 5:00 pm. All teacher assisnts are in the Curriculum Planning on Wed-

nesdays from 2:04 to 4:00 pm., with Bilingual and Research staff. The

assistants are learning to write lesson plans and are currently working on

a culture curriculum whichcan be adapted throughout the grades. All Cree

speaking ailetants are also learning to read and write the Creg language.

All children in our program benefit, both the Chippewa-Cree and the

qnon- Indiank Obviously, the Cree child will benefit by being ablvto ask

questions.and receive answers in whichever language he is most comfortable
.s

Vs , with, Cree or English, whichever he chooses. After all, there are many, many

things which children learn about the world that can be learned through any
a ,

language. what kinds of Animals here are in the world;swhich is up and down;
.

left and right; and other directional concepts; how Colors are distinguished
-

. .from one-anotheriwhae it means to be able tp read and,write a language.

But what of the non-Cree speaking children: How dethey benefit under

.this kind of operation? Well, learning theories tell us that Children learn
-

a second language -- any language -- during the.formatiim years of their"
'

lives,.before the teen years, actually nprogram" a specific,part of their

braoins so that for the Test of their lives, even though they may never use
.

.

that particular second language again, it witl always be easier, for them to

learn another foreign language.

171
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Speaking two languages is like seeing the world through two different

pairs of eyes. In Europe, you are scarceiy*considered "educated" unless

you know at leapt two languages.

ta>

What about learning about two cultures? The Indian and white cultures

are different in many respects; they are also quite similar in others. For

example, the buffalb,Provided life to the Indian as the cow did and still

does to the white man; the Indian believed in a God as much as did those

whit men who came to this continent seeking religious freedom, etc. Chil-

dren are taught to appreciate the best of both, worlds. and to perhapa under-,

stand some of the mistakes of the past. Who can argue with the g 1 of

,having children be able to function well id either the Indian or white

society.

This, then, has been a brief summary of what we are attempting to ao at

the Rocky Boy School through Bilingual- Bicultural instruction.

O
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APPENDIX A

MATEXALS DEVELOPMENT .

Since no usable materials have ever been *Commercially available to the

bilingual-bicultural project, one of the hea.viest areas o cent :tion

b during tke years, was in materials developmentopand will continue to be so.

By April 1976 all materials set down in-the following list were either

partially or fully developed. The following list is accurate as of April 1976

Fully Developed:

1. Booklets: Instructive

A. Written stories

a. The Cree Alphabet Book
b. The Cree,Number Book
c. Readirig Booklet #1
d. Reading Booklet #2
e. The Cree Readers Numbers 1-7
L: The Rocky Boy Handbook pf Plants
g. Family at Home,
h. The Syllabic Character Workbook
i. Porcupine Book
j. Dinner for Grandfather
k. The Little Indian Boyewho didn't Want to Learn
1. Instructs on making a Hair Roach
m. Indian.Sports and Play
n. Story.of Hardships of Sometimes Whenever the Hunting Was Bad
- (Pictures were drawn by the 2nd grade class and made into'a book)
o. Cree Reading Book Level 1-5 Booklet #1
p. Cree Reading Book Level 1-5 Booklet #2
q. Anilpal Coloring Book (Cree Reader)
r. Paul Mitchell's Story

Na. The Bat Story
t. 'yigle and Frog Book .

B'. Legends

a. 'Wi-sah-ike-chah-k and the Fox
b. "Wi7sah-ke-chah-k and the Weasel
c. Wi- sah -ke- chah -k and the Closing Eyes Dance
d. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k Robs an Old Man's Traps
e. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k Trades Berries for Feathers
f.myi-sah-ke---chah-k and the Bear
g.rWi-sah-ke-chah-k and his Brother
h. Of Eyeballa and Headaches
i.- The First'Story of Wi-sah-ke-chah-k

ro
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a. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k and the Wolf Skin
k. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k Captures the Sun
1. The Fat 47 and theGiants
m. WiLtah-ke-chah-k-and the Chickadees
n: Wi-sah-ke-chah-k and'the Ducks
o. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k and the Little Baby
p. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k and the Rock
q. The Coyote and the Prairie Dog

C. _Cultural and Historical Stories

a. The Role of the Cree Grandfather
b. The hole of the Cree Grandmother
c. The Role of the Cree Father
d. How Babies got their Names
e. The Economy of the Cree, 1750-185Q
f. How the Crees used the Teepee
g. 'How our Ancestors used the Buffalo

-.The Buffalo Hunt
i. The Cree Iddians, 1400-1885
j. History o e Bear
k. Histdry of Big Bea

2. Sound Filmstrips

a. The Syllabic Alphabet %.

b. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k and the Closing Eyee Dance
c. Wi-sah-ke-Chah-k and the Weasel
d. The Wonderful Round Table
e. How our Ancestors used thI Buffalo
f. TheZuffalo Hunt
g. Wi-sah-ke-chph-k and the Bear
h. Dinner for

Cdyote and the Prairie Dog

3. Bilingual Tapes

a. The Syllabic Alphabet
1) Cree and English, Book Version

b. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k and the Weasel
1) Cree and English, BooleVertion

c. Wi-sah-ke-,chah-k and the Closing Eyes Dance it
1) Cree and English, Book Version

a. .Wi-sah,-ke-chah-k and the Fox
1) Cree and.English, Book Version

e. The Creation of the World
1) Cree

f. The Birth of Wi-sah-ke-chah-k
1) Cree

g. The Three Little Pigs

Twentyh. Twenty Othtr Wi-sah-ke-chah-k Stories,
i. Thirty Hours of Tape of Rocky Boy History,
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j. Fifteen tapes of Indian Denting and Singing
k. The Wondetful)Round Table
1. Various tapes for Worksheets
m. How our Ancestors used the 'Buffalo
n. The,Buffalb Hunt
o. Wi-sah=ke-lchah-k and the Bear
p. Dinner for Grandfather

1) Engligh, Book Version
q. The Coyote' and the P4airie Dog

1) English,°Book Version
r. The Rabbit and the Turtle

1) English, Book Version
s. Paul Mitchel's Story

<,

ti

4. Stories and Histories, Manuscript Form
'x

f4
1. The Last MigratiOn of the Cree

4 2. The Westward MovemAnt of the Cree
3. Story of the'Appaloosa Horse 5

4. The Man1who Returned to Life
.5'. Recollections of Rocky Boy - George Watson
6. Recollectiohsdf Rocky Boy - Ma] COlm Mitchel 4
3. Recollections oaf-Rocky Boy - WindrBoy
8. Recollections of Rocky Boy - Jim Denny
9. Recollections of Rocky Boy - Fred Huntley.,

10. Little Bear's Own Story'- Florence Standing Roc* .

11. Various Indian Lullabies
12. How the Old Men Obtained their Songs
13. Wi-sah-ke-:chah-k and the "Sun Dance
14. The Rolling Head .

15. Wah -to -wah -sis (Blood Child)
16. The Coming of the White Man'
17. Chil,-Chwah-ey

18. Looking for a Godmother - By Florence Stiniding Rock
19. O-Ko-Mi-Nah-Kos Story - By Windy Boy
20., An Old Story About the Buffalo andthe Bear
21. This Story If by Pat Chief Stick of his Grandfather
22. Watson's Story
Z3. Grandmother
24. Some Indian Names of the Past 0.4

25. Life of the Early Indians a.By Walter Denny .

26.
,.°

Some of the Old Indian Games for Youngsters - Walter Denny
27. IndiantMarriages
28. Tribal,xGOixeament

-fts

Stogy and Akaning ofhe War Dance
30. Somethings Children Should Know, Things AlichTheyyere Taught
31. Raining Bird' rd; - By Walter Denny ,
32. Respect for H - By'Art Raining Bird
33. Little...Bear S
34. How to Bili18. Cabin
35.' A Dog Story %
36. Bear Story - By Walter Denny 2,

37. Teepee - By Art Raining Bird

9

1
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v.

33.

36. Household Tools of the Indian Homes
39.'' Story of Hardships of Sometimes Whenever, the Hunting was Bad
40. Rocky Boy Story.
41 ,teepee andl'oles

1

42. Art Raining Bird Told the,Following Story - Asking Sam V. Windy Boy, Jr.
/ to translate the story.

43:1. Moccasin Trails to.Jet Planes - By Walter Denny
44. When an Indian Maiden Becomes a Woman - By Florende Standing Rock
45. Hunting - By Walter Denny
46. How the People Made Their Living since 1921 - By Walter Denny
47. This Story is by Windy Boy
48. Fasting of the People of the Past
49. Courtship of Indians of the Past, as told by the Old 'People
50. History of the Cree Alphabet
51, Indian Weather Forecast - By Art Raining Bird
52. Story of the Bear Paws -,By Walter Denny
53. 'Wonderful Round Table
54. Quillwork
55. A Story by Art Raining Bird, Joe Stanley and Charlie Top Sky
56. Mr. Mitchell's Words of Old Rocky Boy
57. Who Are We as Humans
58. The Cree Sundance
59. Teepees and Emergency Homes
60. How the Horse came About - By Sam Windy Boy, Sr.
&I. Indian. Welcome - By Walter Denny
62. Story of Lonenian 4

63. Woid of the Plants d.

64. " *Sports

65. These are Jim Denny's Wofds .- By Walter Denny
66. °A Story by Art Raining Birds
67. By Sam Roasting Stick who he Remembered
68. The Boy Who Saved the Village - By Florence Standing Rock
69. The Mhn who Couldn't Pay.-HO Bills - By Florence Standing ROck.
70. Indian Buffalo'Hunt I- By-Art Raining,Bird
71. Duties of'a Mother in her Teepee - By Walter Denny
72. A Family of Cree
73. Words of the Old People of the Past By.Axt Rainitig Bird

74. History - Words of Fred Huntley - By Walter Denny
75. Story of how the Cree's got the Wardance and-Grassdance

t 76. History - By George Denny
77. The Cat Story - By Sam Wiridy Boy, Sr.

-.4
.41

5. Animal Posters
°

-
.

a. Twenty-five sersof animal podters utiazinglocal animals have
,

been completed. , - .

. Cree Alphabet Charts:

.a. These have been placed in all bilingual classrooms
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7. Cree Games:
0

re,. 'Animal bean bag -game
V. Colors bean bag game
c. Seasons bean bag game
d. Rhythmic dhant games
e. Fishing.game for animals-
f. Color spinngt game
g. Animals spiARdi.gamd
h. Initials ring toss. game
i. if, Foods bean bag gam,
j. Syllabic spinner gaei-iii\.

k. Color ring toss game (made of deer horns)
1. Rabbit, Rabbit Spinner Game (on counting and numbers)

8. Numbers Posters:

a. illustrated Posters, numbers 1-10 in Cree and English have been
placed in all bilingual rooms

9. Worksheets

a. More,than four hundred worksheets designed to aid the teacher i
teaching animals, relationships, feelings, Cree Syllabic Characters,
-e.g., have been created by.the.bilingualstaff.

10. Workbooks:

4

a. The Rabbit and the Turtle
b. Animal Workbook
c Cree Symbol Workbook

11. Video-tape:

a% Indian Dance Steps - By Gerald Small and Harriet Standing Rock

12. Stories .(fianhel board characters are included to go along with the-
. stoties) L,

a. Wi- sah- ke- cbah -k and the Rock
b. Wi-sah-ke-chah=k and the ClIseing Eyes Dance

13. Other Instructional Material:.

.40
a. ,Testing and score theets for language
b. Lesson Plans for Language Arts
c. Language Outline
d. Lesson Plan for Culture Classes

.

'e. Recorded tape (both English and Cree) of all words taught this year
(5.tapes)

f., Bulletin Poster for the History of the Church (Luthern Mission).
Made by the students: Cynthia"Rains, Dsnice Stump, JnAnita telgarde,
Joy Denny. This is one of the,classroom projects.,

71
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terials to be developed: (tief fully developed)

t

Filmstrip on "Role of the Fatheeland "Role of the Mother"
Slide collection on the Mokiths - by Louise Stump
Map of Rocky Boy Reservation
Culture Guide.

15. Calendars:

a. A Picture Calendar, written in Cree Symbols, is completed:

Stories Written in Cree

- 2.

,3.

5.

, 8,

115'
16.

17:

18.

19.

20.

Medicine Man Story
Medicine
Indian Dance
Children being taught
HerezReservation News
Na-tos First makes the Sundance
a-ps Done Wrong in Powers

Na -toe Poor Coyote

Na-tos went After Medicine
Na -tos Making Money by Power
Wi-sah-ke-chah-k Dance With Mice

Wi-sah-ke-chah-k's Son'went Hunting
Ed Little Bear and Low Horn Story
Na-tos Heals a Broken Bone
B. Samatte Story
Wi-sah-ke-chah-k WAS Hungry
Real Story of the-Earth
God's LAws were Finished
Mud Hand Story
When Rocky Boy First got the Rtservation

,4gassette Tapes

1.

2.

J 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

. Art Raining
9. Art Raining

10. Art Raining
11. Art Raining
12. Art Raining
13. Buffalo War

The Wonderful. Round Table"

Wi-sah-ke=dhal4k,and the Closing Eyes Dance
Wi-sah-ke-chat-k and the Weasel
Mi-sah-ke-chah-kand the Bear
Buffalo Hunt
Cree Alphabet Book .

Raining Bird'sTapes on Wfsah-ke-chah-k and the Duck Dance/Fox/Ro
Bird's Philosophy on the Sundance, Educatiok and Life 11
Brd's Philosophy, Tape #2
Bird's tape on First Landing-of the White man
Bird'a tape on Wi-sah-ke-dhah-k
Bird's tape onyi-sah-ke4ohah-k and ihe-DuCk Dace
Party by Windy Boy-- tape #1

14. Buffalo War Party by Windy Boy - tape 12
15. Interview With Fred Nault - September 20, 1974 '(History of Long Ago).
16. Horse Story by Art Raining Bird
17. Horse-Story and Thanksgiving (Gree) by Art Raining Bird
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18. Weird Story by Sam Windy Boy, October 91 1974
19. *. Interview with Fred Nault - September ;3', 1974, Part 1 and 2

Fred Nault -r Part 1

'21.' -Wi-sah-ke-chah7k by'Art Raining Bird 4
22. Inteiview with Fred Nault about Himself
23 Side 3 - Four Souls, September 23, 1974. Mark Suagee Interviewer
24.. War Party Story a2
25. Windy Boy's talk about 0-ki-mi-ha-kos
26. By Art. Raining Bird = Horse Story
27. The Teaching of the Cree Language/simple basic Cree
28. Cree Symbo/s Worksheets-- At Home and Colors
29. Helen Pirker's,Early School Life, side 2 Cree Class
30. Three Little Pigs .

31. Porc6pine - 1st grade
32. Christmas Program - 2nd grade.

Songs
/4 1 r-

1'. Arapaho War Dance Songs

9 \9 Grass Dance Songs
3. Parker Singers Grass Dance al
4. Indian 1970 dance recorded live at Red'Lake, Minnesota (War Dance)
5. Mesquakie Bear Singers - Tama, Ibwa
6. Ute Singers at Lade Deer - June 1974
7. Pow-wal songs from Rocky BOy - Haystack Singers
8. -Parker Jrs., in first grade room
S. Chippewa-Cree Gircle Dance/Rocky Boy's Singers

Cassette Workshops
.

1. Biliig41Zturday Session,"Side 2 - January 27, 1973
2. Rodney So 'as, Mirector. Saik., Cultural College - During Teacher

Orientation r Aigust 23, 1973
3. .Bilingual Workshol03, Art Raining Bird talks about the Wardance

May 13, 1972
4. Bilingual Workshop #4, Saturday, January 27, 1973
5. Glen Probst Workshop

Tapes'(Riels)

1'

1.' Windy Boy, Jim Denny - December 1, 1971
2. Walter A. Denny r talking

' 3. Bilingual Workshop
4. Bilingual tape

- 5. Ros'e Sutherland - Nstories, 2 tome twisters and 1 lullaby
6. Establishhent of the Reservation by Huntley -1 tape #1
7. "Stories and Legends by-Huntley - tape #2 ,

. 8. Bird!s Story on,Wisah-ke-ehah-k - 3 ,stories
9. Mixed- tane: AM Denny, Sam Roasting Stick and Fred Huntley.

10. Tape #5 - December 1 101., Windy Boy and Jim Denny
11. Jim Denny - tape al . .

12. Art Raining Bird - PraliiinarylConcerns on the Sundance, Philosophy
-. on Education and, Religion

40 .
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t
'\ 13. Pirker Singers

4, 14.. 'Art Raining Bird's Philosophy #2 .

15. Wi-sah-ke-chah-k runs away from Mother and causes Flood and remakes%'
_

the world .
,

:1

16.. Tape #6 ;--Huritley And Windy Boy
17. Jim Denny and Fred Huntley,gistoni #7

445
18. #1 Parker Singers ..,

1`9, 'Little Bear Memkial. '

20- Jim Denny and Windy Boy' -
r

21. Cree Language Tape - KOJM Radio Station
22. Art Raining Bird's story'on Wi-sah-ke-chah-k
23. Tape #9, Sam-Roasting Stick and Vim Denny- December 8',_19.71
24. Art' singing

O

a

I,

4
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PANEL III: Excerpts Irom Discussants' Remarks

4

DR. MAZON: I ask, and I suggest that we look at.bilingual educatibn

as a Process by which tae will accomplish the goal of multicultural education;

and by which we-will help*Americi achieve cultural pluralism inreality4

IS. CHAVEZ: Because a language minority chirp unique in this

country, both linguistically and cultu.11y, anrattempts at educating him

equally will surely fail if this uniqueness is not realiied by those charged
4

with his education".

Materials of a trdnsitional nature are lacking. When the child transfers,

he of\en is placed on skills-oriented material (which). bores the child and

fru trstes the teacher...

(Wen .the' transitional) child begins to read in English, say in the

third grade, he obvidusly does not teed English at a third ,grade, level. But

from that moment on since the transition, has been made, he continues,in

English even though he may be reading At the first grade level. However,
.)' . ' '

,
. .,,

emAionally he is beyond that levelyiaL the materials that,we are forced to

use are extremely non - relevant to him...,

Our teachers, regardless ;of their own ethnic background, ideally should '

be bilingual. Too Many 'tasks have been delegated,-toAthA paraprofeesionC1
-

-

who is..bilingual but who'has even =less training thin the teacher when

comes to bilingual/bicultural eduatiOn...

Wany teachers are.now 'Adapting materials, bdt if'is an extremely tiMe-
..

. 4

consuming bask. We must make an effort'toshare a little bit

.4

ESL as-an instructiolal component VI al since we are .preparing

students tosdcceed in an Enesh dominant spciy.-However,lhe materlals.
h.

and content matter should be relevant and should nit ...be.an,isolated

ject. i,et it) reinforce the child's own Culture as hp acqtiires knOwledge
/

.
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-in the dominant culture. Very few materials are now available which are

A
relevant in, this sense...

. Once the child is reading at grade ,level in his second language, (the
t

, %

tendency is to shift the attention solely to. that language. Whenever the
, .

iesoux estare available, this shift should be avoided. Mater1als in this
,

area Are needed. We need a variety of -reading programs...which are just as
0 ,..;

exciting and just-as motivating as the readers that we have in the English.

I''

counterpart.

0 . .

) .
(Dr. Young's proposals regarding reciprocal bilingual programs merit

close attention) ft might have some very-positive ramifications in the
/

. .
. ,. .--

integration effort... if Anglo children come(tiimiinority schools)
,.

for a

Y
,

meaningful experience, at the secondary level, if--we had good Chicano,

studies programs, good art programs, whatever it might be, then we could

start a 'process. This would be reciprocal and ideal...As long as we have

to do something about integrating communities, we y be able'to do afar
.

blter job if we look at what our bilingAl/bicultural progrLs have to orterr

PANEL III: Synopsis of Flqor Discussion

There as enthusiastic support for the reciprocal bilingtfill concept,*

the n-ed to educate the dominant society. It was pointed out at- ,teacher`

training institutio are not yet-prOducing qualified bilingual tea ers in

sufficient pumbers. lingual teed& training programs need.to be.expan ed.

-'into a major component of the teacher training effort.

r

A

a-

°A .1

.
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PANEL IV: 'Introductory Statement
4 ,

40
Panel IV addressed topic "6" (see, page 4) . The Principal,Investigators

were Dr. RObert Cervantes and ks. Carmen' Anna Perez. Dr. Cervantes' paper

was entitled "Teache ehaAtior and Cultural Responsiveness." Ma.,Perezi

paper was entitled "Recommended Policies for the Implementation'61"Bilingual

Education Teacher Training Programs." Seiliing as Discussants, were Mr. Ray
A

Rodriguez, Dir c or of the Lau General Assistance Center, Al uerque, New

Mexico and Ms. Sara Gallo, Assistant Director for Bilingual Programsin the
4

Houston (TX) Independent School District. The.Panel was presided'over by

Ms. Emma J. Rodriguez, member of, the Lau Project Advisory Board. Dr.

Cervantes' and Ms. Perez' papers are reproduced on the following pages.
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TEACHER BEHAVIORS ANQ CULTURAt RESPONSIVENESS*
THEORETICAL ANI4PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Robert A. Cervantes

Development Associates, Inc,
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INTROD ION
.

Mexican American children constitute the second liiiligt-skinority_.,group

within the nation's public school system (Grebler, oore & Guzman, .1970).
1

The problems of this group have been, and continue be, serious in terms

.of academic achievement, as evidenced by the present dy of_ educational

research on Mexican Americans (Coleman, 1966;. Mayeske, 169; U.S. Civil

Rights Commission Reports, 1%71, 1974)'."',

The mandate to improve the achievement level of Mexican American

children by providing them with equitable and quality educati stems' from
6

,

a history of legal action, federal legislation for compensatory and bilingual

education, and the increasing recognition to deal with the cultural attri-
,

_butes of students. More recently, the Lau vs. Nichols case had prompted

examination of clasfroom teacher behaviors and culture responsiveness as.

poantially-Critical factori necessary to improve student, achievement out-

comes. This_tpaper briefly reviews selected teacher behaviors research, their

limitations,'and discusses the issues of 'what may constitute apprOpriate

cultural responsiveness.

/
. .

' Id tification of Teacher Behaviors
. 0

A number of e ca ional theorists have long recognized that teacher
i. . 1 ,

behaviors mgy bk one of the most critical variables related to Student

learning. Presumably, ifteacher'behaviors could.be identified, the instruc-
o

tional process.could be modified to emi3loy'effective_strategies which offer
itA

options to increase student leardng.
'D

The investigation f teacher behavtors,:defined here as the'identifiable

.
pattern and grouping consistent teacher characteristics and their effects

bn the learning proce.ss, have been 4e4relopmeptel and diverse. ,Early attempts

185,
179
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to provide measures of teacher and pupil classroom behavior conducted by

Horn (1914), Puckett 1928), Thomas, et'al (1929) and Wrightstohe (1934):

although important development efforts, were based on limited constructa..0 '

.
teacher behavior such as authoritarian versus permissive or project versus *'

subject-matter methods.

During the 1950's, much of the research in teacher. behaviors focused

on teacher role. Kinney (1952), for example, developed a broad classifica-
. . ,1

tion schema of teacher roles both within and without the classroom. "Fishburn

(1955) expanded Kinney's classificatiOn system 14 oitix areas of teacher role
/

as.a director of learnipg, guldance and counseling, mediator of. the culture,

liaison between school and cOmAnity, and member of the school community and

profession.

-t)..

Havighurst & Neugarten (1957) also developed a classification system-of
:I(G '1

Wililf

teacher avior into dichotodous constructs of roles in relation to adults

(i.e., employee, Coltleague, advisor),'and pupils (i.e., teacher, discipliner-
-.

ian). Nedelsky (1952) had attempted a classification of situation behaviors

in terms Of,teacher interaction with pupils. Situation behavior included'

to

such.ections as

)
the teacher influencing group attitudes, channeling pupil

attitudes, and teaching basic ills. This classification schema suffers

from the lack of consistency and integration according to Willen & Travers

(1971).

JI

° Teacher Affective and Cognitive Characteristics

Teacher personality and characteristics have, in addition to teac \er\

roles, receivoeincreased attend Teacher attitudes, yalueS, personality,

demographic characteristics, and cognitive abilities have generally been the

. - .

focui of educational research. The studies in these areas are extensive. and

. have been_reviewed by Gettels &'Jackson (1971), and others.

180
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Particularly noteworthy research of t!acher attitudes were those

conducted by Leeds (1950), resulting in development of.the:-Minneeoti Teacher

'Attitude Inventory (MTAI), and_that of CN.liir (1953). Thelieeds study con-
'

cluddd that classroom teacher-pupil re.ations were associated with-teacher

attitudes as measured by the MTAI. The Callis ,study, found significant

attitude changes in teachers durin t eac er training as well as significant

differences;among teacher major curricular groupings. Although.the MTAI had

been used in research regarding teacher-training institutions,sex, teaching,

experience/and subject matter, the reported concldsions of many studies are

inconsistent (Getzels &,-Tackson, 1971).
,

A number of investigations have 1[Iso beet( conducted on teacher attitudds

to other personality measures such as temperament, Interes and personality

constructs inferred in the Minnesota Multiphasin Personali y Inventory, the

California (Authoritarianism) F-Scale and similar instrume ts.

In their study of the relationship be7,tween the MTAI a selected MHPI

scales, Cook & Medley (1955) found significant personality differences.be-

meen teachers having a high rapport with students, and teachers trith a low

«

rapport with their students, but stated that such personality differences

4 were not justified. tostudy by Wendt (1950; inveitigatin the attitudes of-

superior and inferior teacher, using.an investigator -speci ic.scale, reported

that teacher behavior and attitudes towards both Oupils'a administrators

are significantly,related:K In a subsequent studY,McGee\ 551, de....ing a

classroom obser4ation measZd =nd F-Scale, reported a posi ive significant
4 -

relationship between teachers bserved authoritarian class oom.behavibr and

the-F -Scale. Significant diffe nces'w r;Z:Itundetween se es, with men,
., IP

scoring isignficantly lower on a the it4rianism than female Lindgren &
.

.

Patteg (1958) also re feted that eased on the MTAI aid F-S aftes Ilt sed tb'
!.

,1.k 187.
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study high school and elementary teachers, the latter group scored

significantly more positive with respect to more favorable attitudestoward

children and acceptance of contemporary educational theory.

Although a large number of other studies'have been conducted, itmust

' be noted that the strength of presumes relations are generally abour r=.30

,/ror,lower, which raises questions,of generalizablIity. Ad214tionally, re-

,searchers such as Coleman (1954), Gage, Leavitt A Stone (1957), Budd &-
f

Blakely (1958), are among those who have questioned the methodological

psychometric qualities ,if the instruments and/or studies.
,

:

r.

An area that app rs particularly relevant to teacher-behaviors and

% cultural responsiveness is teacher values: Getzels (1969) argued the lower

class child, in'contrast to middle class child, may face severe diocrontinuity

,11

between the yelp hi-has internalized and those that are functional in the

school SuchSuch disContinA might affect not only his behavior toward
s.

. that school, but the school's behavior toward him.

Earl} studies 'conducted by Wickman (1928), in the area of etcher

characteristics and classroom interaction; suggested thatmidd41.middle class teachers

internalized. the value orientations of thjeir tkocial class and used' these as
... -

standards for judging pupil behaviors. these systems ;appeared to play a'sig-

nificant role in mediating teacher perceptions about student behavior.

1

In a study of.Chicago'teachers, Becker (1952) found that teachers had

conflictlng middle class value systems that alienat d them from lower class
4.

,
--"N

.

. y

students. Davidson & Lang (1960) discovered twat achers ratedthe class-
.

room behavior of aisadvantaged childien as undesirable even when
it

the c i

dren's academic performance was good. Davis and Dollard (1940) argued
-. -4,,

. , .

'social class value orientations of the teacher entered the 'teaching-learning
'..

process ijt two ways: Aone,,,by governing the teacher's distribution of rewa

,_) /-

.. t
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and punitunent, and two, by detepmining which kinds of pupil behaviors would

be .rewarding' to -the teacher.

Della Piana & Gage (1455) were aging those who proposed that lassrooms.
.

behavior is a function of the teacher's characteristics as well as pupil

values and needs. Della Piana & Gage pointed -out the findings of their re-

search that positive pUpil's affective value(as measured bythe "My Teacher"

scale) correspond to teacher's MTAI score,..ard Asserted that /the values of

pupils are significant factors in the classroom effectiveness of teac4hers.

The MacLean. Gowan & Gowan (1955) investig ion, predicated on the -

earlier Allporr, Vernon & Lindzey Study of Values (1951), reported sex and

teacher specialty differences among teacher candidates in economic, aesthetic
7

and social values. Male education majors scored loWe in economic and higher

in social values than the other males in general. -Wo en majors scored lower

in economic and religious values and higher in theoretical values than other
41'

women in general. Significant sex, valud and teachinglpecialty ; interactions

were reported.for physical education majors only.- ,

A recent values study of-Mexican American teachers and pupils by Munoz

N
(1975) found that low and middle income studenti held similar School related

I.
values which differed significantly from those eld by teachers. Student

-responses to items related to classroom normative tlimate, interest leVel;

and educational changes were consistently negative. In contract,,most teachers

expressed positive opi

I. 1

there were significant disparities between teachers and students regarding

their values and perceptions of ciaisrod; experience. It was posited that;

students have been socialized and have internalized certain middle Class

values or orientations whereas teachers hid btpth internafizedtand rejected
A

certain middle class values.

nsabout the classroom. The study concluded that(



Teacher Personality Characteristics.

One of the most extensive investigations of teacher charactgristics was

,that conducted by Ryans(1960), the findings ofwhich have been:discussed

elsewhere. Of particular interest, however, is Ryan's'sthedule ofnine

"perso ality" characteristics derived from a large-nuinber of teacher groups

based on teacher attitudes, Verbal-ability, and emotional stability. The

correlation'of teacher " ersonality" characteristics to teacher classroom

behavior revealed some ignificant differences betweeltage, length of teach -
N ,.
ing experience, sex, elementary versus secondary leachin40 and-certain demo-
.

.- .
4

graphic characteristics.
c

1

Othtr studies had revealed similar although inconclusiv)resnits.

Cervantes (1975)% for example, had found significant relat ti s between

locusof control to classroom emotional climate and teacher interpersonal ,

style. Earlier st ies by Davis & Phares (1967), Lefcourt & Wine(.146-91find

also reported thateint al locus teachers ---t-.eiided to be more gpen, actively
.

,

sought information, supported innovation,' and were re able to resolve

uncertainties.

Teact4r Effectiveness

- Much of the early 1940's research in,assessing teacher feet veness
,

h

tended to be based on heuristic rasher than empirical grounds.' then,
,

the application of applied and experimental -psychology and toe of desc ive

and inferekal statistics in veacher and classroom investigations, beginning

. .

.in the-mid 1950's, had improved the quantification and analysis ordata.

r
Since'then, some teacher effectiveness has focused on attempting to quantify

1

teler-effectiveness variables and drawing' inferences based on macro-10ml

units of analysis such as certain categories of observable behayior in,the

184.
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classroom. In this regard, the work and instrumentation produced by Flanders,

Medley & Mitzel, Guiford and others have received considerable attention al-

though, many subsequent studies have produced inconsistent finding.

% Research involving micro-level analysis of teacher behaviors, such as

discrete teaching techniques (i.e., type and amount of questioning) in terms

of learner outcomes, is scant as evidenCed by the review, of Rosenshine (1976)

and.Soar(1975).. Rosenshine's review of selected studies did, however, re-

veal some consistent patterns such as positive significant correlations in
0

use of "direct, narrow questions" in reading and math and negative signifi-

oant correlations of "student independent study without teacher," "student

inattention, misbeHavior," and "time on non - curricular activities." Soar

- .had demonstrated the serious methodological issues Of attempt ,tiO-integrate

research findings but also illustrate some consistent trends" 4th as (1)

the exercise of teacher control of pupils', learning
^

$rOOM

concepe, behavior modification), (2).learlling conditions (i4:tightly

structured ,group work for concrete subjects verans inClepehdent Ork for

abstract, complei tasks), (3) amount 4 teacher-pupil interaction in rale.;
k

tion to-pupil highcognitive level activities (4) the interaction of SES

with affective expression, and (5) a relationship between SES and internality

of control.

MP

Limitation of Teacher Behavior Research

,.

As the preceding review of selscte4 literature on teacher behaviorA
r

suggests, there is a quantity., if not quality, of research available. Careful
°

.

examination, of the methodology, instrOmentAion,'research Controls or laCk

of them, vividly demonstrate that despite some technological advances-teacher
g

behavior research ,suffers from severe limitations.

umelm,
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Wallen & Travers (1971)have pointeLout, for example, that much of the
411,

research in teacher effectiveness "can hardly be conceived as constituting

a program of scientific research" (O. 466).-Manystudies are investigator-

specific which lack well-defined teacher variables, experimental controls or

are based on unreasonable assumptions. Similar observations have been made by

Getzels and Jackson (1971), Medley and Mitzel (1963), /Vans (19,60), Soar (1975),
.

Rosenshine (1976)' and others;

Moreover, it must be noted that the methodological limitations cannot
s a.

be separated from thy- apparent theoretical vacuum in teacher behavior re-
Ara

search in general, And with respect to the educational.and social- needs of
'or*"

minority students in particular. Indeed, it is this issueove all otters

- t
that must be addressed if; substantive progress is to.4 made to exps90-pbr

understrding of teacher, behavior itterms of cultural respons- iveriess to

,

minority students. P

Teacher Behaviors and Cultural Responsiveness

As suggested, there are several basic issues that significantly .pertain

*4

to teacher behaviors and culture

1. The explication d

Me'definition(s)
. responsiveness;

estionsiveness.

theoretical foundation;

f what constitute appropriate culpral°

4

a

ac
3. Teacher behaviors and training.'

,

QY

,

Each of these is diicussed in the orderlaised.

Explication of Theoretical Foundation

It hAd-been commOnly assumed that many prevailing
r°

educational propilles,

N-'-'' and teaching practices were appTop late for use in the implementation and con-7

duct of programs specifically related to,minority'children such as-those funded '

V

A / ctc

4L4
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by the Elementary and Secotidary Education Act, Migrant Education and Bilingual-
,

Bicultural education. From an historical perspective, the so-called educa-

tional deficiencies these iiiograms were to rectify were, to various degrees,

explained on the basis of the "culture of poverty," "cultural determinism,"

or "cultural deprivation." In retrospect, these were nothing more than a

rationalization to excuse the weak develop f positive educational pro-4

grams.

More recently, the notion of pupil and institutional "incompa ity"
-4-

has been the basis of. proposing major educational changes. Indeed,i_ths

rationale for Eilinguil-Bicultural "programs is based on the unique soaial,

cultural and educational needs and attributes of Mexican American students

which somehow must be addressed wiiiiout explication of the theory or process.

These, however, can hardlbe said to constitute a theoretical framework.

That Bilingual- Bicultural programs are critical to improving.the

educational status of_Mexican American childpeoris not questioned. Rather,

ihat'there is a void in an underlying theory which would serve as-`a strong

foundation necessary to successfully meet present and future program and

funding challenges.

Galarza (l97.2), for example,.has admonished that many educational

programs directed at-Mexican American sttidents.may representnothing more

than a "headstart up short alleys" unless they reflect a cultural reassertion

-of the Mexican American community and an articulation of an emerging Mexican

American-concept of educatioit.! Similarly,' Chavez (1956), and DeLeon "(1959(
,

.5?

had,alho-called attention to the need to recognize an emerging philosophy of

education for Mexican Americans. It-is precisely the articulation, of this
.

philosophy and its explication into tffeory that begs attention.
p

.
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Definitions of Cultural Responsiveness

Another serious issue confronting examination of teacher behavior'

related to instruction ofminority Students is a definition of cultural

responsiveness. Precisely, what is cultural responsiveness? More often
0

than not cultural responsiveness in Bilingual-Bicultural education generally

refers to use ,of pupils' home language, such as Spanish, bilingual curricu-

lum and relevant historical and social events in the instructional process.

Cultural responsiveness also refers to a certain, but undefined, teacher

awareness and sensitivity to Mexican American students and/io reinforce-'

meet of their pride and cultural heritage. But these global ,concepts,-

while important,' lack empirical precision.

More recently, Ramitez and Castafieda (1975)haim posited'that Mexican
/

American children are bicognitive and ggestad that cognitive styles stem

from one's socialization (i.e., cultural) environment-. While this prnposir-
/

tion is interesting, it lacks,epirical verification and does not establish

causalitydor recognize the possible interaction effects of other variables.

-- No .doubt the quest on of whether cognitive styles of Mexican Americans

7 culturally based, which is being researched by the Southwest Educational

'Development Laboratory, will provide timely and important new 4ata in,

identifying "cultural responsiveness."

Last, it is criticsl.to note,that (1) the disLnction etween discrete

ident fiable cultural attributes from socioeconomic factorgi is lacking and
:

(2 that possible relationships' between cultural attributed and teacher be-
. 4 ,

hsviors to Opil learning merit study. The disciplines of anthropology and

psychology 'suggest that his abstraction /we call "cultural" is the manifes-

tation of multiple factors (i.e., n socialization, behavior and lat-
.

/

guage) and is inherently c mplex. Perhaps pur failure. o delineete'aistinct

'188 194
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cultural attributes, and thus,"appropriate"icultursl responses in the .

educational setting is.due to both askingisimplistio questions°and lack of
t. . .

a theoretical or conceptualfframeworkulf This observation led Cervantes

(1976) to conclude that the interaction of socioeconomic, personality, and

pedagogical lements merit increased attention to advance the present body
. ..

oi.research, and thus improve education for Mexican Americans.

Present day "cultural" concepts im bilingual-bicultural education are

-not particularly useful. To Oropose'that there.§re "unique cultural

.
variables" in education that affect certain aspects of the,:ceadhing or learn:-

..
.

ing environment of Mexican Ameridan Students, in itself, does not provide

s.

the illuminating insights required to meet the serious educational problems'

of today. Tobe useful, specific variables must be identified within the

wider, Mexican American cultural context and testable hypotheses must be

articulated. 19 ,this regard, it may be productive' to delineate such variables

A.

by examination of certain social and/or cultural regularities exhibited in
1

.., .
.

Mexican American culture within social psychological and learning theory

perspectives.

v It may well be that "cultural responsiveness," in_the educational milieu,

is akin to the mediating convergence of various social environments, perceptions

a*d. communication modes that constituteOne's micro- culture in the classroom.
,

..
,

That-is, there are ',certain classrooM variables that ai&ct)the teaching and
0 .

learning environment such aeindividual and colledtive.behaviors, social,

perceptions, normative influence and language. In this contact,

environment refers to social background,, value systems,and beliefs;'perdep-

,tionslrefer to,consistencies'of perceptual and cognitive styles related to

personality;-sand.,- coMmunication modalities refer to language, its variaNiane

and sensory experiences._ The follawing.Venn diagram illustrates these 'inter- 4,,
r

°

actions-.
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In.the Venn
4
diagram AI through B3 represent profiles of pupil attributes

such-.as particultar socioeconomic level (Al), attitudes (A2), cognitive style

-I( (A3)-, self-conOept (B1), la wage doMinance (B2) and achievement growth (B3).

The 'symbol "C" designates the convergence and interaction, of these attributes

in.the learni4,process.--In this fashion, both teacher behaviors and ttctors
-./ - , .

\.
l

a

affecting pupil growth may be exaptined ID? factor.arialysis, path analysis and/
.

or multiple regression techniques. This pipcedure of developing pupil and .

teacher profiles and examining their relationsto pupil achievement-has been

used successfully by Cervantes, Jones et al (1976) 'in wrecent four-year

longitudinal study.
1

Moreover, this paradigm of "cultural responsiveness" offers the advantage

of being grounded in contemporary theory and lends itself to variable speci-

fication, and hypothesis testing. In summary, it is posited that "ciatural-

responsiveness" in education is the process of understanding the manifesta-

tion and interaction of social.psychological variables related to teaching

and learning, and mediating these to maximize pupil achievement.

It,would appear logical to note'that some social\psychological variables

can be shown to be predicatively,related to certain cultntil contexts. -B6t

o

certainly; "culture" cannot ipso facto be considered the sole deteimitant of

differences. Variables related to teacher behaviors and pupil learning

consist of properties that are molded as a result of social andenvironmental

conditions.

The introduction of "cultural responsiveness" in education iepresentt

knew and ambiguous dimension. It appears critical that thit area receive'

research priority. Until this is doneote will be iorCed to continue to rely

on subjective judgments of what constitutes appropriate " cultural fespolisive- -

ness and teacher behaviors."
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Figure 1: Interaction of Cultural Responsive Variables
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Simdtaneously,,httention must be directed at altering present teacher'.

training 'programs to construct the foundation for an empirically based

.-
approac

N
'cultural responsiveness."'

Teacher Thai-ding"

The passage of °the Bilingual-Bicultural Education Act of ,1968 found

most, if not all, schools ill- prepared to meet' classroom- teacher needs.
, .

Consequently, many Spanish-surname teachers (and those who could speak

Spanish or had a high cdncenbration of MexipanAMerican pupils) were de-

eignated as bilingual-bicultural teachers; whilefin other classroomil aides

became surrogate teachers. To meet the serious shortage of qualified bilin-
t

gual-bicultural teachers, the process of inservice training has.been,generally

relied'Uponinot.pravide teachers with new skills..

1 Under ideal circumstances, the'qualified bilingualrbicul,tural teacher
a

would be fluent in Spanish, knowledgeable in phonetics :-and oral language

development, diagnostic techniques, small group-an& individualizei insftruc-

tion techniques, basic knowledge of testing isJOes and techniques;%Eexican
P

American history and contemporary social issues, counseling skills%and a

`hose of instructional strategies in the area of certification, to name a

'- .

'few. The reality is that few teacarss have,all the sk is toted a bove.
. ( .

.

. While inservice training. helps-fill the void, much hp e remains to be done.
. (

First, reexamination of the inservice processes and content merits review
.

review.

'Normally, mach of the present'inservice consists of several days of presen-

tatials by "experti3" and may,also include handouts, role playing, and perhaps

'simulation_ games. Teachirs uaually have - little input into issues to be
. .

addressed or presentation methods.' . Mdreover, there is generally no individ-'

.

,,goal teacher attention nor fol/ow-up in the classroom. To improve inservice

traiting, teachers should havl. input, including designation of- topidal issues,
45.
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small group work arid. individualized problem solving, and periodic classroom

follow-up. r

, Second,, teacher training instftutiondii;ouid also reexamine course work

;wading to certification. Several studieshaveconclu)d that teachers rate

theirsacademic preparation as Inadequate to meet the demands placed upon

then in their teaching assignments. Basic course work should include learn-

ing and linguistic theories,diagnodric techniques, research principles and

methods, prehcriptive teaching, and a minimum of three semester's of student

IhAeaching under s.diverse set of educational conditions and in different
1

, .socioeconomic areas.

Third, it is critical to attempt to define the kinds of additional new

. ,skills bilingual-bicultural teachers will peed three, five, and ten years

from now.. No one, it appears, has addressed the issue of the future of

bilingual-bicultural education in terms of pupil or teacher needs. It is 4'

4

only by examination of, future needs that one can bridge the technological,
1*

gaps that exist. liutures" planning, based on population projections, en-

rollment needs, sociyl and educational issues, whilespeculative, can .provide

helpful insights into designing teacher training programs.

Last, it is important to recognize the complexity of skills anddemands,

made ofvbilingual-bicultural teachers today. One expects teachers to have a
.

large repertoire of teacher behaviors andskills to maximize student learning

vis-a-vis'cultural responsiveness. Assuming such a repertoire, it would

appear that teachers could. become important partners, however limited, in

assisting researchers to define what constitUies'appropriate teacher behavior,

and cultural responsiveness. Such teachers must begin to receive increased

recognition, supportiVe and administrative services, and jnvolVement ine-

search that affects them and their pupils.

.
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Conclusions e

It is generally agreed that a complex;tet of factor's influences the

learning environment of any classroom, including the personalities and

.

ayilities of the teacher and students, curriculum resourdes, class and

0

school climate, Simile ly, it is often assumed thilt the complexity Of

forces that affect the learning environment are more pronounced in schools

serving predominantly,minority group children.. Although teachers have been

,the subjects of numerous studies, little is, known about the phenomenon of

teacher behavior as related to their tlassroom behavior and learner outcomes.

Given the limitations of the present state-of- he-art, the question of (

what constitutes appropriate teacher behaViors and cultural responsiveness

cannot be answered. 'The reasons are multiple: a theoretical void, method-

ological and instrumentation limitations, imprecise definitions of, behavior

and cultural responsiveness and diversity of intervening variables to nate

but a few.

Many of qe present efforts to-increase the achievement level of Mexican \

American students have-focused on curriculum and instructional methods with-

./
-"` out concomitant efforts in attempting to determine their relationship' to

teacher and pupil behavior profiles. While some curriculum and instructional

methods, such as'individualized, self-paced instruction, havemet with some

I

successin increasing achievement of Mexicip American students; greater

emphasis must be placed on researching the teacher=learner processes. In -

this regard, examination of teacher and pupil pexsdnality-cognitive attri-
.

butes; teacher instruc$,iona methodsand modeling, and, learner outcomes

t

appeUrto be thecriticai areas for serious empirical research.

In addition, the delineation of what'constitutes apPropriate teacher

behaviors" and cultural responsiveness.require the examination of present
a

a
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assumptions ur4erlying bilingual bicultural education. For example it has

been commonly assumed that'Mexican American students have a low academic
--N

self-concept; and-that by enhancing their self- concepts, achievement gains .

would.result, Much of the recent research indicates there 'is tip basis for

the first assumption. Although there is generally' a low significant rela-
,

tionsKip between self-concept and a4ievement, self- concept' accounts for

'less than three percent of the variance_ in academic achievemerit (Cervantes,

1976; Sharp, Cervantes and Jones; 1975; Cervantes,` Jones, et al, 1976).

Indeed, the question of what constitutes sound pedagogy,vesus cultural
o

responsiveness, in terms of Mexican American learner characteristics, remains

unanswered. The challenge to teachers, retrarcherb and school administrators

appears self evident.

o t

8

,
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My definition of a bilingual teacher is one who is knowleggeable and

sensitive to two cultures and who possesses knowledges, skills and coppe-.

tencies requiredto provide instruction of and through- - eo languages to

students who are-1524ngual or in the proceis of becoming bilingual and

bicultural.

If we analize it carefully what we expecfrom a bilingual teacher is

four in 'one. We expect the bilingual teacher to be:

4 4-

one - a foreign language teacher

two - an ESL teacher

three - a teacher,ofs given curriculum area in English

four --a teacher of a given curriculum area in language 'other than
English

In short the bilingual educator is expected to be a four-in-one

"super teacher."

Most of us will agree that the-success of any instructional program

is,greatly dependent on the skills, sensitivity and commitment of the in-

structional persDnnel responsible for its impfethentation. It theieforg,'
, ,

follows that an effective staff preparation program is the fdation on

which to build and implement the bilingual education we consider imperative

for the' improvement of educational opportunities for our bilingual studentp.

The effective bilingual teache 'ust demonstrate the same competencies and

Skills.expected of th non-bilingual teacher with the additional requirements

-'of bilingualism and bi ulturalism. Sensitivity and positive attitudes to-

war4s,the social, culture

students' shouht be essential cha

, linguistic and,pedagogicalpgeds pf the minority

demands especially

also be cognizant

cteristics of all teachers, but ones wee

of bilingual teacheis. We expect-the bilingual teacher-to'

of the learlg,styles associated with the cultural background

/ 1
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of the students and be expert at adjusting teaching strateOet accordingly.

Another expected characteristic of the bilingual teacheeis to be able

to provide instruction of and through two languages.. This skill requires',

knowledge of the curriculum, the terminology associated,with it and the

methods for developing it according to the languages and cultures iivolved.

Knowing the curriculum and.gtOods for, its implementation in a particular

1\
subject area in one language is not necessarily an indicator of .competency

to teach the same subject through the other language. Although teaching

methodology can be traisferred smoothly from one language to the other,

attempting to do it in cases where it doesn't apply can be harmful to the

'recipients of this instruction. This is especially true in thIpcase of lan-

guage arts and reading instruction where each language must be developed

,,

separately. Using incorrect terminology when teaching technical subjects
.

/
.

such as math or,scienCe can
/

create a fruatratirig situktion for the student
a

who
$

has internalized it and is unable to apply it to other grades..

:\\In addition to teaching subject matter througll two languages the

I '
- ,

bilingual teacher must also he abls.to teach both languages through the-Use

of prover first and second language techniques. The skills needed for
i

effective second language teaching are normally acquired after,inz&depth

study of Second language theory, and practice of second language teaching

techniques.

In summary, the teacher must be able to demonstrate minimumcompetencies

in sound practices of guiding students to acquiring the knowledge, skills

and attitudes identified and required by the local community, and to be a .

bilingual education expert, a second langusgeexperti-specialist, et cetera',

'et 'Cetera, et cetera.

2O r.
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The bilingual educator must, by necessity, be a "super teacher," a

"super maestro" and the training program chosen to prepare such an educator

must be carefully organized. Before a school district can begin to imple-

ment the relevant and efficient staff development program which will produce

these "super maestros" it-must formulate staff development objeives and

strategies bese'd one` thotough and realistic needs assessment.

The ideas I'm going to shade with you today are based an my "personal

experiences' as a teacher, a directot of an elementary school. bilingual.pro-

gram and a trainer of teachers at an institution of higher'education. I'm

going to suggest a plan designed to provide broad guidelinesfor the establish-,

ment of a preparation program which meets the needs of a school district.

i

divided my plan into three,phases.

Phase I, which I've called "Preliminary Activitiesi" involves gathering

all the data,neessaryd formulate realiStic objectives. The activities

suggested in Phase II, "Personnel Needs Assessment," ate,designed to lead the

district to selecting the personnel and identifying their individual training

needs. Upon completion of Phase III "PrOgram Planning" the district should

be ready -*gement a teaching training program tailor-made to meet the

individual and uniqUe needs' of the district.

Phase I - Preliminary Activities

!'!

Phase I is composed of three major components-two of which canbe

developed co ncurrently. Before moving ahead' a district must assess its

instructional needs indidentify and adopt the bilingual education philosophy,

it is willing to support, Since the staff deirelopment program is intended

nto prepare bilingual teachers to work more efficiently and effectively with
k

the students in the school district they are to serve, it can be planned
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only after the Students; needs are carefully identified. Assessment of the

students' academic, achievement, linguistic pkofieiency and socioeconomic'
,

. :

status will dictatedictate the goals and objectives of the training program.

\Concurrently With'1,or
.
even before this,activity is, conducted, it is

important that the distiicttadopt a philosophical base for its bilingual

program through. the col1aboq14ve qforts of community representatives and

school officials. Clarification and identification Of the type of bilingual

'programyhich will, be implemented will influence the goals and objectives of

the pieparation program to be developed. The importance of community in-

'volvement in. this activity cannot be overemphasized for if the community

does not support an4educational program its potential for success will

diminish considerably.

The short and long range objectives of any educational sprdgram should

be identified by members of that communityand more specifically by parents

of the students most affected by the decision. Befoia planning a bilingual

prograia a school district must decide whether its goals will be transitional .

or maintenance since this will influence the design to be used and the num-(
ber and type of personnel heeded. I am not discussing an English as a

second language program because these must not be put under the ca gory of

bilingual education although we know that ESL is one of its integral p rta.
The information obtained from the needs assessment.and the programma

_philosophy adopted should be utilized 'to formulate the educational objectives

for the bilingual program in the district. The objectives shouldbe used as

guidelines for identifyiiii\the teaching competencies and skills needed.to.

implement a progral ! relevant to t

should also serve a basis for 9ttiblishing the staff qualification most

gds identified. _This information

suited -tor a su essfu program.

209' .
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Phase II - Personnel Needs Assessment
0

Phase II is campoded of activities leading to the recrtitment of

personnel and assessment of their competencies and skills in bilingual edu-

cation. A reason often given by school diitricts for not introducing

bilingual education is the claim of the inaccessibility of qualifiedbilin-

gual instructional personnel. A few years ago, this was a sad reality, but °

,N

the recent progress made in the-recruitment and training of indtructionai

personnel to work in bilingual programs has weakened that argument consider-

ably. A well organized recruitment effort will usually produce positive

results in identifying potential personnel. Various sources should be tapped

in the recruitment effort such as the existing staff, the community. and the

'

colleges and universities. Sometimes redruiting.outside-of the district

state will obtain positive results. Some cities have greater numbers of

potentially good bilingual teachers than others.

Sometimes the most obvious is overlooked., In trying to locate bilingual

personnel districts should start b)", surveying theirown staff for bilingual

per4'ons who might be interested and qualified to become bilingual teachers

iafter some, intensive training. One added benefit of this possibility is that

by reassigning personnel, he distriot might be able to cut down on the num-

ber of new staff that should be hired.

Retraining programs for bilingual persons in other fields is another

'way in which.districtS'can increase their pool of bilingual teacers. This,

has been particularly successful in New York City through the Bilingual Pupil-
'

,Personnel SerVices under the Office of Bilingual Education. Persons with a

minimum df
1

two years pf undergraduate work are given assistance'in completing

their degree while participating in a field oriented training program.

Trainees are assigned to bilingual projects for.their field training during

21.0
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the day and attend courses at a college evenings. While in the field the
o 4

trainees are under the direct supervision of the school staff..

Throug)Ithese collaborative efforts among the college, the Board of

Education and local school districts the number of bilingual personnel has

grown significantly.

Once the bilingual staff has ben identified, a second needs assessment

should be conducted for the purpose of identifying the strengths ana weak-
.

. A

nesses of each candidate, As program directors and teacher trainers we

sometimes make staff training d'cisions without first,examining the,individ-

ual needs of the staff these are intended to serve. We advocate and supNt

the advantages of individualized instruction for children and ignore this

sound principle when dealing with adults. For example, how often do we take

for granted that bilingual teachers have complete proficiency and command of

all the skills in both languages? It is important to determine-their degree

of bilingualism and proficiency in each language, 513iince it has. b en observed

that teachers dominant in one language, and insecure in some aspects of the

other language have artendency to conduct most of their instruction through,

thestronger language. This can affedt the proper implementation of the

program deiighed and interfere with the accomplishment of the stated objed-

tives. The staff needs assessment suggested can reveal this situation earlysuggested

enough to make provisions for its imprOement through staff training activities

In summary, the content of the trading program must reflect the needs
. .

of the instructional personnel, Steps muet be taken to insure that these_

needs are identified carefully and immediately after the staff has been

selected. As educators we'have no problems accepting the premise that a_

student's education must,be built upon the skillsvand knowledge he brings to

the school. In an effort to follow this philosophy I conducted a survey of
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the staff training needs for the instructional' staff In two school -districts

in New York State by administering a simple questionnaire I developed. The
.

responses°to the,quettionnaire revealed some incongruity with 'the kind of

._
.

,

stafetraining program 4eing pianned,by the program administrators and the
% ., -., .

university. The AUestionnaire administered. was, answered by 23 teachers and
--t-

,

,
..

28$. pateprofesSianals,' all bilingual English-Spanish. The respondents were-_,'

asked to identify their professional and educational goals,. assess their *

proficiency in each language' involved; identify their dominant language,

list their strengths and weaknesses in teaching and identify the areas they

felt the,greatest need for improvement# Let share some of the results

with you.

I found that this group -of bilingual educators make,up a retet
.

young population with the.mean age for4paraprofes4onals beink 30 yea
6

A

29 for the teaching staff'. The survey revealed that'a majority of the papa

professionals have lived mole than half their lives in the United States.

Eight of the 15 teachers indicated that they, have lived all of their lives

in the United States and all others have,been here for more than half of

their lives. This information supported their stated requests for more

-
courses in grammar and advanced conversation in Spanish as well es courses

uerto Rican history and culture.

Sixty,7nine percent of the 'paraprofessionals have worked in the schools

for three years or more representing considerable experience in.this field.

This information should be considered when plapning their professional,train-

,Y
/

ing progrgm since it can be anticipated 014 they,have acquired sotedegree

of instructional skills while on the job. Coupled with the fact that 57

percent identified a bachelors degree, as their educational goal with-68 per-.

cent wishing to become certified teachers, every effort should be made tot

0
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//
insure that the training they receive is such that their edUcationaLand.

f. .: ,

.
professional aspirations aft also satisfied. A performan e bavdcollege

degree oriented .program might be the most relevant type fiorthis.pdpulation
/

since it'would provide opporeunity,to increase teachin skills while at the
/'

same time recognize the skills alreadyitequired on th job. Through perfor-

o 44,/

mance.based teacher education programs the participa, ts
.
would be able to .

i

_

earn tredit for their experience and have the oppo tunity of getting closer 1 ''''

to their.educational and pro4Ssional vials and a pirations. ,
..

, .

Although the teachers area relatively young grOupe they have a
. --e

respectable amount of experience in'education w.th 82 percent having taught

for three or more years. Their experience in bilingual education iVcom-
..

paratively le4s, with a relatively even distribution among one, to four years.

This information also.supports their request for a staff training program with

an emphasis on bethodology and curriculUm through Spanish.

Respondents were asked to identify the linguage or languages in which

they had received 'their eduction. As can be predicted a majority of. the

paraprofessionals responded that they had received their elementary, secondr.

ary and undergraduate education through English. The teachers indicated an

even higher percentalie with 86 percent, 95 percent, and 82 percent having

. .

received theirtelementary, secondary and undergraduate education.(respectively)

a.

througii English.
.

Further verifying the findings discussed thus far 62 percent of the
P

'''' ' ''7..
''

pariprofessio44nals ind 7? percent df
K

the teachers responding identified them-

selves as English daminint. The respondents were also asked 'to rate'their
. . - At.

ability in speaking, reading and writing each language on a scale from cope .

.

,

to five with one being the lowest level of proficiency. Y
.

.

. :

4
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According to the mean score obtained for ihe:Paraprofessionals for ea6
, .

_ .

skill the participants identitked reading (m=3.6) and Writing (m=3.6) in

t

Spanish and writing in English (m=3.9) as their weakest areas. The teachers
0

.
. t 4.

. .

also consistently rhted their skills in Spanish considerablyrlower thAn
. ,..

those in English. The onses in the questionnaire indicate' that adtivi- I. . .

. .

ties leading to upgrading language skills'are extremely important for the

bilingual/ staff in the two qchool districts. It was repeatedly'ideitified

as an area of weakness for'both groups.

MEAN SCORES

SELF-RATING OF ENGLISH AND SPANISH PROFICIENCY

SPANISH ENGLISH

Reading 'Wri ing Speaking Reading Writing Speaking

Totals 88 8 83 110 441 .106, 1Q6

Mean 3.82 .52 3.60 , ' 4.78 4/ 4:60 . .4:65
. ,

The information of trained from the sample survey questionnaire has been

extremely helpful in f rmulating the structure, goald and. objectives of the

service program fpr he two school districtd. In summary,:the questionnaire

revealed that a, majority of the staff is young, English dominkt, with high

educational and professional aspirations. The information. strongly supports'

the establishment of a college or university degree program with a strong

emphasis on the Spanish language skills; Puerto Rican culture and a focus

,,

onthedevelopmentofteachingcompetenciesthrough'Sptnish.

It also revealed the need for further investigation.' For example, in

the next phase of the assessment stage, English and:panish,languagi instru-

. 4k,

ments will the administered in order to obtain more-specific information on y
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individual needs in each locality. A plae to assess teaching skills in each

language area must be developed. Techniques for measuring,teiching competen-

cieS a -systematic
-

ner still need to be identified.

Phase III - Program Planning

The thfrd phase being proposed is the establishMent of the methods and

strategies to be used for the type of teacher preparation prograM developed(.

which should be based on the rieedi,assessed, the objectives identified and

Ks4t

the identified strengths and weaknesses of the staff selected. Several

factors must be considered before significant plans can be formhlated.

One important considgratian is the amount of finahcialaupport available

for the program sinc4kpapy ,school districts today are unable to finance
-

tuition for theirinatrutional staff. Although'soMs federal funds are

available for these activities, the smaller school districts -sometimes have

difficuty ii
-

qualifying for these funding sources due to the small number,

of student and staff, needing these1lervices. Colleges and universifies

suffering frOm the critical-economiC.situation are also financially unable
,,

-

,. .

to support the effort. However, severak.schooi'diStricts neeain& similar .

. 04 \-- .

-,

services could form alliances, pool their resources, and requeit-funds. and

.'.\

1.-,.. .

/

services based on their collective needs. In,, the event.that this is possible,'
. ,

agreements might be made

nel affected's() that the

Every effort should

between'the district, the university and the person-

three parties-contribute toward the goal.

r

be made, 'however, to provide the trainees' with some
-

kgnificant incenti e for\ participating in 'the staff .development` oft. If'

l' ,

the persons are not rea y)to receive'training,atid are not motivated to'

participate actively in itstheplans made will becalhe an exercise)nfutility

making the stated goals virtually impossible to accomplish.
.

I
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. k.lif-,,/ . , , :s ,.. >
.

1 _ I; t s s7 -- s I

, -
N

\ .,,,,
:rea4er,uniond have become extremely powerful in some Areas of the

. , ,...

. ,. -. J
.

..,.

.. country and their, :presence and agreements cannot bC4nor0. Violation of.
-,:c.

, _

these contracts must be avoided since it can lead to eomPIete ineffective-
,.,

Y
- i

, ,.. , .

1,"...

ofness ot anfIllen developed. Fof,:example, in onda-chOoldiatrict in New York
W \ , "'seft

4 . ,
it was difficult

to'+:.

convincedie scholia distpict
,
to

'

-peimit the teachers to
).

,,
..,-. . -,

,

receive college credit for their staff training becayse they are entitled to

(
receive an increase in salary for each college course coMpleted. ' ,

,,.
.

Detisions based on the factors just discussed help to
.

establishparameters

leading toward the development of the program's structural and operational

framework. The district is now ready to formulate long range and. short rang.el -

planning. Do the assessed needs warrant the, establishment of an inservice

or preservice program? Are both types needed? Fothe purpose of this pre-

sentation, inservice programs are detinedas,training given to bilingual

.iersonnel who are j.n the process of prolfiding'instruction to bilingual stu-

0

Pteservice training is defined as training given to persons not yet

. 1 \

involved in teaching. This can mean-graduate or undergraduate students

pfeparing to become bilingual teachers. In_many instances both types of

,,'programs need to be instituted and planned.

Will the program be college based; will it be conducted by the school

district or will it be a cooperative effort of the-two institutions? The

advantages and disadyantages as they affect students,,staff, district and

the college involved must be considered:

dents.

,

I strongly believe that a partnership

. formed. Unfortunately, bilingual programs

tion are still in their infancy. Colleges

between the two agencies must be

to institutions .pf higher ediuca-

and universities must still depend

on'the expertise in the field. Mdst colleges cannot afford-at this time to

hire all of the staff needed in specialized areas in bilingual echleation to

210 2
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do the kind. of work needed. As a matter of ),fast', many colleges in New York

idsdepend on the services of LEA bilingua*ersonnel to conduct many Of their

methods courses in bilingual education.

In any case, a bilingual'staff development program cannot be;conducted,

exclusively in a university setting. Although there are some, courses which

should be taken.on campus (primarily because some students feel that their

program is legitimized through no bilingual education program can be

complete if students do not spend a significant percentage of their time-in

the field.

If it is to be inservice ,in nature, without college credit attached,

tob what are other incentives \kith cah-be offered? Perhaps training activities

can be-Scheduled during the day. If this cannot be arranged and the in-
. \

,

kructional personnel must attend training activities after school hours,

short workshdps might be offered i.,so that the personnel can select those which

are of'interest without feeling ihat they must make long-term commitments.

Most of our biiiiigual 'teachers are serious professionals committed to
N . *

the concept of bilingual education and used ,to making personal sacrifices,
,

. 1

in the interest of c'reating[better'
t

ucational opportunities for our young-1
.

,
,, , v;oe°

. . . , .

-eters. We have,:e' Ling Way to gib befbre we carvmakeclaim to having flooded

the market with "super teacher ," but the,mpact that our bilingual teachers
4 ... ..

, v . .
'i`i : ;:

',ThaVe created and-wil4:contiOe to create has had very
,.
positive and signifi-

..
_

cant affects on the total teaching Periorinel. Let us continue our. efforts. -
-, .

-...,

f

Some day, p
\-

'super teachers" will be the norm.

21.7
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PANEL IV: Excerpts from Discussants' Remarks 4

MR. RODRIGUEZ: -Bob (Cervantes) was saying that we need,to do a great

deal more research (befcme we. can understand what constitutes culturally

. responsive teaching. But I think that (we,-as practitioners)mpst take-

certain liberties. have to ke assumptions, even,though^they mOiurn

out wrong, about what culture is and what good teaching is. .

-MS. GALL01 colrfirst.step in culturally' responsive teachina.i.a. to

P

make sure the teacher can,teach the Spanish reading readiness and the Spanish

reading before 'we get into that gray aria, of of ective skills...

I

If the community wants a Maintenance program, let's give them a

maintenance program. If 'they,want a transitional or ESE-Program, give them
, a

,

what they want... In larger diStricts all of thedp alternatives can be pro-

Hided. For example, in Los Angeles-or Houston a maintenance program can be
'-, .-

''.

i '7
4a reality. But in sope commuflities its just not going to cut it...

A
.

One important method of trying to txain teachers in affective skills

, .

is videotaping techniques. (Videotaping is very useful as,a. means of

recording and identifying) desirable behaviors in bilingual classrooms.
we

PANEL IV: Synopsis of Floor Discussion

:,

In 'order for a community ir be able to determine what it wants for its
, .

li .k .

, ,

ch/tdren, it needs to be edpcated concerning the program options available
. 4

1 -
.to it.

Bilingual/bi.cultural,prowmg should, not be held acdountab/e in terms

, of standardized achieyement measures unless the alternative (i:e., traditional.
. .

,

approaches) are judged by the same criteria.
.

,.-

,

''.,:,' .

There needs to be closer coperation.betw'een,61e reseateE community and

the practitioners. Research must be relevant to practitioner needs. One reason

212
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why thit area of 'Culturally responsive teaching has been so under-researched.

is that there has been only negligible funding available thus far for re-.

search in the field.

7
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PANEL V: Introductory Statement

Panel V addressed. topic "7" (see page 4). The Principal Irivestiga ors

' were Dr. John B. Lum and Ms. Maria E. Torres. Dr. Lum was Unab o attend

.

the conference, but his paper was read- by Dr. Tee. Dr. Lum's paper was

/entitled "U.S. Office for Civil Rights (DHEW) Lau Remedies:. Administrative

Feedback." Ms. Torres' paper was entitled "The Five-WAy'fnput Requisites

for Educational Programs, Bilingual and Others." Serving as Discussants

were Di. Blandfna Cardenas, Director of the Lau GenpraliAssistance Center --

San 'Antonio, and Mr. Manuel Andrade, Assistant Executive DireCtor of Ele

tary Education; Denver Public Schools. The panel was presided over by Ms.

Victoria Bergin, member of the Lau Project Advisory Board. Dr..Lum's and

Ms. Torres' papers are reproduced on the following pages.

a. .

c-
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INTRODUCTION ACKGROUtm N

The purpose of-this paper is to ide tify administrative problems

associated with the impl4menting of guideli es mentioned by the U.S. Office

of Civil Rights in itt report entitled "Findi gs Specifying Remedies Avail-

able for Eliminating Past Educational Practices R led'Unlawful Under Lau

v. Nichols" (hereafter eferred to as "OCR Remedies"). Although, some effort
3

will also be,spent toward mentiOning, possiblo4 solutions, Maria Torres',

paper will explore this area more thqroughly.
.f.

, To aid me in the above task, I sent a questionnaire to -all the federal

and state Lau'Centers in the U.S. (see Attachment A). Two Lau Centers --

San 'Diego and Alliuquerqde -- sent replies, he findings, of which, will be

incorporated into this\pAper.

MU-JI of the format of this paper will be...dictated by the format of the

OCR Remedies, comments will be dictated by the order they appear in

the OCR Remedies.' The OCR Remedies, in brief, come in nine sections, which

are as follows:

I. IdentificatiOn of Student's primaryome Language'

II. Diagnostic/Prescriptive Approach

III. Educational Program Selection

IV. Required and Elective Courses

V. Instructional Personnel Requirements,

VI. Racial/Ethnic Isolation . .

VII. Notification to Parents .

VIII._ Evaluation
0

Definition of Terms

I think it is important to point out that the .commenta wrAtten in this

a

paper do not necessarily reflect my viiws, They are mentioned only becaUse
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they are the issues

might be remembered

the OCR "April 8th"

, -
(Attachments BE C, p).

Even the April 22nd memo draft (Attachment E) by the California. Depart-
,

ment og Education and the San.Diego Lau Center (Dobb-Ochoa) have, been deemed

, not acceptable by some. This draft states that if local school districts do

not:follow the OCR Remedies, then they must come up with plans that are "at

raised by those in the field. Many of these views, it

, seem harsh because therreflect thereaction caused by
4

memo and by the news articles' engendered by that memo

a minimum" equally effective as the OCR Remedies.

April 22nd memo draft seriously because they now

are more than minimal remedies. Therefore, they

to come up with plans equal to the OCR Remedies.

It might also be important'to know that some of the issues raised have

.-
LEAs don't take this

feel that the OCR Remedies

feel that they do not have

to do with interpretation more than implementation. For example, some

sons may r ;ad a part of the OCR Remedies to mean one thing and .aomeone else

would reed itto mean somethin lse. Interptetation probl4Ms haVe been.

put"together with implementati ptoblems.in this paper because implementa-

4

tion of anything is based on interpretations.

With the above caveats mentioned, attention can now be turned toward

the major purpose of this paper. 4

IMPLEMENTATIONhNTERPRETATION PROBLEMS

Section 1 has caused innamerable problems, both as to interpretation

and as to -implementation: The first paragraph equates "primary' 'and "home"'

languages as being the same. It has been pointed out that these two words

ole

c uld Very well be mutually exclusive, i.e.,, far example, one could have-a

hlanguage.of Chinese and yet his/her primary language could be Englisir.

2
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If so, we have a situation where a person is already-bilingual; and, if

he/she is bilingual, then he /she does not come under the,Lawcategories of

non or limited- English speaking.

Furthermore, the OCR Definitions'of primary and home la guage -- (A)

the student's first acquifed language is other than Englis and (C) the

language most often spoken in the student's home is other than English, re-
.

gardless of the language spoken by the student -- further exacerbates mis-

understandings. What if a child is English spearing now even though his/ -

her first acquired language is other than English? What if a child is

English speaking eveh though the language he/she speaks at home is other

than English? Do we count thee children as coming under the jurisdiction

of the Lau Decision? If so, we might be in for a losing, legal battle.

Next, while most anyone can see the wisdom of having the home or primary

lenggpge of a child-determined and assessed by persons who are bilingual, in

Englishand the languages in question, one can also object that it does not

fake a bilingual-person to figure out that Johnny or Mary are non or limited

English speaking.

.r.
If no one objects to this requirement, however, it should be pointed

out that language dominance assessments will,. administratively, require
4

: extra resources of personnel, tiie,'and money.

The next requirement,,assessing the degree of linguistic abilities of
o

-students, surpriiingly, has brought no arguments. In fact, moii,persons

felt that it Was pedagogically sound. Lt was pointed out, however, that the

five categories of students mentioned here -- monolingual speaker of another

language other than English, etc. -- are not mutually exclusive of the cate-
.

- , r

gorieementioned'under the primary and home languages. That is, a student can,

as mentioned-before, have a primary language Of, say, Cantonese, and yet pre-
.

dominantly speak English.
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AmOngother ways of assessing a student's language,. it was mentioned in

the OCR Remedies that observation of students communicating with their peers

was one means. One person stated, though, that the language a student uses

with his peers is often a function of whom he/she associates with. If a

predominantly Spanish speaking person associates mostly with English speaking

.peers and speaks only English, albeit poorly, then what? Cross validation,

of course, would solve most of-the problems mentioned iii cases like this.

Speaking of cross validation, there is the administrative problem not

only of resources but also of time. How can a-districeset all these assess-

ments dote at the beginning of a school year and still.prOgiam classes accord-

ingly? 'Would not mtich reshuifling come about? The suggestion of assessing

children at the end of the school year for the following year's placement

was not mettoo enthusiasticallybecause summer months could make end-of-the-

tjear assessments obsolete when the new school yeat comes\round.

To the requirement that additional cross validation methods /be used when

a child is found to operate in two languages, objections were raised that

such children were already bilingual and therefore did not,fall under Lau

regulations.

To sum Section I of the OCR Remedies, many persons felt that the most

the Lau Decision really requires is that language dominance assessment should

be the only requirement, and that the OCR categories of home and primary lan

guages are over and above the scope of the Lau Decision.

Section II starts off by saying that the motifeffective teaching styli,

must be prescribed after a diag7ts is made. One lawyer pointed out to me

that w 'le the prescriptiot'makes pedagogical sense,, no one can legallysian-

date th so-called most effective teaching-style. the law may prevent Barne-
t

th harmful from being taught, but it may not prescribe what it thinki may

be the best. 225
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Section II's next requirement is an assessment of students' responsiveness

to different learning styles. While there were no legal points of interpre-

tation raised he e, an administrative issue was raised. LEAs feel that even

Lau Centerpers nnel really ktlowlittle about,learnihg styles even though
LP

they talk abou

petitive vs.

hardly ever

some ethnic

it allthe time. The only terms one ever hears of are "com-

°operative" learning styles. However, these are terms that

it any ethnic group consistently. In other words, even though

groups might learn well through cooperati;.re methods, when and

under what conditions do they use cooperation? Do they compete? How? When?

Furthermore, even if their learning styles were completely cooperative, how

does one train them for the competitive realities of the world? Still fur-,

ther, wh t other teaching styles are here besides competitive vs. coopers-

:

tive? an Lau Center pertonnel really offer help gift this area? Do ethnic

. experts themselves agree what are the best teaching styles for their own

ethni groups?

he above requirement, then, needs clarificatipn and/or expansion so

e a
the LEAs will have something to go on. They do ntrdisagree with it they'

jus can' get agood handle on it.
; : , '

. -

The next requirement,: that linguistically/cultur411Y dilfgrent children
. .

be brought up to the.lvel LEAs expect of non-minority children, makes all

he sense in the world. Believe it or not, though,_ I have heard'%4lachiaveliian

words flow around that would twist this'iequirement around to hurt these

different children. Th4t is, this requirement eculd be extended 41 mean
r

that linguistically/culturally different children could be flunked for not
, .

Q)cming as well as non-minority-children, since'it is required thlat they

perform at the levels expected of non-minority children If there is Such
.-

stretching of this requirement's meaning, it should be pointed outithat the
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prescriptive-Measures must serve to bring about an acceptable level of
.-

performance, and that this level of performance not be divorced from educa-

tional objectives set for non-n4nority students.,

Administratively, this requirement atrongly'indicatesthat bilingual

services anresources must,be implemented, since, in order to keep up in,
,

\I?

.

th content areas, one must be taught in alanguage he/she understands.

;lection III, Educational Program Selection, has caused a lot of neg tine

reaction, as witnessed by Attachments B,'C, and D. Upon close exAminati

for n6n- English speakers (as distinct from limited-English speakers)', one'can

"see that the three acceptable programs forremedial action under the Lau

Decision -- transitional bilingual education, bilingual/bicultural progr

and multilingual/tulticultural program -- really are no different from- each.
46,

Other save for the amount of time, effort, or content spent. on, these programs.
r.

Additionally, given'the April 8th OCR memo, I don't see how this sec on can
.

I

be enforced as written. I would strongly suggest that additional acceptigt-c,

alternatives be listed besides these three. Bilingual support can be made an

integral part of these additional alternatives: If OCR does not come up with

more. alternatives, then ,the LEAs will not have much'toTUide them by. //

The next requirement, which is really a requirement in ,reverse, is- that

ESL is not appropriate at the elementary level since it.does not consider the,

,cognitive or affective development of elemeary children. This section has

caused such a howl'that a whole book has been written in reaction to it,

(English as'a Second Language in Bilingual Education, eda. James Alatis and

Kristie,Twaddell, 1976). First of,all, I doubt that moist anyone'can say that
, (

ESL has no cognitive benefit for elementary children.- It may not be is.effec-
,

tive as bilingual education, but to say that it has no.cognitive benefit at
,, .4

ell might be going overbOard,. This statement should be deleted.siAde it
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needlessly' causes hard feelings. Our purpose,chn be served just as well by,

saying that ESL alone would not be deemed.sufficient.

At the secondary level,, option #2 -- subject maters in then native

language(s) and learning English ap a first language in a natutal'setting

0

is not clear at all as to how a non or limited English speaker is to learn

English. Ityas even mentioned that this option seenlh to show that'one is

not even serious to learn English if he/she chooses this:.option.
. :

,
Although not counted as an OPtion,the suggestion that option's opn foi

elementary student§ could also be options for secondary students,'is really
, .

option #4 for secondary s/ udiltg_ali should be go listed. However, the addi-

tional requirements that options adopted here tino,be used if secondary

students lack prerequisite skills in their own n Live languages until eompen-,...
iatory skills in the native language is first givens effectively scuttles this

option from senious consideration. No one,-on any ,large-scale bagis, is going

to,implement a bilingual program if, ,before he /she canimplMent that program,

he/she must first implement a compensatory program in some other language.

Furthermore, the research that this additional requirement.'is based upon --

that litera4 in one's first language more easily leads to literacy in a ,

.
second language -- is net that trong, especially forlAangpages going from

one type of script to another (e.g., Chinese into English).
2 e

The next statement, that secondarTtudents cannot be program* that

would delay their receiving tnglish language skills required of other students =

A
. . 4 , i

c at graduation time, may, administrativelY; militate dgainst bilingual educa-

tion in that some studies show 'that bilingual education often takes one longer

to learn English (albeit, more thoroughly). .

in discussing limited English speakers '(as distinct from non-English
.e

-1speakers), m ntxon is made about those elementary school children who have

.4



...,-

and have not been,,..ika school' system for more than a year. This- entire %..
.c4t.',,

.
.

4 , '

discussion of less than one year/mote than one year only obfuscates the
. 4 .

. .:`-point being made. The point being made:has to do with underachievement,
,

:--; .
'

. A ' r,.., . . .It would be simpler said and more easily understood if it weie jUst stated
° ..

that limited-English speakers who are underachieving must receiveremedial

plans from his/her district.

' Also, for- these limited - English speakers, the -option of giving bilingual

education/compensatory education in one's first language is again given.

For the same reasons mentioned with non-English speakers,,hardly any school

district under court order is ever going to pick this option. This beingso,

ithe option is somewhat self-defeating.

The remainder of Section III deals with those who are,of"the other three,

catogories -- those who ale .already bilingual; thOse who speak English more.

than any other language; and those who speak only English. OCR Remedies re-
',

quire treatment for these, three catogories of students if they are un'der-

achieving. It has been pointed out to me tietthese requirements may hold,

no water because the Lau Decision deals only ith non and limited-English,

speakers, not those who already can function i English.

Needless to say, Section III needs a c ng together of minds.

*Section IV states that elective courses, and co-curricular activitie's

must not be racially/ethnically icidiitifidbleunless educationally_jUstifiable.

What's racially/ethnically identifiable? Are 't all bilingual classes
4.-

racially /ethnically identifiable even if they have some dominant English

speakers in them? What is educationally justifiable? The OCR Remedies,

then, need to clarify this requirement.

Section IV next requires that counseling ensures that minorities enroll

in .electives where they traditionally have not enrolled. Administratively,

4 4
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accountability procedures must be set up for this iequirement. The research

department of a district could bd involved as well as the counseling depart-

ment. A checklist showing who is taking what may be all that is required.

tole'in compliance With thiarrequirement.

SeRtion V, Instructional Personnel Requirements, would probably require

much coordination with whoever handles personnel,functions. There is also

the strong possibility that parents and other community pcibons
,

would also A
, .

.
.

.

7..... ,
inhave a role n the 'selection and training of staff m berg:

Specific problems under Section V can perhaps be best summarized by

' .
referring to Lau GAC's Ara F's (Albuquerque) letter:

A substantial number have statea hey:ant* spate'
4ifficultiet in staffing their prog ams with qu lified
staff in the immediate future for these/reasons:

a) . they 'have tenured monalingualTteachers

b) they generally do not experience a large staff turn-over

c) those,that do experience a large staff turn-over,
lose qualified personnel or personnel they have trained
and have to start all over each year .

d) geographical isolatidh. and low salaries make it
difficult to attract qualified personnel

r ,

e) personnelyith-the skills to wbrk with Nav'jo and
other Indian languages are very much demand and
very scarce 4

4

However, most school districts who ha e voiced these
concerns have expressed more optimism because of the
temporary altern4fives which do provide more time
which to eventually s ure or,train qualified teithers

That having been.sgid, no

,

oints have been-raised about this

section.
.

..

SectionVI,. Ricial/Ethnic Isolation, has iota raised anycadministrative
:

4problems at this time. GUidelines ffom suoh programs as Titler4II bilingual
ro-4

programs deem to have precluded any qlestions being raised under this section.

221:, 230
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1.

. Seca -VII, Notification to ,Parents of kStudents Whose Primary or Hoine

Language i Other Than English, needs only two comments.' The first is that,;

moKa likely, additional' resources would be needed to have notices translated.

Translating services, of course, would not- ,necesparily be done only by

certified persons.

-'The second is that the requirement that all aspects of the programs

designed for the'non and limited- English Speaking children mist be reported .

to theiriparent,s. This all should somehow be delimited to common dense.
,

After all, it wasipointea out, no and reports everythingjor any program.

$'Does a music department notify parents about all aspects of its music Pro-

- ,

grams? .g4: point here, then, is that some workable guideline be set up for

this- requirement in place of the unworkable ,word "all."

,Section VIII raised only one issue', what to do for the "sixty days after
.

school starts p ogr ss report" if needed data are not yet in. The suggestion

''tpassed out s far has been 'to report on wh t data there are that are avail-
/

\
able at the time of the Sixty days bein paced.

-.
%./q ---

.

, .
, \

,

The last section, Section IX, Definition of Terms, has so far encountered'-
----------/-

,.

no questions,, issues, or problems., .

CONCW/NS I. 0

In working with, at times, harcr-othe people, I have come-eo some strong
./

tentative conclusions about the OCR Remedies.

/.
There'ib little doubt that some sections,Iparticurarly Section

needlessly rankle many TeEds. If this is the intent'of the OCR Remedies, O.K.

1Butif it is not, it-would then merit some judicious and diplomatic rewriting

and restructuring. Ainistration of the OCR Remedies would then more easily
''

-
..- . ,

.

come about.. ..-
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Se 'condly, the OCR Task Force-that drew up the Remediesmight seriously.
,

abotXcutting down Sections I and III to deal ony with thbse whom the a
-.Lau Decision.ere related to -- non and limited-English speakers only. For

the OCR to *mend ilingual education for those who can already funCtion in'

iiiilishIseven if they.are underachieving, will probably do the cause of

bilipgual education little good in the, long run. To do so only lessens OCR's

. and the Lau Centers' credibility.- Beqides, the Lau Centers will'almost

certainly push for bilingual education for underaahiring Ecglish speaking

_culturally different children, anyway. To demand this; however, is batting

A

LEAs on the head and making the OCR Remedies more difficult-to administer. ,

The same ends as originally intended can be better achieved by diplomacy.'

Third, in helping5LEAs to comply with the OCR Remedies, all the Lau

Centers ought io come up withastandardized checklisi'thati.the LEAs can use.

This checklist would be an aid and 'could serve to eshance'Lau Cenfers as
., . ... ,

positiye forces for so d education.' . .

A

. Fourth, although already mentionedin'this paper, it bught to be,

emphasized that'the OCR Remedies expand its section oft curricular options ',

(as bilingual as podsible, of course) so that the document reads, again, as.

4k.something pOsitive.

Lastly, all of the, interpretation questions raised throughout tnis paper
.

.

Should be answered and clarified. ) -

,L
° One might considerlthe,Summer 1975 OCR Remedies,as a docdment that-

. . .

field testing-. To insist that it is a peract/document is:to delude
. , .e. . .,,

,
selves. The time for xi to be more perfeCtly developed is now. Effort.

.15.,

at self-improvement ,is,a positive movement. .. ,

need
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77. +177

SAN FRAIICISC.6 UNIFITM SCHObL- DISTRICT

f.

°N.

Dear,

I am conducting 'a study of ad inisttative problems related
to the implementing of the Of ice, of the Civil` Right's "TaskFotcc Findings Specifying. ^ edies Available for Eliminating
Past Educational P;lacti es R led Unlawful Under Lau v. Ni
chols."

-

I
)

would appreciate it if y or a nowledgeable member of
your staff would ,Inswer the few estions outlined belo0.

Basically, the following need to be answered:

, HOS-AVENUE- .

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFO I 94102
Tolephone: (415) e 5659210

t0

f.

May 3, 1976.

%al*
NA.

UP.
1,47 r

AariliCalaiT A"

1. Have any LEAs had any difficulty -

. , in understanding any particular
-secti.on'of the. Remedies? If so,

_. whier.sections (-for example;
Sec. II, 1,-a)? How many times

whave these problems come up?
. ,

.2. Have any LEAs imdica, d t4 91.t cer-
tain:::Sections of the Remedies are
to9 difficult to imp ement? 'Which ,

sections? Any sections gi,fen?, - , .

. ....
. , Please mo te that in' answerine)these.questions; I need to

;know- whEit the LEAs feel', not you. Do not answer frqm yoUr
feelings unless-Ouiftake it clear that .it is your feelings,
not the'LEAs,-that piiiLare expressing. .-

.1 -would -appreciate it if.you,can havd-replies sent back to
mg 43,-.:May 20, 1976. Thank you, very much.

Sincerely

WI

John Luca
X,ad Bilingual .Proj. Head
am. 217

,7724. .
. . .,..,------- ,

. , . .. 7 2-
22 ---;----4------ ..
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.
MoniTsy, April 19, 1976 e

d

I
AT37, Bj

Austin, ter:Lsp2p Ag :."

0

HEW 'rrienio-to. c
. ;

, .. WaThintnnYe.at . ,

*WASHINGTON Tliecifealth, Education d Ware
Department, seekin; to clear up a growing educa-
tion issue, has qu'etky afti med that it is n in ndatory
for school11;stricts to pr ,. icle c.-du tions-to
childter: whoseprim aryl, , age is not Englis

The position. expressed in an internal memo b HEW's s
Office fdrCivil Bights, affect; 333 school systems with an
estimated 1.1 million students who speak little or no Eng-
lish.

- . -r 'in isunderstandazgl

at0

The Memo, sent Apia B to regional HEWofficials, is hi-
tended to "clarify" the "misunderstand.ings" by some of
the government's own rights and enforcers about esensi-
five policy paper issued last summer on thellispanic,
American; American Indian, Asian-American and other
affected children.

Many school officials have shared tt. se !,misuilder:
tandings1" particularly the belief. hat Washington

ivas requiring them to teach these stir eats history, math
or other subjects for at least severe :ears in their moth-

,.
er tongues rather than let the schools stress speclal Eng-
lish inStruction.

The confushin his grown out oflast summer's little-not-
iced HEW 4ocument known as the "Lau remedies " after
.a ,1b74 Supreme Court rug (Lau v. Nichols) involvingr.
Chiriese-speaking studen in San Frazzisco. Tne stu-
dents sought speciat ed,dation pograms to combat Ian-
guage de.f iciencies.

The Supreme Court did n reg\v San Francisco or
;

Th
. -

any other school district to st rt bilingual programs for
limited-English-speakin c ildren so they Wright receive
an equal education opportunity. Ncrspecific remedy was
sought by the students andso far the city has not started
special programs. -

Rather, in a majofitY decision tvritten by now-retire,
--Justice William. 0. Douglas, the court said, A'Teachint.

English to the students of Chinese ancestry ikone chOice.
!Giving.instrtiction tg_this group in Chinese is another,.
'There may be otherf."

But HMV's document, written by a testi:force dom.)
posed chiefly of bilingualism advocatee, used. em,,ihatic
language which made.it appear that bilinmial pro , rams
were indeed being mandated. .

4
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WA1:2EN B OWN, JR., Pres;dInt nct?u5;is'Aer

W. 'pHP i5ROWN...%;.;t. y:111'4014:4, T'utiliAtr

TERRY U. SE:IUDS, "Ex ecursyt Edi!oe
r

.7V

1_,1 ) YA 4 a ,;15- r rY-r 1 0 n pn.T
Ns-1 -g: -0) k 3 1r) ;d 4"a,4 -5 'a: 1,01

suns~ il GTON T7.9 :rears ay.o the Ski::,..-ei-:-.: Ce-2r:
haridel tic -0 2 lk-CiSt..;:: ;ft a San' r anA. isco use ii... '.: VS.

l'ich-ls) di,ic,:in-..olv..11 a Chinese-a:sea:6.1g :-.t.-,:de. 1 whc.
. as .',...ciezt !I: semc cf his colle.a..41,:es in seelzi.-Ig t. ecial
efil:c.1^^ -r-:--..--,- tO r,:t-44--Iza ,a,-;-'.o-cc...z.i

In a f:12.`,E-i:-.-- r2ing :-qcen by Eta lib-: al Jr_stice
Vii:_i3M r..7'. !...,::11::-,4. -..!,S, r.OW ret i rd, th-.: (...e.rt SSit; S.:r.E4
-:Teachiag Er.gLii: to tre itudents of Chinese ancestry

i; ..; - .:-ir.,ce. Giving i..-..itt-,:,-_tion to this ,:roup Li Chinese is
an ; "ther. There may be :::::ers.

I., stio-t, C.12 CLIt.::t .-2.; NOT reluire San Francisco Cr
c. ry ctaer .3c:col r.....7:strin: C3 !aunch biiirig,zal prop-arc's for
ci-_:::.-Iren 7-hose lczowl edge Of the Er.glish langua,ge was
liraite.d.

Z t:aat sort of a cis-cis:0a is ;neat and d.-Lalt for the
s:r.:Ial arch.:-.,..i.ts in t.:-.e. f :sclera! :;ureaucracy. 7._:__41 s;:rn-
raer, a Sisial;ii, Education, and Weifara "task force"
COT.f..-0i?.'3. mostly of aJvc.cates sof hilinglialisra i3 the
rt.:;211c se::csos, issued a s.;eeping ulase whose laaguag,e
nt,a-le it air that the ,Cnurt had mandated hiiingual
r;;G:;;;:ara:i. Ti e pr3l1PUrCernint said that school distriats
f.:.-J4 to be neglect:ag the lanT-..aga deficier.cies of
eler_-.entary school c'r.it inn "crrost imple.ment" the tag;
force's rame,lies ail Ci Vhii..11 ti tressed Wince! educa,
t..r.q. . -

Some. re ra eed es. They gave the schools the choice of a
"trartsitional period" aLned at hiving studeats learn in
En:1113h .-..fter.ses- era': xentrs, or a "multilingual rntiticul-
t:;ral-.1.:..grast di;gas.3.1 to produce students who could
-ii.-..-.f.on tl'aily in ia.:Irf.: than two klr:21.;322iS and cid-
tt.:..:s."

ihe rasolt ,--:23 p:c.s-lictabie. Nurnerous'SLI-N -enfor-
cers- toirilnel scacol csis.tricts that they had to have
b_ar.g4. proe tams. Seattle, for example, 11:u Imormed
by a regionel d;rat.tor that it was "require: to 5t.rt. a!,

..-

bEingual pregram fcr 1:n26:I:dr-ea cf.
German, S--^:0" :`,,r;11 o'hs-r ir-4t-v

1,zovf ahout boreal.ci-acies. Vibes they're I
wrong, they t.-y to nclmit it privately. "Samelytd?

De IIJustice , as' opinico a seclond, cr al:21nd, time ar.ds.ot
the po:nt. So att jot:mei memo Ivas
Office for Civil Ritits on April B. it se'A it Was :tot
niaaziatory fcr ser.col d3st cts to Pro :id ebilimp.:al educe-
tion for a- estimated Li miLion children ;:ho speali little
or no Eaglish.

Accord:a.; to an 'HEW spo%esman, the raetho was
iriter.ded to "Oat:1y" t'ae z miscritierstand:ng- by some of
the government's own civil rights Z.?.?.10'..5 about the task
force's decree. .

l'he.re was, of course, no possibility of "raisea-
derstacrlior what the :ask force commanded. Aayhody".
who could read naturally had to 2.3StIrte that WSW indeed
was recluiriag school di:it:lets to teach foreign larcgt:aga- i _

speaking ctillfiren idstorj, ma% ;Lad other subjects in
their mother ton:pi:for several years rather thence:ma- ;
Gag the schools stress special E.-.glish instructkon. , ;

ObvItusly, the b:Ur:goal zealots on t :- task force S.
thought they could get away rth a fait one. This Is a ,71
cotrurfon forn-i arrenace among "activist" liberals .1
who are conv:aced they Raow best, ar.d r.ever ;rand what
the:3w says. Cr.:light in the act by protests f :era n'autarrua
school districts, they had to bac!: down.

So liow_11:.'W has iaformv.1 the tole, whose tax
as -he :;ost of rnalEtaini:-.g z:chcoi 5, that it

was all r. ritatatte and that Cut:so-calved "bau rem e4;es''
wereinter.e:.1 as "F.a.i dein:es o tit?' th at th .ey are "nd
exclusive."

That :eta that Onitms.II, of course, liS'N'sneral
far.efics zucident:diy rii,eit mother twistae.ie, purpoie.
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BELL RESIGNS AS EDUCATION CO,NIMISSIONER U.S. Education Commissioner
Teri-el Bell resigned yesterday to become had of the Utah higher education system.
Bell, till carne to the Office of EdUcation in June, 1974, will learn $48, 800 in his new
job, compared with* 37,800 at OE. In announcing his Move, Bell noted he will "haire".
three kids in coll. ,..e" net year. President Ford has adcepted,.Beil's resignation but
no successor has been announced. .

: . - e

::- :%..i.i .-.4. . -.- . --.-;.-. --:-.- ---.Th--

OCR SAYS BILINGUAL GUIDELTSES "MISUNDERSTOOD" In trouble-over the sec -
ond of three sets of "guidelines" it sentlto school districts last suranVer, the Office for
Civil Rights- as told its regional directors and education branch ,chiefsnot -.3 forCe OCR
bilingual education "remedies" on school districts. In a,terse note, OCR Elementary an
Secondary Division director Lloyd Henderson says there ha* been some "misunderstandi
concerning the guidelines and asks regional directors to clear tile matter up with their .,

. . .

- staffs, .- . . . '.7 ' - ,
- . 1 - s. ' . -t,-; : r r.r...- ...:

."-.

Currently Seattle, Washington, school officials are threatening to sue because -EWis'
-c-tithholding any new funds from the district on the grounas of-alleged violations a_ last .

summer's guidelines. Earlier this yeafk; OCR revised and modified detailed rules on
disciPline sent to all ichool districts at about the saute time the bilingual advisory went

. . . - . .
-

out. - - - -- 4,..-' ---4-- '-,1114...61,..0:...

-'-',''. `-`..- - :- -: --,..::,. . ..

Lau Districts Affected whidh heldlh. 'Following the 1974 Lau v.-,Nichols dezpion,
school districts can't use practices that "foi-ecIose" meaningful education fo-.: non-Englis

an:Line".themselves .for compliance with Lau, The Supreme Court didn't say,
speaking youngsters,- OCR carai'up with a list of:333 schOol. districts it said shaontidldo.c"ettx»,

now Insists, Its guidelines don't say either, that. compliance has to take the .form-of bi:-::4
lingual education, lohi a strong objective of minority groups such a.s Spanish-.surnamed

. . .. . se

Americans.
a . 0, . ..t. t O. ZO .k. A,

. ' , . . J.'.. a .. ': . .V ..... . .. .., . a 3 . . 0:: ".",...li .. aa 3... ...:. ta a to . ..:1)7. i4.2::.

, .' ' . ' , .4 . ': . \ 6.- : ' - ' 1 . 1Ai11
What OCR did say, Henderson points out, is that bilingual education is one way of meets s
the.Lau reciuirement but so is "immersion" in English instruction, or tiny other techni-
que a school.disti-ict'can "substantiate." "The Lau Remedies are :uf aiddelitantricot
used by OCR Investigators in.order to determine -the acceptability

Itlystaon 1.), e

which is submitted pUrsuant to receipt of, a:letter of noncompliance. Droreover, the Lau
Reniedres are not,exolusive; however, when a district varies from the suggeste'd OCR
Remedies, a burden is placed upon Thar district to show that the Remedies submitted ii:

: .4 L
the plan will be effective curelheaviolauLons. ti

e - .:. t. . . ..; . .I.T.:
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rRol is OFFMES OF: II

AlSerto Ochoa, Director
LAU 6:.neral Assi5tance.Center
In3titute for Cultural 411ualism
Sarf Diego State UnilverSity
(714) 235 -5193

FOR I;X=.DIATE RELEASE

1
lawo E I

Fred Cobb, LAU Consultant
Office of Bilin;ival icultural Education
California State CepP.rtmeht of Education
(96) 445-2872

April 22, 1976

In response to a number of

/(-

Issues raised by recent art4cles in the

, Washington Post: the San Diego Evening Tribune, and other newspapers con-
-

cernfng the domnent "Tisk Force Findings Specifying Remedies Available

for Eliminating Past Educational ,Practices Ruled Unlawful Under LAU v-
0

NIqOLS", Alberto Ochoc, Director, LAU General Assistance Center at can

Diego State University and Fred Dobb, LAU Consultant, California_State

Department of Education have issued the following points of clarification.

'1. The Office of Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education
A

and Vel Tare J.:emorendum dated 'April 8 Ontaint no. new information.. Accord-

in to the (memo,. "The Lau Remedies are guidelines only to be used bylui

Office of Ciyil Rights investigators in order to determine the accepta-

bility of a district's'planwhich 15 submitted. pursuant to receipt-ora

letter oft non - corral ianCe" with Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and

HEW regulations pursuant to the Title. All of the leAers of non-ccmpli-
-

ance which thirty California school districts have already received con-

tain copies of the Lau Remedies and the caution that:

.:!-------------, .

.1 ? /-- 9 .Voluntary cppliance plans which set forth educatimpl

141 1//' strbtegiesco:nsi;tent with the approaches outlined in the enclosed docu-
ri,

/,..h meat and which contain the oth elements specified therein, will be

1(:=

1.1,-- ,/

--'1
s,(61 .-, accepted by AL office: Sc ool distrtcts submftting voluntary compli-

,..,' ance..plans to this office which are not consistent with the outlined'

..__ 231 z344-7
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9.

. .

aporco.chas,or wit) on:!r.requiredj,lan elements nust demnstrata affirm-

ativi,ly, at t:la tirle of submission that such plans rz,,t a mini:.-07., . , ,

;q11y fecv in ensuring equal educaticnal opportunity. Such

plansp1ns'i1tsc I i.the a Prescriptive/Diagnostic approach aid en EvPlu-

ation CoJiponent as suggested by tie Task Force Findings.

2.. Although the Lau Remedies do not mandate bilgngual.classes for

all students whose primary language is her than English, they do call

upon non-complianceschool districts to a -3- the needs of all district

stud,nts from other language backgrounds and,to provide comprehensive

instructional prograns to meet those rk _As. In certain cases depending

on stedan,t: language dominance, 'grade academic achievement, a

biltngual program is the suggested rented' and the: only educationally

.

sound way of,insuring effective participation in the instructfonal progr4m;

q.

A bilingual program includes instruction in subject matter in

the larkage the student understands best and'. oral English Tansuag ,

development as is appropriate to the langbage,preficiency, Sage,ability,

-exper,ience :of the student.

2

3. In their presentation and intexpretation-pf the Lent Remedies
a tit," 0 L,

to California school district's, the LAY Centers have
411 bo

/1÷en--44? ..a.-4;:rst4.2 points. For districts willeh, have not beei found to be

in non-compliance, the Remedies provide b,s.t.Ettle sat of criteria by
:

Olen to evaluate current services to chil44Aec from other larigu.gP,

. , .

backgrounds.

. 23ä
.
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THE FIVE -SWAY INPUT REQUISITE FOR EDtJCATIONAL PROGRAMS

BILINGUAL AND OTHERS

Maria E. Torres.



T

It is the purpose ofqhis presenter to emphasize the eed to communicate

with and involve all parties concerned in the implementati n of any educa-
a--

tional program. The era of the school superintendent being,thesole initia-

for of all instructional programs /is a thing of the plist. 'In its place, the

.five -way input requisite for the implementation of any instructional program,

bilingual or otherwise, now exists and involves: communityibbardl adminis-
,

trators;,faculty;.students; and parents.

Any of these groups can become the initiator but it takes all five ed-

successfully carry out the change. It would certainly be unwise to begin

before agreement has been reached by allparties concerned. A tolle effort,

will result in the educational experiment falling victim to community pres-

sure, teacher resistance, student apathy, or administrator exhaustion.

In exploring some of the concerns that could be expressed by adminis- j ,.10
,

...,..
.

-,/ -.,

trators contemplating bilingual education and especially the Lau Remedies /

'. ..,
./. . . ,o4.,

proposed by the OCR Task Force, One cart readily see the implications of these -/

.

issues as relatedto
c,

the parties involved. Some of these concerns could be

t

as follows:

I

1. Concerns on the IdentificationIof the Student's Primary or
Home Language

a. How is the degree of linguistic function oeability of
the Students determine?

b. How long will this assessment take?

2. Concerns on Describing Diagnostic Prescriptive Measures
0

a. Who will determine teaching styles to be'used?

b. How is the linguistic/culturally different student.
brought to the educational performance level that is '
required by the LEA and SEA?

3. Concerns on Educational Program Selection

a. Is bilingual education the alternative needed in this
school district?

a
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b. How is bilingual education different frokotheiprograme
that exist in our school system?

c. What type of bilingual program do we want?'

d. .How'culturally responsive does our program have to be?

4. -Concerns on Required and Elective Courses
4

a. How will local state standards of accreditation be
maintained?

.

b. Should the day be longer fo'i the linguistic/culturally
different student?

-

. f.
5. Concerns-on Instructional Personnel Requirements

a.. Who will teach bilingually?.

b. Where can,I get technical assistance?

-c. What other specialists and consultants will be nee*?

.6. Concerns on Racial/Ethnic IsolatIOn

a. i ow is desired ratio maintained?

.5-

b. How.do w meet the heeds of all other studentd and'
or,

still ma ntain desired raci ethnic ratio?,

7. Concerns on C mmunity Outrea

a. What acti ities can be ca ietKO diiiseminate information
to the c unity?

b. How can we involve the community, particularly parents?

8. Concerns on Evaluation

a. HoW extensive should the evaluation design be?

V
b. Who will develop the evaluation design?

c. How will pAgress be measured ?'

9. Other concerns

I-

a. We are already overcrowded, where do we holelhe bilingual'
classes?

b. Will we have to develop ourown - curriculum?

2
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Q
c. Where do we obtain materials and other instructional aids?.

d. How Much will all this cost?'
I

*
.,

i , . l
A AA a practitioner of bilingual education, the presenter will discus

possible solutions to the afaiementioned concerns. °Administrators will find

little differences between concerns for bilingual education and concerns for

other innovative educational programs. Tactics in resolving the problems

*. .

and in fulfilling the logistics of any edUCational progr'm remain basically g

D 7
the same.

A

As possible solutions are discudied, one must remember -that this

practitioner advocates a five-way input requisite.' Agreement must exist on

%

all issues by all parties involved. support, both-morally and financially!
A , R

must exist before full implementation of bilingual education can take-place.
,

Identification of the studenes primary or home language is not easily,

accomplished_without the cooperation of the student, his pafents and even
ms

his-peers., To accoNplish a realistic assessment of the linguistic ability

of,students,'all resources inustioe utilited. Staff viith he assistance of
, s -4.

a native speaker. of hot languar willproliably have to derldp asiaess-,

ment measures. Developme4of assessmant meaaureaand actual,student evalua-
. p

'/1-a,
tions could take as long as smont s depending'on apof linguistic proficiency"

.

e.
and numbers of staff involved. 'Y$6

.4?

In describing diagnostic and pres0criptive metsvea for linguistically
0-, <

different pupils, administrators will find twat this witiiitke considerable
. 13

,

.0 _J
..

time, effort, and coordination. In developing thisiteeCtibn° of the plan tg_
. ' ._,"

remedy past educational practices, adequate staffing" necessary.. Student "

. -
.

records need- to be reviewed individually. Staff must4develcip a realistic
o , A

time table to run concurently'with that of identification of, linguistic.
C

.-

proficiency. If adequate staffing does not exist, administrators must seekr,
..'

- ,

.
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,special assistance in this very important component.

A 'concern that arise* in prescriptive measures 41Ut of 'the, linguistic/ .

-... , 2

cultacaZly different student attaining 00.1kiricational pe ormance level that

is required by the LEA and the SE,. If diagnostic measles are valid, there

should be almost no difficulty in designing, prescriptive measures to attaip

performande leels set forth. It should be noted here that LEA and SEA ad-

4
ministrators must review performance levels required arid must assure that

these performance levels are realistig. one might ask "Does this mean

watering down the curriculum?" Ahd the answercould be "Fa, but you can
0

certainly watch the overflow ".

:

In selecting the alternative to meet the needs of specs 1 populations,

administrators need only4look at local achievement testing data in order to

understand that E.S.L. and English immersion programs are not recommended
.111*

alternatives. Research on.the failure of these practices to' meet the needs *

of special populations is prolific. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights alone
/.

has published six reports known is the Mexican)American Educational Series

w i h presents the staggering data to justify change. One need only to

-att nd a bilingual conference and listen to testimonial after testimonial

on the need foeelternatives. Because of the
ft

bilingual education, many administrators have

tation of bilingual education in their system.

pedagogical soundness-of

woiked tows' the implemen-

Some programs'have flourished,

others have failed. Failure, as the practitioner sees it,,happens only when
0

P

tokenism is the top priority in these programs.

While bilingual eduCation is diffeTt in philosophy because of its

great importance in the development of the self *image of a child, it iihno

different-from any other'approach in its implementation. A good willing

administrator possessing the-right managerial skills will have no problems
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in formulating the strategy to implement all components of a bilingual

prouam.

The type of program and the degree of cultural responsiveness that

the program should, have must again involve all parties. There must be dbme

compromises. "One step at a time and t t done well is the only sure way to

succeed and excel." Many bilingual education programs under ESEA Title VII,

which initially were transitional became maintenance programs dice to the

Missouri philosophy of seeing is believing. Maintaining traditional standards

and accreditation can ometimes overwhelm curriculum directors. Planning

closely with principals, faculty, counselors and all,other partiesconcerned
9

can solve the problems of required courses and electives. A native speaker

of the primary language should be represented at all plan9ing sessions.

Duplication of effort should be eliminated in scheduling classes in

middle or secondary schools. Block scheduling should be strongly considered.

The day for participants in bilingual e cation shbuld not be_anot er than

for any othserstudent. , o

Staffing is a problem even when school districtg-have all bilingual ,

personnel., So one can well imagine the prof ems faced with inadequate staff.

. .

A good staff development component is a must. School districts must begin

with what. is available and make. plans for future addition of needed staff.

1

Team teaching, .cooperative teaching, etc., can all be utilized. The presenter.
4 P

has fo5nd that a good professional teacher:even if resisting, is more effective

than a fair,willing one.

There must at least be an administrative staff of four persons: a
%

director, a curriculum media specialist, an internal evalu4tor,.and a

community liaiston. An educational auditor who will report to the school

board would confirm the findings of the project. Existijg ratios of student/

teacher cafi still be maintain

1
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There are various meth ds used to maintain class om racial/ethnic

, ratios prevalent.in the comm

This can be done by staff and

advisory board members can be esent at the 4istribution. On wi l find

that a fair equitable way of d ibution draws little cri 91O s

. One way is eVenly distribute pupils.

faculty in .the summer; montks. Community

Community Outreach'Programs.have been very successfully imple ented.

Some school districts use community members for instructional purpos , to

help in evaluation, to speak to students, et. he possibilities ara

limite . 'One word of caution: Community particippatiis need as much orie ta-

4on an staff development activities as the professionaf.staff does.

Q
The el4hation design should be ae\comprehensive as possible. Once theN,

needs ass
\

srentii.n.all components -- instructional, curriculum/materials

staff development,- community involVement andprogram Managementacquisitio

r41414 --.has b en carried out, realistic long range goals and short term objectivea

should b veloped-in the same five.comiSonents. The evaluation design should
1

also provide for on-going monitoring and educational driaiting. r4 1

1 \,
.

The deve onment of the evaluation design is tim consuming and in need

of ad quate stf for coordination purposes. Input from all parties con-

cerned will faci"ktate the process and willproduce an valuation design
..

_ s

that is in agreemeox with the concerned groups. Staff 't provide the-/
\.

,

leadership.

)Physical facilities will only be needed if younger children are involved,

such as three or four\ear olds: Adequate saheduUng should solve any facility
ir

;

\ _ -problem. *

-----
-,. \

,

... .

Curriculut and materials for bilingual education projects have bee/ in\

the developmentl stages Since 1963.. geT:Cators planning bilingual education
. . .

, 4

especially inetbe lower elementary grades will find that Some materigI-is
.

c
,

, t
Alt ,

1". Ai
, ,

i' . . ,

.
A r- -N \
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available., If not available, this practitioner can find no better way to

utilize the talents of the professAonal staff and involve them in an
4

exciting project.

Regarding cost, it has been estimated tbat giiingual education where

small numbers of.special populations live will cost about 1,500 a year per

Child above what ii normally expended. Cost per child is lesa_ in schoql

districts where special p4pulations livelin greater numbers. Administrators

worrying about the budget pnly have to look back at the introduction of the

modern mathematics approaCh, the impleme tation of'SRA and other reading

programs, spell education, etc. They Will confirm that innovative programs dor

.ee

dare expensive.

Knowing that innovative Projects are expesive will by no means produce

re,revenuejnaeded to carry out the project. Administrators must look at

/several sources: local, st4iiand federaf* The e must lie effort by all three.

To depend entirely on federal funds will ca se utter dependence on funding.-

and chaos it_not fulided.

4111'

In conclusion, this

Alternatives must

practitioner would

be explored.
9

like to islthltify herself as

, .

bilingual education advocate and to express her opinion that in order for

bilingual education to succeed the right people will hakre to nourish its.

tfi

e
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PANEL V: EXcerpts from Discussants' Remarks'
.,. _

DR. CARDENAS: I have great difficulty in dealing 171th Dr. Liun's pape
.

, because hd isn't here-and I'm sure that if he 'were here he could add.much
.

.
.

to what he has to'aay
' -....e

haVe 'great-difficUltN differentiating between his
. .

.

positions an d-the` pAitions. of the information that was submitted to him.

.00

r

I also do not_have an analysis 'of the samplie of infoimation that was submitted

to him. I do not know; for-exakple, whether he askdid the question where is

Lau being implemented well and how is .that being done". .

.
. / - . .

',agree with Dr. Lum tt. there is a lack of understanding of the Liu

Remedies.' I'think more importantly,' however, 'the comments that he has pre-
%

sented reflecta lack of openness to understand the Remedies..: When someone

)loesn't want to" do anything shout a situation he- -will loOic--for-ey_ryv con- 4.

ceivable way"

Di. Lum consistently.states that a student whois now an... English

speaker is not of concern-to thd LaU aeciaion (even if.he -is) a poor. English

speakei.` The Lau aemediea Are concerned with children who may be of limited
. --

English=ipeaking ability because they have been part of an environment in
, .

,
......

which they have brought to school 4R2therlingusge and hopefully by extension

.

another culture. 'We know that in the state .of; Texas any student, above third

grade can probably pass an (6giish) proficiency test, Yet he may have
*.m

--- .

.

suffefed and mdy Be'continuing to suffer educational damage becaUse of the'
.-.

t
,...., . .

. ,.

fact that he did not speak:the language when he came to school, and the
.

educational response he enrdbuttered was inappropriate. _4911' we are talking

about protecting a class ofchildren throughout their educational-program.

I thtnk we would be making a:big mistake if "e *(focused only on the language
/

the student speaks. ndw...'
.

.41I think the Lau Remedies are saying tolichOol distiidt put-yourself
. -.-

0

together, take the research'and the knoWledgezthat is available and come up
,

.

rc-i-'
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with a strategy that mikes sense given your present a rojected

resources... \
I disagree that there is a demand for bilingual education for English-

speaking or bilingual students when th y are underachieving. The Lau

Remedies jpecificany state that und achieving bilingual children may have

one of three options that,dre prescribed for limited English-speaking students.

The function of the Lau Center is to provide technical assistanc that

\.
will allow the schoordistridt to embark upon;the

identification and implementation ptrategies that

pl/ance: I would not pretend to go into a thc2501,

iqith,a preconceived set of recommendations.

problem solving, resource
$

will bring it into com-

district with a dhecklist,

. -

'MR. ANDRADE: It's delightful f l owi g these charming. people because

they isaid what I had intended to say.

a

PANErl.fr Synopsis of Floor Discussion
los

Reseatch suggests that Epl, is unsuccessful as an only program component

because language taught as a'language is much, less effective than language,

taught as a, medium of instruction.

v.__ Bilingual Education programs should not cost significantly tore than

minimally go'od monolingual programs.

School districts do encounter frustration even,when they .46 sincerely.

trying to implement the Lau Remedies.
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PANEL VI: Introductory Statement

Panel VI addressed topic ler (see page 4).:ThiPrinciial,Investigator
4

was Dry Edward de Avila. His, paper was entitled "A Few Thoughts About

Language Assessment: 'The Lau Decision Reconsidered."Serving,as Discussants

were Dr. Josue Gonzalez, DirectOr of the Lau GeneralAssistance Center --

Chicago (IL), and Dr. William Milan, Director of the Bilingual General

Assistance Center, Teachers College, Columbia University, Niw-York. The

panel was presided over by Dr. Frank Trujillo, member of the Lab Project

Advisory Board. Dr. de Avila's paper is reproduced on the following pages;

.

4

4

0
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A FEW THOUGHTS ABOUT LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT::
'THE LAU DECISION RECONSIDERED

Edward A. DeAvila 'land Sharon E. Duncan

Oakland, Califor4a
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4 5

The opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States in the class suit

Lill vs. Nichols was delivered January 21,
r1974, but its-mandate with respect

, .
.

.-,,

to providing nA<English-speaking children in, his country a "meaningful

opportunity to participate in the public educational program" is not yet

close to being met. In this paper we will review the outcome of the Lau

decision and the subsequegteand inevitable questions of language assessment

which havelleen raised at bdth the national and district-levels. We will

then discuss 46 currently available language tests in terms of some commonly
4

5

accepted notions about the'structure of language and the general question of

language acquisition in-relation to deV'elopment. Finally, we will consider

that the problem identified by the Lau decision may be a much broader one
4P

which can only be solved through the simultaneous consideration of linguistic,

developmental and socio-cultup factors.

The problem raised in the action is a matter of language instruction

-- specifically, the failure-;;of a school system" ...tolovide English lan-

guage instruction to approximately 1,800 students... who do not speak
0

English..." Thid failure violates section 601 of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, which bans discrimination based on race., color or national origin in.k

programs receiving federal financial assistance.

Al°
Almost immediately 'after the Lau rulipg,.the Office of Civil Rights'

(OCR) required all districts receivinifederal funds to conduct a "language

Sufvey" to identify those children whose home language was other than English.
4aP

-When OCR folloffed up the Lau decision with this survey and compiled a list

of 333 school districts which were "out of compliance" with the Lau decision,

and subsequently prepared a set of guidelines to be followed by these school

districts, the issue of language became both a socio-political and legal issue

for..,the entire country. At the very heart of this issue, lay the strong
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implication that school districts found to be out of compliance with the

Lau decision would run the risk of forfeiting federal assistance for special

programs. Insofar as this meant a possible loss of revenue school districts

could ill afford to lose, district officials sought guidance from OCR. ,

4
The upshot of all this was that OCR, in an effort to assist school

districts, prepared a set of recommendations which have come to be known as

the Lau Remedies: The recommendations in the Lau Remedies are meant to help,

'school districts from running afoul with the law. As such, questions

pertaining to assessment, linguistic development, classroom placement, pro-

gram design, and so on, which were normally under the purview of the educe-
,

7"
tars, psychologists, linguists and other social scientistt became the default

responsibility of OCR officials. And, in'the absence of"good.hard empirical

evidence" OCR officials were called upon to set up recommenddtions to Provide

ready-made and practical solutions to some of the knottiest ihWlectual

problems which have for years beset practitioner and researcher alike:

Since the basic issue in the Lau decision was the fact that the

appToximately 1,800 children involved in the case did not speak 5nglish, the

question of language assessment

In fact, it would seem that the

basis of the Lau Remedies since

became a focal point in the Lau Remedies.

of the linguistic make-up bf the

to examine the issue of language

tion of this issue reveals a far

issue of'languagassessment formed the very

all else seems to follow from a determination

schools. In the following, we would like

assessment. As will be seen, an examine-

more complicated picture than originally

understood. Unfortunately, this is a picture which is characterizedby

paradoxes, dilemmas and any number of unresolved social and political issues

which are not as amenable to change ap we might think. In fact, it may turn

out as we believe that language per se is not the problem, but rather a

246 2522
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unique combination of attitudes toward language, ethnicity, selfsne

society.

As a means for helping distrItts determine whether or not,ey had a

civic rights problei, OCR, in the absence of a research bas), developed a
A

five-level system fbr categorizing school childrqn's language patterns:

A. Monolingdal speaker of the language other than English
(speak the language other than English exclusively).

B. Predominantly speaks the language other than English
(speaks mostly the language other than English, but
speaks some English).

C. Bilingual (speaks both-the language other than English
and English with equal ease).

s.

D. Predominantly'speaks English (speaks moatiy. English,
but scme of the language other than English).

E. Monolingual speaker.. of'English (speaks. English exclusively).

sp

(Lau Remedies, 1975, p. ),

With the possible exceptiOns of the two extreme levels (i.e., A and E)

one is immediately struck.by the loose manner in which these levels are

defined and that as such, they bear no resemblance to the "operational

definitions" found in the sciences'which require that d initions'be given

in terms of concrete operations, su as scores on testes; numbers of items

% passed and so 'on. What this means, unfortunately, from thepoint of view'of
r^;e

r-"E-FgeiRge is that there is no clear way of deciding how these categories
i/

apply to actual behayior, whether it be in the school, or in any other lin-

kuistic context. One is also left wondering if the partitions provided in

, this system bear any resemblance to the qualitatitie/quantitative staged'

found in second language acquisition. .In which case, it may be that .what we

are referring to as a language deficit is simply the natural expression of

the'different levels or stages of second language acquisition.
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From the measurement-point of view, as it will be seen, the five level
\

system set up by the Lad Task Force lacked either theoretical or empirical

basis and,,in that sense, was totally dictated by the practical need fors

having some system which Made sense and could serve as-a-general guideline.

The major difficulty lies not so Ach in the fact that the system was arbitrary
0

but that,its relation to either theory or explicit measurement procedures

was unstated. In this:very realway, school diFericts were left to their

own devices. As\ill be seen from the following analysis, school districts

have been-hard put to find much in the way of meaningful solutions. Conversely,

not wanting to place itself in the position of advocacy, OCR has found it

equal4 difficult to offer very concrete recommendations beyond those dealing

with the legal aspects of the court's ruling.
ea.

It is fortunate that the Federal Government, has, within the past year,

funded a series of Lau Centers whose responsibility is to assist schools

found o be "out of compliance" It will become the responsibility of the

professionals working in these centers to provide the leadership in working

1
through.and clarifying some'of the above-mentioned issues. Insofar asthese

centers are only now getting settled; the present discussion willnot in- .

ti

clude their various approaches to the different aspects of the problem:

or a more detailed discussion on some of the directions being suggested

by one c nter on the question of language assessment, the reader is encouraged

to review, mities'imciFernandez(1976),Byttlesametoken,
, the reader

interested i a more deiailed discussion of specific problems and recommends-

tions with r

referred t

limited to a.

peceto the testing of children from Spanish-speaking homes is

eAvila and Havassy (1974), as the present discussion will be

more general coverage-Of the issues as they pertain to language

assessment and the Lau Remedies.
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The fundamental issue underlying the Lau decision lies in the fact that

there are significant numbers of children wbO are being denied an equal edu-

cationalopportunity by virtue of the fact that they may or may not have the

English language skills necessary for full participation in the current educe-

tional system. It is, therefore, the responsibility.of the educational

leadership to find wayi to assist these children so they can more readily

participate. As matters currently stand in the United States, they are not

going to participate if they are not proficient in English.

On the surface, the problem would seem simple enough. If wh tis

needed is simply providing English language skills, as many seem o believe,

then the solution is simply ih-deciding which children are in need and
-

assigning them to special remedial classes. However, the problem is far

more complex.

Let us begin by conei Ing the problem of testing and by,asking a

number of questions, indepetdent of Lau, about. testing: Are there available

instruments? Are these instruments compatible with the backgrounds of the

.children? Were they conceived according to the phonemic/lexical/syntact9

patterns of the language they are assessing or are they simply translations #

of an English test? Do they provide the kind of info tion-thatwill assist

a

the learner or do they. imply fulfill legal requirements. 1 Do they provide

results which are c sistent across different linguistic ontexts (i.e.'; does

the child speak the ame way in all situations)? Do they stand up Psycho-
,

metrically? Do they test all of the various aspects of language? Does tho
.

az

procedufe for coring and-interpreting the test cohsi*r the podtible in-

fluence of<levelopmentallactors on language acquisition? Do they provide

comparable results across tests? Do they provide results which simultaneously

. / meet legal and educational requirements? Lastly, are there specific programs

41.
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a

matched for each of the five language levels, and if so, do these programs

carry equal status with other programs, or are they simply the old programs

- redesigned for the "culturally disadvantaged" in a new form? Let us consi-

der some of these questions. As will be seen, we Wave no specific set of

answers. We do, however, have a sreat many questions.

From the point of view Lau the only defensible reason fbi teiting. -`

is to determine which child en do or do not have the requisite skills to

allow them to participate in e current educational systems, i.e., are they-
sufficiently proficient in the English language to participate-in the "ma

\,

stream" monolingual setting. With this attitude many have interpreted the

problem as one Of simply determining whether or not -a child is "dominant" in

English. \The unfortunate part here is that while a test of languase"dominince"

may be a. convenient way to satisfy the legal aspects of the Lau decision, it

tells nothing about specific needs of an individual child. 'Icsiudent.who

scores in the 79 percentile in English and the 65 percentile in Spanish is

easily classified as "English dominant." The real truth As that that child

may have problems in both languages. Or whatabOut a student who scores in

-Q

the 65 percentile in both languages? According to the Lau categories, he or
.a

.
(

she would be classified as a irerfect bilingual ("...speaki...toth the language .

.

. .

other than English and English with equal ease.").

The real problem here is that the concept of "dominance" is ill-defined

as the Lau categories. Moreover,. how does the conceptof dominance clarify

the relatign betWeen the child's, linguistic development and school achieve=

went in such a way that wecan actually do something about it? Another way
1

of asking this question is by asking whether or riot "dominatce" in and of

itself determines either what is learned or what can be learned.,
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Almost immediately after receiving the Lau Remedies, school administrators

asked foi help in deciding which test to use. The immediate answer was tl?at,

they should use the valid one. But which one is valid? Inasmuch at; the OCR

Remedies specifically state that the intent behind the district's assessment

"of li$guistic ability is.."...to place the student(s) in one of the following

categories by language," then it is the Lau decision that has served as

e.rion-val-idation_.and-the-instruments a district uses are valid if they can

place students into the five levels or categories set out in the OCR Remedies.

- What this has meant is that to a large extent; the normal pro ass of

,,,,..research has been suspended as'a result of the need, for a practical action.

1

Furthermore, this has placed 'OCR persanel in the precarious position f

having to make judgements about aniristrumentis technical properties without

the benefit of research or 4 backgfound in the field. Howevei, problems

associated with.issues of.wedictive, concurrent, and other indices of

validity and reliability are technical in nature and not particUlarly within

the scope of th-t discussion. The key point of the'present discussion is that

these are technical issues associated with attempt's to deal with the question

of whether or not a test really .measures what it purports toin a reliable
fe;

way. And, with few exceptions, these issues havfbeen subordinated by prac-

tical necessity. Therefore, for the moment let us leave the more technical

issues of psychometrics 'aside and briefly .considerithe question of, what to

measure.

Based,ori the project Best (1974, 1975) descriptive bibliography of.

instruments available for use, in-the assessment of bilingual programs and
O

from-data compiled by the Texas Education Agency (1975) on oral language

assestnt instruments, as' wellasour own examination of available inatru---

manta, we have completed a preliminary analysis of 46 currently available

.1"

4k

I
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language assessment instruments: twenty of these instruments are classified

as "language dominance '.' tests; thirty can be classified as "language profi-
4

ciency" tests and eight instruments measure both "dominance" and "proficiency."

Further findings will be discussed below withi the-vontext--of-th ucture

.oflanguage. A list c4 the tests which we ,examined is provided in Appendix "A"..

It is a eneyally accepted notion that ltilguage-coliSists-of-four primary

subsystems: the phonemic system (the basic sounds Of the language), the

referential system (the "words" of the language), the syntactica l system

(the 'rules for making meaningful sentences), and the prumati6 System ('the

use of langUage to obtain- specific goals).

The foundation of any language is its phonemic system. It is from this

small set of basic sounds that all m eaningful words of the language are con-
4

structed. For this reason if the student cannot hear the differdfice between
r

these basic sounds (decode thein) then he/she will not be aple to understand

words constructed from them in daily and instructional conversations. On

the Other hand, if the.stUdent cannot pronounce the sounds (encode them)

t
then others will have diffiCulties in understanding his/her communications

It is these phOnemes and the variants or allophones, which present the most

ifficulties to the student moving from one languageto anothet. In addi-

--N...i
..

,

tion there is Increasing evidence that familiarity with the phonemi ystem

is a very impottdnt aspect of learning to read and write. (C. Chomsky, 1970;

N. Chomsky, 1970; Read, 1971)..

Of the 46 language assessment instrum

1:

s we examined, only four

included a measure of phoneme production; o these, three were tests of

S;Inish profic iency, one was a test of English proficiency. We found no

ins nt desqr-ibedlas a test f language dominance which included a mea-

sure of phoneme-production.
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.--Thcre,were, however, six tests whierxneried auditor discrimination.
'.\

Four were tests of lehguage proficienc}, and three,assessed both proficilecy

and dominance.

4--
.

Itsis-44.feelini that the purpose fo including auditOiy discrimination
.

\

and phoneme productioeltems in an assessment, is iof language s n order to
. ,

p,
.

determine i sf the ubject has'a problem with a 'significant aspect of language,

-"I, i.e., does'e or she have a communication problem and thus a reed for help.

Whether a child pronpunces the initial7"e of the American English -word

"party" as.aneitirated or.:as an unaspirated'stop there probably won't be
1.

an)"lack of communication.

guish betWeen "sheep" `and

On the other hand, if-the child cannot distin-
,

"chirap" or "yellow" and "jell*" in ,either ceding

or en there will likely be a breakdown in Communication and/or an

-occasiotefor ridicule, as in the case of a visiting foreign sttdent who
.

announced,'"When I go out to dinner, I always, wash the hostess." Thus it
1

would seem that a measure of auditory discrimination or production should

target" language,.include the significantSounds in ,the,

The referential
/1
system (lexical), the'next level of language, consists

41
of the meaningfUI-units-construeted from ehe basic phonemes. It is this

,
.

level of "words" (Lexical items or morphemes) which ultimately determines

th meaning of pny sentence (Langacker, 1967).° In addition, it appear! that

a knowledge of ayeast some lexical.items are extremely important if not

absolutely necessary for acquiring syntax .of thy corresponding Iangishe

(Moeser Bregm a , 1972; Moeser &,01son,-1974). Unfortunately, in-assessing
:

the repertoire o 6ferential units, substantial_extralinguistic factors

are encountered,
. .. ,

N
articularly the siudent's*leyel of 'education and Operience.

%
A

If the-level of-education is high and the environment offerddiverse ex,7,

.periences.the student will learn'a wide range ofwords. For the restricted



student the opportunity for word acquisition is considerably less. It is

for this reason that most vocabulary tests correlate very highly with I.Q.

. scores (Irwin, 1960) and socio conomic class (e.g., Osser, Wang & Zald, 1969).!(/
. .

.

.

. .

In-..other articles De Avila and
/

Havassy (1974) have argued against the use of

vocabulary'tehts in an attempt tOi assess,the intellectual develqpment of chil-

dren from non-English-speaking backgrounds.

Forty-three of the 46 tests included in our analysis claimed tb measure .

various levels of lexical ability: the ability to respond to isolated words.

,Twenty-one of these
.

tests assessed aural lexical comprehension; 16' measured'

oral lexical production; and six included a measure of written lexichl

comprehension (i.e., reading)."

It is quite true, as Miller (1965) emphasizes, that asentence is not

"a linear sum of the significance. of the words that compriie It is

also true that words in isolation may have different meanings. However, the

°_fac,that a student has problems With American English lexical items is an

_.-----

indication of a weakness Which may contribUte to difficulty in the mainstream
- ').-----'

setting. Either thestudlif hatt_bad-lAptleor no experience in the language.
-1', . . -

Ili either :case, from the point if' view of what we can infer from he Lau

decision, the.tudent has a language need or deficit Mlich 'may limit "the,

opportunity to .participate..."4

Thethird level of Janguage is the syntactical system (the i-ules for

combinini,worsIs into wmeaningful sentence) Syntax is essential for the

'; understanding of the lhnguage becaps the relationship between wd'rds provides

, .

a major contribution to the meaning of

example, while the sentence "The cat cha

11111,11unications in that lan gua ge. For

es the rat" has the same words as'
. -

the sentence "The rat chases the cat", they have very different meanings.

The meaning Tf sentedwalho depeids on how words are grodped. As in
-
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4

°Miller's (1965) excellent lample, the sentence,-"They are hunti/r11;:*

may have two distinct meadings depending on whether we group "are hunting" '.

or "hunting doge." )

The usual method of assessing lingUistic ability (and' specifically,
.

," ,...,

syntacti al ability) is through the analidisof the subject's linguistiC

"/.
.

production. It shoUld be noted that there are a number of problems inherent

it using this method to aikseas syntax.

i. ThermeanPngs of the lebultd are difficult to interpret
because they '-do not distigguish betWeen what the sub-
jed-can 4o and what'it does dot (McNeill, 1970) ;' A

2. Sulostantial effects due Ito socioe7amic class have
,ben obsegved (Moore, 1971);

3. jnteractions betUeen situation and Subcultural
\groups are often found (Brukman, 1973);

4. t is very difficult to know the exact input the child
responding to; .'

5.z The interpretation of the rests must take into 4
account the age of the Subject; and

. .

6. Variations in 'syntax do not' mean communication is's"
necessarily lost. , \

0
Thirty-four of the tests we examined included items assessing oral
A

-syntax comprehension and 32 measured_oral -syntax production: Thirteen

measured written syntax comprehension (i.e., reading), and nine included
,

t

written syntax production.

.

In an effort to isolate those tes- which most completely' covered the

fourcomunents'of syntactical ability ---listening, speaking-,reading and
1

writing -- WefoundfIve-dntr ents Which measured both aural syntax com-

prehension; and oral propiuttion aswell as written syntax cottpiehension and

production.' Of tiles five, two were proficiency, tests for high school and

,adult students of/lahwages other than English and three Were Spanish and
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English "language dominance" tests-covering grades K to 12, Pre.( to 6,and

K to 12 rAspectively.

The fourth subsystem of language is a person's ability to use the

language for his/her own opds (pra tics)/ Examples of pragmatic use of

o

language'intlude a student's abi ty to carry out relevant tasks .requiring

k

language such as playing with peers, shopping at the store, reading a news-,

paper, asking directions' from a policeman or writing a letterto a friend.

rom our brief review it, would appear, that this 'has gig;77tly been
tsrr

verlooked in both research and application. Only nine of.the 46 tests we

d included, items which could be classified as pragmatic: Theseana

usually took the form of an oral interview with the subject who was directly

questioned regardinghie/her language habits. All but one of these °eight

-testA were classified as tests of "language dominance." ,

As a final comment it is of some significance to note that while -the

Lau Remedies encourage the use of prescriptive techniques, only one of the

46 tests we examined contained any concrete suggestions as to specifiC

activities or exercises to remediate any of the problems identified.

jnraddition,-De Avila (1976) has argued that the testing of d.chad

represents a social interaction betweenthree potentially diitinct cultures

as reflected by tbe'test administrator, the test itself and the child. In

thOse cases' whefe these cultures fail to match results are bound to be
Q

,

twrious.-Along the same it is important to bear in mind -that the
,

, .

test- gituaticia provides a rather limited sample'of behavior requiring the

subject's fullacomprehension of the "demand characters" of the test. Thds,

4

for example, the child who, for whatever ceason, prodes terse or itery short
) 7

responses to ope ended questions will be penalized by virtue of the low

%

frequency of lingu stic markers. -While, on the-other-hand, a child whO
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offers thelonger response, haseche advantage insofar as the probability of

a given marker results from the joint function of the child's linguistic and

conceptual development in conjunction with the length of the response. In

virtually no cases, did we find a test which took all of these factori into

account, either .through pretraining or other' procedures. Given the com-

plexity of the problem, it is probably doubtful hitt one could.

Given the myriad of both practical and theoretical problems associated

with the testing ofor what would appear to be millions of children, one might

wonder wit would be more appropriate to test the linguistic competency of

/
the teachers; thus turning the question addressed by the Lau decision around

and considering whether the institutions are

tional services in-a way which is compatible

in a position to provide educa-

with the linguistic background

of the children.

In summary our review seems to show that different tests seem to
f

measure differe t things. And no single test seems to measure all of the

various aspects thought to be important. How well they do measure what,

they claim to is s ill,another(question. It would be foolhardy.to attempt

,to review'the multitudinous fashions in which authors have attempted to

validate theiDworks.' There seems to be no consistent pattern. Mereover,

since,to our knowledge,noneof these instruments Was specifically designed

to meet Lau requirements, it,would be equally foolhardy, to discuss whopther°

or of they were validated agaihst the five'level category system. In

closing, theif, let us consider, a few issues in the more general'sense.
\

,
,---

If the queStion involved in the-Lau decision is actually one of language

instruction, then there are three alternatives: 1) ESL; 2) immersion in

Engliih; or 3) native language immersion)combined with ESL.
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I most ESL programs, the child.ispulled out of the regular classroom

for a short period of time and given instruction in Englishlanguage arts,

then returned to the classroom where he/he does not o rehend and cannotI%
respond for the rest of the day. This eaves the child side of "parti-

:'

cipating" in a full educational experience'. By the same token, it means

that thifchild's linguistic experience (i.e., ESL class trme) is outside of

. , .

the normal educational context. That is, as the child-learns English she/

he is falling further and further behind.in all of the other subject areas.

In our review of Rome studies of attempts to teach language to children

findings indicate they have had limited success. _fact, one of the ele-\\

,,,__"nts of the ereiter-Englemano (1966) preschool program is the teaching of

the concept/ of .the negative statement such as "this is not paper." Cazden

(1972) cites the work of'one ofher students (Schrager) who 4.ttidied Children's

use of negative statements exclusive of a language-lesson which set out

teach the correct syntactical constructio* Schrager (1971) found ,350 exam-

ples (out of a total of 396) of negatives which did not necessarily fit the

intended structure of the lariguage lesson.

To this we might add that Cazden'(1971) reVieWls.4 a number of,studies

which attempted to determine the extent to which- linguistic coding ability

(i.e., eabiiity to use symbols outside of thkxl.earned situation) could be

.

assisted through intervention. From her review;eCaiden concluded .first,
.

in the acquisition of language ?se as distinctfrom language structure, the

child is aided by what he is encouraged to say, not What he simply hears.
0

Second, adults seem to be essential for suchencouragement. Finally, there
.

is a danger thht specified training'will produce too .specific learning."

-
According to- Cazden (1972).,t4e.above-limitations to the structured

acquisition of language Are summarized in two paradoxes.. First, while
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parents present no formally structured approach to language instruction all

children seem to learn it as well as to generalize it to novel situations,

and second, whereas all children seem to readily acquire their natural lan--

.guageunderwidelyvarying circumstances, attempts to provide direct language

instruction inevitably leads to limited improvement over fairly short periods
ti

of time. To this end Edmonds (1976) has recently.argled that a full under-.

standing of language acquisition will not emerge until the process,is viewed

within a larger developmental framework.

emondis argument has received strong support from two independent

sources. First, Tremaine(1975) has examined "syntax as an instance of

operational intelligenCe" defined in the Piagetian sense:

The results strongly suggested that when children learning
a:second language reach the stage of concrete operations,
comprehension of the syntax of both their native and their
second /anguage improves greatly. In sixty-two out of
sixty -five independent analyses of variance for the

-Operational factor,it was found thatchildren classified,
as operational performed signifitantly better in both
languages than children-classiiied as non-operational.
(1974,-p. 48)

What this means4s that solutions which,focus on 'English language deficits

will be of limited*success as long as developmentaVfactors are not taken into

0 e,
account.

Second, De Avila et-al (1976) has shown that the performance of over

,

6,000 Mexican American children on a wide variety .of Piagetian tasks is

fund=htally.the same as.their Anglii counterparts when'finguistic and socio-..

,Fultural factoxs are controlled. OD the-other"hand, wblile theconceptual

developmeit of Mexican -American children seems lo be eqUal to that of Amglo,

Children there are distinct differences in school-related achievement. These

differences, De Avila (1974) has argued, are due to linguistic and socio-
,
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cultural .uses inherent in most of the currently used educational approaches.

As such, lie Avila, like Tremaine and others, has recommended an integration

of linguis c and developmental approaches and the development .of programs

which match lin c and developmental assessment which result in specific.

classroom recommendations

Given these bases and they data, ESL as'a solution to the Lau dilemma

would seem less and less a vi -. :le alternatfte. In fact, the recommendation

of the Center for Applied Linguist' that an ESL program alone was inade-

quate for teaching linguistically diff rent elementary school children has

been "nationally adopted in the OCR idelines for Lau decision compliance

(Troike, 1976).

Complete immersion in English is certainly a viable alternative and one

which should have the effect of "preparing the child for-pticipation in the

educational process. Basically this is what we find in the schools today

immigrantsand there are anytnumber df inunigrants frOm Europe and other places thtough-

out the world, who will speak for'this sink-or-swim technique. With respect

to the Chicano, Latin American or anY:citild living in a highly ethnically

homogeneous neighborhood, the technique has little chancelor.success. The

primary reason is that th4 children are simply rot afforded language models

outside of the schools which are really any different from themselves. In

other words, these is little motivation for speaking'standard English out,-

, .

side" of the schools. Rurther,' why even try- whdnAhere is little in.theway
4r/

of pipi.tive reinforceient for trying. And anything less tluit perfect is

- labeled as "pocho," deficit or substandard.

'Paradoxically, it is also,of some value to note that this method Nis;.

had the,greatest quccess of any of the attempts to "p ?omote bilingualist (see

, Cohen, 1975;' Lambert & Peal, 1972). The bitter irony, however, is that it

,

>,
at
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doesn't seem to work in the absence of equal status for both-langnages., In
4

othet words, Chicano children are simply not going to Want to learn standard

English as long as their own language (sub-standard though-it may be) is held

as an object of scorn and ridicule.

Potentially the third alternative is most unique andenriching. This

approach offers full time instruction (entire curriculum) in the child's

native language with simultaneous instructiowin English as asecond language

in the same way that for quite a few years American students in some school

districts have been receiving instruction fn English with simultaneous in-

struction in French or in Spanish as a second language. Through this approac

there is no longer any prdblem with gettihg the linguistically different

child to a level at which he or she can participate; any child of school age

is already there in his/her native-language. The results of this kind of

program afe multiple.

7
'ra linguistically different child becomes a genuine bilingual.' The.

.

,

Nhnative language is maintained and at the same time.the school instruction

and the dominant English language Of the environment ensure that he/she be-
,

b

cotes proficient in English. In addition, a total second la wage education
.

0
i '

-- whether it be Spanish qt Chinese -- could be made available t the

. _American English-speaking child,with the concurrent advantages in attitude

and intelligence, and,at no extra cost to the school ldistrict.

0
,

nal and organizational structure of the- schools, this is true. However, a
, .

deeper assumption implicit in these approachet is that unless the chi d %.
. ,

I to'

e

0
o

'e :j
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The assumption underlying the Lau decision, and for that matter any

programs aimed at the remediation of an English 14ngutge deficit, is that

children fram.hames'where English is not the first language will fail,in

the schools as long as, they don't learn English. Given the present



learns English she/he cannot learn. This is simply not true. It haewthe

net effect of shifting the burden from the adult educator to the child who

can do little or nothing.

c.t

If we were to tutn the question around and forget looking at language

as an end in itself and look at what can be learned throqigh promoting

bilingualism, an entirely different picture emerges., Recent workdrawnl_from

a variety of 'sources would suggest that the benefit of bilingualism would

far exceed any short term educational (or linguistic) deficits.

byIn by far'the most rigorously controlled series of experiments on the

relationship between language, intellectual deyelopment and school related

achievement, Peal and Lambert (1962) matched monolingual and bilingual groups

to show that:

The pictuie, that emerges of the French/English bilingual
in Montreal is that of.a youngster whose wider experiences

'in two cultures have,given him advantages which a monolin-
gual does not. enjoy. Intellectually his experience with
two language systems seems to have left him with,a mental
flexibility, a superiority in concept formation, and a
more diversified,set of mental abilities, in the sense
that the patterns of abilities developed by bilinguals
were more heterogeneous...In contrast, the monolingual
appears to haVe a more unitary structure of intelligence
which he must use for all types of, intellectual tasks
(Peal and Lambert,.1963, 1.

Further review of the literature on bilingualism would tend to support

above conclusions in research conducted throughout the world am Singapore

(Torrance, et. ad, 1970), Switzerland (Balkan, 1971),kSottth Africa (Ianoco-
.

Worrell., 1972), lisree't and New York.SBen Zeev, 1972), Westetn Canada (Cummins

and Guluttan, 1973; Montreal (Scott, 1973) and from the United States on

Chicano 'populations (9e.Avila and Havassy,, 1975, 1976; Cohen, 1975; Feldman

and'Shen, 1972). According to Lambert (1976), there have not been any recent

contradictions to these positive findings, Whichich shaw SAfInite advantages on
O

measures of cognitive flexibility, credtivity and diversity. FinallyT*research
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implications drawn from the study of "metalinguistics" (CazAen, 1972)/ would'

seem to provide urther, if not stronger support for the contention that
1A

bilingualism is n intellectuatasset, and not a deficit as has been believed.

We thus come to what.. is perhaps the ultimate probl. 'which is.that the.. ,

issue addressed by the Lau decision.is legal and its solution omatic of
b

40
the very problem that produced the original litigation. This problem really,'

cuts across every level of American society. The problem addressed by Lau

is but one facet. As such, Lau is an indirect attempt to address the prob-
1100

Jsm.of language status through level means which unfortunately are, not based

on what we know about education, or more importantly, About how and what

children learn. That it produces as many questions as it attempts to answer

is good,in.that it mewls that the educator, test developer and/or any other

person working with children for whom English is not the primary language,

will have.:to think'a little bit more'about what they are, doing, lest we all
,

become co- conspirators.

.9

.2 9
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-Appendix A'

List of Language"Tepts Examined

Asseisment Program of EXly Learning Skills (APPEL)

Auditory Discrimination Test (ADT)

Auditory Pointing Test (APT)

Austin Spanish Articulation Test (AUSTIN).

Aaac Inventorylof,Natural Language (BINL)

Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM)
. ,

Comprehensive English Language Test (CELT) 111

r

6

City College Language Dominance Tests for Spanish-English Bilinguals:
Ambiguous Verbal Stimulus, Test and Plekibility Test to.Measufe Language
Dominance in Spanish-English Bilinguals (CITY COLLEGE)'

s a'

Diagnostic Texefor Students of English as a Second Language (DIAGNOSTIC)"

Dos Amigos Verbal Language Scale (DOS-AMIGOS)

Project Frontier Student Piacement"Questionnaire (FRONTIER)

Gloria & David (GDLA)

Hebrew Language Tests (HEBREW)

Ilyin Oral Interview XILYIN)

Language Usage (INTER-AMERICAN).

Inter-American Series: Comprehension of Oral Language and CIA

. James Language. Dominance Test (JAMES) -

Language Ability Scale in English and Spanish (LAS)

Language' Dominance Index Form (IDIF)

Language Dominance Surve(LDS) .

tanguage,Fadility Test (LFT)

MAT :SEA -CAL

MLA-:,'Cooperaletve Foreign Language Testa(MLA)

Marysville Test of Language Dominance (MTLD)

264 270
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MichiganOral,Language Production Tests (MOLPT)

Navajo-English Language Dominance Assessment (NAVAJO-SPOLSKY)

Orientation in AmericanEnglish Placement & Proficiency Tests (0AE)

Oral Language. Inventory (OLI) -

Oral Language Proficiency Test (OUT)

Oral Placement Test and Oral Production Test (ORAL)

PimsleurModern Foreign Language Proficiency Tests (PIMSLEUR)

Placement Tests for Speakers of Other,LanguageOPLACEMENT-ABE).

Pup 'il's Language Usage Inventory.(PLUI) ,

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) .

Pruebas de Puerto Rico: English Language Test (PRUEBAS)

Spanish-English LanguagePerformance Sample (SELPS)

English Phonemic Unit Production Test & Spanish Phonemic Unit Production
Test (SKOCZYLAS)

HOme Bilingual Usage'Estimate <SKOCZYLAS) 11,

Spolsky Spanish-English Language Dominance Assessment,(SPOWY )

Screening Test for Auditory Comprehension of'anguage (SFACL -Short Form)

SWCEL Test ofOral English Production (SWCEL -Eng.)

SWCEL Spanish Oral Capacity Test (SW4L-Span.) -

Test of Auditory Comp9hension of Language (TACL-Long Form)

Testa,ofBasic Language Competence in English and Spanish (TBLC)

Test of Language ,Dominance. (TOLD) 0,

ZIP'Test: Language Facility Section (ZIP)

I.

o

t.
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PANENI: Excerpts from Discussants' Remarks

44.

DR. 'MILAN: As long asuecontinue to define edominanceu in terms of test

res, we dor0.t even. have a basis to argue its relevance to learning. Any

test, no matter how psychometrically valid, defies the most crucial principle,

O

of sociolinguistics: coniextualization.:: Let us not forget that the testing

'experience is also a social situation,,a very abnormal one. As stich, the

testing context can impose serious inhibitions-on the student. Rather than

t.

I

yielding en objective measure of competence, it may actually produce a read

ing of very limited performance...
/

On the issue of pragmatics, a$ a sociolinguist I am forced to -frOwn upon-,

4..
a test that-will consist of self-report items in which childten describe-

their` own language behavior. Such qUestionnaires are notoriously unreliable...

With regardto English immersion programs, I -wish we could put all e9ii

'once and for all to the myth that the so-called immersion method is a viable

_alternative in Apierican edUcation... The success of those rigOrously con-
.

.trolled experime s that, we read, about are largely the .result of the ideal'
t

circumstances under which they Were conducted,. Lambert, Tuckerand Gilea.,.
;

were not dealing with children of low socioeconomic bickground. They did not
I

haveAo work with teachers who hold no expectations for there childien and
,

.thus Cause them to perform accordingly. They were nOfacld with minority

community attitudes towards the majority culture which are detriment l to
I . .

'die acquisitiOn of the majority language. They did not have to deal with as

chool systei.that isbasically hostile to the population in question.s,..

. Are we tiiking.about the school as a speech community? If-so, could'

it be that we have there a speech-community'with widespread 'ntra=group;°-
- 4

multilinguilism with patterns-we must l4atn. I mean, could ibe thai.the
,

student's 4ase of MI native vernacular athomekand in the peet group may be

.14
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due,to social pressur&s rather than,to linguistic Competence? Perhaps; after

all, languages may not be the issue...

I would call "dominance" t e ighest rate of effective language usage

as determined by multiple, comm itx-Idefined sociolinguistic constructs;
40
in

JJ

other word, diversity of domains, through a broad,repertoire range. If .so

defined, then and only then, will the measure of dominance have any relevance

to learning.

4, ,

DR. GONZALEZ: Do we give up on the tests completely and say tae.!' cannot use

measure's like that, ordlao we... use the instruments; imperfect though they_

may be, using the best-thinking available, and accept fo'r ourselves. very '

Modest expectations? I think that if we at least know that the instruments

are faulty, that.the information they provide does not prescribe instrUdtion,

then we can use them with some benefit (until better ones are developed):..

*1 (We have to use common-sense alternatives in the classroom.) The teacher.._,
.

.

does conduCt research projects in the classroom every def. The teacher does
.7"

not run to the computer in the evening after going,homefrom the class and

feed All the stuff in and wait far it the next morni fore continuing with

instruction.

'.FANEL VI:. Synopsis' of Floor Discussion

.4 A
Troike ( ter for Applied, Linguistics) urged the netc,e7esity of studying

language in a much moe-N.,c311iptehensive way than traditional assessment instruments

4o. In mticular he felt that phonological criteria and vocabulary items were

relatively unimportant as indices of language competence. It was necessary, he e
P

*41argued,' to concentrate bn social-inte actional aspects of speec h behavior. Fu'r-

. ,

thermore, the testing must be carried on in context-bound situations.- Traditional

t
,. .

'..,,. if
insfrumenia are riot diagnOstic because they ate.atomistic. They also fail to

..

..

I-

take Into accouilt regional and socialcvarieties within English. ,.

.

I

, . .
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3
PANEL VII: Introductory Statement

4
Panel VII addressed topic "4". (see page 4). The Principal Investigatot

was Dr..Gustavo Gonzalez. His paper was entitled "The Lau-Remedies: PsychO- n

linguistic Considerations in Educational Program Selection,". Serving as

Discussants were Dr. Rudolph Troth, Director of.tte Center for Applied

Linguiatits in Arlington, Virginia, a Mr. Bernie Martinez, Project Director.
A,

of the Center for Cross-Cultural EdtiCa on in_ Denver,, Colorado. The panel
IP

was presided over by Ms. Lucille Echohawk, member of the Lau Project. Advisory

4
Board. Dr. Gonzalez' paper is reproduced on the following pages.
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a

The issue of inequality of educational opportunity for linguistically
..-

4 , A/
different school children has existed for..many yews.- Public school off

cialsand t'eacherresiding in areas with sizable numbers of non7English

dominant children have been well aware of the'instructional "problem" posed

by thesestudentr.--7.2'ete remedies'have been provided, these have ben limit-

.,

. ed to English as'a second language classes lasting at most forty min tes a

day; in many cases, the student is denied even this bare I I. imum and is ex-
.

pected to "p111411"-the language through exposure to subject matter preseited

exclusively in English,' The failure of theteapprbaCtles in meeting the needs
,

of the, linguistic minority population has been accurately doCumented in th

appalling drop-out rate fot non-English-dominant students ,compared to that

of the Anglo population.'

The judicial system has played 4 increasingly significant role fur-
,

0
thering the cause of equal educationdi o'portunity for linguistically ands

culturplly different' groups. In ruling'against the plaintiff in San Antonio
.

---...-/
i

School Board vs. Rodriguez, the courts denied the contention that education
, .

was a kht*44-laiIB guaranteed bylthe Constitution.2 Lau vs. Nichols pro-

.

A

vided)a.differen challenge for
.

the-courts. The plaintiffs in this case

I.

4, '

argUed that the civil. rights of non-English-speaking Chinese children in San.

Frhcisco°were being. violated because public s chool instruction was conducted
, ,' A

%,- exclusively in English; a language the children could, not understand. This '° i

difference in language precluded.their meaningful participation in the schools'
- 4 ---

in'stvuctio a1 program.3 the Supreme Court decided'in favor of the plaintiff,
,

, . I \

v.

1U.S. Comthiision on Civil. Rights'.' The Meitican American. Educatian.Study..
Report #2: The Unfinished'Education. Washington, D.q4, 1971:

4
lk

0.--
.,

fSan Antonio,SchoOi Bird vs. Rddriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1971).
.-,

Lau vs. Nichora, 414 U.S. at 566. ,

,- -- /
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agreeing that the children's right had been violated under Title VI of the

/
Civil Rights Act. The schools have an affirmative obligation to provide

students unable to speak an4yunderstand English a meaningful opportunity to

participate in their schools' instructional program. 1

As is common in such court cases; the ecision hkded.down did not

specify remedies; the closest the

remedy was in its conclusionoithat

40ruling cire to,anything 'approximating

(appropriate should be provided., 4

the decree, the Office for CiVil Rights,Faced with

Department

tO:be used

the task of enforcing
4

of Wrath, EdttcatiOn, andWelfare developedya'set of guidelines
tit '

by its own investigators in determining:which school districts

werdrin complimItce with the Lau decigion. The document, developed in the

summer of 1975 sets forth useful and important information for districts
-49

needing.tolconiply with the Supreme Court ruling, and coVlts items ranging

from identification of studenti eligible for relief under Lau, to the types

of program acceptable for providing such relief.

The ultimate xdsult of district compliance With Lau should be the

pimping, development, and implementation of. an' inseructivital Programxhat

,s

adequgtely meets the educational needs of the non-English or limited English-

speaking, group. Many diverse factors need to,,be taken into account in carry-'
);. .

ding out this activity.' One of the.most important orthese istheysycho-

\
linguistic aspect involved in native Iangufge maintenance and second language

, ,.
. , ....,. ,

1 ; ledrning, especially the relationship between the two: The iMportancenf ---

/

language it insfrUction was cAtrly evident in the arguments pteOented,be-
.

fore the Stiprete Couit, and in the ruling itself. Althodgh anadequate'
, ;

4
Lau vs.,kchols,

4

14U.S. at ;b9.
.
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educational plan consists of more than language instruction, it is cleat

that language must play a central role in any Lau educational plan.

:

As identified by the Office for Civil Rights i its summer 1975

document, the target population can be linguistic classified into.the

foll4wing categories: 1) monolingual In a language, theethan English; 2)
.

, .

dominaht.;iinta language other than English; and 3) bili ual. Each categoil
' 74s

is divided into two major levels: elementary/interme ate and secondary.
, 6 Z.

For each group, and within each level, the overriding concern is the acqui-
,

.sition of those English language skills that will enable the pupilto
ot,

-participate fully and expeditiously in the regular instructional program of

the school. Indeed, where bilingual programs are allowed, such inclusion is-
,

with the clear understanding that,thepropo§ed program must not-result in .

delay in acquisitior 4f English language skills (OCR report, p.' 9)

4 Our primary concern, therefore, is that group of children wHo'for a

variety of regsona and under a variety of linguistic and social'circumstances,

has acquired,a first language that is other than English: and who will be .

expected to function,in English within the span of the program. Two ques-
.

tions are of paramount importance here: In what ways are the acquisition ,

(first language) process and the second-language-learning process similar

1, and in what ways .are they diff erent ?', What influencdoes the first language.

.

exert on the learning of the.secon6? The research literature provides some
.

. .

.tentative answers to these questions. / o

4$
. A significant part of the literature supports the 9onclusion that first

- 4"-- 4

-and'second language acquisition by children follow similar courses, These
: 4

i _ . -
,

- -.
.

- investigations have exWined the order in which parts of the langUae (such
vs, tt, Ni 1

4 as th'e morphology or Syntax), are acqqired. In 'studies conducted by bulay

and Burt (1972, 1973),similardties vete noted in native and second language
0

1
-4;
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learning processes. The ev

spealdng children betwe4en th

second language speech prod

dence came from speech samples of 100 Spanish-

ages of five and eight years: The.majerity of

on (the Spanish- speaking child learning')

English) exhibited thesame patterns.as were found in children learning-,

English as a first-(or native) language,

Natalicio and Natalicio (1971) investigated the acquisition of-English

a
pluralization rules through use of nonsense words, an approach very similar

to that of Berko (1958). Native English and native.Spanish-speakirig chil-

dren from grades onethrough three.and grade ten)wArre used as subjgctS.

Both groups of speakers, exhibited a similar order of acquisition of -plural:

ization rules. In a study of word order comparing English-speaking students

learning French in Switzerland with native French-speaking children, Erwin

Tripp (19731 repoits similar strategies between tote two groups in the inter-
.

pretatio of NVN (Noun - Verb - 'Noun) sequences.

Another simil4ity that has been noted between first and second language

acquisition is that of overreguldizstion, a process through which irregular

.4orms (such as teet,.went) are brought into conformity with the "regular"

'4A

forms, yieldin 'deviant forms. Under this process, the plural of fOot would

be rendered(as foots. (the rocMiloot plus the plural marker -g); the past
_ .

tense of go would be goed (the' -root go the past tense m8rker .....td)..
, f

Erwin (1964.) and Dulay and Burt (1972) report the substitution of regular

verb 1,ormA for irregular forms. Gonzalez '0.n.press) observed such forms aS

growed -for grOwn

migrant childr04-1

in his study of the_speech of native-Spanish-speaki1 6

learning English the elementary school.' This same i:fro-
.

cess Was evident in native acquisition of Spiftikh as_exe2VIified by sabo for

;

se ("I know") andero-for soy ("I am," reported in Gonzglez, 1968, p. 61).

(
a
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Not all studies report similarity in order of ac.quisition between first
0

and second language. Cancino, Rosansky, and Schumann (1974) in their s

of learning English as a'second language by two adults, two adolescents, and
V

two children (afl of.whom spcike Spanish\as a first language), found that
Z2''

.

'none of their subjects followed the native language sequence for acquisition

.

of the negative reported by Klima.and
FBellu2i (1066). Hakuta (1974) studied

the speech development of a Japanese girl learning English as a secondslan-
.

guage. A comparison of English morphological developmentwith Arown'd.

longitudinal data (1973) led to the condlusion that the Japakse subject did

not follow the same order of acquisition. Gonzglez (1974) noted that his

native Spanish-speaking subjects were

thin the English-speaking children of

more advanced in question formation

similar chronological levels studied

byBreWn, Cazden and Bellugi (1969). Based on the available findings, the

most we can conclude is,that,,for those linguistic phenomena that have been
, 4*

lit studied, there do arppear to be differendes in order of acquisition Setwpen

, native and non- native speakers of a.language.' The processes operating in

. native and non-native language acwisition (such as overregularization),

however, appear to/apply equall Well in both situations. Differences be-
,

tween first and second language acquisition thus seem to lie in the order of

acquisition of different aspects of the language (such as plural formation)

and-not in the differentanguage-learning strategies used.
.

Within second langua, learning itself, studies skggest.that some

patterns exist: Hatch (l 4) found similar seepences of acquisition of
. .

English auxiliary,-auxiliaty negative, and auxiliary' inversion in ques-

tions by children from different lan: :ge backgfunds, including 'Spanish,

Japanese, Persian, and French.- Ro:.nsky, Schumarin., andCancino (1974) found

that their Spabish- king aubj cts acquired the, E9gliah n,gallave ins similar

c?
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stages. Other studies (Fathman, 1975; Dulay and Burt,' 1974a, 1974b) have

foctised on different elements of the language and arrived at similar con

elusions.,

The structure of the child:sff t language has an importa ing
. i

--1

Through language habits acquiredon his`learning of his second,langua

as part of his first language, the child h

i
s learned a certain way of arti-

oulating individual sounds, of arranging sounds in sequences, and of expressing
N e %

concepts using certain word order. The child's first tendency upon coming

iin

-1,i

n contact with the Second language will be to filter the4secona language .

input through, his first language habits and structures, substituting soutOs

and structures from his first language for those in the new language. Effects

from the first language can be manifested at the phonological, moiphol4ical,
d

and syntactic "ivels. Gonzglez (in press) 'dies exam les of Spanish influence

f5) 0

on English;.Hakuta (1974) provides examples of Japan se language influence

oh English. In both cases, modifc/cations in the second language ,(English)

are based on the first pinguage system.
41

`Aside from errors stemming directly from the first language (interlingual

interference), errors have been repOrted in'Ipeveral Studi,es which cannot be

,traceA aireatly to the first' language. This type of error called intralipgual

4

interference, results from the structure inherent to the language being. 'learned;
1

t

as such, it poses problems for the learner regardless of his,first language
. ....

badkgronnd. Examples of this 4n English include .can to speak French and

Make him to do'it,(Richarda, 1973). Interfere e from the first language thus'

Pcannot account for all second'language'difficUlties; prediction of rors on

the basis of interlingual interference, seems to be more successful at some
I

levels than others. According to Richards(1973), this type of prediction is

-
l ,

,
most accuraeir . 1 -

ld the area of phonology ands least accu ate in'the area of s n ax.

,..4

r,../
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An mportant fLctor in learning a second language that is often overlooked

. ' \

is that of attitudes toward thejangUage being Aear4d Lambert and Gardner
,,

(1972) found that the student's attitude toward the tar Aerigmagg_end its

native speakers was a better predictor -of success than was his l' guistic

aptitude. The research findings cited in Feendira (1969) underscore the im-
`.

portanceof parental,and teacher'attitudes(Soward the second language. Spolsky

(1969) notes thatthe*English proficiency of .foreign studen4s attending American '

universities is significantly relateCtO tbstir 'desire to' identify with speakers

of English rather than with sneakers of their o

not allow

it' to say

account in

'program. ,

the ind(usicin of

/

that language at

the'successfur

ative tongue. Space does

other research results bearing on this area. 'Suffice

itude.is a powerful factor thatt must be taken Into

design and implementation of any second language__ ---------
.

Equally important in' second language instructional programs is the
es

teacher's attitude toward the language background of thffikchildren learning'
4r

the second language. Research by Frender, Brown, andlambert:(1§70), Rosenthal

and Jacobson(1968), and Seligman, Tucker, and Lambert (in pres ) suggests

that teachers lc; are insensitive to local varieties of import t world.lani

guages begin by acting negatotively towards the child's variety of the language,*

. '

proceeding to evaluate negatively eveh the nonverbal performance ofthe pupils.

These findings eve especiaIIy.important'in view of the history .of "English .

only" instruction that-has dominated the educatiOnal ireatment,ofWon-English

speaking minority gropp in the United Statei., 'They confirm he long - held.

, .

. .

suspicion'thet language, minority student failure cAnn t be attribUed solely'

to ling istic differences, ,

.

T e research literature, though extensive, fails'to present us with a.,

; I i

cohesive and comAehensive'view of"language acquisition. and second language

t

1 _
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learning. The nature of the research issucIl thatoply one small aspect of

the totality complexity of language is'careftilly studied at a time (the

plural morpheme and word order are examPlesi.--rhe-type.-4.Unformation cur-=

rently'available can at mogt proxidaisolated bits of information whose con-
y

tribut'on,to the,planning, development, and implementation of-an acceptable

I
.

Lau educational program is unclear. It would be necessary to extrapolate,

perhaps'dangetously, in rder to bridge the chasm,,between what' we know and t

its application to educational solutions.

A great heed exists for studies documenting English languagediffjculLes

encountered by all language groups covered under Lau at the different age

levels. Studies aimed at identifying the most effective pethodol giea for

presenting both Conte t material and language under' conditions such as would
_

be foUnd in Lau programs, are sorely needed. other than intuition; there is

little basis for ma ing sound decisions regarding which language (English or

the language otherethan English) would lend itself more readily for presenting

different content material (acience,math, social science, history). Some

important areas remain virgin territory (acquisition of semantic elements in

secondlalituagie learning), while others bave barely been touched (toe acquisi-
, (

tion of.Chinese;. Japanese, and Spanigh as first languages).

The Office fOr Civil Rights Ilsk Force Report of Bummer 1975 leaves
. .

unanswered some questicns that need to be clarified before enforcement of Lau,., , .

.linguisticcan take phce.1 The section doaling witH the determination of linguistic
f.

abilities does not specify what skills will be measured (pp. 1-2).' Hopefully;

.

it will include an assessment of t\11; skills of listening, gpeeking, reading,

and-writing. This assessinentahould be and

-knowledggable about the langiages being

in.thelanguages, or a team df rao

taken by someone linguistically
Ie

ssed, preterablyja" person fluent

it D
1-/

2
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The use (f the term "functional" in describing linguistic ability is

ambiguous. Does it mean sufficient fluency to enable the student to parti-

cipate fully in the "regular" school curriculum? If this is so, and if

posession of such fluency eliminates any possibility of receiving any in-

struction in the first language, why assess the first language?

On page 4, reference is made to "language dominance," yet.the term is

not definedanywhere., Does tne term refer to the pupils' superior abilities

in'one language"co4ared to the other (superior ability in Spanish when com-

pared to English wOul be a definition of Spanish dominant)? Or is the term'

being used to refer to 'domains-in which each language is used (e.g., home,

church, school)? The- emphasis on school achievement would seem to indicate

that the first definition_is more appropriate; yet, the importance given to

the environments in which the child upes each language argues in favor of the

Second definition. If it is a combination of these two, its exact nature

should be clearly spelled aut.

Student readiddss to make the transition (pp..6-7) from a Transitional

Bilingual'Education.(TBE) program to English 'raises questions about the basis

to be used to make this determination. Is this readidess to be judged on a

combination of adequate linguistic performance, cognitive gains, and so .forth?

What shout the student's emotional readiness to make the change? Are there

any dioggested yardsticks (performance at "grade level" on'year-end criterion- 1.

referenced tests covering the different content, areas, performance on some

sort'of language "'assure that incArporafes linguistic structures typiCal of

the grade le;Iel at the end of the year)*

The role of ESL linstruction fi monolingual (other than English) students

g
at the secondary level (p. 7,,-.section B, option 1) is not well defiffed. Is

ESL instruction intended to be a component of every class, or acomponent of

4



4 .

the program, to be treated as a s*parate content area?' If the fOrmer, will

the expected outcome's be the same orlikfferent'from those of -the studentsin

the "regular" program? Will the' emphasis be on the acquisition of language .

skills, knowledge, or both? If ESL-is a program Component," a subject area
o

like the rest, what- provisions will be made to integrate the concepts learned

in other classes with the acquisition of English language skills ?. Tfiis type

of interface would certainly accelerate the itudent's entry into the "regular"
. .

.

program and increase his participation in it.

A clarificatioh is needed regarding the meaning of the phrase "while

combining English with the nativ6 language as appropriate ('p. 8,1tption 2) ."

'eIs this "combining" intended as a replacement or as a suprpment,to ESL in-
-:

struction? Or, is reference here tp'a teaching techninve whereby the teacher

uses whichever language is required to convey the necessary meaning? Does

1

"appropriate" refer, to the teacher's language abilities or the student"s needs?

Another phrase that seems vague is found on page 8, Cption.3.

is "can operate equalay successfully in school in English." Do

used here refer to parallel competence.in`native-language an

so,' ow would HILT or ESL instruction, levelpp this parall co

petence, specifically that asps referring to the native language'

AMThe Task Force ,report req es or suggesttiat instructional personnel II
.

be linguistically/culturally familiar wit4 the background of thesseudents to

in question

"equally" as

English? If

t.

be affected (p. 15, under Instructional Personnel Requirements).

. ,

It is not

nearly adequate for instructional personnel to be merely linguisticall
.

.

culturalAr familiar with these `aspects; 'ability in the skill areas, of listen-

ing, speaking, reading, and writlkng in both'languages involved is critical

:4
for apy teachers engaged.in programs described in I.A., II.A., and part

of II.B. Familiarity may suffice for ESL instruction, but not for, learning

,o/t
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situations in which information is to be conveyed using the student's native

4

language.

On page 16,, the impression given is that all skills (language proficiency

.., ,,.

included) can. b0developed through inservice training, and that a given
..

.

..

number of contact houri will cert fy someone as competent in qie area. IA .
,

would like to suggest that at 1 st with'respect to language fluency, compe-

tency be determined on the_basi of examination. I remain unconvinced that

inservice or preservice.traini g sesitions of the type conducted in schOols
.

today can develop flu ncy in afsecond language for teachers.

The courts have'provided the opportunity for the initiation of meaningful

changes in the education of bur children. The Office for Civil Rights report ,

has provided the tirst step on the long road'to full enforcementof the court

decisiOn. It is hoped that this conference will continue this enormous task ',

and provide for .our children the educational future they deserve.

e

dt
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PANEL VIL:- Excerpts from Discussants' Remarks

4
MR. MARTINEZ: I would like to see those that have-presented pap rs

0 . .
.

raise question&, fine, d discuss questions aAd see if we can finda veersAbR

to them. But,- also, what, o they see as recommendations and how, do we apply

that research information into the practical' aspects of )logram implementa-

tion. I haven't heard-too many answers... I would like to see the researchers

make some_ recommendations. I.think Cazden yesterday morning presented

some good ings as far as recommendations...

In( ddition to the microscopic view of the researchers I think we have

tc) depend very much on (common sense). As we try new' things` there are going

to be errors. That is not necessarily a 4esearch approact, but it's a prac-.

tical approach.

DR. TROIKE: Based on the studies. that we've been looking at over the

past year, the kind of information that we've been gathering, I would say

,that ESL should not be a part of any program at the elementary ieval, at
A

least. And I, would, in fact, urge that the Guidelines be modified to this

effect...
SP%

One of the problems that does come up in language evaluation... (ia
, 0

caused by the fact that) many children from non - English- speaking backgrounds

brought up in an English-speaking educational' environment ave never had the

opportunity to develop literac i their native language. An tests that

are based upon the concept of testing such children through readi erg,

writing are quite inappropriate. This is especially true for many'Am

Indian languages, some'oq which do not yet have well-devel6ped writing

traditions...

292
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r
identificationdentification of children raises special probl

a study a while back which showed t

ems. HEW released

hat if children are identified and labeled

as anything, this is going to affect teacher'behavior toward them...

\

We need to look beyond just whether there is a language dominance of a

nono-Engligh variety versus English dominance; ana focus instead on whit is

. \
the content of that English capability. And this is where formal kinO of

1 .\

grammatical testing, testing that just looks
l
at grammatical features, sienot

t

'going to be adequate... . , 1

People in the field have not really,"to date, recognized the extent' \

ofrthe lack of research. There has been an assumption that it is there, 4nd

we only need to pull it together to use it. But there, ,s'imply his not been

research.done (on many of these issues); I think that people who are con-

caraed.withbilifiii.111 education in any aspectof the field need to create
r

pressure and awareness fof more research to be done.

. e 1

PANEL VII: Synopsis of Floor Discussion

The appropriateness vs.. inappropriateness of ESL
S'
as a prbdram raponent

, ,

at the elementary level was discussed with proponents on both sides of the

question.

Ui

ti
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PANEL VIII: Introductory\Statement .a
'-

.°

.

:Pinel VIII addressed
i topic "8" (see page 4); The Principal Investigators

..

were'M

)
. Herbert Teitelbaum and Mr. Richard J.' Hiller, Their jointly

authbred paper wae.entitled "Trends 'in Bilingual Education and the Law."
...

Serving as Discussants were Mr. Sanford'Rosen, Legal Director of the Mexican

a

American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, and Mr. Kelly Frels, Staff

. Attorney with Bracpwell and Patterson of Housthn, Texas. The panel was pre-

-sided over by Ms. Maria Ramirez, member,of the Lau Project Advisb Board:

Mr. Teitelbaum and Mr. Hil/er's paper isireprOuced on ;he following pages.

I.

O

O

41A,

IS

12.94
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eg

TRENDS IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION AND THE LAW
.

4Herbert Teitelbaum
,Richard J. Hiller

Ei

a,

Ni al York City
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Bilingual education, which should be voluntarily introduced into schools

but often is not, can be required f'a school district through either state

9
legislation, federal legislation and regulations, or judicial.decree. This V

paper focuses on the latter two devices, and in particular fwo recent events

L , . %,

..which hate done much to help muddy already muddy waters surrounding the oblige--"-\ '
tions of school districts towards language minority students: The 1975 "Lau

Remedies" and the case of Otero v. liege County School District No. 51.
1

An Overview of the Case Law

Although court ordered bilingual prbgrams predate Lau v. Nichols,2, that

case represents the most important judicial bench mark for those who advocake

bilingual education-as a means toward achieving equality in education for aan-s

guage minority children. The United States Supreme Court unanimously determined
.

in Liu that federally funded school districts must affirmatively proilide to

national origin minority students with English language disabilities;- services

which will secure for them equal access t6 the instructional program.3 As is

1CiO\ No. 7.4-Wr279 .(D. Colo. December 31, 1975).
'/

2414 U.S. 563 (1974).

3The Lau decision was premised on -Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

42 U.S.C. S2000d, and itt regulations and guidelines, one of which, commonly
referred to as the May 25, 1970 Memorandum, requires that: "Where inability

to speak and.understand the'English language excludes national origin-minority

group children from effective particitetion in the educational program offered .

by a school district, the district must take affirmative steps to rdctify the
languagedeficiency in order to open its instructional program to these' students."

35 Fed. Reg. 11595. In August 1974 Congress enacted the Equal Educational Op-
portunity Act 8f 1974 which' contains a provision (20 U4.C.,S1703(f).)which
codifies into federal legislation the, Supreme Art's holding "in Lau, and the

May..25, 1970 Memorandum: The section states: "No state shall deny equal
ceducational opportunity to an individual on account ofahis or her race, color;

sex, or national origin', by-(f) the failure by an educational agency to take

appropriate action to overcome language barriers that impede equal participa-

tion by, its students in its instructional Programs!" Unlike.42'U.S.C. S2000d

and its regulations and guidelines, the proscription of 20 U.S.C. S1703 applies

to all schogl districts regardless of theireceipt of federal assistance.

290
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its .practice, the High Court avoided prescribing a particular remedy and, as

In all educational rights lawsuits, sent the case back to the lower court to

forge appropriate relief. In Brown v. Board of Education4 busing was not

ordered, nor racial ratios-fixed, nor compensatory programs delftsed, 'nor

ic,,hool discipline coded revised. At least in-the first instance', these are

chores for trial judges.

Accordingly, the. Supreme Court-in Lau did not mandate bilingual education.

Nevertheless, there is a developing judicial trend, beginning several years

prior to Lau, which points to bilingual education as the appropriate remedy-

Fpr example, in desegregation cases involving so-called iri-ethnic communities,

bilingual programsof one sort or another were ordered tp compensate for the

effects.of past-discrimination. In 1971 in United States v: Texasi5 a federal

district cenirt mandated a comprehensive bilingual program for the San Felipe,

Del Rio ConeolidatedIndependent School District` affecting curri4ulum, staff-
/

....
.. °

ing,'etpdent assignment, classroom organization,` community involvement,`

. . .

-..

.

special education, funding, and evaluation. Implementation, however, was

tied to the availability of adequate federal grants.
...

. 1 u
....

40 Other pre-Lau cases, most notatly from Texas (etl., Arvizu v. War

Independent School District;
6
United Statesv. Texas? (Austin) contained

remedial orders mandating bilingual Veducation to .secure an equal educational

opportunity for language minority ypungsters.

4347 U.S. 483 (1954).

5342 F. Supp. 24', 27-38 (E.D. Tex. 1971), aff'd per Curium, 466 F. 2518"
(5th Cir. 1972).

-

6
373 F. Supp. 2264 (W.D
495 F. 2d 499 (5th Cir

7Civ....4No. 73-3301 (,;$.1).

lb.

. Tex. 1973) aff'd in part, rev'd as to other issues,

. 1974).

Tex. 8/1/73).
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O

Lau, the introduction or strengthening of bilingual education
.

programs in school distficts under court jurisdiction has continued. Serna

y. Portales Municipal Schools8 required such programs as the fulfillment of

the federal rights of Chicano children living in Portales, New Mexico, and

Aspira of New York V. Board of Education of the City of New York,
9
ordered

.>

bilingual education, with the'cOnsent of the defendents, to meet the educe-
1

,

tional,,needs of Puerto Rican and. other Hispanic school children in that
0

b`.metropolis. Morgan 1.71. Kerr.igan 10 and Bradley v. Milliken,
11

the latter a

I
desegregation, case ih Detroit and the former in Boston, both required bilin-

/ )

guar instruction as' component parts of the overall desegregation plans ordered'

for schools in th1se cities. In Morgan, Judgt Garrity's bilingual education

mandate de'rived

tion Act,.but om Lau as well, and extended bilingual programs to kindergarten

of only from'theUpseachusetts Transitional Bilingual Educe-
,

and vocational education classesMost recently, in Evans v. Buchanan,
12

the
./

Court in adopting a metropolitan desegregation Oran affecting Wilmington, -

, /

Delaware and the surrounding suburban school districts, prohibited the reduC.-

tion of existing, bilingual programs and cautioned responsible educational

officiala,to compl4with fedeeal requirementp relating to language minorities.

8499 t."2d 1147 (10th Cir. 1974).

,/ ,

'972 iv. 4002 (S.D.N.Y. August 29, 1974); alie, 57 F.R.D. 62 (S.D.N.Y. 1973);
65 F.R.D. 541 (S.D.N.Y. 1975);'354 F. Supp. 1161 (§D.N.Y. 1975).

',,,k

10,L,1 F. Supp. 216 242 <D. Mass. 1975), aff'd 523 F. 2d 917'(1st Cir. 1975).

402 F. Supp. 1096, 1144
1/4

(E.D. Mich: 1975).

2Civ. Nos. 1816-1812 (D. Del. May 19, 1976).
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Although in Keyes v, Denver Schbol District, 'No. 1,13 the Tenth Circuit

Court of Appeals reversed portions of the lbwer courq'sidesegregation order
.

4ealing kith Chicano children (the Cardenas plan), it sent the case back to

; the-trial judge for a determination as to whether the Lau rights' of the
;3

-Denver students were being met. The plan rejected by the Tenth Circuit

.Jclearly was the most far-reaching and cbmprehensive ever,proposed,goingwell

beyond, merely bilingual,education even as defined by the Colorado legislature

in its recent .Bilingual Education Act. And, despite tie Tenth Circuit's ,

ruling that rectifying linguistic, cultural'and other incompgtabilities be-.
fl

tween studentd and schools is not 'required by the Fourteenth Amendment,.and

that bifingual,education cannot be a substitute for desegregaion,.it did

not overrule or limit its pronounctments in the Serna case, which 'it also

Secided,or limit the authority of
t

case to mandate bilingual programs

Looking at the. past five yeats

and more relied on-bilingual educat

the district'court upon the remand of-the

for students with English laWguage voblems

of- litigation, then, courts have mote'

ion as a remedy. Indeed, even the words

.

of liftitation found in San Antonio Independent School v. kodriguet,14 have

not stopped courts in ordering bilingual programs once a viblition of federal.

law is 'es'tablished.

Allibr{7 I

13
521 F. 2d 465 (10th Cir.-1975), cert. denied, -U.S. L.Ed 2d
657 (1976). That the Supreme/Court declined to review the'Tenth Circuit'
decision in Keyes cannot be construed as approVal or adoption of the ilk

"dower court's decision.... The decision not to review a case maybe based
upon many factors not the least of which is the congestion of 'the Supreme.
.Court's dOcktt.'

14

'71

4.11 U.S. 1 (1973). The Supreme Court in Rodriguez said, among other
things, that developing educational policy does not fall within 4i-court's
expertise. But see; Morales v. Shannon,' 516 F. 2d 411, 414-415 (5th Cir. .

A1975).
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The Dtero 'Case , ..- '

, - .

Much controversy is now stirring among educators and lawyers over a

. -

/recent decision entitled Otero v. Mesa County' Valley Sahoolyistrict, handed '

down December 31,, 1975 .b a doloraao federal district court. For

Otero represents a breach in a consistently well constructed judicial' mandate'
.

for bilingual education. 'Admittedly, the decision sliould be viewed by prb-

1'
ponents of bilingual education,as a:disruption of the momentum deelopedly--%'

. k

other courts during the 1970)s.. In that sense, Otero is an aberration and

Should not be construed as a death knell to court"Ordered bilingual.eaucation.

Apart'from the need.to place Otero againstthe backdrop of the past

five years of the Successes achieved in bilingual education litigation, it
1

,

is crucial to point out .that the opinion; ,itself, does not modify. the princi-

.

. -

ples established Inptiorcases. Lau v.'Nichols,

ft

erna v. Portal%es, United

States v. TeXas,Aspira, and Morgan are. :alive and well and still governing

,school boards. 01196 phssed the frequent, gratuitous, and injudicious
P

o -

_

,

comments regarding plaintiffs' counsel and expet witnesses; anyone reading

the decision should realize ;hat the atero court neither made new law, nor

narrowly interpreted prior' law. Judge Winner only found that plaintiffs

did not produce the necessary facts to establish a violationortheir edu-
, ..

cational rights as defined in Lauand Serna, two cases by .which he was bound.

The Otero plaintiffs; ten Chicano chadrd6 each suingthrough an adult

.

parent or guardian, were either enrolled or had droPped out of schOol. They

claimeCthattheir rights under Title VI andAileeival prot4ttion clause of_
,/

.- \the Fourteenth Amendmetto the Copttit4tion of the United States were being
. --- -

4

violated becautse the school district.did not "take into itcount their
i . .

guistic and cultural differences," and as a result the students .were

'provide[d] an inadequate or. unequal" education. Before Otero wa decided,

1,70:

the Tenth Circuit in Keyes rejected the Cardenas Pldn.,
k

291+:3()
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Relying heavily on the language in Keyes that the Constitution does not

Na -
require a school district. to "adapt to the cultural and economic needs of

......

minority students," the Otero court predictably fotind that courts in the

Tenth Circuit were not constitutionally mandated to resolve the cultural

incompatabilitieb-between the Chicano child and the school by the 1.ntroduc-

_____,----

The application of Lau and Serna was the only theory available to the

tion of a comprehensive bilingual program.

Mesa County plaintiff school children, .since these decisions were not based

on the Constitution but solely on Title VI. However, Judge Winndr gutted

that aspect of plaintiffs'ecase by ruling that they'diU not prove there were

sufficient students (even pethaps, any students), in the district with

English language deficiency to trigger,Lau rights. Choosing to find the

defendant school district's experts more persuasive, the court placed'vir-

tually no value on a survey presented by plaintiffs through which they

attempted to satisfy the SernA. standard 4r4eionstrating a sufficiently,

numerous class of students with English language difficulties.15 Socio-

economic deprivation, and not language, the Otero court reasoned was the

barrier to full enjoyment of the educational benefits offered by the school

district. Simply put, the court determined there were no children in the

6 school district who had English language deficiencies for purposes of setting

in motion the mandate of, Lau.

As with all, litigation, the discretion of the Otero trial court in

making factual findingewas broad. Although idle speculation as to whethere,
.J.(25Although the upreme Court's. opinion in Lau did.not rai e any requirement

, . . .

---.

as to'numb rs.of eligible-children nfcessaryA.V.create ights to special
programs, r. Justi Blac un'S'concurring-6711nion did, and:the Tenth
Circuit in rna ose to:-.4.16pt-Mistice Blackmun'g caveat.
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the Otero outcome would have been different before another jude adds nothing

to one's understanding of the opinion, it, does help put the case in perspec-

Judges oviously differ from one another, and differ most in their

ipterpretatioh of facts. What is unfortilnate in Or two is not the court's

view of the Iaw,Aout its interpretaQI.on of the facts regarding language dis-

abilities among the plaintiffs. For this -reason, Otero is of little prece-

dential value, since factual findings are binding on other courts in but a

few instances.

The Lau Remedies: Background

In the summer of 1975 the U. S. Office of Education and the87fIrceB

Civil Rights jointly issued to the heads of state educational agencies the
.

findings of its national task force, made up of educators predominantly.
16

The findings, among other.things, outlined tbe educational approaches found

to be appropriate "affirmative steps" designed to-"open the instructional'

program" to non-English doMinant.students.

Where Lau violations have been determined to 45cist in SO Tool system6

receiving federal financial assistance, the school distridta are re4Uired

to develop compliance plans consistent with the "Lau Remedies" or demonstrate

affirmatively'that alternative plans will be "equally effective in ensuring

equal educational opportunity.-
17

a.

16
The "La Remedies" actually bear the following title: HEW Memorandum on

"Evallia. on of Vol ntary Compliance Plans designed to eliminate educational
practices which d- y hon-English 'dominant students equal educational'

oprtunit " S er 1975.
vgr

17"Conceivably, other methods of achieving the goals set by the "Lau Remedies"

may exist, but the Office for Civil Rights will accept an alternative approach

only if there is a reasonable basis to believe"thilt it is at least as,effec-,

tive as the guidance set in the "Lau Remedies." Letter from Lloyd R. Henderson,

Direcitor, Elementary and Secondary Education Division, Office for Civil Rights,

to Rosa Castro Feinberg, Lau General Assistance Center -(B), School of Education,

University of Miami, dated March 15, 1976.
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Clearly, these "Lau Remedies," which have received the approval of the

Secretary of HEW, are similar in purpose /to the May 25,, 1970 Memorandum up-

held in Lau v. Nichols, and aCksuch, minimally are entitled to'gre

as an agency interpretation. An intransigent school board intent on resist-

ing the "Lau Remedies" as beyond the scope of HEW's powers, ultimately should

meet the same fate as the San Fratcisco School Board in Lau.

Preliminary Consideratkons

The "Lau Remedies" are applicable to school districts that are found

to be in non-compliance with the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, the IIEW regulations promulgated pursuant thereto (45 C.F:R.

Part 00, and the May 25, 1970 Memorandum interpreting these regulations.
18

ifUt, On what basis is a school district determined to beim' non - compliance?

Must the strictures of the "Lau Remedies" be adhered to,if a school district

is to avgicijnmmitting Lau violations? Are the, "Lau Remedies" tcPbe given

anyieight at allin datermillng non - compliance? Expressed otherwise, if

the "Lau Remedies" are the remedial standards against which to t6asure the

app.ropriateness of an educational plan designed to eliminate sat practices.

found unlawful, what is the standard of liability to be applied in deter-
,

mining'Whether past or existing educational practices are unlawful? These

critical questions'are as yet unanswered, but the Liu deOision, itself, and

/OCR compliance reviews, pastand ongoing, provide some guidance.
A

We know from Lau that school'districts violate Title VI if they fail

to take affirmative steps to rectify the'English language deficiencies of

- /

1- Supra, n.3. Although OCR's initial enforcement efforts are focused on
the 333 Lau districts, identified in,,January 1975, the scope of "Lau
Remedies" extends 1eyond these distriE"ts. Designation as a Lau istridt.

did not signify, a( least from OCR's per ective; a determinat of non- /
compliance, but was based upon data.indica lag a imrObabi.lity of violations.
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tVir national origin minority group children so as to open the instructional

program to them. Lau also teaches that districts which offer its non-English

speaking students the same course of instruction provided to its English

.<

_sleeking students, violate Title VI. Likewise, it should be apparent, that

merely offering the standard fare remedialprograms, designed for and pro-
,

.-
.vided to underachieving English speaking students, can scarcely constitute

the "affirmative steps" contemplated by the May 25, 1970 Memorandum.

But, what of-ESL? Would providing ESL alone all students with
_

English language deficiencies enable a school distric .escape a finding

of non-compliance, and, thus, avoid the "Lau Remedies" altogether? The "Lau

Remedies" find ESL, alone, an inappropriate program for'elementary school
.

students and monolingual, non-English speaking, intermediate levet students'.

t

It Would seem, then, that giving .these same students only ESL wouldalso

constitute inadequate "affirmative Steps," and thus, violate Title VI.

In deteymining whther Title Vfliiolations exist where Drily ESL is

offered, lonl, school. districts may be allowed the opportunity to affirma-

tively show that ESL has proven effective in opening the instructional system :

to students with linguistic deficiencies. This should present for.them

,formidle probleins
19 since the burden of proof should be theirs.

.4

In assessing the merits arid effectiveness of ESL,..or other alternative

approaches advanced by local school authorities, OCR in all probability will

adopt the same standards as used in its past compliance reviews. That is,

it will analyzereleiant indicia such as student 'achievement data; retention,

19For example,-the New York City public schools (now operating under the
mandate Of a Consent Decree requiring bi)inival education) would have
been hard pressed to demonstrate 'that ESL, alone, given since 1954, is
adequate in,the face of data substantiating the dispropotionately high
dropout and retention rates, and-disproportionately low achievement

scores and graduation rates of its Hispanic students.
5

Gc
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arie drop out rate; promotion and)graduation statistics; and ability grouping

.

and tracking. Moreover, OCR 'can be expected to evaluatethe langage'assese-
.

ment procedures utilized; the curriculum; staff development;' and evaluation

systeml-used. Pr ate individuals seeking to establish a claim under, Title
4s .

VI will be relying on the same indicia.

The Force and Effect of the "Lau Remedies"

Whether viewed and applied as a remedial standard or a standard of

liability, or both, it is assumed, of course, that the "Lau Remedies II are

valid and enforceable. Undoubted*, 's\iwiie recalcitrant school'officials gill

challenge such an assumption. The rationale given by at least one school

district, the Seattle public schpols, for defying the "Lau Remedies" is

that failing to publish them in the Federal Register, renders the "Lau

Remedies", without the "force of law."
20

While it is true that statements of general policy, or interpretations

of general applicability, fOrmulated or adopted by a federal agency must be

publishedin the Federal Register,21 local school districts which have actual

notice of the "Lau'Remedies," are not immunized frog sanctions flowing' from

violations,,even if the
t
"Lau Remedies" remain unp b

20Letter frod Peter E. Holmes, Director of OCR to Dr. J. Loren Torxel, Super-
intendeni,''Seattle Public Schools, November 24, 1975. The "force of law"
generally connotes that which has the force and effect of a statute, creating
legally binding rights and obligations.

21
5 U.S.C. S552 (a) (1) (D)("The Administrative Procedure Act"). See also,

42 U.S.C. S1508 ("The Federal Register Act") which enumerates categories -of
documents required to be published in the Federal Register.

22
5 U.S.C. S552 (a) (1) -(E). See, Rodriguez v. Swank, 318 F. Supp. 289, 295
(N.D. 1970) aff'd A03 U.S. 901 (1971) (welfare,,case)? Kessler v. F.C.C.
326 F. Zd 673, 690 (D.C. Cir. 1963); U.S. v. Aarons, 310 F. 2d,341 (2d Cir.
1962).
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;

Considering that the "Lau Remedies" have been widely disseminate ti, it

.. L.

is difficult to imagine that-0 offending school officiertill be aye to

, 4 //

assert successfully lack ,of actual notice. The courts haVe consistent$

1
refused to follow blindly the requirement of publication in the Feder41

Register in circumstances when to do so would amouneto a wooden application

of the rule.
23

- One may be permitted to wonder why the "Lau Remedies" have yet toe ,

published in the Federal Register. The May 25, 1970 Memorandum at issue in

Lau. was published with dispatch in July 1970. Neither OCR nor the U.S.

. Office of Education has offered any reason why publication has not been

effected, except to represent, when Pressed, that publication is imminent.

Recetit pronouncements by OCR (March 15, 1976), indicate that the "'Lau

Remedies will appear shortly in.the Federal Register. "24

OR has stated that it is "not using the,'Lau Remedies' as a regulation

with the forop, of law," but that the "Lau Remedies" are "entitled to weight

as an agency interpretation" and are to be considered "guidance 1.&ving a

uniform urpose as the May 25 Memorandum."
25

Whether labeled a guideline,
t

.

23.1.Tnorpe v. Housing Authority of Durham, 393.U.S. 268, 276 (1969) (upholding

a HUD Circular not published in the Federal Register requiring notice to

o tenants residing in federally assisted housing projects priora their
eviction; Like v. Carter, 48 F. 2d 798, 803-804 (8th Cir. 1971) (reject-
ing arguments that the HEW Barldbook of Public Assistance Administration
did not have the force and effect of law because it was no published in
.the Federal Register); Andrews v. Knowlton, 509 F. 2d,898, 905 (2d Cir., 1975)
(suggesting, hat distribution of a federal agency policy under the auspices
of that agency may be sufficient in,lieu of publication in the Federal
Register).

24
Letter from Henderson to Feinberg, supra, n. 17.

e,
25

Id. /-
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or an agency interpretation entitled to great weight, or a regulatiori

the force of law, it is pristine clear that school districts are not.free to

disregard them.

S,Th re is ample reason to believe that the courts will rely heavily on
1

the standards set forthin the "Lau Remedies." The Lau decision must be

read not only as upholding the %lay 25, 1970 Memorandum, but as reaffirming

the authority of HEW to issue and enforce reasonable interpretative\guide-
,

lines consistent with the mandate of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act

prohibiting national origin discrimination in federally assisted schOols.

The unanimous ruling. in Lau firmly buttresses HEW's authority to "fix the

terms pn which [the Federal bovernment4s] money allotments to the states

shall be disbursed." And, Justice Stewart, in his Concurring opinion re-
!

marked, that, "the Department has reasonably and consistently interpreted

paragraph 601 [Title VI] to reqUire affirmative remedial efforts to give
sits,

special attention to linguistically deprived children."

School districts will have difficulty convincing the courts that the

"Lau Remedies" are unreasonable or inconsistent with TitleVI. Programmatic

options are presented, bilingual education is not, strictly speaking, mandated

"as the only possible approach to compliance,"
26

and alternati'Ve'educational

programs are to be considered and accepted-if shown to be,equaXly effective.

If viewed as a federal agency interpretation, the "Lau Remedies". will. not be

upset unless they are found,to be plainly erroneous.

In'the past, in the context of school. desegregation cases, courts relied

heavily on,analogous ligw standards in formulatin \elief. HEW's Office of

Education first issued iondesegregatioIguideline in April 1965, which "fixed

A

26
Letter froin Holmes to Troxel, supra, n. 20.)\

J
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the minimvm standardsTto be used in detdrthining the Oalifications fork

qchools applying for federal financial aid."27 School districts were given

several choices for satisfying Title VI requirements. The courts consistently

attached great weight to these guidelines.

In 1966;'and again in 1968, HEW issued revised guideiines.relating to

'school4desegregation,, and again courts accorded them "serious judicial defer-

.

ente, respectful consideration, and great weight,"28 albeit refusing to

abdicate their constitutional responsibilities to HEW entirely.

O

CONCLUSION

Bilingual-bicultural educatiot is atglatively new phenomenon: to both

courts and legislatures. Creating new legal rights'and duties predicta7ly

also will create uncertainties. Despitebterd(and the April 8th Henderson,,

memorandum, a clear trend ,has been established obligating school, atthoritiis

to adopt bilingual programs as a means to secure for language minority

school children an equal educational opportunity.

GO

7Singleton v. Jackson Minicipal Separate School District, 348 F. 2d 729,

1

730, n.6 (5th Cir. 1965).

8
United States y.; Jefferson County Board of Education, 380 F. 2d 385,' 390

(5th Cir.) (en banc), cert. dirtied sub. ride. Caddo Parish School Board v.

United States, 380 U.S. 840 (1967). See also, Kemp v. Beasley, 389 F. 2d

178, 185 (8th Cir. 1968); Whittenberg v. Gteenville County School District,

298 F. Supp. 784 (S.C..D.C. 1969).
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PANEL VIII; Excerpts from Diricugsantpt Remarks

MR. ROSEN: The major point to Which I would add a littlellore emphasis

is die fact that when you deal with a.)Lubject such as biliggual education,

.

think you delude yourselves if you attempt to treat it, as a non-political.

,

issue or a non-legal issue...
7 *

There is a very close analogy between (the legal and political aspects

Of bilingual education) and Brown vs. the Board of Education in 1954, known

as BrAwn I, and Browh vs. the Board of Education in 1955, known as Brown II

and its progeny. t At beg'f' we've reached Brown I with respect to bilingual
.\ .

education. We've found out in the context of the Lau case that there is a

violation of law, not Constitutional violation...

It is very important that (advances in the legitimization)bf bilingual

sducation() not occur.1:; just mete chance. good deal of focus has to be

on the possibility of additional adt -ion with A the Congress.:. A great deal
4

more attention must be given to (lobbying) the, legislative bodies of the

states... Additionally, however, we mustnot iortet the Courts. We cant'

stop going to the courts to attempt to implement bilingual education, though ote

we must take mprcaie in selecting those cases through which we attempt to
4

bring these issuesto judicia3 fruition... One other forum cannot be ignored

-- that of the school board itself. 4

, MR. FRELS: I do not feel that lawyers should make policy decisions

for school boards...
P I

-,The law doesnlgt require bilingual programs for (English- language
A

deficient schooa children). It requires programs which will. remedy thlre

deficiencies so that the student will be able toteaningfully participat

in educational programs of the district.

4
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N.,

..'.Too many times. I think that lawyers, particularly civil riets-
,,

lawyersvolaintiff's lawyey, tend*to forget that there is a first step of

identifying the students who have these language deficiencies to the ext#It

that.thelr,,Are unable to sp'%ak or to understandAglish so that they can
1

r.

meaningftiLbt-participate in the educational program. Too many times we go

ti
to the.second step of the remedY.'..

The problem in providing (bilingual programs fir a very few children)

is that the remedy will probably involve transporting those students to some
-

other part of the district where you can concentrate students in sufficient,

numbers to be ecOnomicol. School districts must be careful in doing

so that in concentrating national origin groups in-schools they cannot be

later-accused of racial or ethnic discrimination.r.

Another prdblem id that bilingual teachers, in being mostly from the

same national origin group as the students whom. they will teach (can be the

4194 ,

cause of\still'further ethnic concentration)...

4

I agree that the major focus in bilingual eduCation will change from
*

the courtroom to the statehouse and locarschool district. lIts success
1

there will depend on) whetherreducators are ,able'td produce validated studi4

to show that students (actually need' special programs and what those programs

4

should be).

PANEL VIII: Synopsis of FloirlAscussion -

The issue of whether"the'Lau principle might be extended to cover

speakers of non-standard English dialects was discussed wizhout complete

resolution.

Participants agreed that there was need not only. fOr assessment instru-

ments'development, butalso for *cage study research to sub'Stantiate.the

O 3
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SUMMARY OF CONFERENCE POLICY RECOMMRDATIONS: Ws AND DON'TS

Do's
.......1

$

A g was often pointed out that meaningful community involvement was

. 1

criticat\to the success of any bilingual program (Torres, Elm, Gallo). The

N.

communirx must be informed about the program alternatived available to their

children, 'api they must participate in the articulation of the philosophy

upon Nhich the bilipgualprOgram (e.g., trahsitional vs. maintenance) will
I

be based. -

The community as an information resource regarding the minority culture
, _

must -also be involved in tlie..inservide trainingsof bilingual/bicultural staff

(Cazdei.Pere). More minority achers, not paraprofessiOnals, must be

hired because'of their basic qualification of cultural compatibility:Uazden,

Chavez), Such compatibility is tot only beneficial to the educational (Laosa)

and emotional(Escobedo) development of minority students, but aTsc'an

efficient means to thp,inservice bicultural education of non-minority colleagues.

, Teacher training institutions must expand and legitimize thei)r bildfngual/

bicultural programs (Perez, Taylor).

Teachers should adapt to the interactional, styles of their students

(Cazden, Lease): They should create alternktive participant structures as

partof a continuous "ethnographic monitoring.1 They should also utilize

multisensory instructional modes -- adapt the classroom environment to the

student not vie versa.

Professionals in education'should make a greater effort to keep'informed

about each, other's activities, prfr icularly in curriculUm development

(Cazden, Chavez, Young). Practitioners must articulate their needs tothe

research community (Cervantes).

3.1 ;2
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Donitts

Minority cultures are not homogeneous any more than the dominant

culture is. Therefoye, bilingual/bicultural programs need to be designed

for or adapted to local needs. Mass produced materials are at best cultural-

ly meaningless (Cazden,,E1m). No single instructional strategy can be best

for every classroom (Leosa, Ramirez).

In attempting to implement culturally responsilib programs avoid

excessive examination of the child'. It is the-classroom environment that

needs to be analyzed and altered (Cazden).

The Field Sensitive/Field Independent Pconstruct is atilI too under-

Vb researched to be used as a model for program design (Catden, Ramirez).

ESL should be avoided at the elementary level.. There are sound reasons

a for considering it.a very ineffective and potentially harmful instructional

methodology (De Avila, Milan, Troike).
N4

4

)1.
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Research

I

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

4,Language dominance and language proficiency are'concepts which require

detailed gociolinguic anal is and description (Dp Avila, Milan40'roike).

Such description would provide valuable insight into the phenomenontof'second

language acquisiten.by minority ,language schOol children.

Cross - cultural psychology lackS adequate and consistent models for the

description of culturally -based learnVti behaviors (Cervastes).
4

Th'gre is need for longitudinal studiee,d`.alternAtive bilingual models

baked on different learning and

Young).

structional theories-(Cazden, Escobedo,
ti

a

' There is need for detailed ethnogr4)ic research into the.sociocultural

determinants of school children's behaViors (Laosa).

Case stddies of successful biCuktural inservice training programg,are

needed (Cazden).,

Development

Bilingual curriculum materials are sorely needed, particularly for

transitional and maintenance programs (Chavez, Young).

Reciprocal, Bilingual Pe5!gram models should be developed and tested

(Young). 4

Competent language assessment'instruments based on sound
. ,

tic theorytare needed (De Molls, Frels, Troike).

General

Portions of the Lau emedi,es should be'claxified it wording and intent

(Lum, Gonzglez).
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The body of judicial precedents for mandated bilingual programs should

be increased through' suitable test cases '(Teitelbaum and Hiller). Organized

lobbying for the cause of bilingual/bicultural education should be pursued

at the statehouse and school board.

if
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